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Math2Earth and the many faces of 

mathematics – preface 
Dear readers, 

You hold a book which would hopefully give your students not only roots but also 

wings in mathematics. Going through the list of contributions you will notice that a 

wide range of subjects are put together under the headline “mathematics”.  We intend 

to show that mathematics covers very different areas of interest. By broadening the 

possible interpretations of what mathematics is, you are enlarging your pool of 

opportunities to motivate students for learning mathematics by offering them tasks 

close to their reality and relevant to their interests. You might even experience that 

students will learn to be actively inquiring for situations in which they could apply and 

develop their mathematical knowledge. 

Materials submitted by the partner institutions are arranged in separate chapters as 

follows: 

� Austrian contribution 

Mathematics from Earth to Space: • Aviation: Flying an airplane • Ecology: Math 

2 save the Earth • Finance matters • Space Shuttle Landing 

� Bulgarian contribution                                                                                              

Expect to be surprised by what you can do with mathematics: • Shortest paths • 

Mathematics+Logics or This is not the title of this theme • Optimizing under 

constraints • Order and chaos in a model of population biology • (De)Coding 

adventures for young scientists 

� Danish contribution                                                                                                   

Mathematics – a tool in your hand: • Christmas Stars • Animation – bringing 

movement into mathematics • Math at the gym • Math at workplace 

� Italian contribution                                                                                                   

Mathematical challenges from the town of Galileo: • Astronomy and instruments 

to draw quadratic curves • Astronomy from fun problems to deep open problems • 

Navigation through numbers and fun • Spherical trigonometry: sum of angles of 

triangle on a sphere 

� Slovakian contribution                                                                                              

Gardens, lemonade, space shuttle and others have a common denominator:  • 

Mathematics in school chemistry • Travelling to the Moon, Mars, and Pluto at 1 g 
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acceleration • Free fall and projectile motion in vacuum versus in the air, a few 

examples of limits with a physical background • Geometry in Gardens and Parks • 

The Limits and the Series in the Physics 

At the end of this wide variety of topics, we can come back to the main point: Look 

what you can do with mathematics! 

But why stop there? A few years ago, in the project Meeting in Mathematics, we 

originally intended to make a book for teachers working with gifted students. The 

result was a book useful for teachers working with students at any level. Learning 

from both projects and taking into account the feedback of the readers, we decided to 

improve and make second editions of the books Meeting in Mathematics and 

Math2Earth, which allows us to extend our main point: Look and be elated by what 

you can do with mathematics! 

 

The editors 
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Mathematical opportunities – mathematical 
awareness 

John Anderson  

1 Introduction 

Sometimes you hear the phrase “Mathematics is everywhere” which may end as a 

cliché if you do not specify what this is exactly supposed to mean.   

If I look out of my window at the trees that grow there, and the birds that live in the 

trees, mathematics is not what first occurs to me (except when I’m sitting here writing 

about mathematical awareness).  What can I do if I have to report what I actually see 

when I look outside. I can try to use my drawing skills and make a sketch or even a 

cartoon of what I see, or I can enact a short play imitating birds and trees. Most likely 

I will use words and numbers. For instance to describe that I saw two sparrows having 

a quarrel coming down from the thuja-tree landing for a short while on the lawn and 

then swiftly disappearing amongst the bushes. This may be it, but if I had to tell 

someone exactly where on the lawn the birds landed, and for how long they stayed, I 

would probably rely on geometry and numbers: There, approximately two meters from 

the  thuja on a line perpendicular to the edge of the lawn, they had a fight for about 

five seconds. I could avoid some of the words and numbers by drawing a map of the 

relevant part of the garden accounting for sparrows, positions and directions, but 

concerning time it is hard to avoid numbers unless you choose some kind of real time 

enacting. 

I saw no mathematics at first when I looked out of the window, but when I began 

reflecting over the scenery, mathematics contributed with means for a possible 

description. This is not to say that other expressions of my impressions could not have 

been chosen.  

I claim that mathematics does not live like for instance sparrows in our 

environment: You do not see mathematics when you look out of the window. 

However, depending on what you intend to do with your observations; mathematics 

offers you a lot of tools for further actions. 

In the classroom you can exercise mathematical skills. But if you leave it to chance 

to develop an eye for the opportunities that mathematical skills offer you outside the 

classroom, you may miss the parts that connect mathematics to life. 
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2 Opening your eyes 

You cannot say that in this or that context these mathematical activities are a 

natural given. The mathematics in a context is not solely determined by the particular 

context. Also the background of the learner is crucial for the mathematical 

opportunities that open up. 

To see a world in a grain of sand, 

And a heaven in a wild flower, 

Hold infinity in the palm of your hand, 

And eternity in an hour. 

William Blake – Auguries of Innocence 1803 

 
These four lines hold to me the essence of what the human mind and senses must 

contribute in order that mathematics can be a creative activity. The world around you 

does not impose mathematics upon a passive mind. You have to actively look for 

patterns, numbers, relations, etc. to bring mathematics into the situation. If you go 

looking for opportunities, then a world will open to you in a grain of sand. You have 

to practice a lot to develop habits promoting mathematical awareness. 

It is a question of seeing and developing your ways of interpreting what you see. 

 

3 Didactical contracts 

When advocating a broader and more spacious comprehension of mathematics, one 

obstacle we encounter can be the strong linking between people’s interpretation of the 

word “mathematics” and their experiences in school. Most people identify 

mathematics with the subject they were exposed to in school. 

Ask a person what is meant by a word like “music”. He will probably mention 

examples from the cultural scene and his own daily experiences as a listener or even 

performer at some level. Perhaps he whistles, sings, claps his hands or something of 

the kind. He is not likely to be drawn into a traumatic recalling of less amusing 
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experiences from his school days. Nevertheless, this is a very common reaction if you 

ask a randomly picked person about mathematics. 

In less severe cases memories of school mathematics tell about something that was 

at least not directly harmful, but on the other hand it was boring and uninteresting and 

mostly useless for life outside the classroom. Worse cases have resulted in anxiety and 

hate to the subject. Only a few will report that they found the subject inspiring and 

enhancing their opportunities for a productive and creative approach to life. Why does 

this happen? Perhaps something in the way mathematics is traditionally organised 

produces this phenomenon. 

The following brief description of the traditional didactical contract is mainly taken 

from Blomhøj (1995) [1]. (My translation from Danish).  

Guy Brousseau, French mathematical didactics researcher, gives the following 

description of typical teaching scenarios: 

• The teacher carefully lectures methods and algorithms presented in the 

textbook. 

• The teacher only sets tasks for which the students have ready-made tools and 

methods available.  

• A task is completed when all included questions are answered. 

• Answers are short: a number, a figure or in few cases a short sentence. 

• Students have a right to the teacher’s assessment when a problem is solved. 

• Success/failure in learning can be judged solely by checking the number of 

right answers. 

• Students exert themselves to answer the set tasks. 

This way of organising teaching in mathematics has some advantages. For instance 

it is easily manageable for the teacher.  There is a high level of control over tools, 

materials, prerequisites, etc. The students know exactly what they can expect and what 

is expected from them. But it can create ideas about mathematics that are 

counterproductive for applying mathematics outside the classroom and in new and less 

familiar   contexts.  It can be hard for students to develop an eye for what mathematics 

has to do with anything else but solving prescribed standard tasks in a classroom 

setting.  

Brosseau uses the term didactical contract for such a set of statements consisting of 

mostly tacitly accepted beliefs on how to behave in a classroom. The above described 

version of a didactical contract, commonly called the traditional way of teaching, has 

to be challenged if you want to extend people’s interpretation of mathematics to 

include more subjects, contexts and ways of being mathematically active. Since it is 

not a deliberately negotiated contract, but merely a habit creeping into you from 
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childhood, this is not an easy task, and the challenge should not be in the form of 

deleting it, but rather to extend it to include active and exploring ways of dealing with 

mathematics. 

4 Where can mathematical tasks come from? 

The articles of the present book are in fact examples of sources from which you 

can draw inspiration for a lot of tasks on very different levels of mathematical 

capabilities. But why are tasks from traditional textbooks not sufficient for the 

learning of mathematics?  

When looking up trigonometry in a traditional textbook, it is not unlikely to come 

across a task like the following: Graph the function f(x) = 2(1 – cos(x)). Where this 

function came from in the first place is not revealed, and perhaps it was just made up 

by combining numbers, operators and the cosine function. Apart from learning basic 

facts of trigonometric functions, will there ever be a situation where you will come 

across such a function?  

Here is how the function emerged the other day. 

What can you do with empty kitchen-roll tubes? Why not use them for building 

space structures? The greatest trouble shall prove to be getting enough of them 

without wasting a lot of kitchen roll. 

One problem that occurs is the following: How shall I cut the tubes, so they can be 

glued together making prescribed angles? 

 

 

You will soon find that trial and error is a poor strategy. Geometrical considerations 

show up to be beneficial. If two cylinders have to meet at an angle of v degrees you 
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find that on an unwrapped cylinder the trace where one cylinder meets the other 

cylinder in a suitable coordinate system can be modelled by graphing the function 

( ) tan( ) 1 cos
x

f x r v
r

  
= ⋅ ⋅ −  

  
 

 

where r is the radius of the tube, and x is the cylinder coordinate circling around the 

axe of the cylinder. 

6

4

2

5 10 15

f x( ) = r⋅tan v( )⋅ 1-cos

x

r( )( )

 

I admit that there is some work to be done when making the transition from the 

kitchen-roll tube to the graphics above and it is difficult to fit into the pattern of 

organising classroom as described in the section about the didactical contract. 

This may be why you are tempted to drop contexts such as the kitchen-roll tube 

problem and restrict tasks to standardised types such as graphing functions of the type 

( ) (1 cos( ))f x a bx= −  

You can generate lots of these tasks in no time by changing the values of a and b, 

and there will be a lot of tasks for students to perform. Including other trigonometric 

functions, such as sine and tangent, expands the possibilities, and combining two or 

more functions multiplies the number of possibilities for this practice of producing 

functions in a combinatorial way based on formulas. 

As a means for exploring behaviour of graphic representations of trigonometric 

functions, this can be a perfectly suitable way to manage. Especially if you combine it 

with the use of computer software for graphing functions. Then you may be able to 

make sense of the influence of different parameters simply by seeing immediately the 

effects of varying their values.  
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But out of the vast number of functions you can make by combining numbers, 

operators and basic functions, which ones will have a meaning in other contexts than 

this particular one for exploring the behaviour of trigonometric functions?  

It is a bit like music: You can combine notes in very many ways if you stick to 

combinatorial ways, but only very few of the combinations produce tunes that are 

worth listening to more than once. It is the same with language and poetry: Letters can 

be combined arbitrarily – ANT, ATN, NAT, NTA, TAN, TNA – but few 

combinations corresponds to meaningful words in English. 

When I was young, one of my friends had a poster on the wall of his room: “Give 

enough monkeys enough typewriters and you will find a Shakespeare sooner or later.” 

it said. Well go ahead. What is the probability that this will happen? Just try the 

reduced problem of determining the probability of six randomly chosen letters from 

the alphabet producing a meaningful word can be a bit of a task. 

My point is that if you seek examples of functions which have a meaning outside a 

universe of functions constructed by more or less random procedures, you have to 

venture into problems coming from sources external to traditional textbooks. 

You cannot restrict yourself to studying the behaviour of trigonometric functions at 

an internal level and expect students on their own to connect what’s going on in 

classroom to phenomena in the world outside school. On the other hand it is not likely 

that someone who had never had some introduction to geometry and trigonometry 

would invent these means by himself. We can call this the “hen or egg” problem, i.e. 

which appeared first? 

5 Inspiration from studies of numeracy 

Some years ago in Denmark a model was developed to form a basis for designing 

adult mathematics re-education at elementary level Lindenskov & Wedege (1999) [2]. 

It was inspired by studies of literacy and numeracy and focused on improving 

mathematical abilities amongst adults who had not had good constructive experiences 

with mathematics in school. 

What I find of special interest is the inclusion of not only mathematical concepts, 

skills and applications but also the direction of focus towards the learner as a person 

and a living human being who will be exposed to the teaching and learning of 

mathematics. 

This learner is brought onto the scene not as an object for cognitive science, but as 

a living being with emotions and intentions. Am I studying this subject to be able to 

keep my job? Am I doing mathematics in order to beat my brother in the latest 

computer game? Do I enjoy the aesthetics of space geometry? Am I estimating 

whether or not I can afford to buy a bike? The recipe for today’s meal is dimensioned 

to four people, but there will be seven people – how much shall I use of each 

ingredient? 
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All this can affect the attitude with which you approach different subjects. 

Also the media, the actual form and material which are being used to communicate 

about mathematics, do matter. Also the context (space shuttle landing, tax 

calculations, geometry of parks, the influence of air resistance, lodging a complaint 

about miscalculations in an invoice) will have a great influence on the appearance and 

role of the mathematics you have to deal with. 

The following diagram gives some impression of the complexity of the scenario for 

mathematics being alive on earth outside the traditional classroom. 

 

In the complex business of planning and implementing teaching, with intention in 

mind to be in control of the situation, it can be tempting to avoid situations that seem 

complicated or not well known to the teacher and the students. Unfortunately this will 

fix students’ minds to a narrow interpretation of what mathematics is, how it can 

appear and what you can do with it. 

Now and then you need to set off to explore more or less unknown territory, 

dealing with tasks that exceed standard textbook exercises in complexity, to facilitate 

the development of a comprehension of mathematics that opens up to experiences, 

explorations and applications of mathematics in varying contexts and situations.  

As a final remark: Don’t interpret the considerations above in the direction that 

classroom, textbooks and standard tasks are to be avoided. This is not the point. The 

point is that there has to be additional ways of working with mathematics to bridge 

between concepts and skills and the world external to textbooks. 
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Mathematics from Earth to Space 

 

For me, the study of mathematics was the 

key that opened the doors to the universe. 

 

Robert L. Stewart, NASA astronaut 

 

 

Space Shuttle model Explorer at the Kennedy Space Center 

 

 

 

 

 This chapter contains the contributions of the Austrian team 



Chapter 1 2 

In this chapter we want to show how mathematics can be (and actually is) used in 

very different areas – from flying the Space Shuttle or an airplane to calculating your 

very own greenhouse gas production. We also will make a little detour to the finance 

department. 

Each section has a list that describes the parts of the mathematics and science 

curricula that are covered by it. This list is neither intended to show all mathematics 

and/or science prerequisites in a particular order, nor is it intended to show all parts of 

the curriculum that are mentioned or used in it. Most importantly, it does not mean “if 

you do not know these parts of mathematics, you can not use or understand that”. It 

merely contains the parts of the curricula that are regularly used in the particular 

materials, and may be helpful for teachers who are looking for materials to a specific 

topic. 

Math 2 save the Earth talks about sun and wind energy as alternatives to fossil fuel 

or nuclear power. You can find out how many of these solar panels we would need, or 

how many windmills would be required to cover our energy consumption. You may 

also see (and think about) the amount of greenhouse gases you produce. 

Flying an airplane lets you find out about what pilots have to do before they even 

take off – and yes, they do use mathematics! Next will be the landing, which is not 

quite as simple as stopping a car. And lastly – but not too scary – what happens when 

the landing does not work as planned? 

Finance matters (double meaning well intended) shows you how banks deal with 

the risk that some of their customers may not pay back their loans. And you finally 

will be able to calculate your income tax (as well as anybody else’s). 

Space Shuttle Landing leads you into the world of astronauts. You can find out 

how hot a Shuttle really gets when landing and how long such a landing procedure 

actually takes. And if you always wanted to know why they talk about travelling for 

millions of miles despite them being just a mere 220 miles away from earth – come 

and see. 

But most of all have fun and find out that mathematics is not about dusty books, 

but about real life! 
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Math 2 save the Earth 

Ilse Lagger 

1 Introduction 

People talk about saving energy and alternative energy sources since decades. 

Global warming and CO2 is a relatively new subject for the general public, though 

experts talked about that one for quite some time as well. Now you know that turning 

off the light if you do not need it is a good thing, and you might have heard about cars 

being bad for the environment and planes being even worse, but that little bit of 

driving to the drugstore every day can not be that bad – or can it? How much CO2 

does that produce, and what does it mean in the general picture? 

 

Fig. 1. Traffic in Bangkok [1] 

Currently most countries create energy (counting beans: Actually energy can 

neither be created nor destroyed, only converted from one form into another, e.g. from 

chemical energy to electric energy) by burning fossil fuels, and/or by using nuclear 

power plants (which one might think to be CO2-friendly, yet the production of the 

nuclear fuel needed for the power plants creates a very large amount of CO2, and there 

we don’t even start to think about the dangers and the nuclear waste containment). 

Alternative energy sources like solar energy or wind energy would be a way out. But 

how much of those would we need to cover our energy consumption? Find out more 

about how mathematics can help you to help the earth! 
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2 Curriculum items covered by this unit 

2.1 Mathematical curriculum 

• Manipulation of terms containing fractions and exponentials 

• Percentage 

• Interpretation of tables 

2.2 Science curriculum 

• Electricity 

• Energy conversion 

3 Tasks and problems 

3.1 Energy from the sun 

Photovoltaic is used to convert sunlight (mainly the visible part of the spectrum) 

into electric energy. In Austria, only 0.03% of the energy consumption is covered by 

photovoltaic. People who are active in environmental protection urge to dramatically 

increase this kind of energy production, particularly to avoid burning of fossil fuels or 

nuclear power production. Let us see how much energy can be produced by 

photovoltaic, and whether it is possible to eventually cover all energy production with 

solar panels. 

 

Fig. 2. Solar panels [2] 
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Tasks: A standard solar panel is a rectangle with a size of 160 cm x 90 cm. It has a 

power output of 200 W. 

[1] How much area would be covered with solar panels in Austria to cover the total 

electric power consumption (by 2008, this was 58,884 GWh) by using solar 

panels? Estimate that the sun shines for an average of 8 hours per day. 

[2] Austria has a total area of 83,872 km
2
. What percentage of that area would be 

covered with solar panels? 

[3] About 70% of the Austrian power requirement is covered by hydroelectric 

power plants. How much area of solar panels would be needed to cover the 

remaining 30%? 

[4] Find the data for other countries and solve tasks [1], [2], [3] for those countries! 

Solutions: 

[1] One solar panel produces 200 W in one hour. If we estimate 8 hours of sunshine 

per day, the panel would produce 200 W × 8 h = 1 600 Wh per day. In one year 

(365 days), it would produce 1 600 × 365 = 584 000 Wh = 0.000584 GWh. To 

cover the total annual consumption on electric power (58 884 GWh), we would 

need about 
58 884

100 828 767
0.000584

= ≈ 100 million panels. As each panel has an 

area of 160 cm × 90 cm = 1.6 m × 0.9 m = 1.44 m², this would result in an area 

of 1.44 × 100 828 767 = 145 193 424.48 m² ≈ 145 km². 

[2] 
145

0.0017 0.17%
83 827

= =  

[3] 0.0017 × 0.3 = 0.00051 = 0.051 %. These numbers look promising, however 

there are several drawbacks: a) The sun does not really shine 8 hours a day, b) 

most of the country is either covered by housing, farmland, forest, or water, all 

of which could not easily be covered with solar panels, and c) both the price and 

the amount of solar panels (100 million panels is really a lot; try to find out the 

costs for one panel) may be prohibitive. But even if only part of this investment 

would be made, it would mean a tremendous improvement in environmental 

impact! 

3.2 Wind energy 

You probably have seen windmills standing somewhere on the coast or on barren 

land – and we do not talk about the old, wooden mills that were used to grind corn etc. 

but about modern, concrete-and-steel constructions. From the distance they don’t look 
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like much, but if you stand next to one you can see that they are really big – typically 

around 80 m! Now the last task showed that covering the Austrian energy 

consumption with solar panels might not work, but how about using wind power 

instead? 

 

Fig. 3. Windmills at the Danish coast [3] 

Tasks: A windmill can produce up to 3600 kW of power (counting beans: the 

actual power output depends on the wind speed; usually windmills work in a range 

between 4 m/s and 25 m/s). 

[1] Suppose the wind blows day and night within the ideal speed of 13 to 25 m/s, 

which gives the maximum power output of most windmills. How many 

windmills would have to be constructed to cover the total electric power 

consumption of Austria? 

[2] Obviously the wind does not blow day and night with the same strength. Try to 

find out the actual wind speed for a place nearby and repeat the calculation! 

3.3 CO2 – How about you 

Climate changes and the role of CO2 in it are heavily discussed since several years. 

Many books have been written about it, so we will not go into any details here. But do 

you know how high your own CO2 emission is? 

Task: The CO2-emmission of a person consists of several parts: shopping, heating 

(including hot water), traffic, food, electricity, and infrastructure (counting beans: 

these are only the main categories, but they include the vast majority of personal CO2 

emissions). Use the following tables to find out your own CO2 emissions! 
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Shopping 

Basic values and added values of CO2 emissions for shopping in t/year 

Basic value Added values 
 

Efficient 

use 

Medium 

use 

High 

use 

Very high 

use 

Exclusive 

use (A) Housing 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.8 1.4 

(B) Car 0.0 0.3 0.5 1.0 1.3 

(C) Furnishing 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.8 

(D) Clothing 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 

(E) Leisure 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.9 1.8 

(F) Personal 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Total 1.5     
 

Table 1. CO2-emissions: shopping 

(A) Basic value for 20 m
2
 per person; add 0.2 t per 10 m

2
 

Townhouse: +0.6 t; Single family house: +0.8 t; Large house: +1.4 t 

House built by ecological principles: half values 

(B) Car; Motorbike: 0.1 t; Compact car: 0.2 t; Medium car: 0.5 t; Large 

car/SUV: 0.8 t 

Luxury car: 1.3 t 

(C) Furnishing: Basic value for ecological furniture 

(D) Clothing: Basic value for few pieces of clothes or clothes from ecologic 

production 

(E) Leisure: Hotels, restaurants, movies, operas, sports clubs, … 

(F) Personal: cosmetics, books, CDs, gifts, … 

For single households, add 0.2 t, for households with 4 or more persons 

subtract 0.4 t 

[1] Heating 

CO2 emissions in kg/m
2
 living area 

 Oil heating Gas heating 

 > 30 

years 

10–30 

years 

< 10 

years 

Low 

energy 

> 30 

years 

10–30 

years 

< 10 

years 

Low 

energy Apartment 

house 

56 42 29 14 40 30 21 11 

Townhouse 61 46 33 16 44 33 23 12 

Single family 

house 

73 56 39 18 52 38 27 14 

 
Table 2. CO2-emissions: heating 
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 For electricity, double the value for oil 

 For coal, 25 % more than oil; for wood, 25 % of value for gas 

[2] Traffic 

For car: 0.2 t per 1000 km 

For public transport (bus, train, tram, metro): 0.05 t per 1000 km 

For airplanes: 0.4 t per 1000 km 

[3] Food 

Basic values and added values of CO2 emissions for food in t/year 

Basic value Added values 
 

Efficient use Medium use High use Very high use 

Meat products 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 

Dairy products 0.4 0.0 0.3 0.8 

Sweets 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 

Frozen and ready-made food 0.0 0.1 0.3 1.0 

Imported foods 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 

Conventionally grown foods 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Vegetables, fruit, bread 

(locally grown/made) 

0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Soft drinks 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 

Total 0.5    

 
Table 3. CO2-emissions: food 

[4] Electricity 

Normal value: 0.6 t/kWh. An average household uses 3,500 kWh per year. Try 

to find out your own electricity consumption. 

[5] Infrastructure 

Those are emissions that are created by the state, cities, communities etc. for 

general infrastructure, e.g. hospitals, administration, military. It is estimated to 

be 1 t/year. 

It has been estimated that an emission of at most 3 t per year per inhabitant would 

not create a major change of climate. How about you? 
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Flying an airplane 

Daniel Antony De Silva 

 

1 Introduction 

Airplanes take off and land all the time, and the passengers hardly think about how 

it all works and what’s behind all that. Yet the plane has to be fuelled before even 

taking off – but how much fuel is needed? And the plane needs a certain length of 

runway to be able to land – but how much? And if a go-around is necessary, what are 

the conditions for that? Before you vow to never get in an airplane again, let us see 

some of the mathematics that pilots need – and rest assured they know all about it! 

 

Fig. 1. United Airlines plane shortly after takeoff 

2 Curriculum items covered by this unit 

• Manipulation of terms containing fractions and exponentials 

• Percentage 

• Interpreting tables and charts 

• Linear interpolation 
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3 Tasks and problems 

3.1 Fuel calculation 

The necessary amount of fuel for a commercial airliner consists of several parts 

that are calculated before each flight. By changing altitude or airspeed the pilot can 

save some fuel during the flight. Let us consider an example of a flight from Vienna to 

Dubai with a Boeing 737-800. The minimum amount of fuel consists of: 

a) Fuel for taxiing from the parking position to the runway (200 kg). 

b) Fuel for the flight from Vienna to Dubai. 

c) 5% of b) as spare to compensate for changing winds, lower altitude and an 

eventual detour because of lightning etc. 

d) Fuel for the flight from the destination airport to the alternative airport (if there is 

bad weather or a blocked runway), done with a standard speed of 380 kts 

(knots … nautical miles per hour). 

e) Minimum remaining fuel (after the landing there has to be fuel left for 30 minutes 

of flying). 

The distance between Vienna and Dubai is 2,450 NM (nautical miles). The 

alternative airport Muscat is 160 NM away from Dubai. The plane is flying with an 

average airspeed of 400 kts. The wind is predicted to have a tailwind component of 34 

kts. The aircraft has two engines; each is using 1,200 kg of fuel per hour. 

Tasks: 

[1] How long will the flight take? 

[2] How much fuel has to be filled in the tank? (Hint: Calculate the fuel for the flight, 

then calculate and add the additional fuel for c), d), and e), then add the taxiing 

fuel from a) to it). 

[3] At large airports fuel is pumped into the planes using underground pipes. The 

amount of fuel in these facilities is measured by volume (litres), not by mass (kg). 

How much liters of fuel have to be filled in the tanks, if the density of fuel is 0.79 

kg/l? 

[4] How long does the fuelling process take if the flow rate is 14 l/sec and there were 

3.2 tons of fuel in the tanks? 

[5] The pilots think of flying lower than planned, because the tailwind component is 

stronger by 25 kts if they fly 4000 feet lower. Is this option saving fuel, 

considering the fact that each 1000 ft lower altitude needs 1% more fuel? How 
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much fuel can be saved, if any? (Hint: Add the tailwind speed to the plane speed, 

and then repeat the calculations of [1]). 

[6] The pilots think of reducing the airspeed to save fuel. By how many percent can 

they reduce the airspeed if the maximum flying time (to avoid delays) is 5 hours 

46 minutes? How much fuel can they save by this, considering that 1% reduction 

in airspeed means 1% less fuel consumption? (Hint: Calculate the airspeed for the 

given distance, if the flying time is 5 hours 46 minutes, and then calculate the fuel 

requirements as in [1]). 

3.2 Landing 

 

Fig. 2. US Airways plane landing on the runway in Seattle 

The landing distance of a commercial airliner is influenced by several parameters. 

In flight preparation, the predicted landing distance is calculated and updated during 

the flight. The landing distance depends on 

a) Total weight of the airplane: sum of weight of the empty plane, estimated weight 

of passengers (females are assumed to have 76 kg, males 84 kg), weight of 

luggage, weight of freight, planned weight of fuel at landing 

b) Altitude of the airport 

c) Wind 

d) Slope of the runway 

e) Temperature 

f) Landing speed of the plane 

g) Reverse thrust 
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h) Surface of the runway 

i) Flaps 

These parameters are used to calculate the actually required landing distance. An 

additional 15% (if the runway is dry) or 65% (if the runway is wet) is added to 

account for imprecision (i.e. late touch down, higher speed, slippery surface) and to 

create a safety buffer. 

We want to calculate the landing distance for a landing with a Boeing 737-800 in 

Innsbruck. The landing is planned with flaps 40 in western direction. The weight of 

the empty plane is 35 t, and there are 95 women and 80 men aboard. The luggage 

weighs 3,300 kg, and the weight of fuel at landing is 2,600 kg. The pilot decides to 

land with automatic brakes (AUTOBREAK 3), approach speed 10 kts above minimum 

speed at flaps 40 (10 knots above vref 40), and without reverse thrust (NO REV). The 

following data is reported from Innsbruck: Dry runway, altitude 2,000 ft, wind 10 kts 

from western direction (headwind), no slope of runway, temperature 11°C (no need 

for temperature corrections). The airplane manufacturer published the following table 

regarding landing distances: 
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MAX 

MANUAL 
1375 90/-85 35 -60 220 35 -25 110 70 155 

MAX 

AUTO 
1495 95/-85 35 -60 225 35 -25 115 75 165 

AUTOBRA

KE 3 
1745 115/-105 40 -75 265 15 -10 185 10 20 

AUTOBRA

KE 2 
2200 165/-155 65 -100 365 30 -35 200 40 40 

 
Table 1. Normal configuration landing distances for a Boeing 737-800 with good reported 

brakes 

Tasks: 

[1] Calculate the landing weight. (Hint: Add the passenger, luggage and fuel weight 

to the weight of the empty plane) 
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[2] How long is the required landing distance? (Hint: Use the appropriate entries of 

the table) 

[3] Can a landing in Innsbruck be performed? Try to find out the length of the 

runway in Innsbruck! 

[4] How long is the landing distance, if the pilot chooses MAX AUTO breaks? Can 

a landing in Innsbruck be performed with this setting? 

3.3 Go-around (missed approach) 

In case a pilot has to perform a go-around, the plane has to achieve a certain climb 

gradient to be able to safely pass over obstacles. For every possible mode of approach 

and every runway, a landing manoeuvre is developed and a certain decision height is 

calculated, so as to gain enough altitude after a go-around and start a new approach or 

fly to an alternative airport. 

We plan an instrument landing with a Boeing 737, considering one engine out, in 

Salzburg airport on runway 16 in south-eastern direction. The temperature is 22°C, the 

airport altitude is 1,411 ft, the weight of the plane is 60 t, and the landing is performed 

with a speed of vref 40+5. The air conditioning remains on during the landing (engine 

bleed for packs on), the de-icing for engines and wings is not required (engine anti-ice 

off, wing anti-ice off). The approach chart for runway 16 in Salzburg shows that the 

decision height for a Boeing 737 (a plane of category C) is 2,030 ft if the climb 

gradient is 3%, and 2,090 ft if the climb gradient is between 2.5% and 3%. If the climb 

gradient is lower than 2.5% the plane cannot land in Salzburg. 

Tasks: 

[1] Calculate the climb gradient, using table 2. Do this by first finding the climb 

gradient in the first part of the table for the given temperature and altitude (use 

linear interpolation if the altitude is not in the table), then make a weight 

adjustment and a speed adjustment according to the other parts of the table. 

[2] Can the landing be performed in Salzburg? If yes, what is the decision height 

(use approach map)? 

[3] Can a landing be performed if the weight is 65 t? 

[4] What if the de-icing has to be used (engine and wing anti-ice on)? 

[5] What could be done to make an approach possible in task [3]? 

[6] Try to find other airport charts and solve [2]-[4] with those! 
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Fig. 3. Approach map for Salzburg airport (LOWS) 
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GO-AROUND CLIMB GRADIENT 

REFERENCE GO-AROUND GRADIENT (%) TEMP 

°C PRESSURE ALTITUDE (FT) 

 0 2000 4000 6000 8000 

30 6.27 5.17 4.11 3.00 1.79 

26 6.31 5.72 4.63 3.49 2.22 

22 6.33 5.74 5.19 4.02 2.69 

18 6.36 5.77 5.21 4.51 3.25 

14 6.38 5.79 5.23 4.53 3.85 

Gradient adjustment for weight (%) 

REFERENCE GO-AROUND GRADIENT (%) WEIGHT 

(1000 KG) 0 2 4 6 

65 –2.35 –2.84 –3.36 –3.86 

60 –1.72 –2.06 –2.43 –2.79 

55 –0.93 –1.13 –1.34 –1.53 

Gradient adjustment for speed (%) 

WEIGHT ADJUSTED GO-AROUND GRADIENT (%) 
SPEED 

0 2 4 6 8 

VREF40 –0.33 –0.35 –0.36 –0.36 –0.36 

VREF40+5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

VREF40+10 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.18 

With engine bleed for packs off, increase gradient by 0.3 % 

 
Table 2. Go-around climb gradient for a Boeing 737–600 with one engine inoperable 

 

Recommendations for further reading 

• De Silva, D.A. Sinnstiftende Aufgaben für den Mathematikunterricht, Universität 

Wien, 2008 

• Gruber, W. Unglaublich einfach. Einfach unglaublich, Ecowin Verlag, Wien, 

2006 

• Wolke, R. What Einstein didn’t know, Dell Publishing House, New York, 1999 
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Finance matters 

Daniel Antony De Silva and Andreas Ulovec 

 

1 Introduction 

Sooner or later, everybody has to deal with finances. You pay income tax, but how 

does this actually work? If your income doubles, does your tax double as well? If you 

take a loan for your house or your car, you usually pay it back over the years. But 

sometimes people or companies are not able to pay back in time or at all. How do 

banks deal with that risk? Be prepared to find out more! 

2 Curriculum items covered this unit 

• Manipulation of terms containing fractions and exponentials 

• Percentage 

• Matrices 

• Binomial Distribution 

3 Tasks and problems 

3.1 Loan risk 

To estimate the risk of default (i.e. the risk that a customer does not pay back his or 

her loan), companies are sorted into rating categories according to their 

creditworthiness. The estimated possible changes in the rating after one year are 

summarized in a migration matrix. 

When banks give loans to companies or private customers they have to be prepared 

that some of the customers might not pay the whole sum back because of default, i.e. 

because they are unable to pay or went into bankruptcy. To estimate the risk of 

default, banks and rating agencies classify their customers into rating categories. Each 

category corresponds to a certain probability of default. A commonly used 

classification is the one used by the credit rating agency Standard & Poor’s [1], using 

letter codes ranging from AAA (best quality borrowers) to D (has already defaulted 

and is likely to default again). Simplified versions use letters A to D. Using historic 

data, rating agencies create migrations matrices describing the probability that a 
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Fig. 1. Standard & Poor’s headquarters in New York [1] 

borrower – depending on his current rate – will remain in the same category or change 

to another category after one year. The element aij thereby described the probability 

that a customer who is now in category i will be in category j the following year. A 

typical migration matrix would look like this: 

To 

From 

A B C D 

A 89% 8% 2% 1% 

B 7% 78% 12% 3% 

C 3% 21% 70% 6% 

D 0% 0% 0% 0% 

 

Table 1. Migration matrix 

Tasks: 

[1] What is the probability for a company in rating category A to be in a lower 

category next year? 

[2] What is the probability for a company in rating category C to be in the same or a 

higher category next year? 

[3] Calculate the probabilities for companies in categories A, B, and C to be in 

category D after two years! 

[4] If the migration matrix for next year is the same as the one for this year, what 

would the two-year migration matrix be? 
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3.2 Loan portfolio 

A loan portfolio is a set of single – sometimes very different – loans. As we have 

just seen, these loans have a certain risk of default. If a loan portfolio contains a lot of 

correlating loans (e.g. many loans from the same branch of industry), there is a high 

likeliness that many of these loans default at the same time and put the bank at risk. If 

the diversification is high, the probability for such a concentration of default is much 

lower. The ideal case is a completely independent loan portfolio. 

Task: A loan portfolio consists of 75 single loans with a default probability of 4.5% 

each. The loans are considered independent. 

[1] What is the probability of 3 loans to default? 

[2] What is the probability of at least 5 loans to default? 

[3] Would this probability be higher or lower if the loans would not be independent? 

3.3 Income tax 

The amount of the income tax you have to pay depends – of course – on the 

amount of your income. With most other taxes and fees, doubling the amount to be 

taxed just doubles the amount of tax. But income tax in most countries is a so-called 

progressive tax, i.e. if you earn double as much money, you usually have to pay more 

than double the amount of income tax. To get the amount of ones income tax, the 

annual income has to be calculated, i.e. the sum of all annual incomes. From this sum, 

the income tax is determined (counting beans: Actually there might be parts of your 

income – e.g. certain bonus payments – with a lower tax rate, and amounts of money 

that you spent for certain purposes – e.g. gifts to charity – which can be deducted from 

your annual income, but we will not go into these details, as they vary greatly between 

states and countries). 

   

Fig. 2. “Book of taxes” and headquarters of the Austrian Federal Ministry of Finance [2] 
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Being an employee in Austria, you normally receive 14 monthly payments a year 

(for two months, you receive a double payment). For the first 10,000 Euro of your 

annual income you do not have to pay any tax. For the next 15,000 Euro, you have to 

pay 36.5%, for the following 35,000 Euro the tax rate is 43.2143%, and for everything 

above the tax rate is 50%. 

Task: We consider four employees A, B, C, D with a monthly income before tax of 

1,000 Euro, 2,000 Euro, 3,000 Euro and 5,000 Euro, respectively. 

[1] Calculate the annual incomes before tax of the employees! 

[2] How much income tax do they have to pay? 

[3] What is the percentage of their annual income that they have to pay for income 

tax? 

[4] What is the monthly net income (i.e. the monthly income minus the tax; 

counting beans: actually in several countries social security contributions are 

also deducted)? 

[5] Each employee gets a monthly increase of salary (before tax) of 3%. How much 

does the monthly net income increase (calculate both in Euro and in percent)? 

[6] Each employee gets a monthly increase of salary (before tax) of 200 Euro. How 

much does the monthly net income increase (calculate both in Euro and in 

percent)? 

[7] Try to find out income tax rates in your own country and solve tasks [1]-[5]! 

Solution: 

[1] Employee A has an annual income of 1,000 € × 14 = 14,000 €, employee B has 

an annual income of 2,000 € × 14 = 28,000 €, employee C has an annual income 

of 3,000 € × 14 = 42,000 €, employee D has an annual income of 5,000 € × 14 = 

70,000 €. 

[2] Employee A has to pay no income tax for the first 10,000 € and 36.5% for the 

remaining 4,000 € (now all of the income is covered), meaning employee A has 

to pay 4,000 € × 36.5% = 1,460 €. Employee B has to pay no income tax for the 

first 10,000 €, 36.5% for the next 15,000 € (now 25,000 € of the income is 

covered), and 43.2143% for the remaining 3,000 € (now all of the income is 

covered), meaning employee B has to pay 15,000 × 36.5% + 3,000 × 43.2143% 

= 6,771.43 €. Employee C has to pay no income tax for the first 10,000 €, 36.5% 

for the next 15,000 € (now 25,000 € of the income is covered), and 43.2143% 

for the remaining 17,000 € (now all of the income is covered), meaning 

employee C has to pay 15,000 × 36.5% + 17,000 × 43.2143% = 12,821.43 €. 

Employee D has to pay no income tax for the first 10,000 €, 36.5% for the next 
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15,000 € (now 25,000 € of the income is covered), 43.2143% for the next 35,000 

€ (now 60,000 € of the income is covered), and 50% for the remaining 10,000 € 

(now all of the income is covered), meaning employee D has to pay 15,000 × 

36.5% + 35,000 × 43.2143% + 10,000 × 50% = 25,600 €. We can clearly see 

that the amount of income tax is not at all proportional to the annual income, but 

progressive. 

[3] Employee A has to pay 1,460 €, which is %4.10
000,14

460,1
= . Employee   B has to 

pay 6,771.43 €, which is %2.24
000,28

43.771,6
= . Employee C has to pay 12,821.43 €, 

which is %5.30
000,42

43.821,12
= . Employee D has to pay 25,600 €, which 

is %6,36
000,70

600,25
= . 

[4] This can be done by calculating the monthly tax, i.e. dividing the annual tax by 

14 (remember that the employees get their monthly salary 14 times), and 

subtracting this from the monthly salary. For employee A, this would be 

71.895
14

460,1
000,1 =− €. Similar calculations can be done with the other 

employees. Alternatively, you can also subtract the percentage calculated in [3], 

this would however be not quite as exact due to rounding. 

[5] If employee A gets an increase of 3%, the monthly income would be 1,030 €, the 

annual income would be 1,030 × 14 = 14,420 €. The income tax would be (see 

[2] for exact description of the calculation) 4,420 × 36.5% = 1,613.30 €. The 

monthly net income would then be 76.914
14

30.613,1
030,1 =− €, and the monthly 

increase would be 914.76 – 895.71 = 19.05 €, which would be an increase of 

%1.2
71.895

05.19
= . Similar calculations can be done for employees B, C, and D. 

[6] Similarly, if employee A gets a monthly increase of 200 €, the monthly income 

would now be 1,200 €, the annual income would be 16,800. The income tax 

would be 6,800 × 36.5% = 2,482 €. The monthly net income would then be 

71.022,1
14

482,2
200,1 =− €, and the monthly increase would be 1,022.71 – 895.71 
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= 127 €, which would be an increase of %1.14
71.895

127
= . Similar calculations 

can be done for employees B, C, and D.  
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Space Shuttle Landing 

Andreas Ulovec 

1 Introduction 

A Space Shuttle launch is always an exciting adventure! Countdown, engine 

ignition, a fiery lift-off, and the Shuttle is away for its next mission to the International 

Space Station or some other near earth orbit mission – all covered live by TV stations 

around the globe. 

 

Fig. 1. Space Shuttle Endeavour ready to lift off for mission STS-130 

However, when the Shuttle (counting peas: actually the airplane-shaped part that 

lands is called the Orbiter, while Space Shuttle means the whole compound of the 

vehicle at take-off, including the two solid-rocket boosters and the orange external 

fuel tank, all of which is ditched several minutes after take-off.) comes back some 

days or weeks later, it generates much less interest. And yet it is the landing that is the 

most challenging part of the flight for the crew – and also the most dangerous. The 

Space Shuttle gets very hot while coming back to Earth, one might read in the internet 

or the newspapers, but how hot is “very hot”? How long does “coming back to Earth” 

actually take? Some people have heard about air friction, drag, and insulation tiles, but 

how does it all come together? Follow us to find out more! 

2 Curriculum content covered by this unit 

2.1 Mathematics curriculum 

• Manipulation of terms containing fractions and exponentials 
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• Percentage 

• Area of plane figures 

• Trigonometric functions 

• Optional: Derivatives, solving simple differential equations 

2.2 Science curriculum 

• Air density 

• Drag (air friction) 

• Energy conversion 

• Accelerated movement 

3 Tasks and problems 

3.1 How hot does a Space Shuttle get? 

Before we can answer this question, we first have to see why a Space Shuttle (or 

any other object moving fast through the atmosphere) is getting hot in the first place. 

The answer is air friction. In any kind of friction, kinetic energy is converted into 

thermal energy. If we think about friction between solids, this is a well known process 

– rub your hands together, and they get warm, rub faster, they get even warmer. 

Friction of a solid moving in a gas is a bit different, but the principle of conversion of 

kinetic energy into thermal energy remains (counting peas: some would say there 

really is no thermal energy conversion, as increasing temperature just means 

molecules moving faster, i.e. kinetic energy again). Air molecules (mainly Nitrogen 

and Oxygen molecules) hit the surface of the solid, and a tiny fraction of the kinetic 

energy of the solid is converted into thermal energy (or kinetic energy of air 

molecules). With relatively slow speed this effect is also there, but too small to realize 

– if you move your hands through the air, you don’t feel them (or the air) getting any 

warmer (counting peas: actually your hands get a bit colder because of vaporization of 

sweat). At the speed of an airplane, the effect is already measurable. At the speed of a 

Space Shuttle (about 20 times the speed of a commercial airliner), the effect becomes 

a major engineering problem – but we will come back to that later. 

Task: The most dangerous part of the landing is after the de-orbit burn of a Space 

Shuttle (i.e. the time when the landing process begins) at an altitude of 122 km and at 

a speed of 1 25 900v = km/h and the time the Shuttle exits from Radio Blackout (which 

marks the end of the hottest phase of the flight) at an altitude of 55 km and a speed of 

2 13 300v = km/h. How much does the temperature of the Shuttle surface (the Shuttles 
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heat capacity is
Kkg

J500≈c ) increase in this period? (NB: Through the so-called shock 

wave effect, only 4% of the converted energy heats up the shuttle, the rest heats up the 

air and does not concern us here). 

Solution: 

Kinetic energy
2

2
vm

Ekin

⋅
= , thermal energy TcmEth ⋅⋅=  

Energy conversion: Difference of kinetic energy = difference of thermal energy 

Now we take into consideration that only 4% of the converted energy heat up the 

shuttle: 

Difference of thermal energy = 4% of difference of kinetic energy 
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As we are doing the calculations in the metric system, all units (here: particularly 

the speed) have to be converted into standard units. For speed, this is m/s. The factor 

of conversion between km/h and m/s is 3.6, i.e. 1 m/s = 3.6 km/h. This leads to 

1 7194v = m/s and 2 3 700v = m/s. Now we can calculate the temperature difference: 

2 2 2 2

1 2 7194 3 700
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2 2 1522
500

v v

T
c

− −
⋅ ⋅

∆ = = =  

The temperature increases by 1 522 °C (counting peas: actually the standard unit 

for temperature would be Kelvin, but as we are talking about a temperature difference 

here, we can use °C, as degrees Celsius and Kelvin have the same relative scale units). 

This means that using regular airplane materials for the shuttle surface would not be 

enough to protect it from the re-entry heat (steel melts at 1 530 °C, aluminum melts 

already at 660 °C). That’s why the surface of the shuttle (particularly the parts getting 

hottest, i.e. the nose cap and the wing leading edges, and to a lesser extend the 

underside of the main body and of the wings) is covered with a Thermal Protection 

System – reinforced carbon-carbon at critical places, and insulation tiles made of 

Silica ceramics that has a high melting point and sheds heat very quickly.  
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Fig. 2. Insulation tiles on the lower side of the wings of Shuttle model Explorer 

 

Fig. 3. Demonstration of heat shedding by insulation tiles at the Kennedy Space Center 

3.2 How long is the “hot phase”? 

We already know that air friction is the main reason why a Space Shuttle gets hot 

while landing (counting peas: other, but minor, factors are heat from the sun and 

radiation). It is also the main reason for the Shuttle getting slower (counting more 

peas: without the atmosphere, the Shuttle would actually get faster because of gravity, 

but the vertical acceleration effect of gravity is almost completely countered by the 

centripetal force at this high speed). Air friction depends on several factors: Speed v 

(the main factor), air density ρ, (effective) surface area of the object Aeff, and the 
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geometric form of the object (described by a form factor, or drag coefficient, cd). The 

deceleration is given by 

deff cAv
m

a ⋅⋅⋅⋅−= 2

2

1
ρ  

Mass, effective area, and form factor of the shuttle can be easily determined and 

remain fairly constant (counting peas: this would only be exact if the Shuttle flies in a 

straight line; actually the shuttle makes a couple of S-shaped turns, but this would add 

too much complexity into the calculation), but the air density depends on the altitude, 

weather etc. The air density in Earths’ atmosphere at a certain altitude h (in m) is 

given by 

00011856.0
0

⋅−⋅= h
h eρρ  

0ρ  being the air density at sea level (the standard value is 
30

m

kg
2250.1=ρ ). 

Task: As described above, the “hot phase” of a Space Shuttle landing starts at the 

end of the de-orbit burn at an altitude of 122 km and at a speed of 1 25 900v = km/h and 

ends at the time the Shuttle exits from Radio Blackout at an altitude of 55km and a 

speed of 2 13 300v = km/h. How long does the “hot phase” last? The wing area of a 

space shuttle is 250 m
2
, it is coming in with its nose tilted upwards at about 40°, its 

mass at landing is approximately 100 t, and the drag coefficient is about 0.078. (NB: 

For reasonably simple calculations, consider the air density being a constant 

value km55ρ ). Hint: Find the function v(t) giving the relation between speed and time. 

Solution: (NB: the equation for speed can either be developed by the students, 

using derivatives and solving a simple differential equation, or provided by the 

teacher). 

To find relation between speed v and time t, we remind ourselves that deceleration 

is the change of speed with time, i.e. 

t

v
a

d

d
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With the above equation for deceleration by air friction we get 
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This is a differential equation of the form 
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The solution can easily be found, e.g. by using separation of variables 
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As we have the border condition v(0) = v1 = 25 900 km = 7 194 m/s we get c = –

0.00014, and the equation for speed is 
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Now we only have to calculate the remaining variables: the air density ρ, and the 

effective surface area of the object Aeff (mass and drag coefficient, as well as the speed 

at the time the shuttle leaves the “hot phase”, are known). As for the air density we 

made the assumption that this is a constant value km55ρ : 

55 000 0.00011856

55km 55 000m 0 3

kg
0.0018

m
e

− ⋅ρ = ρ = ρ ⋅ =  

As for the effective area one would think this might be the same as the wing area 

(250 m
2
), but the Shuttle is coming in at an angle of 40° (counting peas: the actual 

angle varies due to several flight maneuvers performed by the onboard computer, but 

for most of the re-entry it is indeed 40°), i.e. the effective area must be reduced by the 

factor sin 40° (if you look at a sheet of paper from a 90° angle you see the full area, if 

you look at it from another angle the area seems to be smaller): 

22
m16040sinm250 =°⋅=effA  

Finally we enter all the values into the equation for speed and calculate the time t: 
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60 min 

The shuttle takes about 60 minutes from the de-orbit burn to the end of radio 

blackout. 
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3.3 More about the Space Shuttle 

Most missions of the Shuttles are to the International Space Station (ISS), 

delivering parts, making repairs, and – pretty importantly – shuttle crew members to 

and from the station. These missions last several days to some weeks. Although the 

Shuttle is docked to the ISS most of the time, it (and the ISS) is not fixed to a certain 

point in space, but moves along a given orbit – and pretty fast at that! But how fast? 

And how many miles does it travel on a mission? 

Tasks: 

[1] Find out the orbit and speed (relative to earth) of the ISS on the NASA 

homepage. 

[2] Pick any past Shuttle mission to the ISS, and find out how long the mission 

lasted. 

[3] Use this data to estimate how many miles the Shuttle travelled in the mission 

you picked. Compare this with the data given on Wikipedia. 

 

Fig. 4. Space Shuttle model Explorer 

 

Recommendations for further reading 

• http://WeUseMath.org (May 28, 2013) 

• http://www.nasa.gov/audience/forstudents/index.html (May 28, 2013) 
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Expect to be surprised by what you 

can do with mathematics 

Five seemingly unrelated mathematical themes & variations 
developed by the Bulgarian Math2Earth team 

 

The whole of mathematics consists in the organization  of a 

 series of aids to the imagination  in the process of reasoning. 

Alfred N. Whitehead 

 

 

So, you think they have brought math to Earth, already... 

 

 

 

This chapter contains the contributions of the Bulgarian team. 
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Is it a paradox to love mathematics, to admire its beauty and depth, and still to be 

put down as a dreary type or at best – as an eccentric with a strange hobby? To 

overcome the threshold of real-life problems with ease and at the same time to see 

them as a projection of something more general and abstract, the ceiling being only 

your imagination... To discover the mysterious messages of nature and history, and to 

decode them with real mathematical skills... To apply existing mathematical methods 

(or invent new ones) in order to find optimal solutions in various real-life situations, 

e.g. determining the most economical and still nutritious diet, or the component 

amounts of a product mix maximizing the profit, or finding the shortest road system 

connecting a gas station with a number of cities... To extract order from chaos in 

dynamical systems and thus – to be able to predict the behavior of biological 

populations... 

You will find the answer of these and many other questions in the mathematical 

themes (essays) in this Chapter developed by the members of the Bulgarian 

Math2Earth project team (researchers from the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and 

Sofia University). 

The opening theme, This is not the title of this theme, presents some paradoxes we 

come across every now and then – in a book store, in the street, in many jokes and 

aphorisms. The role of paradoxes in science and mathematics is also discussed. 

Several warm up challenges are offered for you to try out your logical reasoning in 

what seems to be a paradoxical situation. 

The second theme, (De-)Coding adventures for young researchers, discusses the 

most famous methods for working with secret messages. You will be involved in a 

“big project” – to help museum workers reconstruct an ancient Greek vase and 

understand the way two artefacts are used by decoding a text based on Egyptian 

hieroglyphs. 

The third theme, Optimizing under constraints, explains the role of mathematical 

modeling for attacking real-life problems with a focus on a class of problems 

concerning the maximization (or minimization) of a quantity while at the same time 

ensuring that certain constraints on other quantities are satisfied. The branch of 

mathematics dealing with such problems, called Linear programming (LP), is 

introduced, and several interesting LP problems together with graphical methods for 

solving them are proposed. After getting familiar with this theme, you will know how 

to determine the most economical diet which satisfies specific nutritional 

requirements, how to optimize the profit of a product mix, how to transport a single 

product from different sources to different destinations so that the total transportation 

cost is minimal, and how to perform optimal one-to-one allocations, such as assigning 

candidates to positions, salesmen to territories, or tasks to machines. But most 

importantly, you will be prepared to recognize situations in which to apply LP. 

The fourth theme, In search of the shortest path, also considers optimization 

problems but this time the focus is on their geometric nature – finding the shortest 
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path connecting objects under specific conditions, e.g. routing of heating and 

plumbing pipes inside a building, determining the shortest road system for oil or 

natural gas pipelines taking into consideration the terrain, designing the layout 

between logic gates in circuits to minimize propagation of time, and other minimal 

networks. Starting with very simple cases you will be able to explore more 

challenging situations and to convince yourself that not every solution which seems to 

be the best at first glance is such in reality.  

The final theme of this chapter, Order and chaos in a model of population 

biology, presents the notion of chaos in a historical perspective. It reveals the mystery 

behind this concept by means of a very simple model of population biology which 

demonstrates what happens to an initial population given certain observable or 

experimentally determined parameters: does it tend to zero, become arbitrarily large, 

fluctuate periodically, or even irregularly, as time goes on?  

We hope that while exploring this Chapter you will discover the logic in seemingly 

paradoxical situations, you will decode the message of the ancient wine-drinkers, you 

will find the optimal solutions (best strategies) in serious every-day life challenges, 

and will be able to get a better idea of the behavior of biological populations. 

However, our greatest hope is that in addition to experiencing the practical power of 

mathematics, you will be inspired by the deeper relations between mathematics and 

“the beautiful”. 

And even if you know how to find the shortest path you will dare (to quote the poet 

Emerson) to go where there is no path and leave a trail... 
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This is not the title of this theme 

Evgenia Sendova 

1 Paradoxes – here, there, everywhere 
I am very sorry - the great French mathematician and philosopher Blaise Pascal 

wrote to one of his friends – but I don't have enough time to make my letter shorter... 

At first glance this thought might seem paradoxical but after a while we realize how 

difficult it is to say in ten sentences what other men say in whole books, and 

even more so – what other men do NOT say in whole books... What is 

paradox, by the way? Even the dictionaries disagree on this – according to 

Webster the paradox is a statement which though true seems false and self-

contradictory whereas Longman defines it as a statement which seems to be foolish 

or impossible but which has some truth in it. The word stems from the ancient Greek 

where it had the meaning "contrary to the accepted opinion". 

One of the best mathematics popularizers, Martin Gardner, classifies the 

paradoxes in four main categories [1]: 

• Assertions that seem false but actually are true 

• Assertions that seem true but actually are false 

• Lines of reasoning that seem impeccable but which lead to logical 

contradiction (more commonly called a fallacy).  

• Assertions whose truth or falsity is undecidable. 

Life is full of paradoxes (in any of the above senses) to the extent that it 

would be paradoxical not to come across paradoxes every now and then. A couple 

of weeks ago I asked in a bookshop for What is the name of this book? – a famous 

book on logical paradoxes by Raymond Smullyan. The book seller got very angry: 

"You don't know the name and you expect ME to know it..."  

The next day a fax arrived whose only readable sentence read: "If you don't 

receive this fax, please call us..." (A nice variation of this would be: I have not 

received the letter in which you are reminding me about the money I owe you...) 

Some of you have probably come across advertisements of the kind: IF YOU 

CAN’T READ THIS, CALL 898-60-01. Or have seen (and even suffered from) 

falling wooden inscriptions of the kind: WATCH OUT – FALLING OBJECTS! 

Others might have even written on a wall as in Fig. 1: 
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Fig. 1. A paradox we often see on the walls. Fig. 2. Cretans, always liars. (Artist: 

Yovko Kolarov) 

Here follow a couple of stories which, even if not true, might be such: 

• At a lecture in mathematics someone from the audience told the lecturer: There 

is an error on the black board. The answer was: I have been wrong only once in 

my life – when I thought I was wrong... 

• Bertand Russel asserted that George Edward Moore (a distinguished English 

philosopher) had told a lie only once in his life. This was when he was asked if 

he had always said the truth. Then Moore thought for a while and said: No. 

Many aphorisms, jokes and cartoons are based on paradoxes. Here are some 

examples. 

Oscar Wilde, the great Irish playwright, said: Paradoxically though it may seem, it 

is none the less true that life imitates art far more than art imitates life.  

Grucho Marx, a master of wit, is remembered by his paradox-like one liners: 

• I don't care to belong to a club that accepts people like me as members.  

• I find television very educating. Every time somebody turns on the set, I go into 

the other room and read a book. 

Stanisław Jerzy Lec, one of the most influential aphorists in the 20th century, 

included in his Unkempt Thoughts the following: 

• If a man who cannot count finds a four-leaf clover, is he lucky? 

• The radio is a wonderful invention – you just push the button and there will be 

silence... 

In one of the cartoons about the Peanuts, Charlie Brown shares with Lucy that he 

has a new life philosophy – to say NO to each question. 

− To say NO to each question? – asks Lucy unbelievingly. 

− Yes, I mean NO… O-o-oh, you ruined my new life philosophy – sighs Charlie. 

Κρῆτες ἀεὶ ψεῦσται 
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1.1 Tasks and problems  

TTaasskk  11..  Think of a paradox you have come across in your everyday experience. 

TTaasskk  22..  Try to translate in a language which is not English (e.g. German) the 

following sentence: This sentence in English is difficult to translate in 

German.  

TTaasskk  33..  Here follows a fragment of a list of rules compiled by Harold Evans as 

quoted in [1]. Explain where the paradox lies in each one of them: 

• Don’t use no double negatives. 

• Don’t use commas, which aren’t necessary. 

• Verbs has to agree with their subjects. 

• About those sentence fragments. 

• Try to not ever split infinitives. 

• Always read what you have written to see you any words out. 

• It is important to use apostrophe’s correctly. 

TTaasskk  44..  Try to enrich this list with paradoxical grammar rules of your own.  

TTaasskk  55..  Think of (or find) a paradoxical title of a book, article, textbook. 

TTaasskk  66..  A grandmother pulled a wishbone with her small grandson. Her wish was 

that he would win. She pulled the larger part of the bone. Did she win? 

Explain your reasoning. 

2 Is this a paradox or isn’t it? – this is the question  

Of course, what appears to be a paradox is often insufficient mathematical 

knowledge or even absent-mindedness. Just remember the boy who having learned 

how to work with a calculator, exclaimed in surprise: 1/2 is a small number, 1/4 is 

also a small number, but look at how big 1/3 is!!! (What was his mistake?) Or, the 

teacher who complained: The larger half of my students doesn’t know that the two 

halves of anything are equal... And the absent-minded professor who said: There are 

three types of mathematicians - those who can count, and those who can't.  

Even the famous paradox about the liar [2] could hardly be called a paradox. Let 

us recall the story – it is about Epimenides, a poet of 6
th
 c. BC, from Crete, who 

according to the legend had said: Cretans, always liars (Fig. 2). It was considered 

for a long time that this statement of Epimenides was a paradox. Here is how the 

ancient Greeks reasoned (try to find the flaw in their reasoning): 

If the assertion is true than it is false (since all the Cretans are liars and therefore 

Epimenides who is Cretan himself, also lies. If the assertion on the other hand is 

false, then all the Cretans tell the truth which would mean that it is true – again a 

contradiction. 
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Did you find the error in these reasoning? Of course – the logical negation of the 

assertion All the Cretans are liars is not All the Cretans tell the truth but rather Not all 

the Cretans are liars. “Not all” (or “not every”) does not mean the same thing as 

“none”; it translates as “some” [3], i.e. the logical negation in fact is There exists at 

least one Cretan who tells the truth. This means that the paradox is not a real paradox 

– Epimenides is a liar but there are some Cretans (at least one) who tell the truth.  

By the way, it is not always easy to make the negation of a statement. When we 

form the negation of a proposition which is true we expect its negation to be false. But 

consider the following examples; 

• This sentence consists of six words. 

• Half of the students in the class are stupid. 

Sometimes a non-paradox becomes a paradox because words change their meaning 

while the phrases containing those words remain intact. How many times have 

you heard the phrase: "The exception proves the rule" used to argue that a rule is all 

the stronger and more meaningful when you can point out times it has been 

broken? The phrase, however, uses the word prove in its older meaning of test. You 

would come closer to its original meaning of the phrase by using a synonym and 

saying, "The exception probes the rule", just as you would verify if a computer 

program is working properly... Understood correctly, the original saying affirms 

rather than denies the most basic of principles of scientific inquiry: that one must 

account for exceptions, not ignore them [4]. 

2.1 Tasks and problems  

TTaasskk  77..  Suppose you say: I am lying. Is what you say true or false? Explain 

why this is a paradox. 

TTaasskk  88..  Lucy asserts that the negation of x<10 is x>10. Do you agree? 

Explain. 

TTaasskk  99..  Try to negate the following sentences: 

• Everybody in this room is sleeping. 

• Nobody pays attention. 

• Some students have solved the problem.  

• All the students in this class are girls. 

• There is at least one person who has read up to here. 

• Not all the problems are challenging. 
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3 Some paradoxes in science  

Although strange, the paradoxes are an essential part of the great science 

because it is looking for "crazy", i.e., paradoxical theories. This is well illustrated by 

Nils Bohr whose reaction to the paper of Pauli and Heisenberg was: We all agree that 

your theory is insane. The question is if it is really that insane so as to have the 

chance to be true... No wonder that science goes forward in harmony with the 

number and the depth of the paradoxes overcome, with the paradoxality of the 

new ideas. Of course science does not stay at one spot. Very often something 

that seems to be a paradox soon is accepted as quite normal. Take for example 

the following ex-paradoxes: 

• In vacuum heavy objects do not fall faster than the lighter ones. 

• Heat is movement. 

• Malaria is caused by the mosquitoes. 

• The odd numbers are as many as the natural numbers. 

What has happened with the last paradox, and many other of the type “the 

whole equals the part”, has now become the defining property of the infinite. 

Even one of the greatest achievements of our century, the theory of relativity, 

was commented by Rutherford as nonsense (We don't need this for our work...). At 

the time Rutherford was already a world-famous scientist and this theory was 

not a novelty. 

 

  

Fig. 3. The Twin paradox after Einstein. Fig. 4. If I can shave only those who 

can’t shave themselves, can I shave 

myself? 
(Artist: Yovko Kolarov) 
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The relativity of time is illustrated by the Twin paradox - if one of the twins 

is launched in a rocket he could return to Earth in his own future. The time on the 

rocket will run slower because of the greater speed and when the twins meet, 

the longer the travel and the greater – the speed of the rocket have been – the 

bigger their age difference will be (Fig. 3). As Hardy says: /f it were not for 

Einstein, the physical picture of the world would be different... 

But maybe the greatest paradox in scientific context is that in mathematics 

there are also paradoxes which can lead to deep insights. 

3.1 Paradoxes in mathematics 

During its history mathematics has experienced three crises accompanied with 

revealing paradoxes. But solving them gave rise to new theories. The first crisis 

was provoked by the insight that the diagonal of the square and its side cannot be 

measured with one and the same unit. Overcoming this antique crisis gave rise to the 

irrational numbers (even their name shows how far from the "rational" they have 

seemed to the old Greeks – they even did not interpret them as numbers but 

rather translated them in terms of geometry.) 

The second crisis caused a lot of problems to the mathematicians of 17
th

 and 18
th

 

centuries in connection with the infinitesimal. The crisis due to the fact that these 

magnitudes have been treated both as 0 and non-zero was solved by Cauchy by 

introducing the theory of limits. 

The last (for now) crisis (19th – 20th century) was so strong as to influence the 

foundations of mathematics. The eminent German logician Frege had just 

completed The Fundamentals of Arithmetic, in which he believed he had developed 

a consistent theory of sets that would serve as the foundation of all mathematics. The 

volume was about to be printed when Frege received a letter from Russell telling him 

about a paradox he had discovered about sets: Consider the set of all sets that are not 

members of themselves. Is it a member of itself? However you answer you will 

contradict yourself [1]. To make this more understandable to the general public 

Russell dressed the paradox in what is now known as the Barber paradox: If a barber 

is allowed to shave all and only those men who can't shave themselves, can he shave 

himself? (Fig. 4). Frege’s set theory permitted the existence of the set of all sets 

which are not members of themselves. As it became clear from Russell’s letter 

such a set is self-contradictory. Of course Frege was not very happy (to say the 

least) but according to Russell thanks to revealing and overcoming the paradoxes 

mathematics became more logical and the logic – more mathematical... 

In his theory of types Russell made a resolute attempt to find a solution to the 

paradoxes. He arranged sets in a hierarchy of types in such a way that it is not 

permissible to say that a set is a member of itself, or not a member of itself. In such a 

way he eliminated self-contradictory sets. There is no meaningful way to define them 

if obeying the rules of the theory of types [1].  
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In short, any time when mathematics experiences a serious crisis it was saved by a 

new idea which re-gained its image of unmistakable science. That is why we should 

not be afraid of paradoxes but should even be searching for some which might 

blossom in beautiful theories. 

One of the most impressive and the most complicated paradoxes in mathematics is 

Kurt Gödel's famous Incompleteness Theorem. It can be thought of as arising from his 

attempt to replicate as closely as possible the Epimenides paradox in purely 

mathematical terms. Let us consider the sentence: This proposition can never be 

proven. If it is false, it follows that it could be proven, which means that it is true and 

therefore – unprovable. The paradox is due to the fact that the notion provable is not 

well defined. In mathematical logic one doesn’t talk about proof in an absolute sense 

but rather about provability in a specific system. Gödel shows that in any 

mathematically powerful system S it is possible to express a statement that closely 

reminds the liar paradox: This formula is unprovable within axiomatic system S. More 

precisely, Gödel manages to construct such a proposition that neither it, nor its 

negation could be proven in the given system. 

I apologize to the readers for not having enough time to make this theme shorter. If 

you, by any chance, have read up to here, be sure that this is not its last sentence...Or 

is it? 

P. S. When I asked a colleague of mine how he found this "might-be-a-

Math2Earth theme", he murmured something like: It could be worse... My reaction 

was obvious: "Is this all you can say?" Not really, I could have said:  "It could not 

be worse"... 

Now it is time to check how logical you have become ☺ 

3.2 Tasks and problems 

TTaasskk  1100..  Think of variations of the Barber paradox (e.g. replace the barber with a 

cook, a painter, a robot). 

TTaasskk  1111..  There are many numbers that could be called interesting because of their 

properties (e.g. 7 is prime, 28 is perfect, etc.) 

• Do you think that every natural number is interesting? Try to argue by 

assuming the opposite. What can you say about the smallest number 

which is not interesting? 

• Modify your argument in the case of interesting and dull people. Are 

there dull people according to your argument? 

TTaasskk  1122..  Read the following dialog carefully: 

The teacher: Who tore this book? 

Becky: I didn’t! 

Tom: I did! 

Joe: Only one of them is telling the truth! 
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Is it possible that Joe tells the truth if we know that just one, Tom or 

Becky, has done this? 

TTaasskk  1133..  There are 3 false statements here: 

• 2+2=4 

• 3×6 = 17 

• 8/4 = 2 

• 13-6=5 

• 5+4 = 9 

Which are they? 

TTaasskk  1144..  Is the following dialog a paradoxical one? 

Plato: What Socrates will say now will be a lie! 

Socrates: Plato tells the truth! 

TTaasskk  1155..  Explain why the letter O has been replaced by a hexagon in the following 

sentence [5]: 

If π = 3 this sentence w uld l k like this 
TTaasskk  1166..  Try to construct sentences which talk about themselves [6, 7], like these: 

• In this sentence, the number of occurrences of 0 is 1, of 1 is 11, of 2 is 

2, of 3 is 1, of 4 is 1, of 5 is 1, of 6 is 1, of 7 is 1, of 8 is 1, and of 9 is 1. 

• This point is well taken 

TTaasskk  1177..  Write on one side of a blank card the following text: 

THE SENTENCE ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THIS CARD IS TRUE. 

On the opposite side of the card write: 

THE SENTENCE ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THIS CARD IS FALSE. 

Show the card to your friends and ask them which sentence is true. 
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(De-)Coding adventures for young researchers 

Pavel Boytchev 

1 Coding, encryption, ciphers 

We often associate coding with writing secret messages; however, this is usually 

called encrypting. Coding is a more general notion meaning to represent a message 

using specially designed symbols (AKA codes). Codes are not only the symbols used 

to code a message (sorry for this recursive statement), but are also the rules that 

control the processes of using these codes. The sole goal of a code is to be decoded. 

When we talk about secret codes, the goal becomes to make decoding easy for 

specific recipient and impossible to everybody else. This represents the encryption 

meaning of coding. In Greek kryptos means hidden. The other word that is often used 

for coding secret messages, is ciphering. The origin of this word leads us to the Arabic 

word sifr, meaning zero, empty, nothing. It has been introduced in Europe by the 

arrival of the Arabic numerals and soon its meaning has become not just zero, but also 

any numeral. Later on, it has started to be used for coded messages. Nowadays the 

cipher is usually a code based on digits.  

Let us see two of the most famous ancient codes and try to develop techniques to 

decode them. 

The Skytale is one of the oldest encryption techniques. It relies on changing the 

places of letters in order to hide the meaning. Coding and decoding uses simple tools – 

a stick with predefined width and a long leather or paper strip. The sender of the 

message would wrap the strip around the stick and then write the text across the strip 

(Fig. 1). The courier carries only the strip – when unfolded it contains a “random” 

meaningless sequences of letters. The receiver of the message wraps back the strip on 

a stick with an identical width in order to align the letters in the correct way and read 

the text. 

  

Fig. 1. Model of a skytale Fig. 2. The strip ordered in columns 

H E L P U R 

G E N T L Y 

H E L P U S 

N O W P L E 

A S E D A D 

H E L P U R 

G E N T L Y 

H E L P U S 

N O W P L E 

A S E D A D 
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If an enemy captures the courier, he would need the exact stick in order to decode the 

message. If the original message is HELP URGENTLY, HELP US NOW, PLEASE, 

DAD then the enemy would see HGHNAEEEOSLNLWEPTPPDULULARYSED. If 

we imagine a sheet of paper wrapped around the stick, then the text on it would look 

like in Fig. 2. Note that text is read line-by-line, but appears on the strip column-by-

column. This information is sufficient to decode any message - just order the text in 

columns of 2 letters, 3 letters, etc. until you get a meaningful text horizontally.  

TTaasskk  11..  Describe an algorithm to decode any text even if the width of the 

stick is unknown. 

TTaasskk  22..  Describe how to eliminate stick width’s that results in unaligned text (i.e. 

the letters are not aligned in rows when the band is wrapped around the 

stick). 

TTaasskk  33..  The enemy knows that you know how to decode any message without the 

correct stick, and yet it sends a secret message to challenge your decoding 

skills. Try to decode the message if it reads:                                                  

HEGEHENOASLPNTLPWPEDURLYUSLEAD
1
.
 
 

The Rome commander Julius Caesar is believed to have used another encryption 

method, which is nowadays called after his name – Caesar’s Code. Each letter of the 

message is replaced by a letter three positions further on the alphabet (Fig. 3). 

 

 

Fig. 3. Coding and (de)coding Caesar’s Code 

Our message HELP URGENTLY, HELP US NOW, PLEASE, DAD! would be 

coded as KHOS XUJHQWOB, KHOS XV QRZ, SOHDWH, GDG. Because of the 

                                                 
1
 Hint: What if letters are always written in pairs? 

G H A B C D E F 

G H I J K 

... 

... D E F A B C 

The original letters 

Shifted 3 

positions 

 

G H A B C D E F ... 

The coded letters 

Original letters 

Shifted 3 

positions 
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shift, few letters will fall outside of the shifted alphabet. In our case such letter is Y, 

which is coded as B. Of course, it is possible to use other variations of this code – for 

example to use another shift number, or another shift direction.  

Computers can break the Caesar’s code by brute force, because there are only 26 

letters in the English alphabet and it is easy to try all possible shifts. Even if there is no 

computer, a human can quickly understand which one of the shifts works – this is the 

one that produces meaningful text. 

An interesting property of the Caesar’s code is that the processes of coding and 

decoding are practically the same. If we code a message using shifting to the left by 3 

positions, then we code it again by using shifting to the right by 3, then we will get the 

same message (Fig. 3). Thus, the second coding is in fact decoding. 

The Caesar’s code is still used today. The so-called ROT13 code, which uses shift 

of 13 positions, is often used to make accidental reading impossible – for example, the 

answer of a quiz could be coded by ROT13, so that it is both impossible to understand 

it immediately, but also it is easy to decode it. 

The application of shift codes is related to “circular” arithmetic where only a given 

subset of numbers is used. All numbers outside this set are as if wrapped back to the 

set. If we imagine that this ring of numbers has 8 slots (i.e. it can accommodate the 

numbers from 0 to 7 inclusive), then 2+4 = 6 and 6+4=2 (actually 6+4 is 10, but 10 

maps onto 2 after wrapping).We write in this case 6+4≡2 (mod 8). 

The Caesar’s coding is equivalent to using a ring of 26. If we apply shift-by-one 

code to a message 26 successive times, we will get the same message, because 

1 1 1 1+ + + +L  (26 times) = 26 which overlaps with 0, or 26≡0 (mod 26). 

TTaasskk  44..  Find a shift code for which coding and decoding is absolutely the same 

using the same shift, i.e. to decode a message you just code it again with the 

same shift position
2
. 

TTaasskk  55..  Invent and manufacture a tool, which could help you to use Caesar’s code 

easily
3
. 

TTaasskk  66..  Study the ring arithmetic with various lengths of the ring. How is addition 

and subtraction done? Can the sum of two positive numbers be smaller than 

any of them? What will happen if a number is multiplied by a number equal 

to the size of the ring? 

                                                 
2
 Hint: ROT13 is such coding, purely symmetrical. 

3
 Hint: One possible tool is to have two paper disks with different radii and letters typed along 

their perimeters. When disks are put one over the other, they can be rotated in order to 

represent various shift positions. 
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2 Projects 

Coding and decoding could be quite interesting and engaging, but usually things 

are not that straightforward. Most often people need a lot more additional work to 

decode a message. The next section will present an interesting project that could 

involve several people working together, but before it, we will describe what a project 

is. 

The etymology of the word project dates back to the Latin language. Projectus 

means to throw forward, and the root ject is nowadays a root of many words besides 

project, e. g. projection, injection, inkjet, jet (-liner), etc. 

By project we mean a very complex task, which requires significant amount of 

time and other resources, and which is solved by a team of several people. There are 

two approaches to manage large projects and quite often they are used together. 

• Approach 1: Split the task into simpler tasks. If the tasks are still too hard to 

do, then decompose them further into subtasks. Repeat this until all final tasks 

are relatively small and easy to accomplish. This approach is an implementation 

of the ancient Latin saying Divide et Impera (Divide and Conquer). 

• Approach 2: Build one or more teams of specialists in different fields. Every 

team-member should know his/her task and how it depends on the rest. 

The successful outcome of a project relies not only on the actual job related to the 

topic of the project, but also on other important issues, such as: 

• Project management and collaborative work 

• Gathering information from various resources 

• Producing results that document every step of the project (these results are often 

called deliverables, and they could be a document, a software program, a study, 

etc.) 

• Dissemination of the achieved results. 

The next section deals with a project, which combines various activities. The 

intention is to have several teams engaged in the same project, solving different tasks 

in parallel. To solve the tasks in the project the teams would have: to gather 

information about the Ancient Greek pottery; to solve a decrypting problem; to find 

information about a mysterious illustration; to use software tools to build virtual 

models, and to solve problems involving calculations of volumes. 
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3. The big project 

Everyone has visited museums … these buildings with large silent halls, full of 

ancient artefacts – statues, vases, tools and weapons. Museums tell us interesting 

stories about past times. We have the chance to see the same objects that were seen 

and used by people many centuries ago. Many of the exhibits present moments of the 

past. By studying the ancient artefacts, we could learn a lot about the culture, the 

habits and the dreams of our predecessors. Unfortunately, many of the artefacts are not 

in perfect condition – vases are broken, drawings are destroyed, pieces are missing, 

texts and ornaments are not easy to restore. And this is the beginning of the (de)coding 

adventure of the young researchers. 

A real researcher is not someone who knows the answers of many problems, but 

rather someone who knows how to solve problems without obvious solutions. You, as 

young researchers, are asked to help the museum to solve a mysterious problem. There 

are four artefacts related to the problem and now you can examine them for the first 

time: 

Artefact №1 – An ancient Greek vase with elegant drawings of people and 

animals. Unfortunately, the archaeologists found the vase broken into many pieces. 

They have made their best to reconstruct the vase as a 3D puzzle, but realized that 

some of the pieces are still missing (Fig. 4a).  

Artefact №2 – A terracotta pot believed to be manufactured by Oltos 26 centuries 

ago (Fig. 4b). The most mysterious fact is that there is an upside-down drawing of 

dolphins.  

  

a b c d 

Fig. 4. The artefacts of the big project 

Artefact №3 – A relatively large pot with unknown purpose (Fig. 4c). The 

archaeologists conjecture that it is used together with artefact №2, but how and why is 

still a mystery. 
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Artefact №4 – A clay plate with a sharp script based on Egypt hieroglyphs 

(Fig. 4d). Every word is coded with a single glyph. The conjecture is that it describes 

how artefacts №2 and №3 are used. 

The goal of the project is to study all artefacts and help archaeologists to solve 

several problems: 

• to build a virtual 3D model of artefact №1 so as to help its restoration; 

• to determine how artefacts №2 and №3 were used; 

• to find out why the dolphins in artefact №2 are upside-down; 

• to decode the text of artefact №4; 

• to calculate the volume of specific pots. 

This project is a miniature version of an original research project – it can be split in 

tasks and subtasks, the work can be distributed among several teams, deliverables are 

to be produced for every task, and so on. The end of the project is a report to be 

presented to the whole group; it should reflect all the work done to help the 

archaeologists, as well as everything that has been found and learned. 

The participation in a project requires a successful implementation of many skills 

including collaborative work, finding and using various resources, ensuring that tasks 

are complying their deadlines, transferring ideas and results from one domain to 

another, and finally, dispatching resourcing including personal efforts and time. 

Before starting the actual scientific research, you should form teams. A team is 

supposed to have 3–7 members. This is not a strict rule, however. The number of the 

team-members may vary depending on their experience, but to get a realistic feeling 

about a project work, it is better to have at least three members in a team. 

Building the teams is the first and the last job of the project that all young 

researchers will do together. All other activities are specific to individual teams. An 

important note to all teams is that every team will work on the whole project. The 

tasks in the project will be distributed within the team. Teams may compete with each 

other without sharing information and results while the project is running. 

Every team-member should be responsible for at least one research activity 

required for the project: decoding ancient scripts; computer modelling; surfing for 

information and online scientific resources; electronic data processing, and project 

presentation. When the teams are ready, they should notify the supervising teacher 

about their decisions. 

The next very important task for each team is to study the project and to try to 

group all related efforts into several tasks. The main problem here is that one and the 

same project can be split in different ways, so there is no single correct sequence of 

tasks. 

After tasks are clearly defined, each team should distribute them among its 

members. There is no requirement to have one-to-one correspondence between tasks 
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and members, i.e. a task can be given to several members, as well as a team- member 

could take part in several tasks. 

The last activity in this task is to define how tasks are related to each other. This 

involves answering questions of the following kind: Which tasks must be done before 

(or after) which tasks? Which tasks could be done in parallel, How much time will 

every task need, Is it possible that the result of one task be a hint to the solution of 

another task?  

Artefact №1 is reconstructed by several pieces, but still there is a part of the pot, 

for which no pieces are found. An important activity for you now is to find the 

missing pieces and put them in the correct places in order to get a whole and complete 

picture of the research object. The goal of this task is to study the shape of the 

artefact and make a virtual 3D model. For this purpose you could use a specially 

designed software application called Potter’s Wheel [1]. It can build a 3D virtual 

model of a pot by defining its profile. The application assumes that the resulting shape 

is a rotational solid (Fig. 5). Potters use similar technique for making pots. 

         

Fig. 5. The Potter’s Wheel application 

A good feature of the application is that it could be used in exploratory style – i.e. 

you can experiment with the functionalities, play with the buttons and learn-by-doing 

how to build a virtual 3D model.  

Another task could be to collect information and study the Ancient Greek 

pottery – the kinds of pots, their typical shapes, decorations, purpose, etc. The 

outcome would have a great impact on the project success. A special attention must be 

paid to the first three artefacts – the broken pot, the upside-down dolphins and the 

large pot. If the researchers in charge of this task finish first, they could provide 

helpful information to the fellow-team-members working on other tasks. 

Quite often a problem could be solved in several different ways. Decoding the 

Egyptian hieroglyphs
4
 on the forth artefact could provide an alternative route to the 

                                                 
4
 Most of them are true hieroglyphs, a few are “invented“ just for the project. 
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problem with the dolphins. Here is a translation table supposedly sent by a famous 

Egyptologist (Fig. 6).  

 

In, inside  

 

Sea 

 Wine 
 

Walk 

around 

 
Water 

 
Psykter 

 

 

Dolphin 

 

Jump 

 Krater  Put, place 
 

Fig. 6. Hieroglyphs dictionary Fig. 7. The solution  

The translation table provides literal translation of all symbols in artefact №4. 

However, you are expected to construct the meaning of the text based on a skeleton of 

translated words. It is also important to find the traversal path of reading. 

If the plate is read top-to-bottom and then left-to-right, the translation would be: 

Put wine in psykter | Put water in krater | Put psykter in krater | Sea walks around 

psykter dolphins jump in water. 

The solution of this puzzle is shown in Fig. 7 – the large pot is filled with cold 

water, the pot with the dolphins is filled with wine and its narrower side is placed in 

the krater. This construction is an ancient Greek wine cooler. While wine is being 

used, the remaining will always stay “underwater”, exposed to the full potential of the 

cooling water. Thus the psykter is placed upside-down and the dolphins appear with 

normal orientation (jumping above the sea of cold water). 

The goal of this task is not mere decoding of hieroglyphs. It teaches an important 

lesson, that sometimes scientists should consult different sources of information and 

experiment different ideas until they find a proper solution. This interdisciplinary 

approach is a fundamental tool for solving difficult problems. Having a Rosetta Stone 

is a lucky situation and scientists should not rely on it. 

The next research task in the project could involve some mathematical explorations 

of the results from the previous tasks such as measuring and calculating the 

volumes of various pots. By applying their mathematical knowledge young 

researchers could get experience in several areas of mathematics: volumes of 

rotational solids; decomposing complex volumes into simpler ones; calculations with 
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approximation; symbolic calculation; using interactive mathematical software; using 

spreadsheets for structuring and calculating of data; integrating knowledge from 

various domains. 

The end of the project is a task involving all team-members – this is a presentation 

of the team’s activities and achievements. This presentation could be a hard copy of 

a report, a multimedia presentation or both. This task is really important, because the 

young researchers develop and practice the skills to present scientific results to other 

people. Collaboration and social activities are a main factor for the success of modern 

projects, and the dissemination is the last milestone. 

4 Introduction 

Although this section is the last, it is captioned as Introduction, because the end of 

every scientific and research project lays the foundation of the next project. 

Researchers are never happy and content for a long time. Their curiosity pushes them 

into new scientific adventures. 

Engaging young researchers in a large-scale project develops important skills and 

experience. These skills will help the young people in whatever direction they head 

later on. The experience of being a member of a team and being both depender and 

dependee develops a sense of collaborative work. 

The presented project implements just one of the many possible ideas of how to 

blend research, exploration and discovery into one. Whatever the young people decide 

to do further on, they will always stumble upon projects with tasks, partners, 

deadlines, deliverables and presentations. 
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Optimizing under constraints
Rumena Kaltinska

1 Introduction

How do computers solve complicated problems in so many different fields as eco-
nomics, engineering, management, cosmology, etc.? Usually, the answer is: there exists
some software to do the job. But is this really so? You can not write a separate piece
of software for each and every application in existence simply because it would be pro-
hibitively labor-consuming and unprofitable. It is here that Mathematicscomes to help.
Mathematics describes real-life problems in its formal language by finding what is com-
mon in them. It extracts the essence, places these problems in groups (classes) and
gives methods to solve them independently of their real nature.

The process of translation of a real-life problem to mathematical language is known
as mathematical modeling. The corresponding mathematical description is called a
mathematical model of the real-life problem. The model obtained belongs in turnto
a class of mathematical problems, for whose solving there already exist (or, are yet to
be created) common methods . The solving itself is done by a software which performs
these methods. In other words, Mathematical modeling serves as a bridge between the
real-life problems and the software that solves them.

The mathematical modeling is done by various specialists (depending on the nature
of the real-life problem) who, in the process of modeling, decide which features of the
real-life problem to include in the mathematical model and which ones to omit. This is
essentially a trial-and-error process. Once a mathematical model is created, it is solved
by means of a software and the results are analyzed. If they are unacceptable, the math-
ematical model is refined by including new details and/or excluding old ones. This
process may be repeated many times until the model becomes sufficiently close to the
real-life problem. However, no matter how detailed the mathematical model is, it cannot
entirely describe a complex real-life problem.

In Section 2 we will discuss a class of mathematical problemsknown as Linear
Programming (LP). The word “programming” in Linear Programming is completely
different from “programming” in Computer Programming. In the latter case, it means
writing code for performing calculations. In LP programming means to plan and orga-
nize some activities in an optimal way. The LP problems areoptimization problems.
Any optimization problem has agoal to be reached under someconstraints. The term
linear optimizationis often used as a synonym for linear programming.
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In Section 3 we will consider a very important class of LinearProgramming problems
(LP problems) – Transportation and Assignment problems.

2 Linear Programming problems

LP problems were first formulated and solved in the late 1940’s. Now, Linear Pro-
gramming is applied to various fields: business and economics, engineering, transporta-
tion, energy, telecommunications, manufacturing, planning, routing, scheduling, etc. We
consider below two simple examples of real-life problems, whose mathematical models
are LP problems and we proposegraphical method to solve them.

2.1 Two Simple Models of LP Problems

The Product Mix Problem. A company produces regular and super gasoline
using three different gradesR1, R2, R3 of crude oil. The profit obtainable from each
unit of the regular and the super gasoline is $1 and $4, respectively. The amounts of
resourcesR1, R2 andR3 available are 24, 10 and 30 units, respectively. The production
of one unit of the regular gasoline uses 6 units ofR1 and 6 units ofR3. The production
of one unit of the super gasoline uses 4 units ofR1, 5 units ofR2 and 10 units ofR3. The
problem faced by the company is to determine the amounts of regular and super gasoline
(theproduct mix) that maximize the profit.

Note that this real-life problem is an optimization problem. Our objective is to maxi-
mize the company’s profit. The constraints come from the limited resources.

We begin by lettingx1 and x2 denote the amounts of the regular and super gasoline,
respectively, that must be determined. This yields a profitl (in dollars) of

l = x1 +4x2.

To make it more clear, we fill the data of the problem and the unknown amountsx1 and
x2 in Table 2.1. Since only 24 units of resourceR1 are available and both types of
gasoline require 6 and 4 units ofR1 for each unit, respectively,

6x1 +4x2 ≤ 24.

Similarly, by considering the amount of available resources R2 andR3,

5x2 ≤ 10 and 6x1 +10x2 ≤ 30.

Finally, since neitherx1 or x2 should be negative, we add the requirementsx1 ≥ 0 and
x2 ≥ 0. The mathematical model of the Product Mix Problem is givenon the right side
of Table 2.1.
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Regular SuperAvailable
R1 6 4 24
R2 0 5 10
R3 6 10 30

Profit $1 $4
Amount x1 x2

Table 2.1. Product Mix Problem

Mathematical model:
objective : Maximize l(x) = x1 +4x2

subject to

constraints:















6x1 + 4x2 ≤ 24
5x2 ≤ 10

6x1 +10x2 ≤ 30
x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0

The Diet Problem. This example considers a problem belonging to a class of
diet problems. We have to determine the most economical diet in terms of calories that
satisfies certain daily requirements for some nutrients such as proteins, calcium, iron,
vitamins, etc. Imagine that today you can eat only four foods: trout, a corned beef
sandwich, a ham and eggs, and a hamburger. The problem is whatamounts of each
food to eat so as to minimize your caloric consumption, keeping at least the minimum
daily requirement of vitamins A, C and D. Table 2.2 lists the amounts of each vitamin

Trout Sandwich Ham& eggs HamburgerRequirements
Vit.A 203 90 270 500 2000
Vit.C 92 84 80 90 300
Vit.D 100 230 512 210 430

Calories 600 350 250 500
Amount x1 x2 x3 x4

Table 2.2. Diet Problem

provided by a unit of each food that you can prepare, the minimum daily units of the
vitamins A, C, D required to consume, and the calories in a unit of each food. The
variablesx1, x2, x3, x4 in Table 2.2 are the amount of each food, respectively, that you
can eat in the optimal diet.
Mathematical model: Minimize l(x) = 600x1 +350x2 +250x3 +500x4

subject to














203x1 + 90x2 + 270x3 + 500x4 ≥ 2000
92x1 + 84x2 + 80x3 + 90x4 ≥ 300

100x1 +230x2 + 512x3 + 210x4 ≥ 430
x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, x3 ≥ 0, x4 ≥ 0

What is the common among the mathematical models consideredabove? Firstly,
there is a linear function, that represents the goal (maximal profit or minimal calories) of
the decision maker. Secondly, there are linear inequalities that represent the constraints
imposed on reaching this goal.
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In general, the LP problems are problems of maximizing or minimizing a linear
function subject to a finite number oflinear equality/inequality constraints. The
function to be maximized (minimized) is called anobjective function.

The constraints of the typex j ≥ 0 are called nonnegative constraintsand the
remaining constraints are calledmain constrains.

If a LP problem depends onn variables x1, x2, . . . , xn, then each n-tuple of
numbersx = (x1, . . . ,xn) that satisfies all constraints is known as afeasible solution.
For instance, the Diet Problem is a LP problem that depends onfour variables x1, x2,
x3, x4 and each quadruple of numbersx = (x1,x2,x3,x4) that satisfies all constraints is
a feasible solution of this Diet Problem. A feasible solution that gives the best objective
function value is called anoptimal solution.

The set of all feasible solutions of an LP problem forms itsfeasible region. If the
constraints are incompatible, the feasible region is the empty set and the LP problem is
called infeasible.

2.2 The Graphical Method

Here we present a graphical approach to solving the above LP problems based on a
geometrical representation of the feasible region and the objective function.

Sketching the Feasible Region

Consider first thesolution set of the linear inequalities

a1x1 +a2x2 ≤ b and a1x1 +a2x2 ≥ b.

The solution set of each one of them is a closedhalf-plane defined by the straight line

p : a1x1 +a2x2 = b.

To sketch the solution set of a linear inequality we do the following: (1) Sketch the
straight line obtained by replacing the inequality with an equality; (2) Choose a test
point which is not on the line. (3) Check if the test point satisfies the inequality. If this
is true then the solution set is the half-plane on the same side of the line as the test point.
Otherwise, the solution set is the half-plane on the other side of the line. (4) Shade the
half-plane witch is not the solution set.

Note that a good choice for a test point would be the originO(0,0) if the line does not
pass through it; otherwise, you could choose a point on one ofthe axes. For example, let
us determine the solution set of the inequality

x1−2x2 ≤ 2.
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Fig. 1. Solution set

(1) We sketch the linep : x1−2x2 = 2 (Fig. 1) pass-
ing through the points(2,0) and (0,−1).

(2) We choose the test point to beO(0,0).

(3) We substitutex1 = 0 and x2 = 0 in the inequality
and get the true inequality 0−2×0 ≤ 2, i.e. the
solution set is the half-plane that containsO(0,0).

(4) We shade the half-plane which does not contain the
point O(0,0).

Generally, to sketch the feasible region determined by a system of linear inequalities
we do the following: we determine the solution set (the half-plane) represented by
each inequality on the same graph, remembering to shade the half-plane that does not
consist of points satisfying the inequality. The feasible region is the part which remains
unshaded.

Example 1. The feasible region of the Product Mix Problem.It is marked here
by Ω:

Ω :















6x1 +4x2 ≤ 24 =⇒ p1 : 6x1 + 4x2 = 24
5x2 ≤ 10 =⇒ p2 : 5x2 = 10

6x1 +10x2 ≤ 30 =⇒ p3 : 6x1 +10x2 = 30
x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0

The solution sets of the inequalities are determined by the corresponding straight
lines p1, p2 and p3. The straight linep1 passes through the points (4,0) and (0,6),
p2 passes through the point (0,2) and it is parallel to the axisOx1, p3 passes through
the points (5,0) and (0,3). The both inequalitiesx1 ≥ 0 and x2 ≥ 0 determine the
1-st quadrant of the coordinate systemOx1x2. The feasible regionΩ is the unshaded
pentagonOABCD(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The feasible region Fig. 3. Level lines of l(x)
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The intersection of finitely many half-planes (half-spacesfor then-variables case) is
called a polygonal domain( polyhedron domain). Its edges can be segments, rays and
lines. If all edges are segments ( Fig. 2 and 5) the feasible region is bounded and it is a
polygon (polyhedron), otherwise it is unbounded (Fig. 4). The vertices of the feasible
region are also known asextreme points.

Sketching the Objective Function

Example 2. The graphical solution of the Product Mix Problem. It is illustrated
in Fig. 3. The objective functionl(x) = x1 + 4x2 is maximized over the same feasible
region Ω already constructed in Fig. 2. To make it more clear, the scale is larger and
the redundant parts of the linesp1, p2 and p3 are omitted.

Let us set the profit to bel(x) = 4, i.e. x1 +4x2 = 4. In this way, we obtain a strait
line q0 : x1 +4x2 = 4 passing through the points(4,0) and (0,1) and perpendicular
to the vector~c= (1,4) called anormal vector of q0 (see Fig. 3). Note that any point
(x1,x2) on q0 represents a combination of the regular and super gasoline that yields
always the same profit of $ 4. Such a line is called alevel line of the objective function
l(x).

Let us now set the profitl(x) to be 6. We obtain the lineq1 : x1 +4x2 = 6 passing
through the points(6,0) and (0,1.5) and perpendicular to the same vector~c= (1,4).
Note that any combination of regular and super gasoline corresponding to a point onq1

provides a profit of $ 6. Thus,q1 is another level line of the functionl(x). t We can
obtain multiple level lines ofl(x). Several of them are drawn as dotted lines in Fig. 3.

What is the common among the level lines of an objective function?

• All level lines have one and the same normal vector~c, whose coordinates are the
coefficients of the objective function, therefore the levellines are parallel to each
other. In our case~c= (1,4).

• Moving from level line to level line in the direction of the normal vector~c, the
values of the objective function increase. In our case, since q1 lays on the right
side of q0, i.e. in the direction of~c, the value ($ 6) ofl(x) at the points onq1

is greater than its value ($ 4) at the points onq0.

• Vice versa, moving from level line to level line in the opposite direction of vector
~c, the values of the objective function decrease.

Several level lines (dotted line) are drawn in Fig. 3. Movingfrom line to line in the
direction of ~c= (1,4), the values of l(x) increase. The last available dotted line that
has common points withΩ is named qmax. The only point of tangency betweenΩ
and qmax is the extreme pointB. Hence, B is the only optimal solution. SinceB is
the point of intersection of the linesp2 and p3 (see Fig. 2), we can solve the system of
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their equations and find its coordinates:

5x2 = 10
6x1 +10x2 = 30

}

=⇒ x1 =
5
3
, x2 = 2, i.e. B =

(

5
3

, 2

)

.

Substituting the coordinates ofB into the objective functionl(x) we determine its

maximal value: lmax =
5
3

+ 4× 2 =
29
3

≈ 9.7. If the company produces
5
3
≈ 1.67

units of regular gasoline and 2 units of super gasoline, it will reach the maximal profit
of $ 9.7.

Example 3. The infinitely increasing profit. When a mathematical model of a
real-life problem is created, it is possible to omit an important detail thus allowing for an
infinite profit to be obtained. In this example, we consider such a mathematical model:

Maximize r(x) = 4x1 + 2x2

subject to

Ψ :







2x1 +x2 ≥ 2
−x1 +x2 ≤ 1

x1, x2 ≥ 0

Fig. 4. Level lines of r(x)

The feasible regionΨ and the solution are given in Fig. 4. The feasible regionΨ

has two verticesA(1,0) and B =

(

1
3

,
4
3

)

, a finite edgeAB and two infinite edges

(rays) beginning from the verticesA and B, respectively. The level lines will always
share some points withΨin the direction of the normal vector~c= (4,2). Therefore,
r(x) could take arbitrary large values overΨ, i. e. the profit could increase infinitely
(r(x) → +∞).

Such unrealistic models are due to the omission of some essential constraints.

Example 4. Multiple optimal solutions. Imagine that the objective function
r(x) = 4x1 + 2x2 from Example 3 expresses the expenses of the company producing
two productsP1 and P2. More exactly, the production of each unit ofP1 and P2 costs
$ 4 and $ 2, respectively. Let the constraints be the same, i. e. the feasible region is
Ψ. Then the problem faced by the company is to determine the amounts x1 of P1 and
x2 of P2 minimizing the daily expensesr(x).

Now, we have to minimizer(x) over the feasible regionΨ (see again Fig. 4).
The level lines must be sketched in the opposite direction ofthe normal vector~c(4,2),
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i.e. on the left side ofq0. The last level lineqmin in this direction passes through
the edgeAB. Thus, all points on this edge, in particular the verticesA and B, are
optimal solutions. Substituting the coordinates ofA(1,0) into the objective function
we determine its minimal value:rmin = 4×1 + 2×0 = 4. It is easy to check that the

value of r(x) at pointB =

(

1
3

,
4
3

)

is also equal to 4.

When a mathematical model gives more than one optimal solution, that means more
than one optimal production programs. Then, the managementof the company can
choose an optimal program, which has some priority according to a specific criteria over
the remaining optimal programs. In our case, the optimal program corresponding to
point A consists in producing only the productP1 ( x1 = 1, x2 = 0 ). The optimal
program corresponding to pointB consists in producing both productsP1 and P2
(

x1 =
1
3

, x2 =
4
3

)

. So, the latter program seems to be better in terms of satisfying a

variety of needs.

Example 5. Another type of LP models. Many LP models in biology, chemistry,
energy, etc. have objective functions, whose coefficients could be non-positive. We give
here such a model:
Maximize/minimize the function

z(x) = −2x1 − x2

subject to

Φ :















x1 + x2 ≥ 2
−x1 + x2 ≤ 1
4x1 +5x2 ≤ 20

x1, x2 ≥ 0

The feasible regionΦ is the quadri-
lateral ABCD (Fig. 5) whose vertices

are: A(1,0), B(0,1), C

(

5
3

,
8
3

)

and

D(5,0).

Fig. 5. Level lines of z(x)

To maximizez(x), we move from level line to level line in the direction of the normal
vector ~c = (−2,−1). The last available level line that has common points withΦ
is denoted byqmax. The only point of tangency betweenΦ and qmax is the vertex
B = (0,1). Hence, B is the only optimal solution, when we maximize. Substituting
the coordinates ofB into the objective functionz(x) we determine its maximal value:
zmax= −2×0−1= −1.
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To minimizez(x), we move in the opposite direction of the normal vector~c= (−2,−1).
The last available level line that has common points withΦ is qmin. The only point of
tangency betweenΦ and qmin is the vertexD(5,0) and it is the only optimal solution,
when we minimize. Substituting the coordinates ofD into the objective functionz(x)
we determine its minimal value:zmin = −2×5−0= −10.

The algorithm behind the Graphical method

1. Sketch the feasible region. If it is empty, stop. (The LP problem is infeasible.)

2. Sketch the normal vector~c = (c1,c2) to the level lines of the objective function
c1x1 +c2x2.

3. Sketch an arbitrary level lineq0 that is perpendicular to~c and crosses the
feasible region.

4. Sketch several dotted lines parallel toq0 in the direction of~c, if you maximize,
and in the opposite direction, if you minimize. Two cases arepossible:

• There exists a dotted line tangent to the feasible region. All tangent points
are optimal solutions. At least one of them is an extreme point (a vertex) of
the feasible region. Determine its coordinates and substitute them into the
objective function to determine its optimal value. Stop.

• There is no such a dotted line. Stop. (The LP problem has no optimal so-
lutions, because its objective function increases/decreases infinitely over the
feasible region when you maximize/minimize. Such an LP problem is often
calledunbounded).

Such unrealistic models are due to the omission of some essential constraints.

2.3 Characteristics

Summarizing the above discussion, we have shown that a 2-variable LP problem
could:

• have a unique optimal solution corresponding to an extreme point (a vertex) of the
feasible region;

• have many optimal solutions corresponding to an entire edgeof the feasible region
and, at least one of them is an extreme point (a vertex) of the feasible region;

• be unbounded, i.e. if you maximize/minimize, the objectivefunction increases/
decreases infinitely over the feasible region;

• be infeasible (inconsistent) because of an empty feasible region.
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2.4 For More Ambitious Mathematicians: n-variable LP Problems

In 1939 the Russian mathematician Leonid Kantorovich formulated real-life prob-
lems leading to multi variable LP problems. Naturally, mostLP problems are multi
variable but cannot be solved by the graphical method. For instance, such a problem is
the Diet problem of four variables (see 2.1).

Fortunately, then-variable LP problems exhibit the same important characteristics
as the 2-variable ones. Based on this the American mathematician George Dantzig
devised in 1947 the so calledsimplex method for solving n-variable LP problems.

The idea of the simplex method is quite simple. Let us discussa n-variable LP prob-
lem that maximizes (minimizes) the objective functionl(x) over the feasible regionΩ.
The simplex method considers only the extreme points (vertices) of Ω. Firstly, an ex-
treme pointX0 is found. Then the method proceeds from an extreme point to anadjacent
extreme point along the edge ofΩ that isuphill/downhill with respect to the objective
function l(x) generating a sequence of extreme points with increasing/decreasing objec-
tive values. Thus, in a finite number of steps, an optimal extreme point will be reached,
or an edge will be chosen which goes off to infinity and along which l(x) goes to+∞
(−∞).

2.5 Exercises

Create the mathematical model of the following two problemsand solve them using
the Graphical method:

1. A company makes two kinds of cloths (called A and B) using three different colors
of wool. The amounts of wool required to make a unit length of the cloths and the total
amount of wool of each color are given in the table bellow. Themanufacturer’s profit is
$ 12 per unit length of A and $ 8 per unit length of B. How many units length of A and
B should the company produce in order to maximize the profit?

Color ClothA Cloth B Available
Red 4kg 4kg 1400kg
Green 6kg 3kg 1800kg
Yellow 2kg 6kg 1800kg

Answer: 250 units of A and 100 units of B;
the maximum profit is $ 3800.

2. A jewelry manufactures pendants and pins using gold, silverand a base metal.
Each pendant requires 4 g of gold, 3 g of silver, and 4 g of a basemetal. Each pin requires
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2 g of gold, 6 g of silver, and 4 g of a base metal. The jewelry makes an $ 8 profit on
each pendant and a $ 10 profit on each pin. The jewelry has 36 g ofgold, 48 g of silver,
and 40 g of base metal available each day. How many pendants and pins should the
jewelry manufacture per day in order to make the largest possible daily profit?
Answer:4 pendants and 6 pins; the maximum possible profit is $ 92.

3. Given the feasible regionΩ, and the functionsl(x) and r(x):

Ω :















x1 + 2x2 ≤ 4
4x1 + 2x2 ≤ 12
−x1 + x2 ≤ 1
x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0

l(x) = 2x1 +4x2 , r(x) = x1−3x2 .

Maximize and minimize each of the functions
l(x) andr(x) overΩ.

Answers: lmax= 8, x1
max

(

2
3

,
5
3

)

, x2
max

(

8
3

,
2
3

)

; lmin = 0, xmin(0,0).

rmax= 3, xmax(3,0); rmin =
−13

3
, xmin

(

2
3

,
5
3

)

.

4. Think of real-life problems whose math model is the one in Problem 3.

5. Given the feasible regionΨ, and the functionsu(x) and v(x):

Ψ :















−2x1 +x2 ≤ 4
x1 +x2 ≥ 3

−x1 +x2 ≥ 1
x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0

|

u(x) = 3x1 +5x2 , v(x) = −x1−x2.

Maximize and minimize each of the functions
u(x) and v(x) over Ψ.

Answers: u(x) −→ +∞; umin = 13, xmin(1,2).
vmax= −3, x1

max(1,2), x2
max(0,3); v(x) −→−∞.

6. Think of real-life problems whose math model is the one in Problem 5.

3 Transportation and Assignment Problems

The transportation and assignment problems are special applications of Linear Pro-
gramming (LP). Thetransportation problem (TP) is a problem used to transport a
single product from different sources to different destinations, so that the total trans-
portation cost is minimal. Theassignment problem(AP) is a special form of TP con-
cerned with optimal one-to-one allocations, such as assigning candidates to positions,
salesmen to territories, or tasks to machines.

The transportation problems can be formulated as LP problems and solved using the
simplex method (see 2.4, [1, 2]). But the unique characteristics of the transportation
problems (see 3.2) permit easier and computationally more efficient algorithms that are
streamline versions of the simplex to be used. In this section we demonstrate the LP
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formulation of the problems by means of simple examples and describe two methods to
find their approximate solutions.

Note that there are problems that can be solved using transportation algorithms even
though they are not obviously distribution problems.

3.1 Two Simple Models of TP

The classic statement of TP is balanced, i. e. the total supply is equal to the total
demand (Example 1). Each unbalanced TP can be easily balanced (Example 2) and
solved as a balanced TP.

Example 1. A balanced TP. The number of cars available at sourcesS1 andS2 is
60 and 40, respectively. The number of cars required at destinationsD1, D2 andD3 is
50, 30 and 20, respectively. The data are filled in Table 3.1. The boldfaced digits are
per-car transportation costs between each sourceSi (i = 1,2) and each destinationD j

( j = 1,2,3), respectively. The objective is to minimize the total transportation costs.
We have a balanced TP:b = 60+ 40 = 50+ 30+ 20. Let the variablexi j be the

unknown number of cars to be shipped from sourceSi (i = 1,2,3) to destinationD j

( j = 1,2,3) (see Table 3.1). Then the objective functionl is: l(x) = 8x11 + 7x12 +
3x13+9x21+6x22+5x23.

The constraints are imposed by the number of cars to be transported from each source
x11+x12+x13 = 60, x21+x22+x23 = 40

and the number of cars needed at each destinationx11 + x21 = 50, x12 + x22 = 30,
x13+x23 = 20.

i \ j D1 D2 D3 Supply

8 7 3
S1 x11 x12 x13 60

9 6 5
S2 x21 x22 x23 40

Demand 50 30 20 b=100

Table 3.1.Balanced TP

Mathematical model:

Objective:
Minimize l(x) = 8x11+7x12+3x13+

9x21+6x22+5x23

subject to theconstraints:

Supply

{

x11+x12+x13 = 60
x21+x22+x23 = 40

Demand







x11+x21 = 50
x12+x22 = 30
x13+x23 = 20

xi j ≥ 0 and integers,i = 1,2 j = 1,2,3

Example 2. An unbalanced TP. The data of this problem are filled in Table 3.2.
The amount of the product available at sourcesS1, S2 andS3 is 100, 140 and 90, respec-
tively. The amount of this product needed at destinationsD1, D2 andD3 is 110, 100 and
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80, respectively. The boldfaced digits are per-unit of the product transportation costs
between each sourceSi (i = 1,2,3) and each destinationD j ( j = 1,2,3), respectively.

i \ j D1 D2 D3 Supply

S1 3 7 5 100
S2 4 1 9 140
S3 5 4 2 90

Demand 110 100 80

Table 3.2.Unbalanced TP

We have an unbalanced TP because
total supply > total demand.
The total supply (100 + 140 + 90 = 330)
overweight the total demand (110 + 100
+ 80 = 290) by 40 units. We balance the
problem entering a dummy destinationD∗

and its dummy demand of 40 units.

i \ j D1 D2 D3 D∗ Supply

3 7 5 M
S1 x11 x12 x13 x14 100

4 1 9 M
S2 x21 x22 x23 x24 140

5 4 2 M
S3 x31 x32 x33 x34 90

Demand 110 100 80 40 b=330

Table 3.2*. Dummy destination D*

So, we obtain a balanced TP (see
Table 3.2*). The variablexi j is the
unknown amount of the product that
has to be shipped from sourceSi

(i = 1,2,3) to destinationsD j ( j =
1,2,3) andD∗, respectively.
Since the shipment betweenSi (i =
1,2,3) andD∗ is impossible we fill a
sufficiently largecost M in the cor-
responding cells. The M cost cells
are treated the same way as real cost
cells and the problem is solved as a
balanced TP (Section 3.3).

Mathematical model:
Objective:
Minimize l(x) = 3x11+7x12+5x13

+ 4x21+ x22+9x23

+ 5x31+4x32+2x33

subject to theconstraints:

Supply







x11+x12+x13+x14 = 100
x21+x22+x23+x24 = 140
x31+x32+x33+x34 = 90

Demand















x11+x21+x31 = 110
x12+x22+x32 = 100
x13+x23+x33 = 80
x14+x24+x34 = 40

xi j ≥ 0, i = 1,2,3 j = 1,2,3,4

The mathematical model of the problem is
given to the left.
The unknownsx14,x24 andx34 do not par-
ticipate in the objective functionl because
their values are amounts not really shaped
to D∗.
In the case of

total supply < total demand
we enter a dummy sourceS∗ having a
dummy supply that makes the problem
balanced, and asufficiently largeshipping
cost M to all destinations.
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3.2 Characteristics

We mentioned that a special-purpose simplex algorithms areapplied to solve TP and
AP because of their additional properties. Remember that each simplex type algorithm
is an iterative procedure that considers only the feasible solutions, i. e. it considers only
the vertices of the feasible region of the problems (see 2.2.1 and 2.4). Geometrically the
feasible region of TP is an integer polyhedron known as thetransportation polyhedron.
It has only finite edges (segments) and if the supplies and demands are integers all its
vertices are integers (have integer coordinates). Therefore the objective function of TP is
always bounded on the region and the problems have always at least an optimal solution.
Moreover all feasible and optimal solutions are integers since the supplies and demands
are always scaled to integers in the computational practice. These characteristics are very
important from software point of view: the software uses only integer arithmetic and any
accumulation of computational errors is avoided. Also, if the transported commodity
consists of detached pieces (for instance the cars in Examples 1 and the assignment
problems discussed in 3.4) any approximate or optimal solution is integer in a natural
way.

3.3 Approximation Methods

These methods find an approximate feasible solution (a vertex of the transportation
polyhedron) of each balanced TP so that it could be further used as an initial solution of
the simplex type algorithms. Bellow we consider the common scheme of the approxi-
mation methods and illustrate it by two of the most popular ofthem. The scheme uses
the tabular form of TP and the process is iterative. A row or a column is crossed out of
the current table at each step. The last reduced table consists of only one cell.
Common scheme
1. Select a cell(i, j) of the table that lays ini-th row and j-th column.
2. Let the supply ini-th row bea and the demand inj-th column beb.

2.1. If a > b fill the amountb in cell (i, j) (that meansxi j = b). Cross outj-th column
because its demand is already satisfied. Reduce the supply ini-th row of the next
table toa−b.

2.2. If a < b fill the amounta in cell (i, j) (xi j = a). Cross outi-th row because its
supply is already exhausted. Reduce the demand inj-th column of the next table
to b−a.

2.3. If a = b fill this amount in cell(i, j) (xi j = a = b). Cross out eitherj-th column
and reduce the supply ini-th row to zero, ori-th row and reduce the demand in
j-th column to zero. If this case occurs before reaching the last reduced table the
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problem isdegenerate. The case 2.3 can arise several times when a degenerate
problem is solved. Then you must alternate consecutively crossing first a row then
a column. The degeneracy appears when there is a balance between the supply
and demand of a part of sources and destinations. Asimplified rule: if the goal is
only to obtain an approximate solution then both row and column can be crossed
together out.

3. Repeat Step 1 and Step 2 for each current reduced table. Thelast reduced table
consists of only one cell and the case 2.3 occurs because of the balance between the
total supply and total demand.

4. A feasible solution is obtained. The variables corresponding to the empty cells have
zero values.

Northwest Corner Method

The method requires the cell selected at step 1 of the common scheme to be the
northwest (upper left) cell of the current table. The schemeis applied bellow on the
balanced TP from Table 3.2* whose data are now filled in Table 3.3. The transportation
costs are not included because they are not taken in consideration. In the beginning all
cells (i,j) (i=1,2,3; j= 1,2,3,4) of Table 3 are empty. The reduced tables are marked by
T1, T2, T3 , T4, T5 and their demands (supplies) are given under (on the right side of)
Table 3.3. You can trace bellow the solving process using Table 3.3 and the reduced
tables:

• The northwest cell in Table 3.3 is cell (1,1). The maximal possible value is 100
(case 2.2). Fill 100 in cell (1,1) (x11 = 100) and reduce the demand in 1st column of the
next table T1 to 10. Cross 1st row out.

• The first reduced table T1 consists of all columns 1, 2, 3, 4 androws 2, 3. The
northwest cell now is (2,1). Fill the maximal possible value10 (case 2.1) in cell (2,1)
(x21 = 10) and reduce the supply in 2nd row of the next table T2 to 130.Cross 1st
column out.

• The reduced table T2 consists of columns 2, 3, 4 and rows 2 ,3. The northwest
cell is (2,2). Fill the maximal possible value 100 (case 2.1)in cell (2,2) (x22 = 100) and
reduce the supply in 2nd row of the next table T3 to 30. Cross 2nd column out.

• The reduced table T3 consists of columns 3, 4 and rows 2, 3. Thenorthwest cell
in T3 is (2,3). Fill the maximal possible value 30 (case 2.2) in cell (2,3) (x23 = 30) and
reduce the demand in 3rd column of the next table T4 to 50. Cross 2nd row out.

• The reduced table T4 consists of columns 3, 4 and row 3. The northwest cell is
(3,3). Fill the maximal possible value 50 (case 2.1) in cell (3,3) (x33 = 50) and reduce
the supply in 3rd row of the next table T5 to 40. Cross 3rd column out.
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• The reduced table T5 consists only of cell (3,4) and supply= demand = 40 (case
2.3). Fill 40 in cell (3,4) (x34 = 40).

Table 3.3 D1 D2 D3 D∗ Supply:
i \ j 1 2 3 4 Supply T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

S1 1 100 100 out

S2 2 10 100 30 140 140 130 30 out

S3 3 50 40 90 90 90 90 90 40
Demand 110 100 80 40

Demand:























T1 10 100 80 40
T2 out 100 80 40
T3 out 80 40
T4 50 40
T5 out 40

An approximate solution is found (the amounts in the empty cells are zero). SourceS1

sends 100 units toD1; S2 sends 10, 100 and 30 units toD1, D2, D3, respectively;S3

sends 50 and 40 units toD3 andD∗. SinceD∗ does not exist these 40 units cannot be
really sent. The total transportation cost is:

l = 100× 3 + 10× 4 + 100× 1 + 30× 9 + 50× 2 = 810.

Least Cost Method

This method requires the cell selected at Step 1 of the commonscheme to be the cell
with the lowest transportation cost among all cells of the current table. If such a cell is
not unique each one of the cells with lowest cost can be selected. The method is applied
bellow again on the balanced TP from Table 3.2* whose data arenow filled in Table 4.
The reduced tables are marked again by T1, T2, T3 , T4, T5 and their demands (supplies)
are given under (on the right side of) Table3. 4. You can tracebellow the solving process
using Table3. 4 and the reduced tables:

• The cell with the lowest cost 1 in Table3.4 is (2,2). The maximal possible value is
100 (case 2.1). Fill 100 in cell (2,2) (x22 = 100) and reduce the supply in 2nd row of the
next table T1 to 40. Cross 2nd column out.

• The first reduced table T1 consists of all rows 1, 2, 3 and columns 1, 3, 4. The cell
with the lowest cost 2 is (3,3). Fill the maximal possible value 80 (case 2.1) in cell (3,3)
(x33 = 80) and reduce the supply in 3rd row of the next table T2 to 10. Cross 3rd column
out.
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• The reduced table T2 consists of all rows 1, 2, 3 and columns 1,4. The cell with the
lowest cost 3 is (1,1). Fill the maximal possible value 100 (case 2.2) in cell (1,1) (x11 =
100) and reduce the demand in 1st column of the next table T3 to10. Cross 1st row out.

• The reduced table T3 consists of rows 2, 3 and columns 1, 4. Thecell with the
lowest cost 4 is (2, 1). Fill the maximal possible value 10 (case 2.1) in cell (2,1) (x21 =
10) and reduce the supply in 2nd row of the next table T4 to 30. Cross 1st column out.

• The reduced table T4 consists of rows 2, 3 and 4th column. Two cells (2,4) and
(3,4) are with the lowest cost M. Let choose cell (2,4). Fill the maximal possible value
30 (case 2.2) in cell (2,4) (x24 = 30) and reduce the demand in 4th column of the next
table T5 to 10. Cross 2nd row out.

• The reduced table T5 consists only of cell (3,4) and supply= demand = 10 (case
2.3). Fill 10 in cell (3,4) (x34 = 10).

Table 3.4 D1 D2 D3 D∗ Supply:
i \ j 1 2 3 4 Supply T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

3 7 5 M
S1 1 100 100 100 100 out

4 1 9 M
S2 2 10 100 30 140 40 40 40 30 out

5 4 2 M
S3 3 80 10 90 90 10 10 10 10

Demand 110 100 80 40

Demand:























T1 110 out 80 40
T2 110 out 40
T3 10 40
T4 out 40
T5 10

An approximative solution is found. SourceS1 sends 100 units toD1; S2 sends 10, 100
and 30 units toD1, D2 andD∗, respectively;S3 sends 80 and 10 units toD3 andD∗,
respectively. SinceD∗ does not exist the amounts of 30 and 10 units cannot be really
sent. This solution is better than those found in 3.3.1 sincethe total transportation cost
now is: l = 100 x 3 + 10 x 4 + 100 x 1 +80 x 2 =600.

3.4 Assignment Problems

The Assignment problem (AP) is a special completely degenerate form of the trans-
portation problem. The supply at each source and demand at each destination are equal
to one. The formulation of AP (3.4.1) and the finding its approximate solutions (3.4.2)
are demonstrated bellow using a simple example.
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Delivery service

Speedy Parcel Service (SPP)
provides a local message deliv-
ery service. At present SPP has
four placesP1, P2, P3, P4 for de-
livery and four carsC1, C2, C3,
C4 that can be dispatched. The
cars are at different spots. The
driving distances (in miles) for
each car to each place are filled
in Table 3.5 as a boldfaced dig-
its. The speedy dispatcher wants
to determine which car to send
for each delivery in order to min-
imize total mileage.

i \ j P1 P2 P3 P4 Parcel

8 20 15 17
C1 x11 x12 x13 x14 1

15 18 12 10
C2 x21 x22 x23 x24 1

22 19 20 30
C3 x21 x22 x23 x34 1

25 15 12 9
C4 x21 x22 x23 x44 1

Delivery 1 1 1 1 b=4

Table 3.5.Delivery service

In this example the cars represent the sources and the placesrepresent the destina-
tions. The number of sources is equal to the number of destinations, the supply at each
source and the demand at each destination is one. Because of the high degeneracy the
case 2.3 of the common scheme (3.3) arises at each step when approximation methods
are applied to solve AP.

Let us enter variablesxi j (i, j = 1,2,3,4) such thatxi j = 1 if carCi is sent to placePj

andxi j = 0 if not. Consider now the variablesx11, x12, x13 andx14 in row 1 of Table 3.5.
Only one of them can be equal to 1 since carC1 will be sent only to one of the placesP1,
P2, P3, P4 . The rest variables will be equal to zero. So, the condition for these variables
is x11+x12+x13+x14 = 1 andx1 j equal to 0 or 1 (j = 1, 2, 3, 4).

The corresponding conditions hold about the variables in the rest three rows. Sim-
ilarly, only one of the variablesx11, x21, x31 , x41 in column 1 can be equal to 1 since
exactly one car among the carsC1, C2, C3, C4 can provide a delivery service to the place
P1. The rest variables will be equal to zero. So, the condition for these variables is
x11+x21+x31+x41 = 1. The corresponding condition stands about the variables in the
rest three columns. The mathematical formulation of the “Delivery service” problem is
given to the right.

Solving the “Delivery Service” Problem

First we apply the least cost approximation method to the problem. Since the goal is
to obtain only an approximate solution the simplified rule (see case 2.3 of the common
scheme in 3.3) is applied at each step and both row and column are crossed together
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Mathematical model:

Minimize:
l(x) = 8x11+20x12+15x13+17x14

+15x21+16x22+12x23+10x24

+22x31+19x32+16x33+30x34

+25x41+15x42+12x43+ 9x44

subject to the constraints:














x11+x12+x13+x14 = 1
x21+x22+x23+x24 = 1
x31+x32+x33+x34 = 1
x41+x42+x43+x44 = 1















x11+x21+x31+x41 = 1
x12+x22+x32+x42 = 1
x13+x23+x33+x43 = 1
x14+x24+x34+x44 = 1

xi j equal to 0 or 1,i, j = 1,2,3,4

out. You can trace the solving process described bellow using Table 3.6 and the reduced
tables:

Table 3.6 P1 P2 P3 P4
i \ j 1 2 3 4 Parcel T1 T2 T3

8 20 15 17
C1 1 1 1 out

15 18 12 10
C2 2 1 1 1 1 out

22 19 20 30
C3 3 1 1 1 1 1

25 15 12 9
C4 4 1 1 1 out

Delivery 1 1 1 1

T1 out 1 1 1
T2 1 1 out
T3 1 out

• The cell with the lowest cost 8 in Table 3.6 is cell (1,1). Fill1 in cell (1,1) (x11 =
1) and cross out 1st row and 1st column to get the next table T1.

• The first reduced table T1 consists of rows 2, 3 , 4 and columns 2, 3, 4. The cell
with the lowest transportation cost 9 is l (4,4). Fill 1 in cell (4,4) (x4,4 = 1) and cross out
4th row and 4th column to get the next table T2.

• The reduced table T2 consists of rows 2, 3 and columns 2, 3. Thecell with the
lowest cost 12 is (2,3). Fill 1 in cell (2,3) (x23 = 1) and cross out 2nd row and 3rd
column to get the next table T3.

• The reduced table T3 consists only of cell (3,2). Fill 1 in cell (3,2) (x32 = 1) .
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The approximate solution obtained is: carC1 is sent toP1, carC2 is sent toP3, carC3

is sent toP2 and carC4 is sent toP4. The total mileage isl = 8+12+19+9= 48 miles.
Let us solve now the “Delivery service” problem by the northwest corning method.

The northwest cell in all reduced tables is the serial diagonal cell of Table 6, thus the 1’s
are filled in them and the solution isx11 = 1, x22 = 1, x33 = 1, x44 = 1 (the value of the
rest variables is zero).

The total mileage isl = 8+18+20+9 = 55 miles.

3.5 Exercises

The problems given bellow can be formulated as transportation problems: (1) Make
their transportation table and mathematical mode;l (2) Find initial solutions of the prob-
lems using Northwest Corner Method and Least Cost Method.
1. A company produces sport tops in three styles
at four plants. The monthly capacities of the
plants are 53000, 35000, 46000 and 59000 re-
spectively. The monthly demands for the three
styles (called S1, S2 and S3) are 74000, 68000
and 62000. Production costs per top at each plant
are given in the table to the right. How many tops
of each type to be produced in each plant so as to
minimize the total production cost?

Plant S1 S2 S3
1 5.00 7.00 3.25
2 4.25 6.50 10.00
3 8.00 2.75 4.50
4 1.50 9.00 4.75

2.A manager has three programming jobs (called
J1, J2 and J3) to be done and four programmers
available. The time (in hours) needed by the pro-
grammers to complete each job is filled in the ta-
ble to the right. How should the manager assign
the jobs to the programmers so as to minimize
the total programming time?

J1 J2 J3
Willis 5 8 6
Anna 7 9 6
Ruiz 4 7 5
Luise 6 8 7

3. The estimations about the sales volumes (in
thousands of dollars) for each salesperson avail-
able and each territory are given in the table to
the right. How should the manager assign the
territories to the salesperson if he wishes to max-
imize the total sales?Hint. Change the sign of
all digits (obtain negative costs) and apply Least

East South North West
Phil 112 96 118 106
Jane 118 106 122 110
Ruiz 100 110 92 98
Anna 125 118 128 122

Cost Method. In this way you will find an approximate solutionof the problem. Calcu-
late the total profit corresponding to this solution using the initial positive estimates.
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4. Maxima Company produces electronic com-
ponents in three plants, the capacity of which is
6000, 5000 and 8000 units, respectively. The cur-
rent demand from its customers (called C1, C2,
C3 and C4) and the expenses per unit are shown
in the table on the right. How many units should
Maxima ship from each plant to each customer
so as to minimize the total expenses?

Plant C1 C2 C3 C4
1 14 20 10 24
2 17 16 12 18
3 13 18 6 21

Demand 400 700 6000 300

5.Glen Brown Market Research has contracts for
five new projects (called P1, P2, P3 and P4) that
now requires directors. There are five possible
choices of assignments to these projects. The
table to the right shows the directors who are
available and their expected time of project com-
pletion (in weeks). What assignment should be
made so that the total time of completion is min-
imized? Who will not be assigned?

Director P1 P2 P3 P4
Levy 3.8 4.0 3.0 4.1
Peter 2.0 1.5 2.5 1.7
Mark 2.7 3.6 1.6 2.9
Luise 4.3 4.6 7.1 4.4
Maria 3.7 3.2 2.1 4.3

6. Transportation tables are given bellow. Write their mathematical models and find their
initial solutions using Northwest Corner method and Least Cost method.

a D1 D2 D3 D4 Supply
S1 1 2 4 5 12
S2 4 9 3 1 5
S3 0 6 2 4 18

Demand 10 11 8 6

b D1 D2 D3 D4 Supply
S1 10 3 5 8 12
S2 5 7 6 4 5
S3 1 4 3 7 18

Demand 12 5 18 6

c D1 D2 D3 D4 Supply
S1 5 3 8 4 70
S2 6 6 3 2 90
S3 3 4 6 9 50

Demand 39 95 20 60

d D1 D2 D3 D4 Supply
S1 9 5 3 10 25
S2 6 3 8 2 55
S3 3 8 4 7 42

Demand 45 15 22 20

e D1 D2 D3 Supply
S1 7 3 6 80
S2 4 8 9 45
S3 1 5 5 30

Demand 75 40 35

f D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 Supply
S1 3 2 1 3 4 20
S2 0 1 7 0 6 110
S3 1 2 4 2 8 120

Demand 70 40 30 60 50
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In search of shortest paths
Oleg Mushkarov

1 Introduction

As seen in the previous theme, problems on maxima and minima arise naturally not
only in science and engineering and their applications, butalso in daily life. A great va-
riety of these have geometric nature and this theme focuses on problems of the following
type: Find the shortest system of paths connecting given points inthe plane. Such prob-
lems naturally arise in designing real-world structures, such as routing of heating and
plumbing pipes inside a building, tracing the layout between logic gates in circuits to
minimize propagation time, determining the pathway for oilor natural gas pipelines
that are as short as possible while considering the terrain they cross or avoid, and other
minimal networks.

Here we present some elementary mathematical methods for solving shortest-path
problems to encourage you to attack more challenging situations of this kind.

2 Shortest paths between two and three points

In this section we consider some shortest-path problems that can be solved by using
the general principle thatthe shortest path between two points in the plane is the line
segment joining them.The simplest form of this principle is thetriangle inequalitywhich
says that the sum of two sides of a triangle is greater than thethird one. More generally,
the length of any broken line joining two pointsA andB is greater than the length of the
line segmentAB (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1

Let us start with the following practical problem.

Problem 2.1. Design the shortest road between two “circular” lakes.
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Solution. Denote byL1 andL2 the circles formed by the shores of the lakes and letO1

andO2 be their centers (Fig. 2). Our goal is to find pointsM onL1 andN onL2 such that
the length of the segmentMN is minimal. Note that this is equivalent to minimizing the

Fig. 2

length of the broken lineO1MNO2 (Why?). But we know that its length is not less than
the length of the segmentO1O2. Hence the shortest road between the two lakes is the
line segmentM0N0, whereM0 andN0 are the intersection points of the segmentO1O2

with L1 andL2 (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3

Next we consider some problems whose solutions involve geometric transformations
such as reflection in a line or rotation about a point. The mainidea is to ”transform”
the given problem into one of finding the shortest broken lineconnecting two points. A
typical practical problem of the kind is the following.

Problem 2.2. Two cities A and B are on one side of a highway. A company has to
build a gas station G on the highway and a road from A to B troughG that goes straight
from A to G and from G to B. Design such a road of shortest length.

Solution. As usual in mathematics the citiesA, B and the gas stationG are consid-
ered as points, and the highway – as a straight linel (Fig. 4). Hence the problem is to
determine the position of the pointG on l so that the sumAG+GB is minimized. LetB′

be the reflection ofB in l .
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Fig. 4

ThenBG= B′G and the triangle inequality for△AGB′ implies that

AG+GB= AG+GB′ ≥ AB′.

Equality occurs precisely whenG is the intersection pointG0 of l and the line segment
AB′. Hence the company has to build the gas station at the pointG0.

The above problem has been considered about 2000 years ago byHeron [1] who
stated that the shortest distance betweenA andB via l is exactly the path traversed by a
ray of light emitted fromA and observed atB. From here he deduced that when light is
reflected in a mirror the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection.

The next problem, known asPompeiu’s theorem[1], is essential for finding the
shortest path between 3 points.

Problem 2.3. For any equilateral triangle ABC and any point P in the plane the
inequality AP+ BP≥CP holds true. The equality is attained if and only if the point P
lies on the arĉAB of the circumcircle of△ABC, which does not contain C

Hint. Consider the 60◦ counterclockwise rotation about the vertexA , and let it carry
P to P′. Then the given inequality is equivalent to the triangle inequalityPP′+P′C≥PC.

Let us consider now the following practical problem:Given three cities A,B,C, de-
sign the shortest road system connecting them. The first guess coming to mind is that the
desired system consists of the two shorter sides of△ABC (Fig. 5). However, we shall
see that the answer is more complicated.

Consider an arbitrary system of roads (as curly as you want) connectingA,B,C. Then
one can go fromA to C and fromB to C using some roads of the system (Fig. 6).

It is intuitively clear that we may assume that these two paths lie entirely inside or on
the boundary of△ABC, otherwise we could find a shorter system of roads connecting
the cities. Hence they intersect atC and possibly at some other points. Denote byP
the one that is closest toA when going fromA to C (Fig. 6). Then the system of line
segmentsPA,PB,PC is shorter than the given system and thus we come to the classical
Fermat problem:

Given three points A,B,C in the plane find a point P such that the sum of distances from
P to A,B,C is minimized.
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Fig. 5 Fig. 6

The solution of this problem is well-known [1, 3] and it showsthat the shortest road
system connecting three citiesA,B,C, consists either of the line segmentsPA,PB,PC,
whereP is the Toricelli point of△ABC (Fig. 7), or of the two shortest sides of△ABC
(Fig. 8) depending on whether the largest angle of△ABC is less than 120◦ or not.

Fig. 7 Fig. 8

3 The Steiner tree problem

Having in mind the discussion in the previous section it is tempting to ask the general
question of how one can design the shortest road system connecting an arbitrary number
of cities. The same reasoning as above shows that to solve this problem it is enough
to consider only road systems consisting of line segments such that any two cities are
connected by a unique path. In mathematics, more precisely in graph theory, such sys-
tems of line segments are calledtrees. Thus our question is reduced to the following
problem posed by Jarnik and Kössler [7] in 1934 and known nowadays as theSteiner
tree problem:

Given a finite set of points in the plane find the shortest tree span-
ning these points while allowing for addition of auxiliary points.

Each point added to construct the shortest tree is called aSteiner point. As we know
from Section 3, in the case of three pointsA,B,C such that the largest angle of△ABC
is less than 120◦ we have to add one Steiner point, namely the Toricelli point of △ABC.
Next we show that if we have four citiesA1,A2,A3,A4 which are at the corners of an
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Fig. 9 Fig. 10

imaginary square, then the shortest road system is a tree with vertices at these points and
two Steiner points.

To prove this, consider an arbitrary system of roads connecting A1,A2,A3,A4. We
may assume that the roads going fromA1 to A3 and fromA2 to A4 lie inside or on the
boundary of the square, so they intersect at some points. Denote byP andQ the first and
the last of these points when going fromA1 to A3 (Fig. 9). Then it is clear that the tree
formed by the segmentsA1P,A4P,PQ,A2Q,A3Q (Fig. 10) gives a shorter system than the
initial one.

Hence, we have to find the shortest tree of this type. To do so, we shall use Pompeiu’s
theorem (Problem 2.3). Construct equilateral trianglesA1A4A andA2A3B outside the
square (Fig. 11). Then

PA1+PA4 ≥ PA, QA2+QA3 ≥ QB

and therefore

PA1+PA4+PQ+QA2+QA3 ≥ AP+PQ+QB≥ AB.

These inequalities show that the shortest tree is obtained whenP andQ are the inter-
section points of the line segmentAB and the circumcircles of△A1A4A and△A2A3A,
which are different fromA andB (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11
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Thus in the case of a square we have two shortest trees spanning its vertices (Fig. 12),
each having two Steiner points. Note also that the angles between the segments meeting
at a Steiner point are equal to 120◦.

Fig. 12

The above observations on the geometric structure of the Steiner minimal trees for
3 and 4 points (Fig. 7 and Fig. 12) hold true also for arbitrarynumber of points. More
precisely, any Steiner minimal tree has the following properties.

• All of the original points are connected to 1, 2 or 3 other points.
• All Steiner points are connected to 3 other points.
• Any two edges meet at an angle of at least 120◦. Hence the edges at a Steiner point

meet at an angle of exactly 120◦.
• The Steiner minimal trees ofn points have at mostn−2 Steiner points.
Finding the Steiner minimal tree in the general case is a complex problem since the

given points may be placed anywhere in the plane. It was solved first by Melzak [8] in
1961 and since then many exact algorithms for solving the Steiner tree problem have
been created. However it has been shown by Garey, Graham and Johnson [4] that this
problem is NP-hard, meaning that there are no algorithms solving it in polynomial time.
For instance, the well-knownQuicksortalgorithm for sortingn items is a polynomial
time algorithm since it performs at mostAn2 operations for some constantA. As noted
in [5] the current best exact algorithm is known asGeoSteiner version 3.1and was imple-
mented by Warme, Winter, and Zachariasen [9] in 2001. It can handle problem instances
with up to 2000 points.

4 Tasks and problems

• Let M be the midpoint of the line segment AB. Show that CM≤ 1/2(CA+CB) for
any point C. When does equality occur?

Hint. Consider the symmetric pointC′ of C with respect toM and apply the triangle
inequality for△CC′A. The equality holds iffC lies on the lineAB, outside the open line
segmentAB.
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• Find the points X on the boundary of a square such that the sum of distances from
X to its vertices is minimized.

Hint. Use Heron’s problem.Answer. The midpoints of the sides of the square.

• Two “circular” lakes L1 and L2 are on one side of a highway l. A company has to
build a gas station G on l and roads from the shores of L1 and L2 going straight to G.
Design such roads of minimal total length.

Hint. Apply Problem 1.1 for the lakeL1 and the reflection of the lakeL2 in l.

• Two cities A and B are separated by a river having parallel banks. Design the
shortest road from A to B that goes over a bridge across the river perpendicular to its
banks.

Hint. Denote byl1 and l2 the banks of the river and byl the line that is equidistant
from l1 and l2. Let A1 be the reflection ofA in l . Then the given problem is reduced to
Heron’s problem for the pointsB,A1 and the linel2.

• Find the points X in the plane such that the sum of distances from X to the vertices
of a:

(a) given convex quadrilateral;(b) a given centrally symmetric polygon
is minimized.
Hints. (a) Use the triangle inequality to show that the desired point is the intersection

point of the diagonals of the quadrilateral. (b) Use reflection in the center of symmetry
of the polygon and Problem 5.1.

• Think of a real-life formulation of problems 5.1, 5.2, 5.5. and 5.6.
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Order and chaos in a model of population biology
Neli Dimitrova

1 Introduction

The ancient Greeks meant underchaos(χαoσ ) the infinite empty space which ex-
isted before all things. The later Roman conception interpreted chaos as the original
crude shapeless mass into which the Architect of the world introduced order and har-
mony. In the present day, scientists understand the chaos asa state of disorder and irreg-
ularity in a dynamical system. The goal of this theme is to reveal some of the mysteries
of this concept using a very simple model of population biology.

Mathematical modeling is aimed to predict how a system will evolve as time pro-
gresses. Given certain observable or experimentally determined parameters, the popula-
tion biologist is interested in what happens to an initial population ofx0 members. Does
the population tend to zero as time goes on, leading to extinction of the species? Does the
population become arbitrarily large, indicating eventualovercrowding? Or does the pop-
ulation fluctuate periodically or even irregularly? The most general question is: given
x0, what can we say about the long-term behavior of the population?

This paper is addressed to readers who like the challenge of applying mathematics
to real-life problems. A good prerequisite for understanding it would be to know how
to find solutions of quadratic equations involving parameters as well as derivatives of
polynomials. Some skills in exploring software packages like computer algebra systems
would support better understanding.

2 Modeling population growth: the discrete logistic model

What is a population-dynamic model? It is simply a law which,given some biological
species, allows us to predict the development of that species in time. Time is measured
in incrementsn = 0,1,2, . . . (years, months, days, hours, or other specific time-units).
The size of the population is measured at timen by the number of speciesyn.

The count of a population depends on many environmental conditions such as food
supply, space, climate, as well as on the interaction with other species such as the preda-
tor/prey relation ship, etc. One of the first models of population growth goes back to the
Belgian mathematicianPierre François Verhulstand his work around 1845. He assumes
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that there is some maximal possible population sizeY, which is supported by the envi-
ronment. If the actual populationyn at timen is smaller thanY the population will grow;
if yn is larger thanY, the population must decrease. First we normalize the population
count by settingzn = yn/Y, thus for alln= 0,1,2, . . ., zn ranges between 0 and 1. Let the
rate at which the population increases or decreases from time n to the next timen+1 is

given by the quantity
zn+1−zn

zn
. Verhulst supposes that the growth rate is proportional to

1−zn; the latter expression can be interpreted as the part of environment, which has not
been used up by the population till the time momentn. After introducing a proportional
constantq, which does not depend onn, we obtain

zn+1−zn

zn
= q(1−zn);

solving the last equation with respect tozn+1 leads to theVerhulst’s discrete model

zn+1 = zn +qzn(1−zn), n = 0,1,2, . . . (1)

We shall reformulate the Verhulst’s model (1) in another form, which is simpler and

more convenient for investigation. Using the substitutions xn =
q

1+q
zn and r = 1+ q

we obtain

xn+1 =
q

1+q
zn+1 =

q
1+q

(zn +qzn(1−zn))

= (1+q) · q
1+q

zn ·
(

1− q
1+q

zn

)

= r xn (1−xn).

The equation
xn+1 = r xn (1−xn), n = 0,1,2, . . . (2)

is known as thediscrete logistic model. The condition 0≤ xn ≤ 1 for all n imposes the
relation 0< r ≤ 4.

Considerr as a parameter and define the function

fr(x) = r x (1−x), x∈ [0,1], r ∈ (0,4]. (3)

Then (2) can be rewritten in the formxn+1 = fr(xn), n= 0,1,2, . . . The functionfr from
(3) is called thelogistic function. Figure 1 presents the graphs ofy = fr(x) for different
values of the parameterr. The plots visualize also the bisector of the first quadrant,the
line y = x, called furtherbisectorfor short.

Let x∈ [0,1] be a point. Define

f 1
r (x) = fr(x), f 2

r (x) = fr( fr(x)), f 3
r (x) = fr( f 2

r (x)), . . . , f n
r (x) = fr( f n−1

r (x)), . . .
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Fig. 1. Graphs of the logistic functiony = fr(x) for different values ofr

Fig. 2. Graphs of the second iteratey = f 2
r (x) for different values ofr

Fig. 3. Graphs of the third iteratey = f 3
r (x) for different values ofr

Thus, f n
r denotes then-fold composition offr with itself. We call f n

r then-th iterate of
fr .

Figures 2 and 3 show the graphs of the second iteratey= f 2
r (x) and of the third iterate

y = f 3
r (x) respectively for different values ofr ≥ 3, as well as the liney = x.

Forx0 ∈ [0,1] we can writex1 = f 1
r (x0), x2 = f 2

r (x0), x3 = f 3
r (x0), . . . , xn = f n

r (x0), . . .
Therefore, using the functionfr we may predict the population sizex0 by simply iter-
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ating it. It sounds very easy, right? Surprisingly, this logistic model was completely
understood in the late 1990s, thanks to the work of hundreds of mathematicians.

The sequence of pointsx0,x1,x2, . . . ,xn, . . . is called theorbit of x0 under fr ; the
starting pointx0 for the orbit is called theinitial value or initial point of the orbit.

Our goal is to understand the orbit structure for sufficiently large n, without com-
puting every time consecutively all the termsx1,x2, . . . ,xn. This is what scientists call
long-term prediction of the model.

3 Cobweb plotting: graphical presentation of orbits

A point x, such thatfr(x) = x holds true, is called afixed pointof the logistic function.
Graphically, the fixed points are the intersecting points ofthe graphs ofy = x andy =
fr(x).

A point x, such thatf 2
r (x) = x, but fr(x) 6= x, is called aperiod-2 pointof fr(x).

Graphically, the period-2 points are intersecting points of the graphs ofy = x andy =
f 2
r (x).

A point x, such thatf n
r (x) = x andn is the smallest such positive integer, is called

a period-n pointof fr(x). Graphically, the period-n points are intersecting points of the
graphs ofy = x andy = f n

r (x).
Assume that the initial valuex0 is a fixed point offr , i. e. fr(x0) = x0. Then we have

x1 = fr(x0) = x0, x2 = fr(x1) = fr(x0) = x0, . . . ,xn = fr(xn−1) = x0, . . . ;

the orbit ofx0 is the constant sequencex0,x0, . . . ,x0, . . . for all over the time. The popu-
lation is predictable in long run.

Assume now that the initial valuex0 is a period-2 point offr , i. e. f 2
r (x0) = x0. We

have

x1 = fr(x0), x2 = fr(x1) = f 2
r (x0) = x0, x3 = fr(x2) = fr(x0) = x1,

x4 = fr(x3) = fr(x1) = x0, x5 = fr(x4) = fr(x0) = x1, . . .

and the orbit ofx0 is x0,x1,x0,x1, . . . ,x0,x1, . . .; it repeats itself building acycle with
period 2, which we shall also call aperiod-2 cycleor period-2 orbit for short. The
population is predictable although it oscillates between two values for all over the time.

Task 1. Write down the orbit corresponding to a period-3 pointx0. How does the
orbit look like whenx0 is a period-n point (n > 3)?

Consider the case, when the initial valuex0 is not a fixed point offr . A useful way
to visualize the orbit ofx0 is via graphical iterationor cobweb plotting. As before, we
display the curvey = fr(x) and the bisectory = x on one picture (Figure 4). Starting
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at the pointX = (x0,x0) on the bisector (Figure 4,r = 0.8), we draw a vertical line to
the graph offr reaching the graph at(x0, fr(x0)) = (x0,x1). Then we draw a horizontal
line back to the bisector, ending at(x1,x1). We repeat the procedure from(x1,x1). This
technique works because the points on the bisectory = x have the same distance from
both axesx andy.

Fig. 4. Orbits under iteration offr for different values ofr

Figure 4 visualizes orbits of different initial pointsx0 under iteration offr for different
values ofr. In the first plot (r = 0.8), 0 is the unique fixed point offr . Starting with
x0 = 0.4, its orbit goes closer and closer to 0 asn increases.

Task 2. For r = 0.8 compute several points of the orbit using a calculator or an
appropriate software, starting each time with differentx0 ∈ (0,1).

As you have found, the result will be the same: all orbits tendto 0. The fixed point 0
is calledattracting fixed pointor stable fixed point. In the second plot (r = 2), there exist
two fixed points,ζ0 = 0 andζ1 = 0.5. In this case each of the fixed points acts differently
on the orbits starting near (but not precisely on)ζ0 or ζ1. You may convince yourself
that all initial values, even nearζ0 = 0, are moved away from 0, but attracted byζ1 = 0.5
asn increases. In this caseζ1 is the attracting point, whereasζ0 is calledrepelling fixed
pointor unstable fixed point. The caser = 2.8 is similar to the previous one: the orbit of
x0 = 0.1 tends to the stable fixed pointζ1 ≈ 0.6, building a spiral around it.
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The caser = 3.2 is different. The fixed points offr areζ0 = 0 andζ1 ≈ 0.7. The
graphical iteration technique shows thatζ0 and ζ1 are repelling for any initial value
x0 ∈ (0,1). Where do orbits go now?

Task 3. Use a calculator or an appropriate software to convince yourself that for
r = 3.2 and for every choice of the initial valuex0 the orbits oscillate between two
values,ζ2 ≈ 0.5 andζ3 ≈ 0.8.

The orbit is attracted toζ2 every two iterates, and toζ3, on alternate iterates. Such
orbit is calledstable period-2 cycle. For r = 3.53 the orbit on Figure 4 presents astable
period-4 cycle; x0 = 0.2 is attracted by the period-4 points{ζ4,ζ5,ζ6,ζ7}, whereζ4 ≈
0.4, ζ5 ≈ 0.5, ζ6 ≈ 0.8 andζ7 ≈ 0.9.

The examples and the graphic visualizations on Figure 4 showthat changingr leads
to quite different behavior of the logistic model: new stable fixed points are ’born’ and
stable periodic orbits of period 2 and 4 appear. It is the existence of stable fixed points or
stable periodic orbits that means predictability of the population size in long-run. Some
intuition tells us that asr continues to increase, higher period orbits (e. g. period-8,
period-16 etc.) can appear. Does this period-doubling effect ever stop? What happens if
it eventually stops?

Before answering these questions, let us consider the caser = 4 in Figure 4. The
single orbit ofx0 = 0.2 underf4 shows a complicated behavior: it looks like that the orbit
doesn’t come to rest and appears to randomly fill out the entire interval[0,1], without
being predictable. Such orbit behavior is what we callchaos.

4 Stability and bifurcations of fixed points

To find a fixed point offr , we have to solve the equationfr(x) = x within x∈ [0,1],
wherer is a parameter,r ∈ (0,4]. Obviously, fr(x) = x is equivalent torx(1−x) = x.

Task 4. Show thatfr has two fixed points in[0,1], ζ0 = 0 andζ1 = 1− 1
r

.

The solution of Task 4 implies that the logistic functionfr has a unique fixed point
ζ0 = 0 for r ∈ (0,1) and two fixed points forr ≥ 1; atr = 1, both fixed points coalesce,
ζ0 = ζ1 = 0.

Stability test of fixed points. A fixed point ζ of fr is attracting or stable if the
derivative of fr(x), evaluated atζ is in magnitude less than 1, i. e. if| f ′r (ζ )| < 1 holds
true. The fixed pointζ of fr is repellingor unstableif | f ′r (ζ )| > 1 is satisfied.

Task 5. Find the derivativef ′r (x) of the logistic functionfr(x) and prove thatf ′r (ζ0) =
r(1−2ζ0) = r, f ′r (ζ1) = r(1−2ζ1) = 2− r. Prove that| f ′r (ζ0)| < 1 iff 0 < r < 1, and
| f ′r (ζ1)| < 1 iff 1 < r < 3.

Now we can conclude that forr ∈ (0,1) the fixed pointζ0 is attracting; forr ∈ (1,3)
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the fixed pointζ1 is attracting, butζ0 is repelling (Figure 4, the orbits forr = 0.8, r = 2
andr = 2.8).

There is just one case not covered by the Stability test, namely the case| f ′r (ζ )| = 1
for a fixed pointζ . For r = 1 we haveζ0 = ζ1 and f ′r (ζ0) = f ′r (ζ1) = 1, i. e. the second
fixed pointζ1 has been ’born’ fromζ0, followed by an exchange of stability betweenζ0

andζ1. We say that abifurcationof ζ0 has occurred.
Assume now thatr > 3 and consider the second iteratef 2

r (x). The fixed points of
f 2
r (x) are solutions of the equationf 2

r (x) = x, which is equivalent to

x(1− r + rx)
(

r2x2− r(r +1)x+ r +1
)

= 0.

Obviously, the fixed pointsζ0 = 0 andζ1 of fr are also fixed points off 2
r (x). To find the

period-2 points offr , we have to solve (with respect tox) the quadratic equation

r2x2− r(r +1)x+ r +1= 0. (4)

Task 6. Show that ifr > 3, there are two real positive roots of (4),ζ2 andζ3, such
that

ζ2 =
1
2r

(

r +1−
√

(r +1)(r −3)
)

, ζ3 =
1
2r

(

r +1+
√

(r +1)(r −3)
)

. (5)

Now you can see that atr = 3 the two roots coalesce,ζ2 = ζ3 =
2
3

; moreover,ζ2 =

ζ3 = ζ1 and f ′r (ζ1) = −1 for r = 3. So, for r = 3, ζ1 is neither stable nor unstable
according to our Stability test; at this critical value forr, the two new pointsζ2 andζ3 are
’born’ from ζ1. It can be proved directly, thatfr(ζ2) = ζ3 and fr(ζ3) = ζ2 are satisfied.
This is again abifurcation of the fixed point, called theperiod-doubling bifurcationof
the fixed point. Denote byr1 the bifurcation valuer = 3, i. e. r1 = 3.

Task 7. Find the derivative off 2
r (x) and show that|( f 2

r )′(ζ2)|= |( f 2
r )′(ζ3)|= | f ′r (ζ2)| ·

| f ′r (ζ3)| < 1 iff 3 < r < 1+
√

6.
The period-2 pointsζ2 andζ3 are attracting for 3< r < 1+

√
6; for these values of

r, the previous two pointsζ0 andζ1 are repelling. Forr = r2 = 1+
√

6≈ 3.4494897,
the fixed pointsζ2 andζ3 are neither stable nor unstable. We can expect that atr = r2,
new fixed points will be ’born’, the period-4 points offr . Using numerical techniques,
it is possible to determine a next bifurcation valuer3 of the parameter,r3 ≈ 3.5440903,
such that forr ∈ (r2, r3), there exist exactly four real positive solutionsζ4, ζ5, ζ6 andζ7,
which bifurcate pair-wise fromζ2 andζ3 at r = r2. At r = r3, the period-8 points are
’born’ in such a way, that each one ofζ4, ζ5, ζ6 andζ7 bifurcates into two new points.
It can be shown that the period-8 points are stable untilr reaches the next bifurcation
valuer4 ≈ 3.5644073, where the period-16 points are ’born’. Figure 5(a)visualizes the
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Fig. 5. (a), (b) Bifurcation diagrams; (c) The period-3 window

stable branches of the fixed points, the period-2, period-22 and period-23 points of fr as
functions ofr. It seems natural to assume, that there is an infinite sequence of bifurcation
parameter values

r1, r2, r3, r4, . . . , rk−1, rk, rk+1 . . . (6)

such that at eachrk, the stable period-2k points of frk are replaced by period-2k+1 points;
the previous, lower period points continue to exist, but as unstable ones. During a com-
puter simulation, only a finite number of cycles is distinguishable due to the finite com-
putational precision. The sequence (6) is convergent, thatis there existr∗ ∈ (3,4) such
thatrk tends tor∗ ask increases,r∗ ≈ 3.569944. . . < 4.

Consider the caser = 4 and denotef4(x) = 4x(1− x). We can conclude from the
graphs off4, f 2

4 and f 3
4 on Figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively, thatf4 has 2 fixed points, 0

and 3/4, and that they are both unstable (check it!);f 2
4 has 22 fixed points, f 3

4 has 23

fixed points, and by inductionf n
4 possesses 2n fixed points, all in the interval[0,1]. The

four fixed points off 2
4 include 0 and 3/4 plus a pair of period-2 points; the latter can be

computed using formulae (5) forr = 4; the period-2 points are unstable. Among the 8
fixed points off 3

4 , two are the fixed points 0 and 3/4, and the other 6 form twoperiod-3
cycles; among the 16 fixed points off 4

4 there are two fixed points, two period-2 points
and 12 periodic points of period 4. In general, for each positive integern there exists an
orbit of period-n for f4. However, if we chose a random initial point in(0,1) and plot its
orbit under iteration off4, we can hardly observe any of these cycles as in the last case
of Figure 4.

5 Paths to the chaos

Careful numerical computation shows that forr ≤ r∗, the orbit of any initial pointx0 ∈
(0,1) is predictable in the following sense. Let us take two initial pointsx0 andx̄0 such
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that |x0− x̄0| < ε with arbitrarily smallε > 0. Then for sufficiently large time-moment
n we havef n

r (x0) ≈ f n
r (x̄0), i. e. orbits ofcloseinitial points remainclose. We say that

there is no sensitive dependence on initial conditions.
The function f4(x) shows in turnsensitive dependence on initial conditions. More

precisely, for any initial pointx0 ∈ (0,1) and any arbitrarily smallε > 0, there exist a
second point ¯x0 such that|x0 − x̄0| < ε , and there exists a distanced > 0, so that the
inequality | f n

4 (x0)− f n
4 (x̄0)| ≥ d holds for sufficiently largen. In other words, the two

orbits of x0 and x̄0 will be at leastd units apart after a sufficiently large number of
iterations. The orbit ofx0 is called achaotic orbit. A chaotic orbit can neither manage
to find a stable fixed point to be attracted to, nor is it a periodic one.

The behavior of the logistic model is predictable forr ≤ r∗, but for r = 4 it is un-
predictable (chaotic). Our intuition tell us that in the range r∗ < r < 4 there will be a
transition from order into chaos. Figure 5(b) shows an interesting aspect of the paths to
the chaos. Forr > r∗, the orbits appear to fill out subintervals (sets) of[0,1] or the entire
interval [0,1] (for r = 4). These sets have very special (fractal) structure and aredifficult
to describe. One of their characteristics is that they can abruptly appear or disappear,
being interlaced by “white windows”. The largest such window is shown in magnified
form for r between 1+

√
8≈ 3.83 and 3.85 in Figure 5(c). It is also called theperiod-3

window, because forr = 1+
√

8 the period-3 points offr are ’born’. The period-3 cycle
is followed by a period doubling bifurcation, which createsa period-6 orbit and so on.
An important theorem, stating that if a solution of period-3exists for a value ¯r, then
chaotic solutions exist forr > r̄, was published by Sharkovskii (1964).

Recommended further reading

• Alligood K. T., Sauer T. D., Yorke J. A.Chaos: An Introduction to Dynamical
Systems, Springer, New York, 1996.

• Peitgen H.-O., Jürgens H., Saupe D.Fractals for the Classroom. Part One: Intro-
duction to Fractals and Chaos, Springer, New York, 1992.
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Mathematics – a tool in your hand 
 

Where you’ve got complicated geometry 

as you for instance have on the surface of a car 

it is much better to make a model:  

Then you can see it, you can measure it,  

you can touch it, you can understand what it’s all about. 

 
Bill Wheatland, architect working for Jørn Utzon in the period of 1964–1966 [1] 

 

 

 

 

One of many possible designs for a Christmas star 

 

 

 

 

 

 This chapter contains the contributions of the Danish team. 
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Mathematics is known to many as a very abstract and intangible subject. 

Certainly abstraction is an important part of doing mathematics but it is not the 

whole story. In this chapter examples are given showing applications of 

mathematics in contexts that may connect to subjects that you perhaps will 

consider as non-classroom/non-educational activities. Give it a try and enjoy 

the opportunities for being mathematically active in some very different 

situations.  

Christmas Stars gives examples of geometry as a powerful tool for design 

and construction. It is shown that the mathematics involved can be more or less 

complicated depending on the challenges you go for. After this you will look 

with new eyes at Christmas decorations – and mathematics. 

Maths at Work deals with the fact, that when you look at activities outside 

classroom, mathematics usually is not in focus. Many other things draw your 

attention. Identifying mathematics in work and everyday situations outside 

mathematical classroom is something you have to practice. 

Maths at the Gym puts mathematical description of movement in direct 

contact with your own moving around in the world. Using video films as a link 

between actual movement and function graphs you learn about the stories told 

by a graphic description of a moving body. 

Animation is in this connection about how to construct geometrical objects 

moving in a coordinate system. The previous section showed how curves can 

be constructed from measuring the positions of moving bodies. This section 

describes in a way the opposite: Using formulas you can create data tables 

from which you can draw the frames (pictures) by which the animation is built 
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Christmas Stars 

John Andersen 

1 Introduction 
In order to find motivating tasks to their students, maths teachers may live in an 

ever ongoing search for fascinating topics and activities. Designing and building star 

shaped polyhedrons (for instance Christmas stars) could be such an activity. If 

students are mainly accustomed to traditional paper-and-pencil exercises, they will 

probably approach an activity like this with mistrust and a dismissive attitude.  It will 

be a challenge for the teacher to open the eyes of students to the mathematical 

opportunities connected with this sort of activity. Perhaps some teachers will even 

have to try it out for themselves before they can accept it as a serious approach to 

doing mathematics. 

2 Mathematical Prerequisites 

At this place you may expect a list of mathematical concepts and skills. Examples 

will come later because first of all, you will need an open mind and a desire for 

exploring designs and structures. A student of mine once said (before trying it out) 

that not much mathematics would be needed to construct this kind of stars. Using a 

ruler, a pair of scissors and a plate at home at the kitchen table, she postulated, it 

would be possible to make stars. Trying it out will reveal that some planning of the 

design will be beneficial. Sitting with glue all over, realizing that elements do not fit 

together, is a rather unsatisfactory situation, and it appears that geometrical 

considerations are profitable. On the other hand you sometimes have to build 

preliminary models to handle the geometry of the subject in focus, hence the quote by 

Bill Wheatland in the introduction to this chapter. 

In making your first attempts to build stars, you should not go through a lot of 

mathematics beforehand. Try it out with simple means first. Starting with elementary 

geometric construction skills, you will be able to build your first copy of a star. Then 

you will realize that the more mathematics you master, the more you will be in control 

of the situation. The more advanced mathematics you introduce into the process, the 

more sophisticated models you can handle. The use of vector algebra and analytical 

geometry will be of great advantage at later stages.  
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3 Materials 

Cardboard, glue, a pair of scissors are essential, but also usual tools as compass, 

ruler, pencil, calculator and computer. 

 

Fig. 1. After geometry comes an exciting moment: Do things fit together? 

4 Christmas Stars – Exploring Approach 
Introduce an object to your students – for instance the star at the front in Fig. 2. 

The challenge will at first be to copy the star. Next you can make a copy in scale 

different to the original one; after this you may proceed to making stars with different 

numbers of points – and different shapes (longer or thicker arms). Your creativity may 

take flight at this stage of the process. For instance you may want to make a star like 

the one in the background of the photo in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. An original star bought in an arts-and-craft store and an altered version in the 

background 
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Fig. 3. And a line of still more versions 

4.1 Tasks 

[1] Find a star and make a 1:1 copy of it. 

[2] Make stars similar to the one in [1] but at different scales (larger and/or smaller). 

[3] Make stars with a different number of points. 

5 Christmas Stars – Some instructions 

As a teacher you will be tempted to help students too much at the introductory 

stages, depriving them the ownership to processes and products. On the other hand, 

when they get stuck, you will have to offer support and encouragement at a 

psychological as well as mathematical level. Metaphorically speaking, terms like 

"scaffolding" and "zone of proximal development" can be found in the literature. 

Some detailed description of possible approaches may be needed to help initiate the 

process. One important point is to notice the role of elementary geometry. 

Furthermore, today the use of geometrical software should not be omitted – on the 

contrary, the use of software can make the job more efficient and joyful, since it 

enhances precision and possibilities for experiments with details of design. 

The photos below give some hints concerning the transition between the geometric 

description and physical objects. 
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First you have to decide the number n of 

points for the star (here in Fig. 4 a five-

pointed star is depicted). Then decide the 

radii r and R of the shown circles lying in 

the plane of symmetry. From this you can 

construct a plane star which will serve as 

base, stabilizing the two halves of the space 

star. 

 
Fig. 4 

The space star consists of two identical 

halves, each of which is in fact a pyramid 

with a star-shaped polygon as base (Fig. 5). 

Nets for folding each of these halves should 

be constructed under geometrical considera-

tions, cut out, folded and glued to the base 

star. 
 

Fig. 5 

The net for a half star consists of 

congruent triangles like TBS on Fig. 6. 

Determining the sides of these triangles can 

be done by measuring or calculation. The 

calculation approach enables you to make 

precise adjustment in the design without a 

physical star at hand. Using dynamic 

geometry such as Geometers Sketchpad or 

Geogebra can be of great advantage. 
 

Fig. 6 

 

Fig. 7 shows a typical net of triangles for a star with five points like the one in the 

photo above. (Tabs for gluing are omitted.) 
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Fig. 7. Net of triangles for a five-star 

Relations between the different elements are summarized in the following figures, 

where C denotes the center of the star. From this you can measure or calculate and 

construct the following polygons. 
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Fig. 8. Triangles you need for the construction of the net in Fig. 7. Also see Fig. 4 – Fig. 6 
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Algebraic relationships can be established by using the Pythagorean Theorem and 

the Cosine Relation 
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Fig. 9. Relationships derived from Fig. 8 

5.1 Tasks 

[1] Choose some values for r, R and h, calculate a, b and c and construct the 

star and check the size (measure r, R and h). 

[2] Use a dynamic geometry program to construct nets for folding. 

[3] Choose some values for a, b and c. Can you determine values for h, r and 

R? 

6 A deeper survey into a design problem: No slicing 

In this section it will be briefly shown that there are great opportunities for doing 

mathematical investigations on a level higher than primary school. Consider this 

problem: Could the net for a half star be constructed in such a way, that there is no 

slice that needs gluing? In Fig. 7 the net is made with a slice. What are the conditions 

for avoiding such a slice?  

At first we see in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 that the net angle 21TBB∠ must equal to
n

360°
, 

n being the number of points for the star. 

Putting 






 °
=α

n

180
cos  and applying the cosine relation to triangle STB1 , we find 

that the following equation has to be fulfilled  

(4) 
ac

bca

2

222 −+
=α  

where a, b and c are as in the Fig. 7 and 8 

 

Substituting (1), (2) and (3) from Fig. 9 into (4) you get 
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(5) 
( )

2222

222222

2

2

hRhr

rRRrhRhr

++

−+−+++
=

α
α  

which by rearranging, squaring, expanding, etc. becomes 

(6) 
( ) 22222222 12 βαααα hhrRRr =−=−+ with 







 °
=

n

180
sinβ  

 

Solving for h yields 

 
 

 

(7) 
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For the radicand in (7) to be non-negative conditions are 

( )
2 2

2 2 22 2 1 2 2
2 1 0,

r R r R
r R rR x x x

rR R r x

+
α + > ⇔ > ⇔ + > ⇔ + > ⇔ − + >

α α α α
 

with 
R

r
x =  

The discriminant D of the quadratic polynomial in the last inequality is 

( )
2

2

2

2

2

414
4

4

α

β

α

α

α
=

−
=−=D

 

and the roots are 
α

βα

β

α ±
=

±
1

2

22

 

From this we get the condition 
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180
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When this condition is fulfilled we can calculate h from r and R and construct a net 

without slice. 

Another use of the formulas developed above could be, for fixed R (=1) graphing h 

as a function of r shoving that the smaller r is compared to R, the higher the star will 

be. 
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Maths at Work 
 

John Andersen 

1 Introduction 

This section deals with some questions concerning the import of mathematics from 

authentic workplaces into classrooms and addresses some of the problems that arise 

when you try to let classroom meet workplace. It seems that there is a lot more 

involved in this than just finding good examples from different workplaces. What is 

meant by workplace in this context? It is not specialized workplaces like the ones 

where engineers or scientists work. I refer to workplaces where the employees do not 

have a great deal of mathematical training as part of their education. Perhaps their 

education is not even formal – at least regarding mathematics. It might be craftsmen, 

shop assistants, people in all kind of service trades, skilled as well as unskilled 

workers: In brief all kinds of occupations you come across in everyday life. 

2 Mathematical awareness: Recognizing mathematics 

You need a bridge between the very abstract and specialized mathematics you find 

in textbooks and the sort of activities non-specialists can relate to. Not as much in the 

form of a specific curriculum but rather an attitude and a habit of recognizing 

mathematics in the form in which it shows up wherever it is being applied. Some 

teachers asked at a factory if they could pay a visit to see what kind of mathematics 

was applied in daily work. “Oh, you’re welcome to visit us. You can have a member 

of our staff to guide you around, but concerning mathematics we have to disappoint 

you: We don’t use maths here.” This is a typical reaction when you ask non-school 

people about their application of mathematics. It may even be a response from 

engineers who certainly often apply mathematics. Why this seemingly lack of logic? 

Perhaps the concept of focal knowledge together with problems concerning 

formalisms can bring some clarification to this. First let us have a look at focal 

knowledge. 

2.1 Focal knowledge: Mathematics in and out of focus 

An important point when you are dealing with mathematics outside classrooms and 

textbooks is the question of where the focus is. The concept of focal knowledge can 

perhaps clarify aspects of this. To my knowledge it was the philosopher Michael 

Polanyi who was first to point towards this aspect of knowledge. From Sveiby [2] a 

short description of focal knowledge is cited below: 
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»Tacit and Focal Knowledge  

In each activity, there are two different levels or dimensions of knowledge, 

which are mutually exclusive: Knowledge about the object or phenomenon that 

is in focus - focal knowledge. Knowledge that is used as a tool to handle or 

improve what is in focus - tacit knowledge. The focal and tacit dimensions are 

complementary. The tacit knowledge functions as a background knowledge 

which assists in accomplishing a task which is in focus. That which is tacit 

varies from one situation to another. For instance, when reading a text, words 

and linguistic rules function as tacit subsidiary knowledge while the attention 

of the reader is focused on the meaning of the text.« 
 

When you are executing lots of workplace tasks, the focus is on the objects you 

handle and the practical problem you have so solve. Although mathematical 

procedures may be integrated in the actions, focus is not on mathematics if everything 

works out as expected. 

An example: I am sitting here writing this text on my computer not bothering about 

the functioning of the computer and the programs that make everything go the way I 

expect. Now I want to include a picture in my text, so I want to click the icon for 

importing pictures into my Word document. Having just shifted to a new version of 

Word (from 2003 to 2007), I realize that the well-known icon is not to be found where 

it used to be. I have to turn focus away from my writing and concentrate on the 

functioning of my new version of Word, open help files, etc. Knowledge about the 

software is now in focus, and in fact one has to be disciplined not to drift away into 

exploring the software instead of writing about focal knowledge back to the matter at 

hand. Another example: Many years ago before net banking was introduced, I sent a 

filled-out giro form to the post office intending to pay the amount of DKK 19.25. At 

the post office the form was read by an optical machine, and I could hardly believe my 

own eyes when a couple of days later I saw that there was a great minus in my 

account. Looking into details I found out that the optical machine had read my 19.25 

as 1925. The mistake was mine. Using American textbooks in my daily work as an 

educator of engineers, I had got into the habit of using a decimal point (.) as the 

American standard is. But the Danish postal service used the Danish standard: a 

decimal comma (,). So the optical reader was not programmed to check for any other 

use of number notation than the Danish standard. My focus now moved from paying 

my bills to being careful about notational systems for numbers. 

2.2 Classroom versus everyday-life mathematics 

Another reason why mathematical activities outside classrooms go unnoticed may 

be that mathematics is integrated in different contexts and formalisms than you find in 
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textbooks. In the classroom you do a lot of exercises having more or less fixed 

methods for finding solutions and unique answers. Outside the classroom the 

mathematical problems are integrated in complex settings where you have to 

formulate problems for yourself from the practical problems in focus. Furthermore 

you are the one who are responsible for ensuring that solutions are acceptable within 

specific limits of tolerance. There is no answer book to consult and no teacher to ask. 

3 Example: The raised garden bed 

 

 

Fig. 1. The raised garden bed one year after designing and constructing 

A gardener (It could be you – I have done it, as the pictures will show) wants to 

construct an unusually shaped raised bed for growing flowers in a garden. This 

involves a lot of steps which you never come across in textbook problems during 

maths lessons. 

At first you have to decide what kind of shape you want. You may make some 

informal drawings on sight to have a first idea. Then you have to make a working 

drawing in a suitable scale: 
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Fig. 2. Sketch for the garden bed drawn with Geometers Sketchpad 

This involves geometry. Contrary to lots of textbook-problems you have to take 

into consideration the thickness of materials. You are dealing with very long and slim 

rectangles and trapezoids. 

You have to decide on materials. Perhaps you may want to make changes in the 

construction when you see what you can get at the lumberyard. How much timber do 

you need to buy? What size do you need? What size is available? How many screws 

would you need to assemble the construction? What is the cost of the materials? How 

many hours will the work process last?  

Then comes the whole question of the work process, e.g. cutting the material to 

size; this may demand supplementary drawings of which one is shown below: 

 

Fig. 3. Design and geometry of a corner 

 

Fig. 4. The corner when finished 
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The work process will acquire tools quite different from the ones you are 

accustomed to in regular classrooms. Handling tools and materials may involve much 

more work and take much more time than the making of the drawings. This may result 

in the fact that the mathematical feature to some degree drifts out of focus. 

 

  

Fig. 5. Tools and workspace 

In addition, volume calculations may come into play to ensure that you have 

enough soil to put into the raised bed. 

  

Fig. 6. Final stages of work 

3.1 Tasks 

From a description as the one above, you may extract different tasks for maths-

teaching purposes. Such tasks will on one hand be directly connected to the authentic 

problem, and on the other look almost like a textbook exercises. A great learning 

potential is involved if students practice the art of formulating suitable tasks from 
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authentic contexts. In this connection they must bear in mind that part of the exercise 

is to be able to identify mathematics in disguise in contrast to the straight-forward, but 

artificial, exercises in the regular classroom. 

[1] Make sketches and working drawings for your own version of a raised bed, drawn 

at a suitable scale. 

[2] Make a budget for the whole project. Check the local do-it-yourself market for 

materials available and prices. Include pay for working hours, transport, etc. 

[3] Make the relevant volume calculations to determine approximately how much soil 

is needed. Where do we get it from? Can we dig a hole elsewhere in the garden, or 

do we have to get it from somewhere outside with extra costs as a consequence? 

If at all possible, you should complete the activities by actually building the raised 

garden bed of your own design. Opportunities for interdisciplinary approaches are 

right at hand. 

4 Mathematics in non-classroom environment 

Usually textbooks present mathematics categorized due to concepts such as 

numbers, algebra, geometry, functions, equations, etc. When mathematics is applied in 

different areas, it is not the pure concepts that are at work alone. When you go looking 

for mathematics integrated with human activities, categories proposed by Bishop [1] 

can be an inspiring guideline. The six categories are focused on human activities 

where mathematics typically show up, and they are: Counting, Locating, Measuring, 

Designing, Playing and Explaining.  

Especially the first four are of direct interest in this connection, although the 

remaining two come up for instance in developing new concepts and when 

documenting methods.  

Counting 
Identify activities where counting and numbering are central. Choose activities you 

yourself are involved in as well as activities of professionals, for instance stocktaking 

in the nearby supermarket. What about statistics and the election for the EU 

Parliament? Special attention should be paid to the use of units which you cannot be 

careless about in work life. Only textbook mathematics does lots of exercises with 

numbers without units. 

Locating 
How do you manage to get people seated in the cinema or in airplanes? How do 

you find a specific address in a metropolis? How do employees in factories find 

objects in a warehouse? How do taxi drivers get around in big cities today? 
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Measuring 
Who needs to do a lot of measuring? What does the tailor do when a customer 

needs a new dress? You want to order a carpet for the floor in your apartment, what 

must you do? What do professional carpet layers do? 

Designing 
The above mentioned example from the garden could be an instance of designing. 

Design and making of clothes, furniture, tools, houses etc. is a veritable treasure chest 

filled with instances of authentic applications of mathematics. 

5 Automation of mathematical processes 

Yet a reason that the role of mathematics may go unnoticed in a lot of contexts 

could be that a whole lot of mathematics today is built into machines. You do not 

actually see it.  

 “I don’t know. I just type in the numbers and press enter.” This was the title one of 

my students used for a synopsis at his exam. He had chosen to deal with financial 

mathematics – especially different models for calculating interest. The title came from 

an answer he got when asking a cashier in his bank what kind of mathematics she used 

in her job at the cash desk. It lies at the core of a lot of the problems concerning 

making mathematics at the workplace visible that math is closely integrated in 

technological systems. In fact, the more mathematical processes are handled 

automatically, the more it enhances productivity, and work is done faster and more 

efficiently. Furthermore, less human interference means less risk of making mistakes. 

Those who deal with mathematical stuff that looks like the math you find in 

mathematical textbooks are the ones who invent, design and build the hardware and 

develop the software for computers, robots and other machines in use in modern 

society. It is tasks for specialists. You rely so heavily on the technological systems that 

you certainly do not want any amateur to program the computers of the bank or the 

booking system for the airplanes or the computer numeric machines that cut out the 

wood for the windows to your house. So should we cancel all teaching of mathematics 

except for some few chosen ones? Then how should we find the chosen ones in the 

first place if not everybody in school did have mathematics? Also everybody should 

have some degree of knowledge of the role of mathematics in modern technological 

systems, even though not everyone neither can nor shall be able to, master all of the 

mathematics involved. 

5.1 Task 

[1] What would happen if the bar codes and optical readers with automatically data 

transfer to cash register disappeared?  
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[2] Take the till receipt from your latest shopping in the supermarket and imagine 

what had to be done manually to end up with a similar document.  
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Maths at the Gym 

John Andersen 

1 Introduction 

In mathematics and engineering functions are used to describe motion. This is very 

important in science and technology. Textbooks describe and calculate motions of 

imaginary points. The classical Newtonian mechanics is usually introduced as particle 

mechanics. This seems to be a bit abstract for people not used to the ways of thinking 

in mathematics and physics. “Where am I in the picture of kinematics?” a student may 

wonder.  Understandably enough, since most mathematical descriptions of these 

phenomena are expressed in a highly impersonal manner. Where is my body when I 

am doing mathematics and physics? 

The aim of this section is to suggest some activities that can personalize aspects of 

mathematical concepts. Instead of going to the physics laboratory go to the gym or 

other places where movements of your own body are of central importance. The focus 

is on describing movements you can immediately relate to, and on the connection 

between movements and graphs.  

Perhaps the right way to start a course in three-dimensional kinematic would be to 

take a ride on the rollercoaster in the nearest amusement park. In Tivoli amusement 

park in Copenhagen, they have made teaching material for primary school and lower 

secondary school. [1] 

2 Jumping boy 

 

Fig. 1. After a run, a boy jumps athletically over a box 

How can you illustrate this event in a way that makes it possible for instance to 

reconstruct the movement or analyze the motion involved as a whole? Let your 

students come up with proposals for this. Probably someone will suggest that you 

make a movie of the event. Today video recording makes it possible to describe 
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motion in a very direct way. But when the movie has come to an end, then where is 

the movement? You see no traces left except what you may have stored in your mind. 

If you are running through the snow on a winter’s day, you leave a trace behind you 

and a photo can show where you have been – but information of the time is lost. 

 

Fig. 2. My footprints on a snowy day 

From Fig. 2 you can see the route, but you cannot see when you actually passed 

specific points. You need to add information on time. You can stick labels with time 

on different spots. It is possible. Watching a film clip live gives the total impression of 

the run – but what about the details? 

You can use still pictures, but if you only concentrate on one picture at a time – for 

instance when you watch a movie frame by frame – the overall picture is not at hand. 

But then pick out all frames.  

 

Fig. 3. Four of the frames from a video movie of the jumping boy 

One can try to stack the photos. It gives a very special impression, and you can 

really see which points in space are occupied at any time by the jumping boy.  

 

Fig. 4. The four frames from Fig. 3 put together in one picture 
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To simplify we can try to focus on a single point of the boy’s body, for instance his 

waist. Importing the pictures to a geometry program gives you the possibility to easily 

measure the coordinates for specific points in each frame. 

 

Fig. 5. Frames inserted in Geogebra one by one, marking the position  

of the boy’s waist (in yellow) 

Then we can enter the coordinate sets for each selected point into a spreadsheet and 

draw a graph illustrating the trajectory of the centre of the boy. 
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Fig. 6. Trajectory of the boy’s waist now made as an Excel diagram 
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Each point shows the position of the centre of the boy’s body (waist) in each frame. 

The curve is then drawn, but the moment the boy occupies at each point is still not 

visible. The time points (t) measured in seconds are seen in the table below 

t 0 0.08 0.16 0.24 0.32 0.4 0.48 0.56 0.64 0.72 0.8 0.88 0.96 1.04 1.12 1.2 1.28 1.36 

Table 1. Time (t) in seconds corresponding to the selected data points in Fig. 5 

You can put each time point as a label at each data point. You will have to do this 

manually, since the spreadsheet does not offer any procedure for this. Usually another 

approach is used for this as seen in the graphics below showing time versus measure 

for each coordinate separately 
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Fig. 7. x- and y-coordinates from Fig. 5 shown as functions of time  

 

3 Transition from real world scenario to traditional 
graphics 

Above is given an example of how you can make the transition from a real world 

situation to traditional mathematical graphics. You have to realize that a lot is going 

on in this process. First in formalizing this moving situation you can make a movie of 

it. The movie introduces a natural way of explicating the timeline. You can import the 
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movie to video editing software (a simple one such as Windows Movie Maker will do 

in this connection, however, you can buy (or download demo versions of) software 

such as Dartfish and Data Logger Pro where video editing is integrated with 

coordinate capture). Now you can have the whole situation dissected into a sequence 

of moments – each corresponding to a particular time – the frames. Picking a special 

point from each frame shrinks the whole thing so much that it can be depicted in a 

single diagram. What you see is the trajectory of the centre of the moving body. You 

end up with a picture very far away from the actual scene in the gym. No wonder that 

a lot of students have difficulties grasping the whole set up if they have no means for 

making the transition. 

3.1 Task 

Select some activity in the gym. It can be running, jumping, throwing a ball. Make 

graphics that describe the motion involved. 

4 The other way around: Turning graphics/functions into 
movement 

Another way of seeing the problems of connecting function graphs and body 

movement would be to draw a graph and then move your body in a way that is 

prescribed by the graph. To move according to a graph you have to mark up on the 

floor your positions every second (or half second or what may be adequate). Then 

someone has to direct you, as you move, so that you follow the time flow, for instance 

by beating a drum. 

4.1 Task  

Experiencing steady movement opposed to accelerated movement 

[1] Try to realize the movements depicted in the graphics below (Fig. 8). There are 

three very different runs to be completed. The units are meters and seconds. The third 

run may be quite demanding in the middle part. If it is too hard, you can modify the 

graph. 

[2] Make other graphs and try them out. 
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Fig. 8 

 

5 Riding your bicycle 

5.1 Task 

Describe your bicycle ride from home to school 

How would you describe your ride in a way that allows a quick overview of the 

whole ride? 

5.2 Example 

In the actual example I started out with a number of locations along the route, and 

then I noted down the passing times. If I had had a bicycle computer at the time, I 

might have noted kilometers and seconds instead.  Every description has pros and 

cons. If you list the locations it makes it easy to follow the ride on a map. Listing 

kilometers makes it easy to enter the route into a spreadsheet and print a timetable or a 

graph. I converted locations into kilometers by using a map source on the internet 

designed for the planning of jogging routes (Fig. 9). 
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Fig. 9 

Sometimes one can feel that valuable time is wasted while waiting for traffic signs 

to change from red to green. Studying a graph like the one above shows for instance, 

that in the overall picture, stops at red do not take up much of the total ride time. 

Combining the data for the graph above (Fig. 9) with a graph showing level over 

sea gives the next graph. 
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Fig. 10 

Working with different functions describing different aspects of the same bike ride 

can challenge the student to be very careful when interpreting graphs. For instance, do 

not be misled at the graph in Fig. 9 to think that my ride was uphill all the way. It is 

two very different things that are depicted on the two graphs. 

If you have access to GPS and data logging equipment, it will be possible to 

automate the process of graphing actual travelling. The presentation above is to be 

considered as a first step towards the field of mathematizing motions in the world 

around you. 
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Animation – bringing motion into mathematics 

John Andersen 

1 Introduction 

If you do traditional textbook mathematics, a great part of your production will be 

exercises where the outcome takes the form of numbers, drawings or short answers. 

Evaluation of your production could for instance be comparing results with a list of 

answers in the exercise book. The products are usually static. Our eyes are designed to 

detect patterns and movements.  Introducing movement to mathematical products may 

emphasize important aspects of mathematics. In this section I suggest some activities 

mainly based on spreadsheet calculations. I have used Excel 2007 to develop the 

examples. You can do similar things using dynamic geometry programs and powerful 

maths tools such as Maple, MathCAD and Mathematica. 

Why use a Spreadsheet such as Excel to do this kind of work? Why not just use 

any ready-made piece of software? The point is to focus on the connection between 

numbers, parameters, formulas, functions and graphs without demanding a lot of 

knowledge about programming and advanced (and expensive) software. In this short 

introductory text only a few exemplary cases will be developed. On the project 

website [1] you will find other and more spectacular examples as well as video shots 

showing some important techniques. 

2 Animation in this context 

When using the term animation we usually refer to a series of pictures (frames) 

where small, systematic changes in the motive will give the impression of movement 

when the pictures are shown frame by frame at a sufficiently high speed. Below in 

Fig. 1 you see eight frames from an animation of a rotating A. 

        

Fig. 1. Frames from animating a rotating A 

And here are frames from an animation of a strongly stylized growth of a 

sunflower 
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Fig. 2. Frames from animating growth of a sunflower 

 

3 Prerequisites 

Both series above are generated in Excel. The point is that the graphics are 

generated by tables of coordinate sets. The tables again are calculated by formulas and 

functions, using parameters through which you gain control over shape and size. 

Advancing these parameters step by step enables you to draw the individual frames for 

the animation. 

You should already have acquired elementary spreadsheet skills, for instance by 

doing economic calculations and drawing graphs.  

This text does not contain detailed introduction to the basic principles of using 

spreadsheets. It will focus on showing some examples and screen captures of formulas 

and manually advancing calculations one step at a time using the function key <f9>. 

Mathematics you have to be familiar with: 

• Coordinate geometry (elementary principles for plotting points and graphs from 

tables). 

• Elementary geometry (similarity – scaling figures). 

• Vector algebra as far as establishing coordinate formulas for translation and 

reflection. 

• Trigonometric functions and their role in formulas for rotation. 
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4 Examples 

A great difficulty in writing about this sort of mathematics in a paper-based text 

document is that you cannot show how things work live. Therefore visit the project 

webpage for more examples. The following is just a teaser.   

4.1 The Letter A - Size regulated by Parameters 

Below in Fig. 3 you see the active cells of the spreadsheet. The size and shape of the 

letter A are controlled by the parameters in cells B2, B3 and B4. Coordinate tables for 

the graphics are calculated from the parameters and the formulas in cell area A9:15 are 

shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 3. Active cells in the spreadsheet drawing the letter A 

A careful study of the formulas in A8:B15, the parameters in cells B2, B3 and B4 

and the resulting picture of the A should teach you the idea behind the spreadsheet. 
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Fig. 4. Formulas for calculating points for the graphics in Fig. 1 

4.1.1 Important technique 

Handling several series of coordinate tables in the same diagram 

If you are used to making spreadsheet graphics by letting the software 

automatically pick the data areas for graphing, you will have trouble constructing 

graphics like these because different parts of the figure are based on different 

coordinate tables. Here is a description of the trick for handling different series of 

coordinates. On the project webpage you will find a video showing the steps live. 

When you have made the part calculating the point coordinates, you are ready for 

making the graphics. 

Choose Scatter (this is the sort of diagrams for making (x,y)-graphs from tables) 

and click on the icon for piecewise linear. 

There appears a diagram area either empty or with some graphics that probably do 

not meet your actual needs. Right click on the diagram and choose the option Select 

Data Source 
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Fig. 5 Types of graphs 

 

Fig. 6 Empty Select Data Source Box 

 

Choose Add and you get an input box like the following in Fig. 7 

 

Fig. 7. Box for picking data 

 

Fig. 8. Box with data picked for body of "A" 

Clicking the red arrows allows you to pick the desired cell areas with the mouse. You 

can add as many data series as you need. One series for each part of your A  

 

Fig. 9. Box with data picked for  

the bar of A 

 

Fig. 10. Box from Fig. 6 with the two series for 

the A 
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When you have added (or removed) data series, click on OK. What is left is some 

editing of the resulting diagram (Fig. 11 below), in order for you to get the picture you 

want as in Fig. 3 above. 

 

Fig. 11. Preliminary diagram to be edited  

4.1.2 Tasks 

[1] Carry out the instructions above in an active spreadsheet to make sure that you 

understand the principles. 

[2] Make other letters and other shapes in the same manner. Experiment with shapes 

by changing formulas and parameters. 
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Fig. 12 Two possibilities for shaping a "B" 

4.2 Zooming the “A” from Example 4.1 

The next example shows a spreadsheet designed to change the size of the A. Study 

the formulas involving the zoom factor, here A is zoomed down to 75% of full size. 

You can compare it with the A in Fig 2. 
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Fig. 13. Formulas for  

zooming A 

 

Fig. 14. "A" resized to 75% of the in A 

Fig. 3 

4.3 Dynamically Zooming (Shrinking/Expanding) “A” 

Next example makes A shrink gradually from full size to a point and back again. A 

series of frames shows the dynamics in the spreadsheet diagram. 

 

Fig. 15. Frames from animating shrinking A. See Fig. 16 for formulas used 
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Fig. 16. Formulas for shrinking A 

4.3.1 Explanation to cells C6, D6 and E6 

You need to set the calculating mode to manual (see below in section 4.3.2) to 

make the spreadsheet function as intended. When you press the function key <f9>, 

parameters and graphics will move. The formula in cell C6 generates the scaling 

factor. In the actual example it makes the factor vary from 0 to 100 and back again in 

steps of 2. The formula in cell D6 generates the step direction. When D6=1 the scaling 

factor will increase and when D6=-1 it will decrease. The Reset Parameter in cell E6 

resets the scaling factor to 100 if E6 contains 0. All other values (I choose 1) make the 

scaling factor increase with steps 2*D6. 

4.3.2 How to dynamically change a parameter step by step 

The main point of controlling parameters is described in the following lines: If you 

type the formula =B2 + 1 into cell B2, you will typical get an error message telling 

you that a circular reference has occurred.  If not the spreadsheet will go on adding 1 

to the content of cell B2 ad infinitum if the spreadsheet is in the typical mode of 

automatically recalculating all formulas whenever something has changed. You can 

get around this by changing preferences. 
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Fig. 17. Box for setting preferences for calculations 

Setting the Calculating Preferences to Manual and repeated calculations to 1, the 

spreadsheet will only make a calculation when you press the key <f9>, and the cell B2 

now will advance successively through the natural numbers.  

Changing the incremental value from 1 to some other number will of course alter 

this. 

4.3 Tasks 

[1] Make a shrinking/expanding A (or any other letter). 

[2] Make a jumping letter. 

 

Recommendations for further reading 

On the project homepage example spreadsheets and "how to do" videos are available 

[1] http://www.math2earth.org (June 25, 2013) 
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I observed that even the good artisans fell into 

the same error as the poets; because they were 

good workmen they thought that they also knew 

all sorts of high matters, and this defect in them 

overshadowed their wisdom. 

Apology, by Plato, transl. Benjamin Jowett 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 This chapter contains the contributions of the Italian team. 
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Influence of Renaissance: short introduction 

Opening the pupils’ eyes to mathematics is one of the main ideas that we try to 

develop and accomplish in our project. In this chapter we shall develop further some 

of the ideas and describe the activities discussed in chapters 3 and 4 in [1]. We give 

concrete examples how looking around us and trying to model the world around us 

will contribute to enhancing the math skills of pupils, to raising their awareness of the 

beauty and excitement of mathematics. A natural inspiration for the Pisa team was the 

fact that 2009 was the International Year of Astronomy that marks the 400th 

anniversary of the works of Galileo Galilei. The legendary Leaning Tower of Pisa 

experiment by Galileo shows unlimited possibilities of the human mind to “see” and 

understand what is around us.  

Obviously, there is an essential gap between the fundamental discoveries of the 

Renaissance period and the standard math teaching in High Schools in Italy and in 

Europe now. Our attempt is to show some concrete examples how secondary school 

teachers can activate  pupils creativity and see and recognize around them nice math 

(and not only math) problems. We are convinced that this can be achieved by 

means of 

a) application of a group method of teaching and studying: small groups of 

secondary school teachers and pupils work together and possibly use effectively 

Internet capabilities 

b) working on a concrete subject (in our case closely related to the 400th 

anniversary of Galileo Galilei and more precisely with astronomy and navigation) and 

trying to see the world around us, and prepare math models and math problems on the 

subject 

c) possible interaction between these activities making part of the extracurricular 

activities and the standard curricula ones. We are aware of the difficulties of this 

interaction, but any small success here can effectively enlarge the group of motivated 

pupils (and even teachers). 

History keeps for us the legend of the algebraic battles of Niccoló Tartaglia and 

Antonio Maria Fior, as well as the competition between Lodovico Ferrari and 

Tartaglia. The problems, carefully chosen and presented to a notary, have been printed 

and then distributed among scientists and researchers. Those works brought 

immortality to those mathematicians and had a great influence on the development of 

the science.  

In an attempt to continue this noble tradition, we continue to invite and challenge 

small groups of secondary school math teachers and motivated students to propose and 

solve math problems. Our scope was not searching for great scientific results or young 

mathematical stars (we are proud to find any). We just involve the students in creating 

and solving problems, invite them to share the joy and beauty of math thinking, to feel 
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the excitement of discovering new results and starting to look with open eyes around 

them. We are convinced that the wealth, contained in this part of human knowledge, 

must belong to all. 

This part of the book presents the experience of the team of Pisa in organizing 

small math labs and the results obtained in these labs. We divide this chapter in four 

sections. 

Section 1: Navigation through numbers and fun: here concrete examples from 

Number Theory have been proposed by the teams. The variety of solutions and 

comparison of the approaches is discussed here.  

Section 2: Spherical trigonometry – the sum of the angles of a triangle on a sphere: 

topics not very well studied in standard programs, and many nice problems are 

introduced.  

Section 3: Instruments to draw quadratic curves in astronomy: concrete math 

problems and examples are combined with the study of the instruments needed to 

draw a director circle for a given ellipse. Again this point is closely related to the main 

subject of astronomy and navigation, and it is on the border of the standard math 

programs. 

Section 4: From fun problems to deep open problems: here we discuss a problem 

that seemed to be innocent initially, prepared by the students and the teacher in one of 

our labs, starting from real situation and arriving at a deep math problem that has been 

intensively discussed by the colleagues of the University after the problem appeared, 

and it is still an open challenging problem. 

References 

[1] Georgiev, V., Mushkarov, O., Ulovec, A., Dimitrova, N., Mogensen, A., 

Sendova, E. Meetings in Mathematics, Demetra, Sofia, 2009, ISBN 978-954-

9526-49-3. 
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Navigation through numbers and fun 

Vladimir Georgiev 

1 Introduction 

The main novelty in the approach to adapt the work of our math teams to real life 

problems and their math contents consists of the problem posing part in the first phase 

of the activities. More precisely, each team could propose one math problem from real 

life. The fields of navigation and astronomy were of special interest.  

One of the typical difficulties arises from the fact that there was no requirement on 

the problem being well-posed or on the uniqueness of the solution. The flexibility of 

the rules in this phase allows to propose very beautiful problems or to treat a very 

interesting situation without knowing a priori that a unique solution exists at all. 

Each of the teams was formed by 5-7 students and a teacher.  

Another group of 6-7 math professors from the University formed the Commission 

of the competition and the main task of the Commission in this first phase was to 

modify the problem if the questions or descriptions were not clear enough. 

2 Curriculum items covered by this unit 

 Number theory 

 Number sequences 

 Combinatorics 

3 Tasks and problems 

We plan to show an example of a problem presented in a very attractive way, 

where one of the math objects used in the problem – sequence of numbers – was not 

defined in a precise way. Formally, the problem is not very well related to navigation 

and astronomy. But this fact shows the difficulty to propose math problems on a given 

subject. The team proposing the problem started to prepare it as a typical Number 

Theory problem and succeeded to give a nice interpretation of the situation as a small 

fairy tale. We shall present initially the original versiont (that needed improvement) 

and then we shall see why and how the improvement was done. 
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3.1 Problem I: How to find the treasure? 

The famous pirate Captain Secante was forced, after terrible tempest, to shore on 

one unexplored island. While his sailors were trying to repair the ship, he decided to 

see the island. Just in the centre of the atoll he found a big lock box, locked by a heavy 

padlock with unknown combination as well as the following brass plate (see Fig. 1 

below). Captain Secante read the plate. 

The Captain was more well-known for his pirate attacks than for his intelligence. 

So after reading with essential difficulties the text on the brass he decided to try 

immediately a random combination. In the last moment he was stopped by his 

boatswain who said: “Wait, Captain! I can help you but only if we divide the treasure 

in equal parts.”  On one of the sides of the coffer the Captain found the text: “This 

treasure contains golden coins. In fact 2009! is their number.” The Captain, without 

knowing the meaning of the exclamation mark, immediately replied: “OK! We shall 

share the treasure, but since I am the Captain I shall take 1500 golden coins!” The 

boatswain was more capable as a mathematician than as a pirate, so he agreed, 

hiding his smile under the moustache and, making some calculations on the sand, he 

found equations for the terms ai of the sequence. Then he easily found the last three 

digits of the BIG number ai with i being the number 2009!.  After that he opened the 

treasure. Can you say which is the padlock combination, and can you discuss the case 

when no information for the equation for the term ai is given?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
If you want to open the treasure chest, then you 

have to find the combination. Be careful: if you 

make even a single mistake, then the lock will 

be blocked and any hope will fly away. The first 

four terms from a sequence are as follows: 

5 0 123 22 

Continua (go along) till the term (this is a BIG 

number) that is on the place numbered by the 

total number of gold coins of the treasure 

inside. The last three digits of this BIG number 

give you the padlock combination you need to 

open the treasure. 
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Formally, we see that this is not a situation from the real life. The math team of a 

High School in Livorno, Italy, created a beautiful story written very well so that a 

code for the treasure could be found. One could imagine that first the math problem 

existed and then the story from the real (and not so real!) life was invented. 

The problem of this proposal was its ambiguity; more precisely, one might expect 

different solutions. After some discussions the commission inserted the Italian version 

without any change, but put a modified English version of the problem, where the 

following precise definition of the sequence ai is given. 

The Captain was more famous (well known) for his pirate raids (attacks) than for 

his intelligence. So after reading with essential difficulties the text on the brass he 

decided to try immediately a random combination. In the last moment he was stopped 

by his Boatswain who said: “Wait, Captain! I can help you but only if we divide the 

treasure in equal parts.”  On one of the sides of the coffer the Captain found the text: 

“This treasure contains golden coins. Their number is 2009!” The Captain, without 

knowing the meaning of the exclamation mark immediately replied: “OK! We shall 

share the treasure, but since I am the Captain I shall take 1500 golden coins!”  The 

Boatswain was more capable as a mathematician than as a corsair (pirate), so he 

agreed hiding his smile under the moustache and making some calculations on the 

sand he found formula for the term a(i),, where a(i) is a sum of arithmetic progression 

with difference ±1 and geometric progression of common ratio 5 Then he easily found 

the last three digits of the BIG number ai with i being the number 2009! After that he 

opened the treasure.  Tell which the padlock combination is and discuss the case when 

no information for the term a(i) is given. 

Note that the assertion  

 a(i) is a sum of arithmetic progression with difference ±1 and geometric 

progression of common ratio 5 

could cause problems, since the choice ±1 is not determined exactly. In this choice we 

take into account the fact that the ambiguity in problem posing was considered as a 

tradition in the work of Tuscany teams, we prefer to keep track of this particular 

preference and avoided very precise formulation of type 

 a(i) is of type 5
i+1 

– i if i is even and 5
i-1 

– i if i is odd.  

Another hidden surprise was the assertion 

 Then he easily found the last three digits of the BIG number ai with i being the 

number 2009! 

Here 2009! should mean N!  

In order to help understanding the problem, for some of the teams (Bulgarian, 

Russian, Italian) the commission added some remarks and language references. For 
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example some additional Internet links have been shown to illustrate the notions of 

arithmetic and geometric progression, padlock combination, metal plate called “brass 

plate”, treasure chest, boatswain. 

A typical demand of teachers participating in math teams was to give hints and 

examples of models and problems to be used as a starting point in the problem 

solving. The example was connected with the problem to find an island treasure, 

having a suitable math-encoded description of the location of the treasure. A 

comparison of this initial example and the “Captain Secante” problem shows one 

possible way to provoke the creativity of pupils and teachers participating in the team.  

4 Solutions 

Here below we shall compare two of the given solutions (see [2]). Note that we 

have intentionally kept the freshness of the original phrasing of the students’ texts. 

4.1 Solution of the problem by the Acutangoli Team (Livorno) 

We can easily note that: 
3123 5 2  , 

222 5 3  . 

Following this kind of reasoning it is useful to write: 

15 5 0  , 

00 5 1   

which implies that the sequence is of type 5n+1 – n if n is even, and 5n-1 – n if n 
is odd. Because the sequence begins with n=0 and on every step we add 1 to 
n, the 2009!th element of the sequence will be n=2009!-1. On the other hand n 
is odd, because the factorial of every number greater than 1 is a multiple of 2, 
therefore the function f(n) to be considered is: 

1( ) 5nf n n  . 

We know that 5α =1000t+625, hence it ends with 625, with α even and 

greater than 3 (see the Note). We have that 1 (2009! 1) 1n       

2009! 2 is even and greater than 3. Hence 
15 1000 625n m   . Furthermore, 

2009! is a multiple of 1000, hence 2009!-1 ends certainly with the digits 999 

and we can write it as: 1000 999n  We can write the 2009!th element of the 

sequence as: 
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1 (2009! 1) 1

2009! 2

5 5 (2009! 1)

5 (2009! 1) 1000 625 (1000 999)

n n

m n

  



   

      
 

which implies: 

1000( ) 625 999 1000( ) 374 1000( 1) 1000 374

1000( 1) 626

m n m n m n

m n

          

   
 

and therefore the last three digits of the 2009!th element are 626, because it is 
a positive number (indeed m>n+1). 

Note. We can prove this by induction with respect to n. Knowing that 
54=625 we prove that if 52β  ends with 625 then also 52(β+1) will end with 625, for 
β>1. From  

5
2β

=1000t+625 

it follows that: 

5
2(β+1)

= 5
2β+2

=5
2β

·5
2
=(1000t+625)·25=25000t+15625=(25000t+15000)+625. 

4.2 Solution of the problem by the Brescia Team 

The sequence is given by          

( 1)

1 05 , .
nn

na n n 

      

Replacing n with some concrete values, we calculate  

51 a , 02 a , 1233 a , 224 a . 

We know that 1na  is defined by an algebraic sum of a geometric 

progression with ratio 5 and first term 5-1, and an arithmetic progression with 
common difference  –1 and first term –n. The 2009!th  element of the sequence 
is: 

    

 
2009! 1

2009! 1 1 2009! 2

2009! 5 2009! 1 5 2009! 1a


         , 

and we want to find the last three digits  

 2009! 2 2009! 25 2009! 1 5 1 625 1 626mod 1000        , 

The combination is 626.  
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A natural task is to see how the original problem could be solved or if it could be 

solved at all. This critical evaluation was done by the same team of Brescia in the 

second part of the solution. 

If there is no information about the form of the sequence, there are different 
sequences with the following limitations: 

1 5a  , 2 0a  , 3 123a  , 4 22a  , 
ia  , 

such that there are different values for  2009! mod 1000a and therefore different 

combinations. Such are the sequences of the form:  

   1

1 5 1
n

n

na n f n
 

     , 

where  1f n  is a function that satisfies  

       1 2 3 4 0f f f f    , ( 1)f n  ,    2009! 0mod 1000f  . 

Now we will prove the existence of at least one function of that kind. The 
function f(x) is a sum of two quantities, one greater than or equal to 1, and the 

other equal to   –1 hence x , ( )f x  . For  

1, 2, 3, 4x x x x     

we have ( ) 0f x  , hence the hypothesis is verified 

       1 2 3 4 0f f f f    , 1 5a  , 2 0a  , 3 123a  , 4 22a  . 

Now it remains to prove that there exists at least one α such that: 

   2009! 0mod 1000f  . Suppose  

      2009! 1 2009! 2 2009! 3 2009! 4
1 0mod 1000

   
  , 

Hence  

      2009! 1 2009! 2 2009! 3 2009! 4
1mod 1000

   
 , 

which is impossible because the first term is certainly an even number raised 
to a natural exponent, and the second term is an odd number. This contradicts 
our assumption. It has been proven that different sequences satisfying the 
hypothesis exist and therefore they give different final results and different 
combinations. 
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Note. This example shows that the math teams, after working on the solution of a 

problem, could suggest some improvements and modifications in the statements of the 

proposed problem. 

5 Possible further tasks 

Task 1. Find the last four digits of the sequence. 

Task 2. Define in an attractive but rigorous way different types of sequences, e.g. 

the Fibonacci sequence, and create a similar problem. 

Task 3. Find all solutions satisfying the math conditions in the treasure problem. 

6 Further projects  

It is quite interesting that the navigation seems to be an attractive and challenging 

problem so that the experience with the math competition of “UnsungHero” had 

further development with concrete math projects on specific arguments continued 

 

Fig. 1 

in the next years. For example the gnomon, (Fig. 1) is a typical instrument used 

also to determine the North orientation during a sunny day. One of such pro-

jects called “Astronomia e matematica: la misura del tempo OROLOGI SOLARI” 

(Astronomy and Mathematics: solar time measurements) was developed by the student 

Elisa Pinarelli (see the homepage [3] for this and additional materials). Another aspect 
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in this project was the possibility to study different conics used in math models 

associated with the gnomon applications (see Fig. 2) 

 

Fig. 2 The trajectory of the sun shadow in different seasons 

Another phenomena manifested during the problem posing work in math teams 

was the preference to use ambiguous statements of the posed problems and have a 

kind of encrypted statement. This interest was developed further and had realization in 

math projects. For example the Caesar cipher has very simple explanation through the 

following example. 

Plain: 

A B C D E F G H I L M N O P Q R S T U V Z 

CIPHER : 
D E F G H I L M N O P Q R S T U V Z A B C 

                             

Plain message : 
MATEMATICA E CRITTOGRAFIA 

Chiper message : 
PDZHPDZNFD H FUNZZRLUDIND 

 
Further development of RSA algorithm for public-key cryptography was developed 

as math project by the student Federica Famoso and this material in Italian can be 

found in [3]. The math content of this project is closely connected with the elementary 

number theory arguments (see [4] for example). 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algorithm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public-key_cryptography
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Spherical trigonometry ─ the sum of the angles of 
a triangle on a sphere 

Vladimir Georgiev 

1 Introduction 

Today the study of astronomy requires a deep understanding of mathematics and 

physics. Astronomy uses the tools of spherical trigonometry. The Greek astronomy (in 

the period of 1000 years between 700 BC and 300 AD) did not involve physics. 

Indeed, a Greek astronomer aimed only to describe the heavens while a Greek 

physicist sought out physical truth. Mathematics provided the means of description, so 

astronomy during this period of 1000 years was one of the branches of mathematics. 

An essential development which was absolutely necessary for progress in astronomy 

took place in geometry. Spherical geometry was developed by a number of 

mathematicians with an important text being written by Autolycus in Athens around 

330 BC. Some claim that Autolycus based his work on spherical geometry On the 

Moving Sphere on an earlier work by Eudoxus. Whether or not this is the case there is 

no doubt that Autolycus was strongly influenced by the views of Eudoxus on 

astronomy. The introduction above turns our attention in a natural way to this field, 

and the problem posing labs formed by different teams participating the 2009 math 

edition of the “UnSungHero” proposed problems from this field. 

2 Curriculum items covered by this unit 

 Spherical trigonometry 

 Astronomy 

3 Tasks and problems 

Typical tasks in this domain are the following ones:  

 Given latitudes and longitudes of two towns A and B, find the distance between 

them. 

 Solve spherical triangles. 

 Find analogues of cosine and sine theorems. 

http://www.gap-system.org/~history/Mathematicians/Eudoxus.html
http://www.gap-system.org/~history/Mathematicians/Autolycus.html
http://www.gap-system.org/~history/Mathematicians/Eudoxus.html
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4 First step in spherical trigonometry: sum of angles of a 
triangle 

For some of the problems proposed and discussed in the previous editions of the 

Unknown Hero, see [4], Chapters 3 and 4. 

4.1 Problem 1 

Let A and B be points on the sphere with centre O and radius R. We shall call 

"segment AB on the sphere" the arc connecting A and B, lying on the plane AOB. If 

A,B and C are three points on the same sphere and AB and AC are “segments on the 

sphere”,  then the "angle" A between them is defined by the angle between tangent 

lines to the arcs AB and AC.  Find a triangle ABC on the sphere such that the sum of 

"angles" A, B and C is 270°. 

Although this is an easy problem, it is not a part of high school curriculum. 

Nevertheless, some of the solutions have been very interesting and original. Let’s 

consider one of them. 

4.2 Solution of Problem 1 proposed by the ACUTANGOLI 
team (Livorno) 

This is a problem of spherical geometry, thus the Euclidean theorem of the sum of 

the internal angles of a triangle does not hold: as a matter of fact, the sum of the 

internal angles of a spherical triangle is directly proportional to the area of the 

triangle. 

To simplify the calculations we consider R = 1. It is necessary to make it clear that 

with spherical triangle we have in mind: The portion of a sphere bounded by two 

maximal semicircles and with the poles of the triangle we have in mind the 

intersections between the two semicircles. By double spherical triangle we mean one 

triangle and his symmetrical triangle.  The area of a spherical triangle FS  is directly 

proportional to the angle between the two semicircles, which can vary from 0 to  . 

We can set the proportion : :F sS S   , with sS  area of the semicircle, in our case 

2 . From where we obtain 2FS  . For a double triangle we have   

4FS   

Any spherical triangle can be obtained by the intersection of three double spherical 

triangles, each of them must have the pole in one different vertex, and opening 

corresponding to the angle of the vertex. Actually, the intersection of three double 

spherical triangles  generates two spherical triangles which are inversely congruent, 

in the figure are shown with thick line. 
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We show the three double curvilinear triangles: 

 
 

We notice from the figures, that the three double triangles cover perfectly the entire 

sphere, but the triangles ABC and A’B’C’ are covered three times. The sum of the 

areas of the three triangles  is equal to the surface area of the sphere, increased two 

times the area of ABC and two times the area of A’B’C’. Hence we can write  

2 2A B C ABC A B CS F F F S S        . 

In our case 4S  , ABC A B C TS S S    , and because of the formula proved before 

4AF  , 4BF   and 4CF  . Substituting we obtain: 4 4 4 4 4 TS        

from where: TS         It is required a triangle in which the sum of the 

internal angles is  270° or 
3

2
 . We substitute: 

3

2 2
TS


    . To have a sum of 

the internal angles of 270° it is necessary and sufficient that the surface area is  
2


, or 

1

8
 of the surface area of the sphere. One triangle that verifies that condition, which to 
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simplify the explanation we will suppose drawn on the earth, is the one that has one 

vertex on the pole and the other two on the equator,  on two perpendicular meridians. 

 

4.3 Solution of Problem 1 proposed by the Dini team (Pisa, 
Italy) 

Consider the spherical triangle ABC and denote by N the sum of the angles α, β ,γ. 

To ABC corresponds an antipodal triangle A’B’C’ which is symmetrical to ABC 

with respect to the centre of the sphere. The two triangles have the same area Q. Let 

us consider the three double wedges which have as an angle between the two 

circumferences the angles α, β, γ. Knowing that the area S of the double wedge with 

angle θ, in the sphere with radius r’ is  S= 4 θ r’
2   

we can express the total area of the 

sphere (= 4πR
2
) as the sum of three wedges, but we must remember to subtract 2 times 

the area of the spherical triangle ABC, because the wedges cover it two times, and two 

times the area of the spherical triangle A’B’C’ for the same reason. 

We obtain the following relations: 

4 πR
2 
= 4 αR

2
 + 4βR

2
 + 4 γR

2
 -4Q 

Q/R
2   

+ π= α + β + γ= N 

The triangles which have angles with sum N= 270°= 3/2 π rad, are those with area  

Q Q= (3/2 π  – π) R
2
= R

2
 π/2. 

A more technical but interesting approach was proposed by another Italian team. 

4.4 Solution of Problem 1 proposed by the Brescia team, Italy  

We can reformulate the problem as follows: “Find three points A, B, C on the 

spherical surface such that if we consider three planes passing through two of them 

and the centre of the sphere, the sum of the measures of the dihedral angles is 
3

2
 . 

Using the Girard’s theorem and imposing the condition that the sum of the dihedral 

angles must be the requested one we obtain:
2A Er , E        , where A is 

the area of the spherical triangle determined by the three points A, B, C,  and r is the 

radius of the sphere and E is the spherical excess. Hence: 
3 1

2 2
E      .We are 

looking for a triangle with area 
1

2
 , and therefore 

1

8
 of the total surface area of the 
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sphere. Now it is clear that a triangle of that type is an equilateral one, with a side of 

length 
2

r
, and one side on the equator and one vertex on the pole. 

One example for research with Cabri: 

 

 

5 Next step: a modified Pythagorean Theorem on a 
sphere. 

5.1 Problem 2 

Let A and B be points on the sphere with centre O and radius R. We shall call a 

"segment AB on the sphere" the arc connecting A and B, lying on the plane AOB. If 

A,B and C are three points on the same sphere and AB and AC are "segments on the 

sphere",  then the "angle" A between  them is defined by the angle between tangent 

lines to the arcs AB and AC. Given a triangle ABC on the same sphere, such that the 

"angle" A is 90°, can you say if the Pythagorean Theorem is true, i.e. if 

             

 where AB, AC and BC are the lengths of the corresponding "segments"? If the 

theorem is not true, then how can one modify the Pythagorean Theorem? 

This topic and the problem to analyse the sum of angles of a triangle on a sphere 

are closely connected. The influence of the curved model of the notions and assertions 

of the elementary flat geometry attract the interest of High School students. Let us turn 

to the first solution of the problem. 
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5.2 First solution of Problem 2  

 
We choose a rectangular triangle ABC with a right angle ACB and we shall call 

the length of its sides AC = b, BC = a, and AB = c. We put it in a three-dimensional 

coordinate system centred at the centre of the sphere. So the coordinates of the point A 

are (R,0,0) and the point C lays in the plane determined by the axes x and y. We build 

the radii from the points C and B and let the central angle determined by the arc AB be 

, the central angle determined by the arc BC be and the central angle determined by 

the arc AC be . Each point can be determined by the distance between the point and 

the centre of the coordinate system and the angles between the axes x and z the 

projection of the point in the respective plane. So we can get the spherical coordinates 

of the points. 

A(R,0,0) 

We know the angles and which determine the point B so the spherical 

coordinates of B is: 

cos sin , sin , cos
2 2 2

( cos cos , sin ,cos , sin )

B R R R

R R R

        
           

      

    

 

The angle that determines the point C  is only   because it lays in the xy  plane. 

( cos , sin ,0)C R R  . 

Using the theorem about the product of two points in a three-dimensional 

coordinate system we can find cos  
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2

2

. cos cos
cos cos cos

|| || || ||

A B R

A B R

 
       

When expressing the angles in radians we have , , .
a b c

R R R
        So we will 

have the equation cos cos cos .
c a b

R R R

     
      

     
 This is called the spherical 

Pytagorean theorem. When expressing the cos , cos   and cos  by the Taylor series 

for the cosine function 
2 4 6

cos 1
2! 4! 6!

x x x
x      . So we get: 

2 4 2 4 2 4

2 4 2 4 2 4

2 2 2 2
2

2 2 4 2

2 2

2

1 1 1
2 24 2 24 2 24

polynom of the high power of
1

2 2 4

polynom of the high power of and
.

c c a a b b

R R R R R R

a b a b c
c

R R R R

a b
a b

R

  
            

  

     

 

 

When a , b  and c  are constant and R  gets larger compared to them, the surface of 

the sphere is getting closer to a plane and the value of 

2

polynom of the high power of c

R
   and   

2

polynom of the high power of anda b

R
 

is getting closer 0. That is why we get the classical Pythagorean theorem as a limit 

case of this theorem. 

The solution were made by the Bulgarian team from Aprilov National High school, 

Gabrovo. 

Analysis. The solution involves the use of three dimensional vectors and their 

scalar product. The Taylor expansion is also used, an argument used in University 

teaching in math. It is interesting to see how the team can try to solve a triangle with 

given two sides and angle between them on a sphere. 
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5.3 Solution of Problem 2 proposed by the Dini team, Pisa  

Prove that Pythagorean theorem (AB
2
+AC

2
=BC

2
) is not true for a sphere. 

To do this is enough to find a counterexample: consider a triangle ABC on the 

sphere with radius R such that: every side is ¼ from the maximal circumference i.e. 

πR/2, the area is 1/8 from the total surface, i.e. πR
2
/2. Note that all three angles are 

π/2 rad, and that the triangle is equilateral, therefore the sum of the three squares of 

the two sides is greater than the square of the third, as we wanted to prove. 

 

We draw a Cartesian coordinate system with origin O which is also the center of 

the sphere, x axis passing through O, such that C has coordinate z=0.  

To find the coordinates of point B, we project it on the plane xOy, and we obtain 

the segment  

OH=Rcosα, 

XB= r cosα cosβ, 

YB = r cosα sinβ, 

ZB = r sinα. 

 

 
 

 

The scalar product is AB= |A| |B| cos γ, therefore we can express cos γ as function 

of the coordinates of A and B  

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2

2

cos cos cos / ( cos cos cos sin sin )

cos cos
cos cos

r r r r

r

r
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` 

and because of the definition of radian , , ,
a b c

r r r
      so we find the relationship  

cos( / ) cos( / )cos( / )c r a r b r  

that is the relationship between the three sides of the triangle on the sphere. 

5.4 Solution of Problem 2 by the Brescia team, Italy 

The standard formulation of the Pythagorean theorem is not true for spherical 

geometry. The existence of rectangular equilateral triangles shows that it is not 

always true. We can consider one rectangular equilateral triangle and indicate his 

sides a, b, c, we know that a=b=c, we have 
2 2 2a b c  .Therefore our goal is to find 

                                                Fig. 1 

a relationship that binds the hypotenuse and the legs (or catheti) of any rectangular 

triangle on the sphere. Consider a Cartesian 

coordinate system xyz, a sphere with centre O in the 

origin, and one rectangular triangle ABC with his 

right angle in C.  Using an appropriate isometry we 

can place the triangle ABC in such way that its 

vertex A is in the point (r, 0, 0) and the side AC lies 

on the plane xy as can be seen on the first figure. 

We denote with α, β, γ the angles in the centre 

formed by the sides (arcs) BC, AC and AB (see the 

third figure).The length of an arc of a circle 

subtending angle α, in the centre, can be obtained                 Fig. 2             
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by the following proportion: : 2 : 2s r   , implying s r . In our case we have: 

    ,   

    , 

    . 

Now we search the coordinates of the 

points A and B. The coordinates of A are 

given by construction. Now we will 

determinate the coordinates of B. 

Fig. 3 

Let the orthogonal projection of point B over the plane xy intersect the plane xy in 

point H. 

The point H lies on OC, therefore the angle BOH is equal to α (see figure Fig. 3). 

Because OH = r cos   we deduce that the coordinates of B are 

 cos cos ; cos sin ; sinB r r r       . 

Now we can find the angle γ. Consider vectors A and B, both with initial points in O 

and ending respectively in A and   B (Fig. 4). We 

have  cosAB A B   hencecos
AB

A B
  . 

From A B r   and the scalar products of 

vectors we obtain  
2

2

cos cos
cos

r

r

 
  , 

cos cos cos    

and from (*) 

cos cos cos
c a b

r r r

     
      

     
, 

                       Fig. 4                              and this is the relation we were looking for. 

 

Analysis: The inequality 
2 2 2a b c   should be studied more carefully. It is not 

obvious for example, what is necessary and sufficient condition (imposed on the 

angles of the triangle) so that this inequality is true? 

One can try to find more elementary argument. This is the way chosen by Livorno 

team.  
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5.5 Solution of the Problem 2 by the ACUTANGOLI Team 
(Livorno) 

To verify that the Pythagorean theorem does not hold it suffices to find a 

counterexample: let us consider a triangle with tree right angles, obtained by the 

intersection of a sphere  with tree perpendicular planes, the intersection of which 

corresponds to the centre of the sphere. Take the radius; it is clear that every side is 

1

4
 of the maximal circumference, hence 

1
2

4 2
l


  . Since AB BC CA l   , 

clearly the equation 
2 2 2AB AC BC   does not hold. Thus we have proved that the 

Pythagorean theorem is not true for a sphere, now we have to find out if it is possible 

to modify it in a way that it is true. Refer to the following figure: 

 

Let the planes OAC and OBA be perpendicular, hence the spherical angle ˆCAB  is 

right, and the triangle ABC, coloured in dark blue, is a spherical right-angled 

triangle. Consider the plane   passing through C and perpendicular to the line OB. 

This plane, coloured in light blue, is perpendicular to the plane OBA for the theorem 

“Two planes   and  are perpendicular if one of them contains one straight line 

orthogonal to the other”. Let D OA   and E OB  . To simplify the 

calculations, consider from now on the radius of the sphere to be 1.  

We can assert that
RADa BOC ; 

RADb COA ; 
RADc AOB . At this point: 

 triangle OCE , right-angled in E   cosOE a , 
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 triangle OCD , right-angled in D   cosOD b , 

 triangleOED , right-angled in E   cosOE OD c  . 

Substituting the first two in the third one we have: 

cos cos cosa b c  , 

that is a relation that connects catheti and the hypotenuse of our triangle, very similar 

to the Pythagorean theorem. We can enunciate: “In one right sphere triangle, the 

cosine of the hypotenuse is equal to the product of the cosines of the catheters” 

If we had not supposed 1R  , the “Pythagorean theorem on the sphere” would be: 

cos cos cos
a b c

R R R
  . 

At this point we must ask where did the Pythagorean theorem go as it is taught in 

the middle school, because at the end, when we draw a right triangle on a sheet of 

paper it is a spherical one because the earth is a sphere, hence the table on which we 

are drawing is curved in some measure. Continuing on this way we notice that R is 

much bigger than the sides of the triangle, thus the fractions
a

R
, 

b

R
and 

c

R
 are very 

small numbers. Considered that these fractions are very small we can hypothesize that 

we can obtain again the famous Pythagorean theorem. At this point we must say that, 

considered x  very small, 
21

cos 1
2

x x   is a valid approximation. We rewrite the 

“Pythagorean theorem on the sphere”, approximating the cosines as above, we 

obtain: 

2 2 2

1 1 1
2 2 2

a b c

R R R

        
        

            
   
   
   

 

Hence: 

2 2 2 2 2

1 1
2 2 2 4

a b c b c

R R R R R
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we eliminate the two 1, and ignore the term 

2 2

2 2

44

b c

b cR R

R

   
   
       and because 

, ,R a b c  and multiplying by two we obtain: 

2 2 2
a b c

R R R

     
        
     

 

which yields 
2 2 2a b c  . 

6 Concluding remarks 

 

The spherical trigonometry is topic that is not proposed in the standard programs in 

High Schools (neither in University). In general the trigonometry is an inseparable 

part of Mathematics in the high school. It takes some topics from arithmetic and 

geometry as sources. Trigonometry is a unit in which algebraic techniques, 

geometrical ideas and trigonometric  relations come together.  Mistakes in solving 

trigonometry problems are consequence of the lack of practical experience of the 

students in working with trigonometry relations. That is why the problems in 

trigonometry form typically an essential obstable in the preparation of the high school 

students. Even having in hand key trigonometry relations, they meet  difficluties to 

treat trigonometric expressions, equations and inequalities. The attemp to look at the 

 

Fig. 1. Solar time and spherical trigonometry 
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main geometric relations of the sphere seems to be an attractive project allowing 

pupils to look at the geometry from a new and creative point of view. It was 

interesting to implement such arguments in a course for preparation of future teachers 

and see how concrete problems from astronomy can be implemented in the standard 

work of the teachers. An example of this was realised in a project within a course for 

preparation of future teachers in Pisa. The project treats the relation between the solar 

time measurement and relations in spherical trigonometry (Fig. 1). Its original title is 

“Astronomia e matematica: la misura del tempo OROLOGI SOLARI” (Astronomy 

and Mathematics: solar time measurements) and it was developed by the student Elisa 

Pinarelli (see the homepage [5] for this project and additional materials). 

 

7 Tasks and further applications 

 Suppose a town X has longitude 2°W, latitude 50°N, while a town Y has longitude 

97°W, latitude 50°N.  How far apart are they, in nautical miles, along a great-circle 

arc?  

 If you know the distance between X and Y, the longitude and latitude of X, and 

only the latitude of Y, can you find the longitude of X? 

 Can you find a surface different from the sphere so that the sum of angles of a 

curvilinear triangle is less that 180°? 
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Instruments to draw quadratic curves in 
astronomy  

Vladimir Georgiev 

1 Introduction  

The problem posing section of the team competition can be considered as a real lab 

for studying the impact of real life problems to their math contents. It is interesting to 

see how the solutions found after this phase by different math teams could further 

provoke deeper studying some new phenomena connected with the initial problem.  

2 Curriculum items covered by this unit 

2.1 Mathematical content 

 Quadratic curves. 

 Systems of quadratic equations. 

2.2 Scientific content 

 Measurement theory 

3 Tasks and problems 

As a starting point let us consider the following problem proposed by the team of 

the small town Gabrovo in Bulgaria.  

3.1 Problem 1 

A student of the famous Galileo Galilei discovered a new planet, which orbits the 

Sun on an elliptic orbit with semi-axes a and b. Suppose that an observer is located at 

a point in the plane of the ellipse, such that the ellipse is seen from that point at an 

angle of 90 . Compute the distance between the center of the ellipse and the 

observation point.   
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A standard solution was found by the Brescia team, Italy. 

 

3.2 Solution to problem 1 by the Brescia team, Italy. 

We use Cartesian coordinate system. The semi axes of the ellipse lie on the 

Cartesian axes, the centre of the ellipse is in the origin. The equation of the ellipse is: 

2 2

2 2
1

x y

a b
  , 

let  0 0;P x y  be the point where the observer is, from where we draw the two tangent 

lines. Now we are looking for the angular coefficient of the tangent lines using the 

following system: 

 

2 2

2 2

0 0

1
x y

a b

y y m x x


 


   

 

where the tangency coefficient is: 

   2 2 2 2 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 0

1/ 2 2 2

0

x y x y a x b y
m

a x

    



. 
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The tangent lines from the point must be perpendicular so for their two angular 

coefficients we have the relation: 1 2 1m m× = − . 

Hence 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2 2 2 2 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 0

2 2

0

2 2 2 2 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 0

2 2

0

1,

x y x y a x b y

a x

x y x y a x b y

a x

− + − − −

−

− − − − −
× = −

−

 

so we get: 

2 2 2 2

0 0x y b a+ = + . 

The last equation is the locus of points in which the observer can be and for which 

is true that the tangent lines of the ellipse are perpendicular. This locus is the circle 

with center in the origin and radius
2 2

r a b= + .  The distance between the observer 

and the center of the ellipse is the same as the distance between a point on the circle 

and the center hence this distance is the radius and is
2 2

a b+ . 

3.3 The solution proposed by the Livorno team, Italy  

The team proposing the solution used the notion of “circolo direttore dell’ellisse” 

(director circle of an ellipse).  

We define director circle of an ellipse or a hyperbola as circle with radius equal to 

the main axis and centre one of the two foci. (see also [1]) 

The locus of points of a focus of an ellipse or a hyperbola symmetrical with respect 

to the tangent lines of the ellipse or hyperbola is the director circle which has as 

centre the other focus. An ellipse or a hyperbola is the locus of points that are 

equidistant from one of the two foci and from the corresponding director circle. 

A director circle is a circle consisting of the points of intersection of pairs of 

perpendicular tangents to an ellipse or hyperbola. 

The specific instrument to draw this circle is shown on the picture below. 

The bar OC is fixed in O. The rhomb ABCD is hinged (the bars can move), the 

vertex A is fixed on the plane, the opposite vertex is bound to C by the bar OC with 

distance l from O (l<OA). The vertex D can be moved along the bar d which is bound 

to vertex B. When C traces the circumference γ with centre O and radius l, the point P, 

point of intersection of OC and BD traces a hyperbola with foci O and A and 

transverse axis l. BD is tangent in P to the conical shape and γ is her director circle. 
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Fig. 1. Instrument to draw the director circle (see also [1] and [4]) 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Geometric principles of the instrument 
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4 Possible tasks 

[1] What will happen if we replace the right angle in Problem 1 with an angle of 

60°? 

[2] Prepare a model of the instrument in Figure 1. 

[3] Try to study the case of a hyperbola instead of an ellipse more deeply. 
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From fun problems to deep open problems 

Vladimir Georgiev 

1 Introduction 

The main surprise in the content of the problem posing work of the teams within 

the “Galilei” competition in 2009 was a problem that seemed to be innocent initially 

and prepared in a manner different from the classical approach of the previous 

sections: the students and the teacher started from a real situation and arrived at a deep 

math problem that has been intensively discussed by the colleagues of the University 

after the problem appeared. Let us start with the math problem discussed by the 

colleagues of the University: If you have a square on the plane, on can look at all 

curves γ, such that an ε–neighbourhood of the curve covers the square. The problem is 

to find the curve having minimal length so that the ε–neighbourhood of the curve 

covers the square. 

The main surprise was the fact that this math problem seem to be completely open, 

and only the case when the parameter ε is very small was considered in the math 

research articles known by the colleagues of University of Pisa. 

The example that we shall try to describe in this section is very important for 

problem posing labs and modelling in other branches of science and real life. The 

standard math curricula at Secondary School level have a very well organized 

structure based on lectures and exercises with concrete examples and problems with 

fixed answers. Math modelling in the problem posing labs is a very risky process, 

since: 

 important physical phenomena have very complicated models and need higher 

level tools of mathematics, 

 there are models having no rigorous math treatment and solution. 

2 Curriculum items covered by this unit 

2.1 Mathematical content 

 Geometry (on the plane and in the space). 

2.2 Scientific content 

 Astronomy and navigation. 

 Classical mechanics. 
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2.3 Tools to solve the problem 

 Variational methods. 

 Ordinary differential equations. 

3 The problem and attempts to solve it 

Let us now turn to the “innocent” problem proposed by the team of the “Dini” 

High School in Pisa. 

3.1 “Moon Satellite” Problem  

The satellite THETA of the society GoogleMoon is equipped with a digital camera 

having an image with a 20 degree angle of view. To make photos with high quality, 

the satellite must circle around the Moon keeping a constant altitude equal to the 

radius R=1738 km of the Moon, and the digital camera must be oriented all the time in 

the direction of the centre of the Moon. Find the minimal length of the path of the 

satellite that allows covering (with the images of the digital camera) the whole surface 

of the Moon 

 

Fig. 1. NASA picture of the Moon (see [3]) 

Remarks. If the cone of the camera has an image with a 20 degree angle of view, 

then the cone of the camera is a cone with angle of semiaperture 10 degree. 
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Fig. 2. NASA satellite (see [3]) 

One can see that this problem is similar to the problem known by researchers in 

Pisa University. The open problem treated the square on the plane, while the problem 

of the team of “Dini” looks for the case of a sphere. Therefore, the real life problem 

lead to deep real math problem! 

The difficulty of the problem posed the question how the teams could solve the 

problem, since they have no deep math tools, but even the specialists with heavy math 

preparation could not solve it.  The team of Brescia proposed an interesting simulation 

using an orange. 

3.2 Attempt to solve the Problem “Moon Satellite” by the 
team Brescia, Italy 

Consider the intersection of the lunar sphere and the plane passing through the 

centre of the satellite point, and consider the line that forms the cone of the digital 

camera. The spherical cap of the moon which can be seen by the camera is obtained 

intersecting the two lines and the circumference. Solving the system we obtain the 

coordinates of the points of intersection and therefore the tangent of the semi angle of 

the cap which framed by the camera. 

Now find the minimal path of the satellite! 

We think that it can be a spiral path but we 

cannot calculate it. We tried to peel a lot of 

oranges. First we took off a cap of about 20° 

then we continued forming a spiral with a 

stripe with approximately the same 

dimensions. We measured the length of the 

orange peel that we obtained and we 

calculated the ratio between the orange 

radius and the radius of the sphere on which 

the satellite is orbiting but certainly this is 

not the right way.  
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3.2 Attempt to solve Problem “Moon Satellite” by the team of 
Dini, Pisa, Italy 

The team of “Dini” proposed an idea that is closer to the proposal that researchers 

at Math Department of Pisa University thought is the correct one. 

Problem’s data: 

1738R km  Radius of the Moon 

2 20    

H R  Height of the satellite from ground 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Trigonometrically is obtained the semi chord AB named c and the semi angle in the 

centre β 

sin
c

R
   

 
2

2 1 sin tanc R      
 

 

from where 

sin 0.179
c

R
   





2c
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Therefore the semi arc is: 

313.1a R km   

The area of the spherical cap framed by the camera is: 

 

 

 

 

From where is possible to obtain the minimal theoretical value mtL of the 

projection of the satellite’s trajectory on the moon. 

22 4c mtA L a R   , 

and hence 

434.6 6.013 10mtL R km   . 

We cannot assure that such value can be obtained by a continuous movement of the 

satellite. One possible strategy of movement is to cover the lunar surface on parallel 

adjacent circumferences moving along the meridian and beginning from one pole. 

 

 

We calculate the radius of every circumference and obtain: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

i  
i  (km) 

1 612.8 

2 1.147 10
3
 

3 1.534 10
3
 

4 1.723 10
3
 

5 1.692 10
3
 

6 1.443 10
3
 

7 1.009 10
3
 

8 445.4 

2

2 5 22 1 1 3.072 10 .c

c
A R km

R


 
       

  
 

O

1
2
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From where we obtain that the path is: 

 
8

3

1

1

2 37.8 65.64 10i

i

L R R km    


        

where is the last aperture of the circle around the opposite pole which is not covered 

after moving on the eight circles. 

The efficiency of this strategy is given by: 

1

1

0.916mtL
e

L
   

One possible increase of efficiency is given by the following strategy: the passage 

between the levels on each turn is made by circles tangent externally to the one from 

which we start 

The values of the path are given in the following table: 

i  
ic  (km) id  (km) 

0 612.8  

1 3.227 10
3
 1.585 10

3
 

2 6.583 10
3
 1.295 10

3
 

3 9.013 10
3
 1.211 10

3
 

4 1.021 10
4
 1.184 10

3
 

5 1.001 10
4
 1.188 10

3
 

6 8.445 10
3
 1.227 10

3
 

7 5.717 10
3
 1.341 10

3
 

8 2.175 10
3
 137.3 

 
From where 

 
8

3

2 0

1

37.5 65.17 10i i

i

L c c d R km


       

which gives us a slight improvement of efficiency comparing it with the one obtained 

before: 

2

2

0.923mtL
e

L
  . 

Therefore the answer we propose for the minimal path of the satellite is: 

3

22 75.0 130.3 10L R km   . 

O

A

B

C

c0

c1

d1
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There was a natural decision to organise a joint seminar between the team of 

“Dini” and the researchers of Pisa University aiming at finding the complete solution 

of the problem. 

4 Concluding remark 

We have to accept the “knowledge that we know nothing” (Apology of Socrates 

23b, 29b). The limitations of our skills and possibilities to understand the world 

around us should be a deep motivation for further attempts to pass over the limits. 
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Mathematics is everywhere. Just look around. Do you think that the motto of the 
chapter does not say that? Do not get confused! 

The authors of the following contributions have found interesting settings and 
examples of situations from real life. Situations are real because we can watch them, 
model them, come across them at school or when studying some interesting piece of 
work on an achievement of human mind. 

In the first contribution Geometry in gardens and parks, you will be surely 
surprised by the number of pictures of beautiful objects, places and plans of gardens 
and parks created by skilled landscape gardeners in different countries all around the 
world. We invite you to take unusual walks. You will need a pen, some paper and a 
ruler, too. Your legs will not be tired. But your eyes and mind will be delighted by 
unconventional geometric thoughts. 

The second contribution will take you to a chemical laboratory which can also be 
your own kitchen. Surely, you have already made some refreshing lemonade at home. 
Where is mathematics there? Read carefully the contribution Mathematics in school 

chemistry and maybe you will not only be able to make lemonade but also soap of 
your favourite scent. 

Physics is another branch of science which cannot exist without mathematics. The 
third contribution Mathematics in physics will clearly show you in which physical 
phenomena you can find mathematical elements and concepts and vice versa. The 
chapter illustrates various parts of the physical world and explains why mathematics is 
so important for physics. 

The fourth contribution will move you to space and make you interested in trips to 
the planets of the Solar System. It will show you how skilful you are in using your 
knowledge of mathematics and physics. You will be able to work out the conditions 
under which the flight can be carried out. Get ready for a trip! And read the 
contribution Travelling the space at 1 g acceleration. 

The authors of the contributions wish you to have a lot of fun with mathematics 
which can be found also when it is unexpected. If you find the correct solution of the 
problem that is hidden in the title of the chapter and also if any of the contributions 
convince you that mathematics is everywhere around us, then welcome to our journey 
to the “wilderness”! 
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Geometry in gardens and parks  

Pavlovičová Gabriela, Rumanová Lucia and  Švecová Valéria 

Development of pupil’s geometrical conceptions is influenced by an environment 
where early age children brought up and gain everlasting and informal knowledge. It 
is important to combine the knowledge with real life situations. This can be done by 
solving applied mathematical problems which support the development of pupil’s 
independence, activity and creativity from lowest grades of elementary school. 
Through problem solving pupils should be able to verbalize problems, find missing 
information to solve problems, make relations and be able to formulate and interpret 
results.  

When creating the tasks, we focused on the increasing of pupils’ motivation of 
problem solving. We were inspired by beautiful gardens and parks as a rich source of 
geometrical objects. Pupils also develop their spatial imagination and apply already 
acquired knowledge of geometry by solving the tasks. 

For a task development, pictures and photographs of modern and historical gardens 
and parks were necessary. 

The tasks are divided as follows: 

• geometrical shapes in parks and gardens  

• symmetry in parks and gardens  

• mazes in parks and gardens  

• measure in parks and gardens. 

Introduction of each thematic unit includes tasks with identical solution, but 
different assignments: a standard assignment and an assignment motivated by 
geometry in gardens and parks. 

Individual thematic units may overlap and existing images may be used in different 
tasks. All tasks represent open problems with more than one solution and may be 
continuously modified with current didactic situations. We can motivate pupils by 
giving a problem formulated as a challenge for creativity.  

1 Mathematics knowledge needed for this unit 

1. Geometry shapes 

2. Measure – area, circumference, volume 

3. Symmetry – central symmetry, reflection 

4. Space orientation  
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2 Geometrical shapes in parks and gardens 

Tasks in this thematic unit are aimed to determine, sort and identify basic 
characteristics of geometric shapes. Individual shapes are depicted in the images of 
gardens and contribute to creativity and imagination of pupils. 

TASKS FOR COMPARISON  

The standard problem 1 

What geometric shapes can be 
found in the picture (Fig.1) after 
splitting the object into different 
parts or joining the individual 
parts? 

 

 
 

  
Fig. 1. A repeated element of the 

garden in Fig. 2 

The application problem 1 

Eva wants to decorate fabric according to a 
picture of a garden in India. While drawing one 
part in the square grid, she realized that the 
picture can be divided into several geometric 
shapes which would make her work easier. Can 
she get regular geometric shapes by dividing or 
joining parts of the image? 

 

 

Fig. 2. Geometric patterns in Anguri Bagh garden, 
Agra Fort, Agra in India  

 

 

Problem 1  

We can find various geometric shapes in Kromeriz Flower Garden (Fig. 3). Which 
are they? How many shapes of each kind can we find? 
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Fig. 3. The garden in Kromeriz (Czech Republic) was built by the Italian architects Filibert 
Luches and Giovanni Pietro Tencalla in 17th century. This garden is enlisted as a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site 

Problem 2 

The landscape architect C. Th. Sørensen designed a special type of a garden where 
various geometric shapes are arranged in a certain geometric order (Fig. 4). Which 
types of geometric shapes is this garden made of? What is the relation between side 
lengths of each polygon? Which polygon is next in order? 

 

Fig. 4. The Geometric Gardens is a complex in Herning, West Jutland (Denmark), 1983 
designed by the landscape architect C.Th. Sørensen for another site and later realized at 

Herning by the Committee for the Geometric Gardens 
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Problem 3 
Peter admired the work of Nannett Richford who designed the garden in Fig. 5. He 

counted all triangles and squares in the picture. How many did he find? How many 
circles can he form out of various parts of the garden? 

 
Fig. 5. Knot Garden designed by Nannette Richford 

 

3 Symmetry in parks and gardens 

In this thematic unit, we provide tasks to search symmetries in the pictures of 
gardens and to complete images according to given symmetry. To solve the tasks 
pupils have to apply knowledge of the central symmetry and reflexion. 

TASKS FOR COMPARISON  

The standard problem 2 

How many straight lines can we 
use to divide the image (Fig. 6) 
into two identical parts? Draw 
at least 5 straight lines. 

 

The application problem 2 

Jane and John watered a garden. They agreed 
that each of them will water half of the garden. 
How many different options can we find to 
divide the garden into two identical parts? Draw 
at least 5 options. 
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Fig. 6. A simplified model of a 

garden in Fig. 7 

 
Fig. 7. Flower Garden in Kromeriz (Czech Republic) 

 

Problem 4 
In the historical picture of the garden in Herrenhausene, find at least 10 symmetries 

by which parts of the garden are symmetrical. 
 

 
Fig. 8. The French architect Martin Charbonniere (1655–1720) designed a garden in 

Herrenhausene (1696–1714) near Hannover (Germany) for Sophia of Hannover (1630–1714) 

Problem 5 
Anna accidentally cut her mom’s photos of her dream garden into pieces. She 

decided to take a part of the pictures and draw the missing parts of the picture on a 
piece of paper. She knew that the garden was symmetric by two lines. Help her 
complete the picture. 
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Fig. 9 

Problem 6 
Various symmetries were used when designing gardens as early as ancient times. 

Look at the picture of the garden of Villa Medici in Fiesole and find the symmetries.  

 

Fig. 10. Vila Medici – Fiesole (1458–1461) in Italy: The garden was founded by Giovanni de´ 
Medici and designed by Michelozzo di Bartolomeo Michelozzi (1396–1472). Gardens in this 

earlier period resemble fortifications rather than rural villas 
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4 Mazes in parks and gardens 

Tasks of this thematic unit represent various labyrinths and garden mazes. Trying 
to find a pathway in the labyrinth pupils train and develop their spatial orientation and 
imagination. First they must understand the image, find the starting point and then 
move around the labyrinth. 

TASKS FOR COMPARISON  

The standard problem 3 

Find your way to the center of this 
labyrinth. Suggest a walk through the 
labyrinth to cross as many streets as 
possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 11 

The application problem 3 

William searched a pathway to the 
center of the garden labyrinth. He found 
one quick pathway, but he chose to use 
a different direction which took him 
much longer. Find these two pathways 
to the center of the labyrinth. 

 

 
Fig. 12. “The maze” is a kind of a labyrinth 

made of high tree fences 

 

Problem 7 

Lena was walking through a garden and she got lost on the way to the center of the 
labyrinth. Help her find the right pathway from the entrance to the center. 
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Fig. 13. Garden in Chatsworth ─ one of Britain's best loved historic houses and estates 

 

Problem 8 

Paul lives in the house seen in the lower left corner of Fig. 14. He agreed with 
Susan to pick her up and meet with Ivan. Then they would go to play in the 
playground. Find the pathway, which Paul took, if Susan lives in the house shown in 
the upper right corner, Ivan lives in the house leftward, and the playground is in the 
middle of the large maze. 

 

Fig. 14. A garden maze in Luray Caverns, Virginia 
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Problem 9 
Find a way to the center of the garden maze. Suggest a new pathway through the 

maze using two additional pathways through walls of the maze. 

 
Fig. 15. A garden at the Traquair House in Scotland 

5 Measuring in parks and gardens 

This thematic unit focuses on calculations of the length, areas and volumes of 
geometric shapes, made up of trees and hedges in gardens and parks. While solving 
the tasks pupils applied knowledge on percentage and work with a quadratic network. 

TASKS FOR COMPARISON  

The standard problem 4 

In the regular hexagon ABCDEF 
(Fig. 16) calculate the length of the 
diagonal CF, if the circumference of 
the hexagon is 24 cm.  

 
 

The application problem 4 

Adam walks in the geometric garden in 
Herning. One of the hedgerows has a regular 
hexagon shape. Adam is tired and so he cuts 
his way via the yellow pathway. How many 
meters did he walk on the yellows pathway? 
The circumference of the hexagon is 24 m. 
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Fig. 16. A model of the garden in  

Fig. 17 

 
Fig. 17. A geometric garden in Herning 

(Denmark) 

 

Problem 10 

The gardener Martin wanted to repair the old flag pavement in the circle of the 
garden shown in Fig. 18. How many square meters paving stones must he order, if the 
radius of the outer circle is 5 meters and the breadth of the pavement is 80 
centimeters? 

 

Fig. 18. A geometric garden  
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Problem 11 
Calculate how many square meters is a part of the garden at Versailles (Fig. 19), if 

we know that it is 71% of the total surface area of the garden. To solve this problem 
start from a square floor plan (Fig.20), in which the side length of the unit square is 1 
meter. 

 
Fig. 19 The grounds of Versailles contain one of 
the largest formal gardens ever created, with 
extensive parterres, fountains and canals, designed 
                        by André Le Nôtre. 

 
Fig. 20 

Problem 12 
In the garden in Moseley Old Hall (Fig.21), 

the gardener decided to pour gravel around 11 
trees.  The circumference of the inner circle in 
which the tree is planted is 4.3 m and the gravel 
must come up to 30 cm. How much gravel does 
the gardener have to buy to cover all trees in the 
garden? 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 21. Garden in Moseley Old Hall (England) 
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Problem 13 
A gardener cut the bushes in the garden in the shape of a cone. The original shape 

of each bush was a cylinder with a height of 57 cm and bottom diameter of 33 cm. 
How much waste was created after the cutting, if the bottom diameter of the bushes 
remained and there are the same 78 bushes in the garden? 

 
Fig. 22. The garden „Ham House“ is located on the River Thames  

in Richmond Surrey (United Kingdom) 

6 Conclusion 

The examples of tasks above were created as an inspiration for teachers of 
mathematics to create their own tasks in other thematic units. Each picture of a garden 
can be used in different mathematics lessons, not only geometry. Using various tasks 
in the educational process, this could be also adopted as pupils´ individual work or as 
a work in groups in the classroom. Creating this type of tasks is also efficient as a 
content of the seminars for future teachers of mathematics. 
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Mathematics in school chemistry 
 

Soňa Švecová and Ján Šunderlík 

1 Introduction 
In this unit we want to look closer at usage of mathematics in everyday life. For all 

these estimations and calculations we will use elementary mathematics to overcome 
the prejudice of “hard math” in lower secondary school chemistry. This helps us to 
uncover the basic principles of science and can support the engagement of the students 
to keep discovering the world around them in a more scientific way.  

2 Making your own soap 
Our Earth’s crust contains different kinds of elements, minerals and rocks. One of 

these elements is sodium. If we look closer at it we find out that we are using it quite 
often in our everyday life.  

Q: How is it possible that you cannot find the element sodium in nature, but 
you can find it in a laboratory?  

A: It is because of the sodium reactivity. That is why it is found in nature only as a 
compound and never as a free element. Sodium makes up about 2.6% by weight of the 
Earth's crust, making it the sixth most abundant element overall and the most abundant 
alkali metal. We can find sodium in many different minerals. The most common is the 
ordinary salt (sodium chloride) [1]. 

Q: Why do you think sodium is dangerous (Fig.1)? 

A: www.math2earth.oriw.eu/video/natrium.AVI  
Comment: Pure sodium is stored in a dark glass bottle with petroleum (Fig. 2), 

because sodium is hygroscopic. 

           

Fig. 1. Chemical reaction Na + H2O                     Fig. 2. Sodium in petroleum      
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We can get from salt (NaCl) in laboratory conditions other compounds that contain 
sodium. Many of them we use in our everyday life. Try to discover which of them are 
used the most! The compound that we will use for our soap production is sodium 
hydroxide (NaOH). 

Problem 1. Prepare 200 grams of 20% sodium hydroxide (Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 

Calculate how many grams of sodium hydroxide you need to mix with the water.  

2.1 Curriculum content needed for this part 

2.1.1 Chemical knowledge needed  

• Mass fraction of the compound in solution 
• We can calculate a mass fraction for the compound in solution using the following 

formula 

w = 
(solution)m

substance)m(
′

100 % 

w – a mass fraction of the compound in solution 
m – a mass of the dissolved substance 
m′– a mass of the whole solution 

2.1.2 Mathematical knowledge needed  

• Percentage  
• Decimals 
• Fractions 
• Proportion 
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Mathematics offers several methods for the calculation of how many grams of 
sodium hydroxide we need to mix with the water to get 200 g of 20% sodium 
hydroxide. Less experienced readers can find the complete overview of methods for 
the calculation in the next part of the text. The calculation might seem very simple for 
experienced mathematicians, but authors’ experience, in teaching chemistry mainly, 
shows the importance of this awareness as a part of general mathematical literacy. 

2.1.3 Calculation using decimal fraction 

(Šedivý, 2004, s.56) [2] 
Base 200 g aqueous solution 

100

1  of the base   …………………….
200 g

100
 = 2 g aqueous solution 

20

200
 of the base   …………………….   2 g . 20 = 40 g sodium hydroxide 

Answer:  Mass of sodium hydroxide in 200 g of 20% sodium hydroxide aqueous 
solution is 40 grams. 

2.1.4 Application of chemical formula 

(Adamkovič, 2000, s.23) [3] 

w = 20 % ⇒  0.2   w = 
(solution)m

substance)m(
′

. 100 % 

m′ = 200 g of the solution  

m = ? g  sodium hydroxide                0.2 = 
  g 200

 hydroxide) m(sodium
 

                                                 0.2·200 g = hydroxide) m(sodium  

                                                          40 g = hydroxide) m(sodium  

Answer: The mass of the sodium hydroxide in its 20% aqueous solution is 40 g. 

2.1.5 Logical solution 

If 10 % is  
10

100
 of the base, which is

10

1 , then 20 % is 
1 1

2
10 5

⋅ = .  

Then 200 g·
1

40
5

= g. 

Answer: Mass of sodium hydroxide in 200 g of 20% sodium hydroxide aqueous 
solution is 40 grams. 
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2.1.6 Using 1% 

Base is 200 g aqueous solution. 
Percentage is 20 % sodium hydroxide. 
We have to calculate the percentage (rate), it means how many grams of sodium 

hydroxide contains 200 g its aqueous solution.  
Base   100 % ............. 200 g  

             1 %     ............. 200 g : 100 = 2 g 
Rate (percentage)      25 %   ..............    2 g·20 = 40 g, and it is the part of the base. 
Answer: Mass of sodium hydroxide in 200 g of 20% sodium hydroxide aqueous 

solution is 40 grams. 

2.1.7 Proportion method 

(Šedivý, 2004, s.69) [2] 
Let name the given values 
200 g is base 100 %   100 % ...........200 g  
20 % percentage   20 %   ............. x g 
We have to calculate the part of the base. 

x =
20

100
 . 200 g 

x = 40 g 
Answer: Mass of sodium hydroxide in 200 g of 20% sodium hydroxide aqueous 

solution is 40 grams. 

2.1.8 Geometrical method 

(Vallo, 2009) [4] 

1. Draw the right isosceles triangle ABC with the right angle at vertex B and the |AB| 
= |BC| = 200 units. 

2. Draw a right isosceles triangle AED similar to triangle ABC with right angle at 
vertex E and |AE| = 100 units, that represents the percentage with base 100 as 
shown in Fig. 4. Segment ED is perpendicular to |AB| and in this special case is the 
central median of triangle ABC. 

3. Find the point G on central median |ED| that represents the given percentage, so 
|EG| = 20 units. Draw the ray |AG| that will intersect line segment |BC| in the point 
F (Fig.4).  
Since AED and ABC are similar triangles, the line segment |BE| represents the 

mass of sodium hydroxide and the line segment |FC| represent a mass of the water in 
the whole solution. 
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.  
Fig. 4. Graphical solution of the problem 

Answer: Mass of sodium hydroxide in 200 g of 20% sodium hydroxide aqueous 
solution is 40 grams. 

2.2 Soap production 

Materials and chemicals needed:  

45 g vegetable fat, 28 g second vegetable fat, 30 ml olive oil, 40 ml 20 % sodium 
hydroxide, a few drops of aromatic oil, scales, graduated cylinder, small bin, metal 
kettle. 

Now that we have done the calculation, we can prepare enough NaOH solution 

to use in producing our home-made soap 

(www.math2earth.oriw.eu/video/hydroxide.AVI). 
 

!!! For your safety follow the instructions: 
Slowly add lye to water (best done outside), stirring gently (Fig. 5). It is very 
important to add the lye to the water and not the other way around, otherwise the 
reaction is too quick and it is dangerous! The lye will heat the water and release 
fumes. The fumes dissipate quickly, but turn your face away so as not to inhale the 
fumes. Set aside and allow the lye to cool. 
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                   Fig. 5. Water to lye                                                     Fig. 6. Lye to water 

Procedure 

1. Weigh out 45 g of vegetable fat and 28 g of second vegetable fat and put them 
into the metal kettle. Melt these fats over low heat and stir frequently. Remove 
from heat after oils have melted and add the 30 ml of olive oil. 

2. When your lye has reached a range of 35–36 °C and your oils are at the same 
temperature, add the lye (40 ml of 20% sodium hydroxide solution) in a slow 
steady stream to the oils. Use the metal whisk to stir the mixture. After about ten 
minutes you will notice a change in your mixture. This process is called 
saponification. 

3. Add your fragrance when tracing occurs. The mixture will appear like thin cream, 
and droplets of soap will stand up on the surface. Stir well. Be ready to pour 
natural soap in your mould. 

4. Cover your shoe box with the two towels and set aside undisturbed for eighteen 
hours. The soap will go through a gel stage and a heat process. At the end of this 
period uncover the soap and allow it to sit for another 12 hours. If you measured 
accurately and followed the directions, there should be no problems. But if your 
soap has a deep oily film on top the natural soap cannot be used because it has 
separated. It is disappointing if this happens. This will occur if your 
measurements were not accurate. 

5. Take your natural soap from the mould. Turn the box over and allow the soap to 
fall on a towel or clean surface. Cut your soap into bars. Allow the natural soap to 
cure in a cool dry place for approximately four to six weeks before using. With 
this process you can prepare different kinds of soap [5].  

6. You can use the rest of the sodium hydroxide solution to prepare another kind of 
soap using the same procedure.  

 
Q: Can you estimate how many ml of salt water do we need to produce 50 g of 
sodium soap?  
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Hint: The sea water contains 3,5% of salt (Fig. 7). If we want to get only the pure 
salt (sodium chloride) than we can round the amount of salt to 2,5% of the sea water. 
The whole process is too complex and requires deeper chemical knowledge and more 
information.  

Try to aproximate the effectiveness of NaOH production from hydrolysis of NaCl 
and than calculate the amount of soap. 

.  

Fig. 7. Graphical representation of salt percentage in the sea water.  
Quantities in relation to 1 kg or 1 litre of sea water. 

3 Make your own lemonade 

Problem  

It is 30 °C outside and you want to refresh yourself by making lemonade. Choose 
your favourite syrup and mix it with water.  Can you describe what you have got by 
mixing water and syrup? If you drink the whole volume of lemonade how many ml of 
water will it be?  What is the mass fraction of syrup in the solution? 

Q: Think about this problem more scientifically and try to make your own 
predictions.  Let us use the scientific inquiry to find the satisfactory answer. 

 
Procedure 

First measure the amount of water that you mixed with syrup. Add the appropriate 
amount of syrup to make your drink tasty (for further calculation use producers’ 
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recommendation of the ratio). How can we measure this amount of syrup? What is the 
most practical unit to express it for our further investigation?  
 

Is it all we need? If so test your hypothesis by calculating the correct answer. 
Let us look closer to our problem using information that people have already 

discovered. What information can help us to figure out this problem? Remember what 
you have learnt and find out more information about it. 

Check the following solution and discuss how accurate the answers are. 
For your calculation use 900 g of water and 100 g of syrup (the syrup contains 20% 

of water (Fig. 8)). 
 

 

Fig. 8. Materials needed for the experiment 

3.1 Solution 1 

w = ? %    w =
(solution)m

)m(compound
′

·100 % 

m = 100 g of syrup 

m′ = 900 g of water   w =
  g 900

 g 100
·100 % 

  w = 11,11 % of syrup  

 
Answer: So we must have 88,89 % of water, which equals to 888,9 g or 888,9 ml of 

water. 
Comment: As we can see, the mistake has occurred at the beginning, when we have 

not added the amount of syrup to the volume of water to get the volume of the whole 
solution. 
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3.2 Solution 2 

w = ? % of syrup    w =
(solution)m

)m(compound
′

·100 % 

m = 100 g of syrup 

m′= (900 + 100) g of the aqueous solution w =
  g 1000

 g 100
·100 % 

                                                                         w = 10 % of the solution is syrup 

Is this the real amount of water in the solution? 
 

Comment: Check the label of the syrup you are using and look for the ingredients. 
Does the syrup contain any water? What does it mean for our calculation? 

Check the following solution and discuss how accurate the answers are. 
For your calculation use 900 g of water and 100 g of syrup. We have found that the 

syrup contains 20% of water. 

3.3 Correct mathematical solution 

Base is 100 g of syrup with water 
Base percentage is 20 % water 
We can calculate how many grams of water the syrup contains: 
Base   100 %  .................... 100 g  

                                  1 %  ........................ 100 g : 100 = 1 g 

Percentage 20 %  1 g · 20 = 20 g  …… part of the base 

 
It means that 100 g of syrup contain 20 g of water and (100 – 20) g of pure syrup.  
 
Base ............................. 1 000 g syrup solution 

Part of the base ............      80 g pure syrup 

need to calculate ..........      percentage  

1000 g is base 100 %   

1%   is 1000:100 = 10 g   

10 g it is 1%  

80 g will be 80:10 = 8% 
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92% of 1000 g is  

1000 · 0.92 = 920 g = 920 ml 

Answer: There is 8% of pure syrup in the syrup solution and 92% of the water, 
which is 920 ml.  

3.4 Correct chemical solution 

If the syrup contains 20% of water, then the pure syrup is 80% of the syrup. 
Considering 100 g of the syrup, 80% of it equals to 80 g which is pure syrup. Total 
mass of the solution will be 1000 g, as we will mix 100g of the syrup (80 g of pure 
syrup and 20 g of water) and 900 g of water. The mass fraction is as following: 

( )

( )
´

80
0,08

1000
puresyrup

solution

m
w

m
= = =  

Result in percentage: The mass fraction of syrup in the solution is 8%, and the 
mass fraction of water is 92%, which equals to 920 ml of water.  
 
Discussion: 

Can we test the amount of water in syrup experimentally? How?  
Make a suggestion about the best procedure. How ecological and economical is 
it?   

What is the volume of the syrup solution? 

What will change if we use sherbet instead to prepare our drink? 

What will change if we consider the water evaporation?  

 
Further problems 
1) Find the mass of potassium sulphate and water for a preparation of 400 g of 30% 

aqueous solution of potassium sulphate. [120 g, 280 g] 
2) Find the mass of glucose and water needed for a preparation of 200 g of 5% 

solution. [ 10 g, 190 g] 
3) We add 25 g of potassium nitrate to 125 g of water. Calculate the mass fraction of 

potassium nitrate. [17%] 
4) What is the mass of 2,5% aqueous solution of silver nitrate, which can be prepared 

from 10 g of silver nitrate? [400 g] 
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5) In what amount of water do we have to dissolve 12,5 g of potassium iodide in 
order to get 5% solution? [250 g] 

6) Calculate the mass of FeSO4.7H2O which we need for preparation of 3,5% 
solution. [28 g]  

7) Prepare 450 g of 10% aqueous solution sodium chloride. How many grams of 
sodium chloride do we need? [45 g] 

8) Prepare 1500 g of 25% aqueous solution of potassium hydroxide. Calculate the 
mass of hydroxide and water needed for a preparation of this solution. [375 g, 
1125 g] 

9) How many grams of water do we need for dissolving 45 g of sodium carbonate to 
prepare 20% solution? [180 g] 

10) How many grams of sodium hydroxide and water do we need to weigh if we want 
800 g of 15% solution? [120 g, 680 g] 

4 Conclusion 
Chemistry, as well as the rest of natural sciences, is awfully complicated – because it 
is Nature [6]. The use of mathematical methods in natural science, especially in 
chemistry, is an integral part of complex and specialized study. In our article we 
demonstrated some easier methods that could hopefully be useful to you, to find 
correct chemical and mathematical solution in the real life situations. 
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Mathematics in Physics 

Marek Varga, Miroslava Sovičová 

1 Introduction 

In defining new notions in mathematics, the definition itself is preceded by, the so-
called, illustrative examples. These carefully selected examples indicate the situation 
requiring a new notion and, thus, explaining its substantiation and importance. We 
often choose non-mathematical fields and disciplines to search for an illustrative 
example and, simultaneously, to show the connection between mathematics and real 
life, as well as the necessity of its use in different situations. One commonly chosen 
discipline here is physics.  In the following lines, we introduce the notion of limit, 
derivative, and definite integral with the use of physics. 

2 Limits in Physics  
 

Knowledge needed: 
Physics – gravitation, work, energy 
Mathematics – infinitesimal interval, infinity 
 

Task 1. Second cosmic velocity 
The Solar System is a planetary system around the star Sun. It consists of the Sun, 

all the objects orbiting Earth due to its gravitational force (planets, comets, moons) 
and interplanetary space in which the motion takes place. 

Other planets, including Earth, also affect all the objects in their vicinity with their 
gravitational force. NASA sent a space probe Voyager 2 to explore distant planets 
(Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune). 

a) What was the energy consumed by this probe to change its position from the 
distance r to the distance d from the Earth centre? 

b) What velocity did the probe need to leave the gravitational field of Earth? 

Solution 
a) Let M  be the mass of Earth and m the mass of the probe Voyager. If the distance 

of our probe from Earth is r, then the size of the gravitational force is  

2

mM
F

r
= κ . 

The energy E required for the motion in the direction from Earth is equal to the work 
W needed for the probe to change its position, i.e.  
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2

mM
E W F r r

r
= = − ∆ = −κ ∆ , 

where κ is a gravitational constant (κ ≈ 6,67.10− 11 m3/kg.s
2), M is the mass of Earth 

(M ≈ 5,9.1024 kg). 
 

 
Fig. 1. The Solar system 

 
Fig. 2. Voyager 2 

However, the size of the gravitational force is not constant on the whole trajectory 
from the point r to the point d. Therefore, we need to divide this distance into n 

smaller (infinitesimal) segments with almost the same size of the gravitational force. 

 
Fig. 3. Rocket motion 

Consider the k-th  segment ( )1;k kr r + ,  where  k = 1, 2, … n. The work done on this 

segment is  

( )12
1 1

1 1
k k k k k

k k k k

mM mM
W F r r r r mM

r r r rr
+

+ +

 
= − ∆ = −κ ∆ = −κ − = κ − 

 
. 
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Then, the total energy required for the flight from the distance r to R is:  

1 2 1 3 2 11 1

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
...

1 1 1 1
.

n n

k

k k n nk k

n

E W mM mM
r r r r r r r r

mM mM
r r d r

+ −= =

       
= = κ − = κ − + − + + − =       

        

   
= κ − = κ −   

  

∑ ∑
 

Moreover, since 2
M gRκ = , the result can be written in the form 

2 1 1
E mgR

d r

 
= − 

 
, 

where g is the gravitational acceleration (g ≈ 9,81 m/s2), R is the radius of Earth (R ≈ 
6378 km). 

b) The velocity required for the probe Voyager to leave the gravitational field of 
Earth is called the second cosmic velocity (escape velocity) and we denote it by IIv . 

Furthermore, we denote the kinetic energy of the probe by T, and the potential 
energy of the probe by U.  During the whole flight, the law of energy conservation 
applies, i.e. 

T + U = constant. 

And from the above, we have  

T (initial) + U (initial) = T (final) + U (final). 

In the beginning of the motion, the probe with the mass m is on the Earth surface and 
we give it velocity v. It means that 

T (initial) = 21

2
mv ,  U (initial) = 0. 

In the final phase of the flight (at the moment the probe stops), we have 

T (final) = 0,  U (final) = 2

max

1 1
mgR

R r

 
− 

 
, 

where maxr  is the distance between the probe and the Earth surface. 
Using the law of energy conservation gives 

2 2

max

1 1 1

2
mv mgR

R r

 
= − 

 
, 

hence 

2

max

1 1
2v gR

R r

 
= − 

 
. 
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If we give the second cosmic velocity to the probe, it leaves the gravitational field 
of Earth, i.e. it flies “in an infinitely great distance” from the planet Earth. Therefore, 

max

2

max

1 1
lim 2 11,2 km/sII

r
v gR

R r→∞

 
= − ≈ 

 
. 

3 Derivative in Physics 
Knowledge needed: 
Physics – mechanical motion (distance, velocity, time) 
Mathematics – infinitesimal interval, limit 

Task 2. Instantaneous velocity of a moving object 
The objects move at different velocity in a real world – a person can move at the 

velocity of almost 40 km/h, a cheetah even 130 km/h,  a hawk during the dive after the 
prey can achieve 300 km/h, etc. All the above mentioned objects obviously do not 
move in a constant velocity. So, how can we find a formula for calculating the 
instantaneous velocity of a body? 

 
Fig. 4. Cheetahs 

 
Fig. 5. Hawk 

Solution 
Let us look at the problem of determining the instantaneous velocity of a body 

from solely mathematical point of view. Therefore, we will use a substantial 
simplification – we consider only the rectilinear motion. 

 

Fig. 6. Non-uniform rectilinear motion 

A rectilinear motion can be uniform and non-uniform. As it is indicated by its 
name, in the first case, the velocity v (considering its value and direction) is constant. 
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It means that during the equally long time intervals ∆t, a body travels the same 
distance ∆s. We can, therefore, easily determine the instantaneous velocity (the 
instantaneous velocity is the velocity of the moving object in a particular time 0t ) of 
the body as 

inst

s
v

t

∆
=

∆
. 

This simplicity is not identical for a non-uniform rectilinear motion – the body 
travels distances of a different length ∆s in equally long time intervals ∆t. With the 
above mentioned formula, we can define only the average velocity, i.e.   

aver

s
v

t

∆
=

∆
. 

Thus, how can the instantaneous velocity be determined?  
Let us assume that over this time, a body travelled the distance s(t0). Moreover, we 

assume that the distance at the time 0t t+ ∆  is ( )0s t t+ ∆ . It means that in time ∆t, a 

body travelled the distance ( ) ( )0 0s s t t s t∆ = + ∆ − ,  so its average velocity is   

( ) ( )0 0
aver

s t t s ts
v

t t

+ ∆ −∆
= =

∆ ∆
. 

If we observe longer time intervals ∆t, the velocity of the body can differ a lot. 
Therefore, in determining the instantaneous velocity, we need to consider the smallest 
possible time interval ∆t, in which the velocity v is “almost constant”. Mathematically, 
this fact can be written as 

( ) ( )
( )0 0

0
0 0

lim liminst aver
t t

s t t s t
v v v t

t∆ → ∆ →

+ ∆ −
′= = =

∆
. 

4 Definite Integral in Physics 
Knowledge needed: 
Physics – mechanical motion (velocity, distance, time) 
Mathematics – infinitesimal interval, limit, derivative 
 
Task 3. Distance of a moving object 

The body travels in non-uniform linear motion and its velocity v is ( )v v t= . What 

distance does the body travel in a time interval [ ];a b ? 
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Fig. 7. McLaren Mercedes 

Solution 

The distance s that the body travelled in a uniform motion in the time t with the 
velocity v, is 

s v t= ⋅ . 
Because the velocity of the moving object is changing, we divide the time interval  

[ ];a b  into n intervals of the width ∆t. In the time interval ∆t, the body moves 

uniformly (its velocity almost does not change). Therefore, for one distance element, 
we have  

s v t∆ = ⋅ ∆ . 

 
Fig. 8 The distance of the body 

 

a         ∆t                  b 

∆s 

y = v(t) 
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Adding all the distance elements together, we get the total distance, i.e.   

1 1

n n

k k

s s v t
= =

= ∆ = ⋅ ∆∑ ∑ . 

The result will be more accurate if we divide the interval [ ];a b  into infinite 

number of intervals with the width ∆t. Then, the distance travelled by the body is   

01 1

lim lim
n n

n t
k k

s s v t
→∞ ∆ →

= =

= ∆ = ⋅ ∆∑ ∑ . 

This number is a definite integral of function v(t) and is written as  

( )
b

a

s v t dt= ∫ . 

5 Functions in Physics 
Knowledge needed: 

Physics – uniform motion, accelerated motion, periodic motion 
Mathematics – linear function, quadratic function, direct proportion, inverse 
proportion, goniometric functions, graph of the function 

Task 4. Cannon shot 
From a cannon, we shot the projectile under the angle α to the horizontal plane 

with the initial velocity v. Determine the maximum shot distance mx  and the 

maximum height my  which the projectile achieves during its flight.  

 
Fig. 9. Cannon shot 
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Solution 

We can draw the situation into the coordinate system with the cannon in its origin.   

 
Fig. 10. The graph of the cannon shot 

The motion of the projectile consists of two parts: 
(1) a uniform motion in a horizontal direction, for which cosx vt= α ; 

(2) a uniformly retarded motion in a vertical direction for which 21
sin

2
y vt gt= α − . 

Expressing time from the first equation, we get: 

cos

x
t

v
=

α
. 

After filling into the second equation, we can write the dependency between the 
height y of the projectile and its distance x: 

( ) 2
2 2

tg
2 cos

g
y x x x

v
= α −

α
. 

Subsequently, in the landing point of the projectile, it applies 0y = , i.e. 

2
2 2

tg 0
2 cos

m m

g
x x

v
α − =

α
, 

hence 
2 sin 2

m

v
x

g

α
= . 

According to the law of energy conservation, the distance in which the projectile 

reaches the maximum height *
x  is the half distance of maximum shot distance, i.e.  

2
* sin 2

2 2
mx v

x
g

α
= = . 

Then, for maximum height, we have 

v sin 
α 

v cos 
α x

* 
xm 

ym 

O 

α 
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( )
2 2

* sin

2m

v
y y x

g

α
= = . 

 
Task 5. Oscillatory motion 

A material point is performing a circular motion around the circle with the radius A 
and the constant angular velocity ω. This motion is projected on the screen parallel to 
the axis Oy (Fig. 11). Write the equation for the oscillatory motion observed on the 
screen!  

 
Fig. 11. An oscillatory motion 

Solution 

If a material point performs a uniform circular motion, its projection performs an 
oscillatory motion. Let us denote its equilibrium by O, and its instantaneous deflection 
by y. Then, according to the picture, we have siny A= α . 

 
Fig. 12. Watermills 

y 

O 

α 
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The material point is moving with circular velocity ω, and the angle α (in circular 
measure) is tα = ω , where t is the time measured from the beginning of the motion. 
Thus, for the instantaneous deflection in an arbitrary time t, we get: 

( ) siny t A t= ω . 

 
Task 6. Functions 

Many dependencies among different quantities in Physics are expressed by using 
elementary functions – linear function, quadratic function, direct proportion, inverse 
proportion.  

Determine the functional dependency in the following examples and draw the 
graph of these functions for some real situation: 

(a) ( )
U

I U
R

=  (electric current in circuit) (b) ( )
F

p S
S

=  (air pressure) 

(c) ( )
hc

E λ =
λ

 (energy of photon) (d) ( ) 2
E m mc=  (relativistic energy) 

(e) ( )
2

2

p
E p

m
=  (kinetic energy) (f) ( )

nRT
p T

V
=  (pressure of ideal gas) 

(g) ( )M v mvr=  (angular momentum) (h) ( )
2

04

e
U r

r
=

πε
(nucleus potential ener-

gy of hydrogen) 

(i) ( ) 24
e

qQ
F q

r
=

πε
 (electric force) (j) ( ) 0s t s vt= +  (distance – uniform 

      motion) 

(k) ( ) 0

2

I
B d

d

µ
=

π
 (magnetic induction) (l) ( )

2

0 2

gt
s t s vt= + + (distance – accele-

rated motion) 

(m) ( ) 2
Q I RI t=  (Joule’s first law) (n) ( )

h
v

mv
λ =  (wavelength of particle) 

(o) ( )hF h Shg= ρ  (hydrostatic force) (p) ( ) 2 21

2
E m Aω = ω  (energy of 

      oscillator) 

(q) ( ) cosW s Fs= α  (mechanical work) (r) ( )
2

2

gt
s t =  (distance – free fall) 

(s) ( )
2

d

v
F v m

r
=  (centripetal force) (t) ( )

2
0

3
kNm v

p V
V

=  (centripetal force) 
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Travelling the space at 1g acceleration 

Ján Beňačka 

1 Introduction 

Travelling to outer space as it is done today follows a well-known scenario: 
a rocket engine accelerates the spacecraft up to the travelling velocity, then the engine 
is switched off, and the crew travels at zero gravity until they reach the destination and 
decelerate to the landing velocity. These expeditions are supposed to take a long time, 
e.g. Earth − Mars − Earth expedition is estimated to take 520 days [1]. Such a long 
state of weightlessness might have a devastating impact on the health of the crew. 
However, there is a possibility to avoid that − accelerate and decelerate the ship at 1 g, 
which would simulate the Earths’ gravity. In this unit, we investigate such travelling at 
Earth – Moon, Earth – Mars, and Earth – Pluto distances. The main questions are how 
long the journeys would take, and what the maximum speed at the journeys would be. 
These can easily be answered using first year secondary school physics, and the results 
are very interesting – they suggest that the exploitation of the planets may start. 
However, they tell us nothing about the spaceship: What are the properties of the 
engine? What are the energy requirements? Are these journeys possible at all? That is 
why we have to go further, and investigate the properties of the spaceship and the 
rocket engine from the aspect of exhaust velocity and energy requirement. That 
problem belongs to dynamics of bodies with variable mass, and needs applying 
calculus. The topic is meant for students who are interested in rocketry and space 
technology, and who have acquired the basics of calculus.  

2 Curriculum items covered by this unit 

2.1 Mathematical curriculum 

• Manipulation of terms containing fractions and exponentials 
• Derivatives, integral calculus 
• Solving simple differential equations 

2.2 Science curriculum 

• Uniformly accelerated motion 
• Mechanical work 
• Energy conversion 
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3 Tasks and problems 

3.1 Journey duration and maximum speed reached 

We suppose a spaceship moving along a line. It starts at zero speed, accelerates at 
1 g halfway, then switches the engine off, turns about at 180° (the necessary time is as 
short as possible; we omit that), switches the engine on, and decelerates at 1 g until 
zero speed. Let the total time of the journey be Tt . The acceleration takes 2/Tt , hence 
the velocity reached (the maximum velocity of the journey) and the distance are   

2
T

T

t
gv = , 

2

TT

22

1

2

d








=

t
g . (1) 

The deceleration takes 2/Tt  again, thus the distance travelled is the same. The 
entire distance is  

422

1

22

1 2
T

2
T

2
T

T

gtt
g

t
gd =








+








= . (2) 

Then 

g

d
t T

T 2= ,  (3) 

and consequently 

TT gdv = . (4) 

We get 5.3T ≈t  hours, 61T ≈v  km/s at Earth – Moon distance 510 3.8 ×  km [2], 

2T ≈t  days, 858T ≈v  km/s at Earth – Mars distance 710 7.5 ×  km [3], and  18T ≈t  

days, 542,7T ≈v  km/s at Earth – Pluto distance 910 5.8 ×  km [4].  

The values of total time Tt  suggest that the exploitation of the planets may start. 
However, we know nothing about the spaceship – what the properties of the rocket 
engine are, and what the energy requirements are.  
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3.2 Tsiolkovsky rocket equation 

The thrust (i.e. the force) of an ideal rocket engine is given by the equation [5] 

sv mvF = , (5) 

where sm  is the propellant mass flow rate (i.e. the mass of the fuel that is burned up 

per second and that runs off the nozzle as a hot gas), and vv  is the exhaust speed (i.e. 

the speed of the gas relatively to the spaceship). Let vv  be constant. Let sm  be a 

function of time. Let M be the initial spacecraft mass at 0=t . The mass m of the 
spacecraft at time t is then 

( )∫−=

t

zzmMm

0

s d . (6) 

Newton’s law gives (acceleration is 1 g) 














−= ∫

t

zmMgmv

0

ssv d . (7) 

Using differentiating by time, we get 

s
s

v d

d
gm

t

m
v −= . (8) 

Separation of variables and integration gives  

t
v

g

Cm ves

−

= , (9) 

where C is a constant. Let the propellant mass flow rate be sM  at 0=t . Then 

sMC = , and 

t
v

g

Mm vess

−

= . (10) 

If 0=t , then Eq. (5) gives 

sv MvgM = , (11) 

hence 

v
s

v

gM
M = , (12) 
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and finally 

t
v

g

v

gM
m ve

v
s

−

= . (13) 

The time of combustion equals Tt , thus the total mass fm  of the fuel is 
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The relative mass frm  of the fuel at the start is 

T
ve1f

fr

t
v

g

M

m
m

−

−== ,  (15) 

implying that 

( )fr
v

T 1ln m
g

v
t −−= . (16) 

We note:  

1) ( ) 110 fr <−< m , then ( ) 01ln fr <− m , and 0T >t . 

2) If the spaceship accelerated all the time up to Tt , the terminal velocity would be  

( )frvTT 1ln mvgtv −−== . (17) 

Rearranging Eq. (17) and introducing 0M  for the mass of the spaceship without the 
fuel yield the fundamental equation of rocketry, the famous Tsiolkovsky equation [6]: 

( ) 







=







−=







 −
−=








−−=−−=

0
v

0
v

f
v

f
vfrvT lnlnln1ln1ln

M

M
v

M

M
v

M

mM
v

M

m
vmvv .(18) 

3.3 Rocket engine minimum exhaust velocity 

The spaceship in our model accelerates up to 2/Tt . The maximum speed is (see 
Eq. (1)) 

( )fr
vT

T 1ln
22

m
vt

gv −−==  (19) 
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Then, the spacecraft decelerates. The entire distance travelled at working engine is 
(see Eq. (2)) 

( )fr
2

2
v

2
T

T 1ln
44

m
g

vgt
d −== . (20) 

Therefore 

( )fr

T
v 1ln

2
m

gd
v

−
−= . (21) 

The minimum exhaust velocity of the rocket engine at various fuel relative mass is 
in Table 1. 

vv (km/s) mfr 

(%) Earth – Moon Earth – Mars Earth – Pluto 

99 27 370 3,300 
90 53 750 6,600 
50 180 2,500 22,000 

Table 1. Rocket engine minimum exhaust velocity 

Current rocket engines have maximum 4.4v ≈v  km/s [7]. At 90fr =m  %, Eqs. 

(16, 19, 20) give 000,1T =t  s, 5T ≈v  km/s, 700,2T ≈d  km. The distance is too short 
to make the way of space travel meaningful. Hence, 1g space travel is a topic of the 
future when technically new rocket engines [8, 9] take place. 

3.4 Rocket engine energy requirement 

Let F, s and v be the force, displacement and velocity vectors. It holds that sF || . 

The work done by the engine during combustion time Tt  is  

∫∫∫ ==⋅=
T

000
ddd

tss

tFvsFW sF . (22) 

The thrust of the engine is given by Eqs. (5, 13), the velocity of the ship is gtv = , 
hence 























+−==

−−
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v e11de
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MvttMgW . (23) 
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The total mass fm  of the fuel is given by Eq. (14). The required energy for a unit 
mass of the fuel i.e. the fuel energy density is then 

( ) ( )
( )fr

2
fr

frfrfr
T

v

T

2
v

f
fu

1ln

1ln1
4

e1

e11

T
v

v

T

mm

mmm
gd

v

gt

v
m

W
W

t
v

g

v

gt

−

−−+
=

−









+−

==
−

−

. (24) 

Fuel minimum energy density at various fuel relative mass is in Table 2. 

Wfu (J/kg) mfr 

(%) Earth – Moon Earth – Mars Earth – Pluto 

99 6.7 x 108 1.3 x 1011 1.0 x 1013 
90 2.1 x 109 4.1 x 1011 3.2 x 1013 
50 9.5 x 109 1.9 x 1012 1.5 x 1014 

Table 2. Fuel minimum energy density 

Petrol has the maximum calorific value (i.e. energy density) of all fossil fuels, and 

it is 7
fu 107.4 ×≈W  J/kg [10]. Liquid hydrogen has the maximum calorific value of all 

combustible fuels, and it is 8
fu 104.1 ×≈W  J/kg. The energy density of fissile fuel 

U 235 is 13
fu 107.7 ×≈W  J/kg. The energy density of hydrogen as a fusion fuel is 

14
fu 100.3 ×≈W  J/kg.  
We can see that only fission and fusion engines make the journeys possible. 

Finally, the formula 2mc  E =  gives 16
fu 109 ×≈W  J/kg. Then, Eq. (24) gives 

%13.0fr ≈m  at Earth – Pluto distance, which is the relative mass of about 2 litres of 
petrol in a car. Hence, the 1g interplanetary transport by a matter annihilator propelled 
spaceship is going to be very effective.  

3.5 Conclusions 

The preconditions for accomplishing Earth − Moon, Earth – Mars, and Earth – 
Pluto journeys at 1g acceleration (halfway +1g, halfway −1g) if the fuel takes 50 % of 
the starting mass of the ship are: 

1) a rocket engine exhaust velocity of 180 km/s, 2500 km/s, and 22500 km/s,  

2) a fuel energy density of 10 GJ/kg, 2 TJ/kg, and 150 TJ/ kg, which a fission or 
fusion fuel can fulfil only.  
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Flugreise  

Daniel Antony De Silva 

1 Einführung 

Flugzeuge starten und landen, und die Passagiere denken kaum darüber nach, wie 
das eigentlich funktioniert und was dahintersteckt. Klarerweise muss das Flugzeug vor 
dem Start betankt werden – aber wie viel Treibstoff braucht man dafür eigentlich? 
Und die Landebahn sollte eine ausreichende Länge haben – wie lang? Und wenn man 
durchstarten muss, was sind die Bedingungen dafür? Nun, bevor Du Dir überlegst, nie 
wieder in ein Flugzeug einzusteigen, schauen wir uns etwas von der Mathematik an, 
die Piloten benötigen – und glaub’ mir, sie können das alles! 

 

Abb. 1. United Airlines Flugzeug kurz nach dem Start 

2 Lehrinhalte, die in dieser Einheit behandelt werden 

• Terme mit Brüchen und Exponenten 

• Prozentrechnung 

• Interpretieren von Tabellen und Graphen 

• Lineare Interpolation 
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3 Aufgabenstellungen 

3.1 Treibstoffberechnung 

Die Treibstoffmenge eines Passagierflugzeuges setzt sich aus mehreren Teilen 
zusammen, die vor jedem Flug berechnet werden. Durch das Verändern von Flughöhe 
oder Geschwindigkeit kann der Pilot während des Fluges etwas Treibstoff sparen. 
Schauen wir uns das Beispiel eines Fluges von Wien nach Dubai mit einer Boeing 
737-800 an. Die Mindestmenge an Treibstoff setzt sich aus folgenden Teilen 
zusammen: 

a) Treibstoff zum Rollen von der Parkposition zur Startbahn (pauschal 200 kg). 

b) Treibstoff für die Flugstrecke Wien – Dubai. 

c) 5% von b) als Reserve (z.B. für falsche Windprognosen, niederere Flughöhe, 
Umwege, ...). 

d) Treibstoff für den Flug vom Zielflughafen zum Ausweichflughafen (z.B. wegen 
Schlechtwetter, blockierter Landebahn, ...). Berechnung ohne Wind mit einer 
Geschwindigkeit von 380 Meilen pro Stunde. 

e) Mindesttreibstoffmenge im Tank (nach der Landung muss noch Treibstoff für 30 
Minuten Flug im Tank sein). 

Die Länge der Flugstrecke Wien – Dubai beträgt 2450 Meilen. Der 
Ausweichflughafen (Muscat, Oman) liegt 160 Meilen von Dubai entfernt. Das 
Flugzeug fliegt durchschnittlich mit einer Geschwindigkeit von 400 Meilen pro 
Stunde. Es herrscht an diesem Tag Rückenwind von 34 Meilen pro Stunde. Das 
Flugzeug verfügt über zwei Triebwerke, von denen jedes 1200 kg Treibstoff pro 
Stunde verbraucht. 

Aufgaben: 

[1] Wie lange dauert der Flug? 

[2] Wie viel kg Treibstoff müssen für diesen Flug mindestens getankt werden? 
(Hinweis: Berechne den Treibstoff für den eigentlichen Flug, dann berechne und 
addiere den zusätzlichen Treibstoff für c), d), and e), und zähle den Treibstoff 
zum Rollen nach a) dazu). 

[3] Bei großen Flughäfen werden die Flugzeuge durch unterirdische Leitungen 
betankt. Dabei wird die Treibstoffmenge in Volumseinheiten (Liter) statt in 
Masseeinheiten (kg) gemessen. Wie viele Liter Treibstoff müssen in die 
Flugzeugtanks gefüllt werden, wenn die Dichte des Treibstoffs 0,79 kg/l beträgt? 
Wie lange dauert das Betanken, wenn man mit 14 l/sec (Liter pro Sekunde) 
auftanken kann und sich vor der Betankung noch 3,2 t (Tonnen) Treibstoff in 
den Tanks befanden? 
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[4] Die Piloten stellen die Überlegung an, tiefer als geplant zu fliegen, da es 4000 
Fuß tiefer einen um 25 Meilen pro Stunde stärkeren Rückenwind gibt und man 
damit Treibstoff sparen kann. Allerdings erhöht sich der Treibstoffverbrauch pro 
1000 Fuß tieferer Flughöhe um 1% pro Stunde. Kann man hier wirklich 
Treibstoff sparen, oder verbraucht man sogar mehr? Wie viel? (Hinweis: 
Addiere die Geschwindigkeit des Rückenwinds zur Fluggeschwindigkeit und 
wiederhole die Berechnungen aus [1]). 

[5] Die Piloten wollen Treibstoff sparen; sie möchten die Fluggeschwindigkeit 
reduzieren. Wie stark können sie die Geschwindigkeit reduzieren, wenn die 
Flugzeit höchstens 5 Stunden 46 Minuten betragen darf (sonst kommt die 
Maschine zu spät in Dubai an)? Wie viel Treibstoff sparen sie damit, wenn man 
mit 1% Reduktion der Geschwindigkeit 1% weniger Treibstoff verbraucht 
(Hinweis: Berechne mit Hilfe der gegebenen Entfernung von Wien nach Dubai 
die Geschwindigkeit für eine Flugzeit von 5 Stunden 46 Minuten, und berechne 
dann den notwendigen Treibstoff wie in [1]). 

3.2 Landung 

 

Abb. 2. US Airways Flug auf der Landebahn in Seattle 

Die Landestrecke eines Passagierflugzeugs setzt sich aus verschiedenen 
Parametern zusammen. Vor jedem Flug wird die voraussichtliche Landestrecke 
berechnet und gegebenenfalls während des Fluges aktualisiert. Die Landestrecke hängt 
von folgenden Parametern ab: 

a) Aktuelles Gewicht des Flugzeuges: Summe aus Gewicht des leeren Flugzeugs, 
geschätztes Gewicht der Passagiere (Frauen werden mit 76 kg, Männer mit 84 kg 
angenommen), tatsächliches Gewicht des Gepäcks und der Fracht, geplantes 
Gewicht des Treibstoffs bei der Landung 
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b) Seehöhe des Flughafens 

c) Wind 

d) Neigung der Landebahn 

e) Temperatur 

f) Geschwindigkeit des Flugzeugs beim Aufsetzen 

g) Schubumkehr 

h) Oberflächenbeschaffenheit der Landebahn 

i) Stellung der Landeklappen (Flaps) 

Aus diesen Parametern wird die tatsächlich benötigte Landedistanz berechnet. Zu 
dieser Distanz werden bei trockener Landebahn 15%, bei nasser 65% addiert um 
Ungenauigkeiten zu kompensieren (spätes Aufsetzen, höhere Geschwindigkeit, 
rutschige Oberfläche,...) und einen Sicherheitspuffer zu schaffen. Das ergibt die 
benötigte Landestrecke. 

Anbei finden Sie eine Tabelle für eine Boeing 737-800. Die Landung ist in 
Innsbruck mit Landeklappen 40 (maximale Landeklappen für minimale 
Geschwindigkeit) Richtung Westen geplant. Das Gewicht des Flugzeuges beträgt 35 
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AUTOBRAK
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1745 115/-105 40 -75 265 15 -10 185 10 20 

AUTOBRAK
E 2 

2200 165/-155 65 -100 365 30 -35 200 40 40 

 

Tabelle 1. Landestrecken für eine Boeing 737-800 mit normaler Bremsfunktion 
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160kg. Im Flugzeug befinden sich 95 Frauen und 80 Männer. Das Gewicht des 
Reisegepäcks beträgt 3 300kg, es wird keine Fracht mitgeführt. Das Gewicht des 
Treibstoffs bei der Landung beträgt 2 600kg. Gelandet wird mit automatisch 
aktivierten Bremsen – AUTOBREAK 3, Anfluggeschwindigkeit 10 Knoten über der 
Mindestgeschwindigkeit bei Klappen 40 (10 kts above vref 40), die Schubumkehr 
wird nicht benutzt (NO REV). Innsbruck meldet die folgenden Daten: Trockene 
Landebahn, Seehöhe 2 000ft (Airport Pressure Altitude in Fuß), 10 Knoten Wind aus 
Westen (Headwind), Neigung der Landebahn 0% (Slope) – keine Korrektur der 
Landedistanz notwendig. Temperatur 11°C (Temperaturkorrektur braucht nicht 
vorgenommen werden). Der Flugzeughersteller hat die folgende Tabelle zur 
Landestrecke veröffentlicht: 

Aufgaben: 

[1] Berechne das voraussichtliche Landegewicht des Flugzeuges. (Hinweis: Addiere 
das Passagiergewicht, das Gewicht des Gepäcks und das Gewicht des leeren 
Flugzeugs) 

[2] Wie lange ist die notwendige Landestrecke? (Hinweis: Verwende die 
entsprechenden Tabelleneinträge) 

[3] Kann eine Landung in Innsbruck überhaupt erfolgen? Versuche dazu (z.B. im 
Internet) die Länge der Landebahn(en) in Innsbruck herauszufinden! 

[4] Wie lang ist die benötigte Landestrecke, wenn der Pilot MAX AUTO Bremsen 
wählt? Kann unter diesen Voraussetzungen eine Landung in Innsbruck erfolgen? 

3.3 Durchstarten 

Ein Passagierflugzeug muss für den Fall, dass es während eines Landeanfluges 
durchstarten muss, einen bestimmten Mindeststeiggradienten schaffen um Hindernisse 
sicher zu überfliegen. Für jede Anflugart auf jede Landebahn wird ein Manöver 
entwickelt und eine Entscheidungshöhe zum Durchstarten (Go-Around) festgelegt, 
sodass man mit genügend Sicherheitsabstand zu Hindernissen genügend Höhe 
gewinnen kann um einen neuen Anflug zu starten oder zu einem Ausweichflughafen 
fliegen zu können. 

Wir planen einen Instrumentenanflug mit einer Boeing 737, bei der ein Triebwerk 
ausgefallen ist, auf Salzburg (Landebahn 16) in südöstlicher Richtung (siehe 
Abbildung unten). Die Temperatur beträgt 22°C (OAT...Outside Air Temperature), 
der Flughafen liegt 1400ft über dem Meeresspiegel (Airport Pressure Altitude), das 
Gewicht des Flugzeugs beträgt 60 t und die Landung erfolgt mit einer 
Geschwindigkeit von Vref 40+5 (Speed). Die Klimaanlage bleibt für die Landung 
eingeschaltet (engine bleed for packs on), die Enteisung für die Vorderkante der 
Triebwerke bzw. der Tragflächen wird nicht benötigt  (engine anti-ice  off, wing  anti- 
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Abb. 3. Anflugblatt ILS 16 für Salzburg (LOWS) 
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GO-AROUND CLIMB GRADIENT 

REFERENCE GO-AROUND GRADIENT (%) TEMP 
°C PRESSURE ALTITUDE (FT) 

 0 2000 4000 6000 8000 

30 6.27 5.17 4.11 3.00 1.79 

26 6.31 5.72 4.63 3.49 2.22 

22 6.33 5.74 5.19 4.02 2.69 

18 6.36 5.77 5.21 4.51 3.25 

14 6.38 5.79 5.23 4.53 3.85 

Gradient adjustment for weight (%) 

REFERENCE GO-AROUND GRADIENT (%) WEIGHT 
(1000 KG) 0 2 4 6 

65 -2.35 -2.84 -3.36 -3.86 

60 -1.72 -2.06 -2.43 -2.79 

55 -0.93 -1.13 -1.34 -1.53 

Gradient adjustment for speed (%) 

WEIGHT ADJUSTED GO-AROUND GRADIENT (%) SPEED 
0 2 4 6 8 

VREF40 -0.33 -0.35 -0.36 -0.36 -0.36 

VREF40+5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

VREF40+10 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.18 

With engine bleed for packs off, increase gradient by 0.3 % 

 
Tabelle 2. Steiggradient zum Durchstarten für Boeing 737-600 mit einem ausgefallenen 

Triebwerk 

ice off). Aus der Anflugkarte ist abzulesen, dass die Entscheidungshöhe für einen Go-
Around bei einer Boeing 737 (ein Flugzeug der Kategorie C) in 2 030 Fuß liegt, wenn 
das Flugzeug einen Steiggradient von mindestens 3% schafft. Liegt der Steiggradient 
zwischen 2,5% und 3%, so liegt die Entscheidungshöhe in 2 190 Fuß. Liegt er 
darunter kann nicht in Salzburg gelandet werden. 

Aufgaben: 

[1] Ermittle den Steiggradienten aus Tabelle 2. Finde dazu den Steiggradienten im 
ersten Teil der Tabelle für die gegebene Temperatur und Höhe (verwende lineare 
Interpolation, wenn die Höhe nicht in der Tabelle aufscheint), und führe dann 
die Gewichtskorrektur und die Geschwindigkeitskorrektur nach den anderen 
Teilen der Tabelle durch. 
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[2] Kann unter den gegebenen Voraussetzungen ein Landeanflug in Salzburg 
erfolgen? Falls ja, wie hoch ist die Entscheidungshöhe (verwende das 
Anflugblatt)? 

[3] Kann eine Landung erfolgen, wenn das Gewicht 65 t beträgt? 

[4] Was passiert, wenn die Enteisung eingeschaltet ist (engine and wing anti-ice 
on)? 

[5] Wie könnte man unter den Voraussetzungen aus [3] trotzdem landen? 

[6] Versuche, andere Anflugblätter zu finden und damit [2]–[4] durchzurechnen! 

 

Weiterer Lesestoff 

• De Silva, D.A. Sinnstiftende Aufgaben für den Mathematikunterricht, Universität 
Wien, 2008 

• Gruber, W. Unglaublich einfach. Einfach unglaublich, Ecowin Verlag, Wien, 
2006 

• Wolke, R. Woher weiß die Seife, was Schmutz ist? Piper Verlag, München, 1998 
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Von witzigen Aufgaben zu tiefliegenden 
Problemen 
 

Vladimir Georgiev 

1 Einführung 
Die Hauptüberraschung des Wettbewerbs zum Stellen von Aufgaben beim 

Teambewerb „Galilei“ 2009 war ein Problem, das ursprünglich völlig harmlos aussah 
und auf eher unübliche Weise entstand: Die Studierenden und die Lehrkraft begannen 
mit einer realen Situation und gelangten schließlich zu einem tiefen mathematischen 
Problem, das nach dessen bekanntwerden heftig von KollegInnen an der Universität 
diskutiert wurde. Beginnen wir mit dem mathematischen Problem, welches dort 
besprochen wurde: Wenn man ein Quadrat in der Ebene gegeben hat, kann man alle 
Kurven γ betrachten, deren ε – Umgebung das Quadrat überdeckt. Das Problem 
besteht jetzt darin eine Kurve minimaler Länge zu finden, die diese Eigenschaft 
erfüllt. 

Die Überraschung dabei war die Tatsache dass dieses Problem völlig offen schien 
und in jenen Artikeln, die den KollegInnen der Universität Pisa bekannt waren, nur für 
sehr kleine ε diskutiert wurde. 

Das Beispiel, welches wir hier beschreiben werden, ist sehr wichtig für 
Aufgabenstellungen und auch für das Modellieren in anderen Sparten der 
Naturwissenschaften und des realen Lebens. Der Standard-Lehrplan in der 
Sekundarschule hat eine gut organisierte Struktur, die auf Vorträgen und Aufgaben 
mit konkreten Beispielen und Problemen mit vorgegebenen Antworten beruht. 
Mathematisches Modellieren ist daher etwas riskant, da: 

• wichtige physikalische Phänomene sehr komplizierte Modelle erfordern, die 
höhere Mathematik benötigen, 

• es Modelle gibt, die keine strenge mathematische Behandlung oder Lösung 
ermöglichen. 

2 Lehrinhalte, die in dieser Einheit behandelt werden 

2.1 Mathematische Lehrinhalte 

• Geometrie der Ebene und des Raumes 

2.2 Physikalische Lehrinhalte 

• Astronomie und Navigation 

• Klassische Mechanik 
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2.3 Mathematische Werkzeuge 

• Variationsverfahren 

• Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen 

3 Die Aufgabe und Lösungsversuche 

Wir kommen jetzt zur „harmlosen“ Aufgabe, welche vom Team der Schule „Dini“ 
in Pisa gestellt wurde. 

3.1 Aufgabe Mondsatellit 

Der Satellit THETA von GoogleMoon ist mit einer Kamera mit einem 20-Grad-
Öffnungswinkel versehen. Um qualitativ hochwertige Fotos zu machen, muss der 
Satellit den Mond in einem konstanten Radius von R=1738 km umkreisen, und die 
Kamera muss immer in Richtung Mondzentrum gerichtet sein. Finde die minimale 
Länge des Weges, die der Satellit zurücklegen muss, um mit dieser Kamera die ganze 
Mondoberfläche fotografieren zu können. 

.  

Fig. 1. NASA-Bild des Mondes ([3]) 

Bemerkung: Wenn der Öffnungswinkel des Objektives der Kamera 20 Grad 
beträgt, dann ist der Halböffnungswinkel 10 Grad. 
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Fig. 2. NASA-Satellit ([3]) 

Man kann sehen, dass das Problem ähnlich zu jenem Problem der minimalen 
Kurve ist, welches die KollegInnen an der Universität Pisa bereits kannten. Dabei 
wurde allerdings ein Quadrat beobachtet, während in der Aufgabe des Teams von 
„Dini“ eine Kugeloberfläche betrachtet wurde. Die Aufgabe aus der Realität führt 
daher zu einem sehr tiefliegenden Problem in der Mathematik! 

Der Schwierigkeitsgrad der Aufgabe führte zu der Frage, wie die Teams die 
Aufgabe lösen sollten, wo sie doch keine tiefliegenden mathematischen Werkzeuge 
besaßen. Doch auch die Mathematik-Spezialisten konnten das Problem nicht lösen. 
Das Team von Brescia schlug eine interessante Simulation mittels einer Orange vor. 

3.2 Lösungsversuch des Teams von Brescia, Italien 

Betrachten wir den Schnitt der Mondkugeloberfläche und der Ebene, welche durch 
den Satelliten geht, sowie die Linie, die den Kegel des Kameraöffnungswinkels 
erzeugt. Die Kugelschale, welche von der Kamera gesehen wird erhält man, indem 
man die beiden Linien mit dem Umfang schneidet. Löst man dieses Gleichungssystem, 
so erhält man die Koordinaten der Schnittpunkte und somit den Tangens des 
Halbwinkels der Kugelschale, die von der Kamera gesehen wird. 

Jetzt muss man den minimalen Weg finden! Wir glauben dass es eine Spirale sein 
kann, können das aber nicht berechnen. 
Dabei haben wir eine Menge Orangen 
abgeschält. Wir begannen mit einer 
Kugelschale von etwa 20° und setzten mit 
einer Spirale fort, die etwa die gleiche 
Dimension hat. Dann haben wir die Länge 
der Orangenschale gemessen und das 
Verhältnis zwischen dem Orangenradius 
und dem Radius des Orbits des Satelliten 
bestimmt, was aber sicher nicht der 
richtige Weg sein dürfte.  
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3.2 Lösungsversuch des Teams von „Dini“, Pisa, Italien 

Das Team von „Dini“ schlug eine Idee vor, die näher am Vorschlag der Forscher 
vom Institut für Mathematik der Universität Pisa lag. 

Problemdaten 

1738R km=  Radius des Mondes 

2 20α = °  

H R=  Abstand des Satelliten vom Boden 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Trigonometrisch erhält man die Hälfte von AB (=c) und den Halbwinkel β. 

sin
c

R
β =  

( )
2

2 1 sin tanc R β α = − − 
 

 

Daraus folgt 

sin 0.179
c

R
β= =  

2α

2β

2c

R

Α Β
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Daher ist der Halbwinkel 

313.1 kma R= =β  

Die von der Kamera erfasste Fläche (also die Fläche der Kugelschale) ist daher: 

Von wo aus man den minimalen theoretischen Wert mtL der Projektion der 

Satellitenbahn auf dem Mond berechnen kann. 
22 4c mtA L a Rπ+ ⋅ = , 

und daher 

434.6 6.013 10 kmmtL R= = ⋅ . 

Man kann nicht garantieren, dass dieser Wert durch eine stetige Bewegung des 
Satelliten erreicht werden kann. Eine mögliche Strategie für die Bewegung ist es, die 
Mondoberfläche mit konzentrischen Kreisen zu überdecken, sich entlang des 
Meridians zu bewegen und damit an einem der Pole zu beginnen. 

Wir berechnen den Radius jedes Umfanges und erhalten damit: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Daher ist die Länge des Weges gegeben durch: 

i  
iρ  (km) 

1 612.8 
2 1.147 103 
3 1.534 103 
4 1.723 103 
5 1.692 103 
6 1.443 103 
7 1.009 103 
8 445.4 

2

2 5 22 1 1 3.072 10 kmc

c
A R

R

   = − − = ⋅    

π

O

1ρ
2ρ
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( )
8

3
1

1

2 37.8 65.64 10 kmi
i

L R R
=

= + − + = = ⋅∑π ρ π β γ  

wobei die letzte Öffnung des Kreises um den gegenüberliegenden Pol ist, die noch 
nicht von einem der bisherigen Kreise überdeckt ist. 

Die Effizienz dieser Strategie beträgt 

1

1

0.916mtL
e

L
= =  

Eine mögliche Verbesserung der Effizienz kann durch die folgende Strategie 
erreicht werden: Der Übergang zwischen den Levels wird durch Kreise, welche 
tangential zum Anfangskreis liegen, durchgeführt 

Dabei ergeben sich die folgenden Werte: 

i  
ic  (km) id  (km) 

0 612.8  
1 3.227 103 1.585 103 
2 6.583 103 1.295 103 
3 9.013 103 1.211 103 
4 1.021 104 1.184 103 
5 1.001 104 1.188 103 
6 8.445 103 1.227 103 
7 5.717 103 1.341 103 
8 2.175 103 137.3 

 
Daraus folgt 

( )
8

3
2 0

1

37.5 65.17 10 kmi i
i

L c c d R
=

= + + = = ⋅∑  

was uns eine leichte Verbesserung der Effizienz im Vergleich zur vorigen Methode 
liefert: 

2

2

0.923mtL
e

L
= = . 

Wir schlagen daher folgende Lösung für die minimale Weglänge vor: 

3
22 75.0 130.3 10 kmL R= = ⋅ . 

O

A

B

C

c0

c1

d1
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Es gab die Entscheidung, ein gemeinsames Seminar mit dem Team von „Dini“ und 
den Forschern der Universität Pisa zu veranstalten, um eine vollständige Lösung des 
Problems zu finden 

4 Schlussfolgerungen 

Wir müssen akzeptieren, dass wir „nur wissen, dass wir nichts wissen“ (Apology 
von Sokrates 23b, 29b). Die Beschränkungen unserer Fähigkeiten und Möglichkeiten, 
die Welt zu verstehen, soll eine Motivation sein, weiterhin zu versuchen, diese 
Schranken zu überwinden. 
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Оптимизация с ограничения
Румена Калтинска

1 Увод

Как компютрите решават сложни и разнообразни задачи в различни об-

ласти като икономика, енергетика, мениджмент, космически изследвания и
пр.? Обичайният отговор е: с помощта на софтуер. Но така ли е наистина? Не
може да се прави отделен софтуер за всяка конкретна реална задача, защото
би било много трудоемко и неизгодно. И тук на помощ идва Математиката.
Математиката описва реалните проблеми на своя формален език, намира съ-
щественото и общото в тях, групира ги в класове задачи и създава методи
за тяхното решаване, които не зависят от реалната природа на проблемите.

Процесът, при който една реална задача се описва на математически език,
е известен като Математическо моделиране. Получената математическа
задача се нарича математически модел на реалната задача. Този модел
принадлежи към някой клас математически задачи, за които вече има (или
ще бъдат) създадени методи за решаването им. Софтуерът описва тези ме-
тоди на езика на компютрите. С други думи, Математическото моделиране
служи като мост между реалните задачи и софтуера за тяхното решаване.

Математическото моделиране е сложен процес. Той се извършва от раз-
лични специалисти (в зависимост от природата на реалния проблем), които
решават кои характеристики на реалната задача да включат в математичес-
кия модел и кои да отхвърлят. Получената математическа задача се решава
със съответния софтуер и резултатите се анализират. Ако те са неприем-
ливи, математическият модел се преработва чрез включване на нови и/или
изключване на стари характеристики. Този процес се повтаря многократно,
докато моделът стане достатъчно близък до реалната задача. Трябва да се
знае обаче, че и най-добрият математически модел не може напълно да от-
рази сложността на една реална задача.

В Раздел 2 ще илюстрираме математическото моделиране с помощта на
примери от много популярен в практиката клас математически задачи, из-
вестен като Линейно Програмиране (ЛП). Думата „програмиране“ тук
няма нищо общо с копютърното програмиране, което означава писане на код
за извършване на изчисления. В ЛП думата „програмиране“ означава пла-
ниране и организиране на дейности по оптимален начин. ЛП задачите са
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оптимизационни задачи, във всяка от които трябва да се постигне някак-
ва цел при наличието на някакви ограничения. Затова терминът линейна
оптимизация е често срещан синоним на Линейното програмиране.

В Раздел 3 ще разгледаме две специални задачи на Линейното програми-
ране – Транспортната задача и Задачата за назначенията.

2 Задачи на Линейното Програмиране

Задачите на ЛП са формулирани и решавани за първи път в края на 40-
те години на 20-ти век. Днес ЛП се прилага в различни области: бизнеса и
икономиката, техниката, транспорта, енергетиката, телекомуникациите, про-
изводството, планирането, разпределението и др.Тук ще разгледаме няколко
примера на реални задачи, чиито математически модели са ЛП задачи (т.
2.1) и ще опишем геометричен метод за тяхното решаване в двумерния
случай (т. 2.2).

2.1 Два примера на ЛП задачи.

Задача за смеси. Компания произвежда два типа газолин А и В пос-
редством три категории петрол P1, P2, P3. Печалбата от единица газолин тип
А и В е съответно $1 and $4. Наличните количества петрол P1, P2, P3 са
съответно 24, 10 and 30 единици. За производството на единица газолин от
тип А са нужни 6 единици от P1 и 6 единици от P3, а за производството на
единица газолин от тип В са нужни 4 единици от P1 , 5 единици от P2 и 10
единици от P3. Компанията трябва да реши по колко единици от газолин А
и Б да произведе, така че печалбата ѝ да бъде максимална.

Тази реална задача е една оптимизационна задача, в която целта е да
се максимизира печалбата. Ограниченията идват от наличните количества
петрол.

Да означим с x1 и x2 неизвестните количества съответно от газолин тип
А и тип В. Тогава печалбата l (в долари) ще бъде

l = x1 + 4x2.

За по-голяма прегледност всички данни и неизвестните x1 и x2 са подредени
в Таблица 2.1. Да разгледаме първия ред на таблицата. Разполагаме с 24 ед.
от петрол P1, а за всяка единица газолин А и В са нужни съответно по 6 и 4
единици от P1. Следователно

6x1 + 4x2 ≤ 24.
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По същия начин, от втория и третия ред на таблицата стигаме до неравенс-
твата

5x2 ≤ 10 и 6x1 + 10x2 ≤ 30.

Тъй като x1 и x2 са количества, те трябва да бъдат неотрицателни числа.
Така получаваме следния математическия модел на задачата:

A B Наличност

P1 6 4 24
P2 0 5 10
P3 6 10 30

Печалба ($) 1 4

Количество x1 x2

Таблица 2.1. Задача за смеси

Цел: max l(x) = x1 + 4x2

при ограничения

Ограничения:















6x1 + 4x2 ≤ 24
5x2 ≤ 10

6x1 + 10x2 ≤ 30
x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0

Задача за диета. Този пример принадлежи към класа задачи за диета,
в които се определя дневно меню с минимална калоричност, но съдържаща
необходими хранителни вещества (протеини, калций, витамини и пр.). Нека
разполагаме с 4 вида храни за деня: риба, сандвич с телешко месо, хемендекс
и хамбургер. Задачата е: да съставим меню с минимална калоричност, така
че витамините А, В и С да са поне в дневната си норма.

В Таблица 2.2 са дадени калориите и количествата от всеки витамин, съ-
държащи се в единица от всеки вид храна, както и необходимата дневна
норма (минималният брой единици)

Риба Сандвич Хемендекс Хамбургер Норма

Вит. A 203 90 270 500 2000
Вит. C 92 84 80 90 300
Вит. D 100 230 512 210 430

Калории 600 350 250 500

Количество x1 x2 x3 x4

Table 2.2. Задача за диета

от витамините А, В и С в менюто. Променливите x1, x2, x3 , x4 съответно
означават количеството от съответния вид храна, което трябва да участва в
менюто.
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Математически модел: min l(x) = 600x1 + 350x2 + 250x3 + 500x4

при ограничения














203x1 + 90x2 + 270x3 + 500x4 ≥ 2000
92x1 + 84x2 + 80x3 + 90x4 ≥ 300

100x1 + 230x2 + 512x3 + 210x4 ≥ 430
x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, x3 ≥ 0, x4 ≥ 0

Какво е общото между двата математически модела, разгледани дотук.
Първо, имаме линейна функция, която изразява целта (максимална печал-
ба, минимални калории). Второ, имаме линейни неравенства, чрез които се
налагат ограничения за постигането на тази цел.

Най-общо казано, ЛП задачите са задачи за максимизиране или миними-
зиране на линейна функция при краен брой линейни ограничения (ли-
нейни уравнения/неравенства). Функцията, която максимизираме (ми-
нимизираме), се нарича целева функция, а ограниченията от вида xj ≥ 0
са ограничения за неотрицателност.

Ако една ЛП задача зависи от n променливи x1, x2, . . . , xn, тогава всяка
n-торка от числа x = (x1, . . . , xn), която удовлетворява всички ограничения,
се нарича допустимо решение на задачата. Например, разгледаната по-
горе задача за диета е ЛП задача с четири променливи x1, x2, x3, x4 и всяка
четворка от конкретни числа x = (x1, x2, x3, x4), която удовлетворява всички
нейни ограничения, е едно допустимо решение на задачата. Допустимо ре-
шение, за което целевата функция има най-добрата (най-голяма/най-малка)
стойност, се нарича оптимално решение.

Множеството от всички допустими решения на една ЛП задача се нарича
допустима област на задачата. Ако ограниченията са несъвместими, допус-
тимата област е празното множество и задачата се нарича несъвместима.

2.2 Геометричен метод

Тук ще разгледаме един геометричен подход за решаване на двумерни-
те ЛП задачи (задачи с две променливи), чрез който допустимата област и
целевата функция се представят като геометрични обекти в равнината.

Изобразяване на допустимата област

Ще припомним какво представлява множеството от решения на ли-
нейните неравенства

a1x1 + a2x2 ≤ b и a1x1 + a2x2 ≥ b.
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Множеството от решения на всяко от тях е затворена полуравнина, опреде-
лена от правата

p : a1x1 + a2x2 = b.

Множеството от решения на едно линейно неравенствопо можем да на-
чертаем по следния начин: (1) Начертаваме правата линия, чието уравнение
получаваме, като заменим знака за неравенство с равенство; (2) Избираме
една тестова точка в равнината, която не лежи върху правата; (3) Ако
координатите на точката удовлетворяват неравенството, то множеството от
решения на неравенството е полуравнината, в която лежи точката. В проти-
вен случай, множеството от решения е полуравнината от другата страна на
правата; (4) Защриховаме полуравнината, която не е множеството от реше-
ния (на фигурите по-долу тя е потъмнена).

Един добър избор за тестова точка е началото на координатната система
O(0, 0), ако правата не минава през нея. Ако минава, удобно е да изберем
точка върху някоя от координатните оси. Например, нека да определим мно-
жеството от решения на неравенството x1 − 2x2 ≤ 2.

Фиг. 1.

Множество от

решения

(1) Начертаваме правата p : x1 − 2x2 = 2 (Фиг.1)
чрез две нейни точки (2, 0) and (0,−1).

(2) Избираме началото O(0, 0) за тестова точка.

(3) Заместваме x1 = 0 и x2 = 0 в неравенството
и получаваме вярното неравенство 0 ≤ 2, т. е. до-
пустимата област е полуравнината, която съдържа
O(0, 0).

(4) Потъмняваме полуравнина, която не съдържа
O(0, 0).

Допустимата област на система от линейни неравенства можем да начерта-
ем по следния начин: определяме множеството от решения (полуравнината)
на всяко неравенство, като не забравяме да потъмним полуравнината, съдър-
жаща точките, които не удовлетворяват неравенството. Допустимата област
е тази част, която остава светла (непотъмнена).

Пример 1. Допустимата област на задачата за смеси. Тук тя е
означена с Ω:

Ω :















6x1 + 4x2 ≤ 24 =⇒ p1 : 6x1 + 4x2 = 24
5x2 ≤ 10 =⇒ p2 : + 5x2 = 10

6x1 + 10x2 ≤ 30 =⇒ p3 : 6x1 + 10x2 = 30
x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0
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Правите p1, p2, p3 определят множествата от решения на съответните нера-
венства. Правата p1 минава през точките (4,0) и (0,6), p2 минава през точката
(0,2) и е успоредна на оста Ox1, p3 минава през точките (5,0) и (0,3). Двете
неравенства x1 ≥ 0 и x2 ≥ 0 определят първия квадрант на координатната
система Ox1x2. Допустимата област Ω е петоъгълникът OABCD (Фиг. 2).

Фиг. 2. Допустимата област Ω Фиг. 3. Линии на ниво на l(x)

Сечението на краен брой полуравнини (полупространства в случая на
повече от 2 променливи) представлява изпъкнало многоъгълно множество
(многостенно множесво в пространството), чиито ребра могат да бъдат от-
сечки, лъчи и прави. В частност, ако всичките му ребра са отсечки, то е
многоъгълник (многостен). Допустимото множество Ω на Фиг. 2 е многоъ-
гълник, а на Фиг. 4 е многоъгълно множество.

Изобразяване на целевата функция

Пример 2. Графично решаване на задачата за смеси. Максими-
зираме целевата функция l(x) = x1 + 4x2 върху допустимото множество Ω
(Фиг. 2). Тук то е пренесено на Фиг. 3, като за по голяма прегледност ма-
щабът е увеличен и са махнати тези части от правите p1, p2, p3, които не са
ребра на Ω.

Нека печалбата, т. е. стойността на l(x), да бъде 4, т. е. x1 + 4x2 = 4. В
такъв случай правата q0 : x1 +4x2 = 4 ще минава през точките (4, 0) и (0, 1)
и ще бъде перпендикулярна на вектора ~c = (1, 4), който се нарича нормален

вектор на правата q0. Всяка точка (x1, x2) от q0 съответства на някаква
комбинация на двата типа газолин А и В, която носи една и съща печалба от
$ 4. Такава права се нарича линия на ниво на целевата функция l(x).

Нека сега печалбата l(x) да бъде 6. Имаме правата q1 : x1 +4x2 = 6, която
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минава през точките (6, 0) и (0, 1.5) и е перпендикулярна на същия вектор
~c = (1, 4). Сега всяка комбинация на газолин А и В, съответстваща на точка
от правата q1, ще носи една и съща печалба от $ 6. Правата q1 е друга линия
на ниво на функцията l(x). По този начин можем да получим и много други
линии на ниво на функцията l(x). Няколко от тях са изобразени с пунктирана
линия на Фиг. 3.

Какво е общото между линиите на ниво на една целева функция?

• Всички линии на ниво имат един и същ нормален вектор ~c, чиито
координати са кое-фициентите на целевата функция. Затова линиите
на ниво са успоредни помежду си.В конкретния случай ~c= (1, 4).

• Когато се движим от една линия на ниво към друга линия на ниво
по посока на нормалния вектор ~c, стойностите на целевата функция
растат. В нашият случай, понеже q1 лежи отдясно на q0, т. е. по посока
на ~c, стойността ($ 6) на l(x) във всички точки от q1 е по-голяма от
стойността ѝ ($ 4) в точките на q0.

• Обратно, движейки се от линия на ниво към линия на ниво в посока,
обратна на посоката на вектора ~c, стойностите на целевата функция
намаляват.

На Фиг. 3, движейки се от линия на ниво към линия на ниво в посока на
вектора ~c= (1, 4), стойностите на l(x) растат. Последната линия на ниво,
която има общи точки с Ω, е правата qmax. Единствената обща точка на
областта Ω и правата qmax е върхът B. Следователно B е единственното
оптимално решение на задачата. Тъй като B е пресечна точка на правите p2

и p3 (Фиг. 2), можем да решим системата от техните уравнения и да намерим
координатите на B:

5x2 = 10
6x1 + 10x2 = 30

}

=⇒ x1 =
5

3
, x2 = 2, i.e. B =

(

5

3
, 2

)

.

Замествайки координатите на B в целевата функция l(x), намираме мак-

сималната ѝ стойност: lmax =
5

3
+ 4 × 2 =

29

3
≈ 9.7. Ако компанията

произведе
5

3
≈ 1.67 единици от газолин А и 2 единици от газолин В, тя ще-

получи максималната печалба от $ 9.7.

Пример 3. Неограничена печалба. Когато се създава математически
модел на една реална задача, е възможно важни ограничения да бъдат про-
пуснати и да се получи безсмислен резултат. Вдясно е даден пример на такъв
математически модел.
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Допустимата област Ψ и линиите на ниво на целевата функция r(x) са
дадени на Фиг. 4.

max r(x) = 4x1 + 2x2

при ограничения

Ψ :







2x1 + x2 ≥ 2
−x1 + x2 ≤ 1

x1, x2 ≥ 0

Фиг. 4 Линии на ниво на r(x)

Областта Ψ има два върха A(1, 0), B(1/3, 4/3) и три ребра, от които едното
е ограничено (отсечката AB), а другите две са неограничени (лъчите с начало
съответно във върховете A и B). Линиите на ниво в посоката на нормалния
вектор ~c= (4, 2) винаги ще имат общи точки с областта Ψ. Затова стойностите
на целевата функция r(x) могат да бъдат произволно големи (r(x) → +∞)
върху областта Ψ, т. е. печалбата може да расте неограничено.

Пример 4. Много оптимални решения. Да предположим, че целе-
вата функция r(x) = 4x1 + 2x2 от Пример 3 изразява дневните разходи на
компанията за производството на два продукта P1 and P2. По-точно, всяка
единица от P1 и P2 струва на компанията съответно $ 4 и $ 2. Нека ограниче-
нията да бъдат същите както в Пример 3. Следователно, допустимата област
отново е Ψ от Фиг. 4 и линиите на ниво на целевата функция са същите.
Задачата е: да се определят количествата x1 от P1 и x2 от P2 така, че
разходите r(x) да бъдат минимални.

Сега трябва да минимизираме функцията r(x) върху областта Ψ (Фиг. 4),
затова разглеждаме линиите на ниво в посока обратна на нормалния вектор
~c (4, 2), т. е. тези от тях, които са отляво на q0. Последната линия на ниво
в тази посока е правата qmin и реброто AB лежи изцяло върху нея. Всички
точки от това ребро, в частност и върховете A и B, са оптимални решения.
Замествайки координатите на A(1, 0) в целевата функция, определяме ней-
ната минимална стойност върху областта Ψ: rmin = 4.1 + 2.0 = 4. Лесно се

проверява, че стойността на r(x) в точката B =

(

1

3
,

4

3

)

, както и във всяка

друга точка на отсечката AB, също e равна на 4.

Когато математическият модел дава повече от едно оптимално решение,
това на практика означава наличието на повече оптимални производствени
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програми. Тогава компанията може да избере оптимална програма, която има
някакво преимущество пред другите програми и която не е била включена
в математическия модел. Например в нашия случай, оптималната програма,
съответстваща на точката A, предвижда производство само на продукта P1

(x1 = 1, x2 = 0). Оптималната програма, съответстваща на точката B, пред-

вижда производство и на двата продукта P1 и P2

(

x1 =
1

3
, x2 =

4

3

)

, което

може би е по-добре от гледна точка на разнообразие в асортимента.

Пример 5. ЛП задачи от друг вид. Много ЛП модели в биологията,
енергетиката и пр. имат целеви функции с неположителни коефициенти. От
този вид е ЛП задачата:

max (min) z(x) = −2x1 − x2

при ограничения

Φ :















x1 + x2 ≥ 2
−x1 + x2 ≤ 1
4x1 + 5x2 ≤ 20

x1, x2 ≥ 0

Допустимата област Φ е четири-
ъгълникът ABCD (Фиг. 5) с вър-

хове: A (1, 0), B (0, 1), C

(

5

3
,

8

3

)

и

D (5, 0). Фиг. 5 Линии на ниво на z(x)

За да максимизираме z(x), се движим от линия на ниво към линия на ниво
в посока на нормалния вектор
~c = (−2,−1). Последната линия на ниво, която има общи точки с областта
Φ, е правата qmax. Единствената обща точка на Φ и qmax е върхът B (0, 1).
Следователно B е единственото оптимално решение, когато максимизираме
функцията z(x) върху Φ. Заместваме координатите на B в целевата функция
z(x) и получаваме нейната максимална стойност: zmax = −2 × 0 − 1 = −1.

За да минимизираме z(x), се движим от линия на ниво към линия на ниво
в посока обратна на нормалния вектор ~c = (−2,−1).

Последната линия на ниво, която има общи точки с областта Φ, е правата
qmin. Единствената обща точка на Φ и qmin е върхът D (5, 0).

Следователно D е единственото оптимално решение, когато минимизираме
функцията z(x) върху Φ. Заместваме координатите на D в целевата функция
z(x) и получаваме нейната минимална стойност: zmin = −2.5 − 0 = −10.
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Алгоритъм на геометричния метод

1. Начертаваме допустимата област. Ако тя е празна, стоп. (ЛП здачата
е несъвместима.)

2. Начертаваме нормалния вектор ~c = (c1, c2) на линиите на ниво на
целевата функция l(x) = c1x1 + c2x2.

3. Начертаваме една произволна линия на ниво (пунктирана права) q0 ,
перпендикулярна на вектора ~c, която да пресича допустимата област.

4. Начертаваме няколко успоредни на q0 пунктирани прави в посока на
вектора ~c, ако максимизираме, и в обратна посока, ако минимизираме.
Два са възможните случаи:

• Съществува пунктирана права, която е тангента към допустимата
област. Всички общи точки на правата и областта са оптимални
решения. Поне една от тези точки е връх на областта. Определяме
нейните координати и ги заместваме в целевата функция, за да
получим нейната оптимална стойност. Стоп.

• Няма тякава пунктирана права. Стоп (ЛП задачата няма оптимал-
но решение, защото нейната целева функция расте/намалява неог-
раничено върху допустимата област, когато максимизираме/мини-
мизираме.

2.3 Свойства

От изложеното в предидущата секция се вижда, че една двумерна ЛП
задача може:

• да има единствено оптимално решение; в такъв случай то задължително
съответства на връх на допустимата област;

• да има много оптимално решения; в такъв случай те съответстват на
точките от ребро на допустимата област, като поне една от тях е връх
на областта;

• да бъде неограничена, т. е. ако максимизирате/минимизирате целевата
функция, тя расте/намалява неограничено върху допустимата област;

• да бъде несъвместима, защото допустимата област е празна.

2.4 За по-амбициозните математици: n-мерни ЛП задачи

В 1939 г. руският математик Леонид Канторович формулира реални за-
дачи от транспорта, които са многомерни ЛП задачи (задачи с повече от
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две променливи). Естествено, повечето ЛП задачи са многомерни и не мо-
гат да се решават геометрично. Например, задачата за диета в Секция 2.1
има четири променливи. Оказва се, обаче, че многомерните ЛП задачи имат
същите важни свойства като двумерните ЛП задачи (т. 2.3). Въз основа на
това, американският математик Джордж Данциг създава през 1941 г. така
нареченият симплекс метод за решаване на n-мерни ЛП задачи. Идеята
на симплекс метода е проста. Нека имаме една n-мерна ЛП задача, в която
целевата функция l(x) се максимизира (минимизира) върху допустимата об-
ласт Ω. Симплекс методът се занимава само с върховете на Ω. Първо, той
намира един връх X0. После методът продължава от един връх към съседен
по ребро на Ω връх, за който стойността на целевата функция l(x) е по-
голяма (по-малка). Така, след обхождането на краен брой върхове, при което
стойността на l(x) постоянно расте (намалява), се стига до оптимален връх
или до ребро, по протежение на което стойността на l(x) расте (намалява)
неограничено, т. е. клони към +∞ (−∞).

2.5 Задачи

Напишете математическия модел на следващите две задачи и приложете
геометричния метод за решаването им:

1. Фирма произвежда два вида плат А и В с помощта на вълна в три цвята.
Количествата вълна необходимо за производството на единица дължина от
платовете и наличностите от вълна от всеки цвят са дадени в таблицата по-
долу. Всяка единица дължина от платовете А и В носи печалба съответно
$ 12 и $ 8. Колко единици дължина от А и В трябва да произведе фирмата,
за да си осигури максимална печалба?

Цвят Плат A Плат B Наличност

Червен 4 кг 4 кг 1400 кг
Зелен 6 кг 3 кг 1800 кг
Жълт 2 кг 6 кг 1800 кг

Отговор: 250 единици от A и 100 единици от B;
максимална печалба $ 3800.

2. Златар изработва медальони и обици от злато, сребро и неблагороден
метал. За всеки медальон използва 4 г злато, 3 г сребро и 4 г неблагороден
метал, а за всеки чифт обици 2 г злато, 6 г сребро и 4 г неблагороден метал.
От всеки медальон и всеки чифт обици печели съответно $ 8 и $ 10. Златарят
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разполага всеки ден с 36 г злато, 48 г сребро и 40 г метал. Колко медальона
и колко чифта обици да изработва на ден, така че да има максимална дневна
печалба?
Отговор: 4 медальона и 6 чифта обици; максималната печалба е $ 92.

3. Зададени са допустимата област Ω и функциите l(x) и r(x):

Ω :















x1 + 2x2 ≤ 4
4x1 + 2x2 ≤ 12
−x1 + x2 ≤ 1
x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0

l(x) = 2x1 + 4x2 , r(x) = x1 − 3x2 .

Максимизирайте и минимизирайте
всяка от функциите l(x) и r(x) върху Ω.

Отговори.

lmax = 8, x1
max = (2/3, 5/3), x2

max = (8/3, 2/3); lmin = 0, xmin = (0, 0).

rmax = 3, xmax = (3, 0); rmin = −13/3, xmin = (2/3, 5/3).

4. Намислете реална задача, чиито математически модел е този в задача 3.

5. Зададени са допустимата област Ψ и функциите u(x) и v(x):

Ψ :















−2x1 + x2 ≤ 4
x1 + x2 ≥ 3

−x1 + x2 ≥ 1
x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0

|

u(x) = 3x1 + 5x2 , v(x) = −x1 − x2,

Максимизирайте и минимизирайте

всяка от функциите u(x) и v(x) върху Ψ.

Отговори. u(x) −→ +∞; umin = 13, xmin = (1, 2).

vmax = −3, x1
max = (1, 2), x2

max = (0, 3); v(x) −→ −∞.

6. Намислете реална задача, чиито математически модел е този в задача 5.

3 Транспортна задача и Задача за назначенията

Транспортната задача и Задачата за назначенията са от най-разпростране-
ните в практиката частен клас задачи на Линейното програмиране. Транс-
портната задача (ТЗ) е задача за транспортирането на даден вид продукт
от различни източници към различни потребители, така че транспортните
разходи да са минимални. Задачата за назначенията (ЗН) е свързана с
оптимално разпределение (назначение) на кандидати на служебни позиции,
търговски пътници към територии, видове работа към различни машини и
пр.

Такива проблеми могат да бъдат формулирани като ЛП задачи и да бъдат
решавани директно със симплекс метод (т. 2.4, [1,2]). Транспортните задачи
обаче притежават специфични свойства (т. 3.2), които позволяват да бъдат
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по-ефективно решавани със специализирани модификации на симплекс ме-
тода. Ще отбележим, че има реални задачи, които могат да се решават с
алгоритмите за ТЗ, въпреки че не са свързани с разпределение (назначение).

В тази секция ще разгледаме примери на реални задачи и тяхното фор-
мулиране като ЛП задачи (т. 3.1, т. 3.4), както и два метода за намиране на
приближено решение (т. 3.3).

3.1 Два примера на ТЗ

В класическата ТЗ има баланс между наличностите и потребностите от
дадения вид продукт (Пример 1). Всяка небалансирана ТЗ може лесно да
бъде балансирана (Пример 2) и да се решава като балансирана ТЗ (3.3).

Пример 1. Балансирана ТЗ. В складовете S1 и S2 има съответно 60
и 40 броя коли. Потребители (магзини) в пунктовете P1, P2 и P3 се нуждаят
съответно от 50, 30 и 20 броя коли. Данните на тази задача са нанесени в
Таблица 3.1.Числата в плътно черно означават транспортните разходи по
превоза на една кола от всеки склад Si (i = 1, 2) до всеки потребител Pj

(j = 1, 2, 3). Задачата е балансирана ТЗ (b = 60 + 40 = 50 + 30 + 20 = 100), в
която трябва да се минимизират общите транспортни разходи.

Да означим с xij неизвестния брой коли, които трябва да се доставят от
всеки склад Si (i = 1, 2, 3) до всеки потребител Pj (j = 1, 2, 3) (Таблица
3.1). Целевата функция l изразява общите транспортни разходи: l(x) =
8x11 + 7x12 + 3x13 + 9x21 + 6x22 + 5x23.

Ограниченията в тази задача идват от броя на наличните коли
x11 + x12 + x13 = 60, x21 + x22 + x23 = 40

и потребностите от тях x11 + x21 = 50, x12 + x22 = 30, x13 + x23 = 20.

i \ j P1 P2 P3 Наличност

8 7 3

S1 x11 x12 x13 60

9 6 5

S2 x21 x22 x23 40

Потребност 50 30 20 b=100

Table 3.1. Балансирана TP

Математически модел:

Цел: min l(x) = 8x11 + 7x12 + 3x13 + 9x21 + 6x22 + 5x23

при ограничения:
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Наличност

{

x11 + x12 + x13 = 60
x21 + x22 + x23 = 40

Потребност







x11 + x21 = 50
x12 + x22 = 30
x13 + x23 = 20

xij ≥ 0 и цели числа, i = 1, 2 j = 1, 2, 3

Пример 2. Небалансирана ТЗ. Данните на тази задача са нанесени
в Таблица 3.2. Наличното количество продукт в складовете S1, S2 и S3 е
съответно 100, 140 и 90 единици. Потребностите от този продукт в пунктовете
P1, P2 и P3 са съответно 110, 100 и 80 единици. С числата в плътно черно
са означени транспортните разходи за единица продукт от всеки склад Si

(i = 1, 2, 3) до всеки пункт Pj (j = 1, 2, 3).

i \ j P1 P2 P3 Налич.

S1 3 7 5 100

S2 4 1 9 140

S3 5 4 2 90

Потреб. 110 100 80

Таблица 3.2. Небалансирана ТЗ

Имаме небалансирана ТЗ, защото
наличностите > потребностите.
Наличностите(100 + 140 + 90 = 330)
надвишават потребностите (110 +
100 + 80 = 290) с 40 единици Балан-
сираме задачата, като въведем фик-
тивен пункт P ∗ с фиктивна потреб-
ност от 40 единици. Така получаваме
балансираната ТЗ на Таблица 3.2*.

i \ j P1 P2 P3 P ∗ Налич.

3 7 5 M

S1 x11 x12 x13 x14 100

4 1 9 M

S2 x21 x22 x23 x24 140

5 4 2 M

S3 x31 x32 x33 x34 90

Потреб. 110 100 80 40 b=330

Таблица 3.2*. Фиктивен магазин M*

Променливите xij са неизвестните единици продукт, които ще бъдат пре-
возени от склада Si (i = 1, 2, 3) до пунктовете Pj (j = 1, 2, 3) и P ∗. Тъй като
превоз между складовете Si (i = 1, 2, 3) и фиктивния пункт P ∗ няма да има,
съответните клетки попълваме с неопределеното число М, което по-нататък
третираме като много по-голямо от останалите транспортни разходи (т. 3.3).
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Математически модел:

Цел: min l(x) = 3x11 + 7x12 + 5x13

+ 4x21 + x22 + 9x23

+ 5x31 + 4x32 + 2x33

при ограничения:

Наличности






x11 + x12 + x13 + x14 = 100
x21 + x22 + x23 + x24 = 140
x31 + x32 + x33 + x34 = 90

Потребности














x11 + x21 + x31 = 110
x12 + x22 + x32 = 100
x13 + x23 + x33 = 80
x14 + x24 + x34 = 40

xij ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, 3 j = 1, 2, 3, 4

Математическият модел на задачата
е даден вляво. Променливите x14, x24

и x34 не участват в целевата функция
l, защото техните стойности са коли-
чества, които в действителност няма
да бъдат превозени към P ∗. Ако в да-
дено решение на задачата някоя от
тях е с ненулева стойност, това коли-
чество ще остане в съответния склад
(т. 3.3).

В случая когато
наличностите < потребностите
балансираме задачата като въведем
фиктивен склад S∗ с фиктивна на-
личност, която прави задачата балан-
сирана и с транспортни разходи М до
всички пунктове.

3.2 Свойства

Споменахме в увода, че съществуват специализирани симплекс алгорит-
ми за решаване на ТЗ, които са основани на нейните спицифични свойства.
Всеки симплекс алгоритъм представлява една итеративна процедура, която
отчита само екстремните точки (върховете) на допустимото множество на
ЛП задачите (т.2.2.1 и т. 2.4). Геометрично, допустимото множество на ТЗ е
един многостен (известен като транспортен многостен), всички ребра
на който са отсечки. Освен това, то има само целочислени върхове (коор-
динатите им са цели числа), ако наличностите и потребноститена са цели
числа. Поради това, целевата функция на ТЗ е ограничена върху допусти-
мото множество и задачата винаги има поне едно оптимално решение (т.2.3).
Нещо повече, всички допустими и оптимални решения са целочислени, ако
наличностите и потребностите са цели числа. Тези свойства са много важни
от софтуерна гледна точка: софтуерът използва само цяла аритметика и ня-
ма изчислителни грешки поради закръгляне. Също така, ако превозваният
продукт се състои от бройки (както колите в Пример 1 и всички задачи за
назначенията), всяко приближено и оптимално решение се получава целочис-
лено по естествен път.
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3.3 Приближени методи

Тези методи намират приближено допустимо решение (връх на транспорт-
ния многостен) на всяка балансирана транспортна задача, така че то да може
да бъде използвано понататък от симплекс алгоритмите като начално реше-
ние. По-долу разглеждаме общата схема на тези методи и ги илюстрираме с
два от най-известните измежду тях. Схемата работи итеративно с таблична-
та форма на ТЗ. Един ред или един стълб от таблицата отпададат на всяка
стъпка. Последната редуцирана таблица се състои само от една клетка.

Обща схема

1. Избери (в зависимост от метода) клетка (i, j) от таблицата. Тя лежи в i-тия
ред и j-тия стълб.

2. Нека наличностите в i-тия ред са a и потребностите в j-тия стълб са b.

2.1. . Ако a > b, запиши количеството b в клетката (i, j) (което означава
xij = b). Зачеркни j-тия стълб, защото неговите потребности са задово-
лени. Запиши в i-тия ред на следващата таблица наличност a − b.

2.2. Ако a < b, впиши количеството a в клетката (i, j) (xij = a). Зачеркни
i-тия ред, защото неговите наличности са изчерпани. Впиши в j-тия
стълб на следващата таблица потребност b − a.

2.3. Ако a = b, впиши това количество в клетката (i, j) (xij = a = b). За-
черкни или j-тия стълб и коригирай наличността в i-тия ред на нула,
или зачеркни i-тия ред и коригирай потребността в j-тия стълб на нула.
Ако този случай се появи отново преди последната редуцирана таблица,
задачата е изродена. Когато се решава изродена задача, този случай
може да възникне многократно. Тогава трябва да се зачеркват алтер-
нативно ту ред, ту стълб. Изродеността се проявява, когато има баланс
между наличностите и потребностите на подгрупи от доставчици и пот-
ребители. Едно просто правило: ако целта е само получаване на едно
приближено решение, тогава може да се зачеркват едновременно ред и
стълб.

3. Повтаряй стъпки 1 и 2 във всяка редуцирана таблица. Последната редуци-
рана таблица има само една клетка и имаме случая 2.3, защото задачата
е балансирана.

4. Намерено е едно приближено решение. Променливите, съответстващи на
празните клетки, имат нулева стойност.
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Метод на северозападния ъгъл

При този метод клетката, която се избира на стъпка 1 от общата схема,
винаги е северозападната (най-горната вляво) клетка на текущата таблица.
По-долу прилагаме метода за балансираната ТЗ от Таблица 3.2*, чиито данни
сега са нанесени в Таблица 3.3. Транспортните разходи не са вписани в клет-
ките, защото методът не ги използва. В началото всички клетки (i,j) (i=1,2,3;
j= 1,2,3,4) на Таблица 3.3 са празни. Редуцираните клетки са именувани с T1,
T2, T3 , T4, T5 и потребностите (наличностите) в тях са дадени под (вляво
от) Таблица 3.3. Процесът на решаване е следният:

• Северозападната клетка в Таблица 3.3 е (1,1). Максималното възмож-
но количество е 100 (случай 2.2). Вписваме 100 в клетка (1,1) (x11 = 100)
и намаляваме потребността на 10 в стълб 1 на редуцираната таблица Т1.
Зачеркваме ред 1.

• Таблица Т1 се състои от всички стълбове 1, 2, 3, 4 и редовете 2, 3. Северо-
западната клетка в нея е (2,1). Вписваме максимално възможното количество
10 (случай 2.1) в клетка (2,1) (x21 = 10) и намаляваме наличността на 130 в
ред 2 на следващата таблица Т2. Зачеркваме стълб 1.

• Таблица Т2 се състои от стълбовете 2, 3 и 4 и редовете 2, 3. Северо-
западната клетка е (2,2). Вписваме максимално възможното количество 100
(случай 2.1) в клетка (2,2) (x22 = 100) и намаляваме наличността на 30 в ред
2 на следващата таблица Т3. Зачеркваме стълб 2.

• Таблица Т3 се състои от стълбовете 3, 4 и редовете 2, 3. Северозападната
клетка в нея е (2,3). Вписваме максимално възможното количество 30 (случай
2.2) в клетка (2,3) (x23 = 30) и намаляваме потребността на 50 в стълб 3 на
следващата таблица Т4. Зачеркваме ред 2.

• Таблица Т4 се състои от стълбовете 3 и 4 и редът 3. Северозападна-
та клетка е (3,3). Вписваме максимално възможното количество 50 (случай
2.1) в клетка (3,3) (x33 = 50) и намаляваме наличността на 40 в ред 3 на
следващата таблица Т5. Зачеркваме стълб 3.

• Таблица Т5 се състои само от клетката (3,4) и наличността = потреб-
ността = 40 (случай 2.3). Вписваме 40 в клетката (3,4) (x34 = 40).
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Таблица 3.3 D1 D2 D3 D∗ Наличност:
i \ j 1 2 3 4 Налич. T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

S1 1 100 100 вън

S2 2 10 100 30 140 140 130 30 вън

S3 3 50 40 90 90 90 90 90 40
Потреб. 110 100 80 40

Потребност:























T1 10 100 80 40
T2 вън 100 80 40
T3 вън 80 40
T4 50 40
T5 вън 40

Получихме едно приближено решение в Таблица 3.3 (променливите, съот-
ветстващи на празните клетк, имат нулева стойност). Склад S1 изпраща100
ед. на D1; S2 изпраща 10, 100 и 30 единици съответно на D1, D2, D3; S3 изп-
раща 50 и 40 единици съответно на D3 и D∗, но тъй като D∗ не съществува,
тези 40 ед. ще си останат в склада.

Общите транспортни разходи са:

l = 100 × 3 + 10 × 4 + 100 × 1 + 30 × 9 + 50 × 2 = 810.

Метод на минималния елемент.

При този метод клетката, която се избира на стъпка 1 от общата схема,
винаги е клетката с най-малки транспортни разходи в текущата таблица. Ако
тази клетка не е единствена, всяка друга клетка със същите разходи може да
бъде избрана. По-долу прилагаме този метод за балансираната ТЗ от Таблица
3.2*, чиито данни сега са нанесени в Таблица 3.4. Редуцираните клетки отново
са именувани с T1, T2, T3 , T4, T5 и потребностите (наличностите) в тях са
дадени под (вляво от) Таблица 3.4. Процесът на решаване е следният:

• Клетката с най-малки разходи 1 в Таблица 3.4 е (2,2). Максималното
възможно количество е 100 (случай 2.1). Вписваме 100 в клетката (2,2) (x22 =
100) и намаляваме наличността на 40 в ред 2 на следващата таблица T1.
Зачеркваме стълб 2.

• Редуцираната таблица Т1 съдържа редовете 1, 2, 3 и стълбовете 1, 3, 4.
Клетката с най-малки разходи 2 е (3,3). Максималното възможно количество
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е 80 (случай 2.1). Вписваме 80 в клетката (3,3) (x33 = 100) и намаляваме
наличността на 10 в ред 3 на следващата таблица T2. Зачеркваме стълб 3.

• Редуцираната таблица Т2 съдържа редовете 1, 2, 3 и стълбовете 1, 4.
Клетката с най-малки разходи 3 е (1,1). Максималното възможно количество
е 100 (случай 2.2). Вписваме 100 в клетката (1,1) (x11 = 100) и намаляваме
потребносттана на 10 в стълб 1 на следващата таблица T3. Зачеркваме ред 1.

• Редуцираната таблица Т3 съдържа редовете 2, 3 и стълбовете 1, 4. Клет-
ката с най-малки разходи 4 е (2,1). Вписваме максимално възможното коли-
чество 10 (случай 2.1) в клетката (2,1) (x21 = 100) и намаляваме наличността
на 30 в ред 2 на следващата таблица T4 . Зачеркваме стълб 1.

• Редуцираната таблица Т4 съдържа редовете 2, 3 и стълб 4. Две клетки
(2,4) и (3,4) са с най-малки разходи М. Да изберем, например, клетката (2,
4). Вписваме максимално възможното количество 30 (случай 2.2) в клетката
(2,4) (x24 = 30) и намаляваме потребността на 10 в стълб 4 на следващата
таблица T5. Зачеркваме стълб 2.

Таблица 3.4 D1 D2 D3 D∗ Наличност:
i \ j 1 2 3 4 Налич. T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

3 7 5 M
S1 1 100 100 100 100 вън

4 1 9 M
S2 2 10 100 30 140 40 40 40 30 вън

5 4 2 M
S3 3 80 10 90 90 10 10 10 10

Потреб. 110 100 80 40

Потребност:























T1 110 вън 80 40
T2 110 вън 40
T3 10 40
T4 вън 40
T5 10

• Таблица Т5 се състои само от клетката (3,4) и наличността = потреб-
ността = 10 (случай 2.3). Вписваме 10 в клетката (3,4) (x34 = 10).

Получихме друго приближено решение в Таблица 3.4 Склад S1 изпраща
100 единици на D1; S2 изпраща 10, 100 и 30 единици съответно на D1, D2

и D∗; S3 изпраща 80 и 10 единици съответно на D3 и D∗. Тъй като D∗ не
съществува, количествата 30 и 10 единици ще останат съответно в складовете
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S2 и S3. Това приближено решение е по-добро от намереното в т. 3.3.1, защото
общите транспортни разходи са по-малки:

l = 100 × 3 + 10 × 4 + 100 × 1 + 80 × 2 = 600.

3.4 Задача за назначенията

Задачата за назначенията (ЗН) е специален вид, силно изродени тран-
спортни задачи. Наличността във всеки изходен пункт и потребността на
всеки получател е равна на единица. Математическата формулировка на НЗ
(т.3.4.1) и намирането на приближено решение (т.3.4.2) илюстрираме по-долу
с помощта на прост пример.

Бърза доставка на пратки

Фирма за бърза доставка на
пратки разполага в момен-
та с 4 коли C1, C2, C3, C4

за доставки в 4 пункта P1,
P2, P3, P4. Колите са на раз-
лични места. Разстоянието
(в км) от всяка кола до всеки
пункт са дадени с черни чис-
ла в Таблица 3.5. Диспече-
рът трябва да реши коя кола
в кой пункт да изпрати, та-
ка че да минимизира общия
километраж.

i\j P1 P2 P3 P4 Коли

8 20 15 17
C1 x11 x12 x13 x14 1

15 18 12 10
C2 x21 x22 x23 x24 1

22 19 20 30
C3 x21 x22 x23 x34 1

25 15 12 9
C4 x21 x22 x23 x44 1

Пратки 1 1 1 1 b=4

Таблица 3.5. Доставка на пратки

Тук броят налични коли е равен на броя на пунктовете. Нещо повече, на
всяко място има по една кола и всеки пункт има да получава една пратка.

Поради пълната изроденост на задачата, случай 2.3 от общата схема (т.
3.3) се проявява на всяка стъпка при прилагането на приближени методи за
решаване на ЗН.

Да въведем променливите xij (i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4), като xij = 1, ако колата Ci

е изпратена до пунктPj , и xij = 0 – в противен случай. Да разгледаме сега
променливите x11, x12, x13, x14 в ред 1 на Таблица 3.5. Само една от тях може
да има стойност 1, понеже колата C1 може да бъде пратена само до един от
пунктовете P1, P2, P3, P4 . Останалите променливи ще са с нулева стойност.
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Математически модел:

min l(x) = 8x11 + 20x12 + 15x13 + 17x14

+15x21 + 16x22 + 12x23 + 10x24

+22x31 + 19x32 + 16x33 + 30x34

+25x41 + 15x42 + 12x43 + 9x44

при ограничения














x11 + x12 + x13 + x14 = 1
x21 + x22 + x23 + x24 = 1
x31 + x32 + x33 + x34 = 1
x41 + x42 + x43 + x44 = 1















x11 + x21 + x31 + x41 = 1
x12 + x22 + x32 + x42 = 1
x13 + x23 + x33 + x43 = 1
x14 + x24 + x34 + x44 = 1

xij equal to 0 or 1, i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4

Следователно ограниченията за тези променливи е x11 + x12 + x13 + x14 = 1,
x1j равни на 0 или 1 за j = 1, 2, 3, 4.

Подобен вид ограничения важат и за променливите от останалите три
реда на таблицата. Също така само една от променливите x11, x21, x31, x41

в първия стълб на Таблица 3.5 може да има стойност 1, понеже само една
измежду колите C1, C2, C3, C4 ще достави пратката до пункт P1. Останалите
променливи ще са с нулева стойност. Следователно ограниченията за тези
променливи е x11 + x21 + x31 + x41 = 1, xi1 равни на 0 или 1 за i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Подобен вид ограничения важат и за променливите от останалите три стълба
на таблицата.

Решаване на „Бърза доставка на пратки“

Ще приложим първо метода на минималния елемен. Тъй като целта ни е
само да получим приближено решение, ще прилагаме на всяка стъпка „прос-
тото правило“ от случай 2.3 на общата схема (т. 3.3), т. е ще зачеркваме
едновремено ред и стълб. Процесът на решаване е следният (Таблица 3.6):

• Клетката с минимално разстояние 8 (км) е (1,1). Вписваме 1 в клетка
(1,1) (x11 = 1) и зачеркваме ред 1 и стълб 1.

• Първата редуцирана таблица Т1 се състои от редовете 2, 3, 4 и стълбо-
вете 2, 3, 4. Клетката с минимално разстояние 9 е (4,4). Вписваме 1 в клетка
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(4,4) (x44 = 1) и зачеркваме ред 4 и стълб 4.
• Редуцираната таблица Т2 се състои от редовете 2, 3 и стълбовете 2, 3.

Клетката с минимално разстояние12 е (2,3) Вписваме 1 в клетка (2,3) (x23 =
1) и зачеркваме ред 2 и стълб 3.

• Редуцираната таблица Т3 се състои само от клетката (3, 2). Вписваме 1
в клетка (3, 2) (x32 = 1) .

Таблица 3.6 P1 P2 P3 P4

i \ j 1 2 3 4 Коли T1 T2 T3

8 20 15 17
C1 1 1 1 вън

15 18 12 10
C2 2 1 1 1 1 вън

22 19 20 30
C3 3 1 1 1 1 1

25 15 12 9
C4 4 1 1 1 вън

Пратки 1 1 1 1

T1 вън 1 1 1
T2 1 1 вън
T3 1 вън

Полученото приближено решение е: кола C1 отива в пункт P1, кола C2

отива в P3, кола C3 отива в P2 и кола C4 отива в P4. Общият километраж е
l = 8 + 12 + 19 + 9 = 48.

3.5 Упражнения

Всяка от следващите задачи може да се формулира като ТЗ. (1) Напи-
шете транспортната таблица (ако не е дадена) и математическия модел на
задачите; (2) Намерете тяхно приближено решение по методите описани в т.
3.3.

1. Фирма произвежда три стила спортни
екипи в четири фабрики. Месечният ка-
пацитет на фабриките съответно е 53000,
35000, 46000 и 59000 екипи. Месечното пот-
ребление на екипите от всеки стил S1, S2,
S3 е съответно 74000, 68000 и 62000 броя.
Разходите за всеки произведен екип във

Фабрика S1 S2 S3

1 5.00 7.00 3.25
2 4.25 6.50 10.00
3 8.00 2.75 4.50
4 1.50 9.00 4.75
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всяка от фабриките са дадени в таблицата отдясно.
Колко екипа от всеки стил трябва да бъдат произведени във всяка фаб-

рика, така че общите разходи да са минимални?

2. Мениджър разполага с трима програ-
мисти за свършването на три вида работи,
именувани J1, J2 и J3. Времето (в часове),
необходимо на програмистите за извърш-
ване на всеки вид работа, е дадено на таб-
лицата вдясно. Разпределете програмисти-
те по видове работа така, че общото време
за програмиране да бъде минимално.

J1 J2 J3

Вили 5 8 6
Анна 7 9 6
Катя 4 7 5
Жоро 6 8 7

3. Оценката за обема продажби на чети-
рима търговци във всяка от териториите
T1, T2, T3 и T4 е дадена на таблицата вдяс-
но. Как да разпределим търговците по те-
ритории така, че общият обем продажби да
бъде максимален?

Т1 Т2 Т3 Т4

Ерол 112 96 118 106
Жана 118 106 122 110
Пепа 100 110 92 98
Руми 125 118 128 122

Упътване. Сменете знака на числата в таблицата (получавате отрица-
телни оценки) и решете задачата с метода на минималния елемент. Така ще
получите едно приближено решение на задачата. Пресметнете общия обем
продажби за това решение, като използвате началните положителни оценки
от таблицата.

4. Фирма произвежда електронни части в
три фабрики, чиито капацитет е съответно
6000, 5000 и 8000 единици. Текущите пот-
ребности на магазините M1, M2, M3, M4 и
разходите за доставка на единица товар са
дадени на таблицата вдясно. Колко едини-
ци да изпрати фирмата на всеки магазин,
така че да минимизира разходите по дас-
тавката?

Фабрика M1 M2 M3 M4

1 14 20 10 24
2 17 16 12 18
3 13 18 6 21

Потреб. 400 700 6000 300

5. Фирма има проекти P1, P2, P3 и P4.
Възможните изпълнители на проектите и
времето (в седмици), за което всеки от тях
може да изпъли всеки проект, са дадени
в таблицата вдясно. Какво назначение да
направим, така че общото време за завър-
шване на проектите да бъде минимално?
Кой кандидат ще остане без назначение?

P1 P2 P3 P4

Леви 3.8 4.0 3.0 4.1
Петър 2.0 1.5 2.5 1.7
Лили 2.7 3.6 1.6 2.9
Нели 4.3 4.6 7.1 4.4
Марко 3.7 3.2 2.1 4.3
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6. По-долу са дадени транспортни таблици на ТЗ. Напишете техните мате-
матически модели и намерете тяхно приближено решение по методите, опи-
сани в т. 3.3.
a D1 D2 D3 D4 Налич.

S1 1 2 4 5 12
S2 4 9 3 1 5
S3 0 6 2 4 18

Потреб. 10 11 8 6

b D1 D2 D3 D4 Налич.
S1 10 3 5 8 12
S2 5 7 6 4 5
S3 1 4 3 7 18

Потреб. 12 5 18 6

c D1 D2 D3 D4 Налич.
S1 5 3 8 4 70
S2 6 6 3 2 90
S3 3 4 6 9 50

Потреб. 39 95 20 60

d D1 D2 D3 D4 Налич.
S1 9 5 3 10 25
S2 6 3 8 2 55
S3 3 8 4 7 42

Потреб. 45 15 22 20

e D1 D2 D3 Налич.
S1 7 3 6 80
S2 4 8 9 45
S3 1 5 5 30

Потреб. 75 40 35

f D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 Налич.
S1 3 2 1 3 4 20
S2 0 1 7 0 6 110
S3 1 2 4 2 8 120

Потреб. 70 40 30 60 50
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Ред и хаос в един модел от популационна

биология

Нели Димитрова

1 Увод

Древните гърци разбирали под хаос (χαoσ) безкрайното празно прост-
ранство, което е съществувало преди възникването на Вселената. По-късно
римляните наричали хаос първичната безформена маса, в която Създателят
на света внесъл ред и хармония. Днес под хаос учените разбират сложно
(непредсказуемо) поведение на една система във времето. В настоящата тема
ще се опитаме да разбулим някои от тайните на това понятие с помощта на
един прост модел от популационната биология.

Целта на математическото моделиране е да предсказва как дадена система
се развива във времето. Пример за такава система е биологична популация с
начален брой от x0 индивиди. Основният въпрос, който си задават специалис-
тите, е при дадено x0 какво може да се каже за поведението на популацията в
дългосрочен план? Дали с изменението на времето популацията ще намалява
и клони към нула, водейки до изчезване на вида? Или с времето популацията
ще се увеличава неограничено, което означава пренаселване на даден район?
Или популацията ще се изменя и колебае периодично или дори по-сложно
(хаотично)?

Тази разработка е предназначена за читатели, които обичат предизвика-
телствата от прилагане на математиката върху реални задачи. Добра пред-
поставка за нейното разбиране е умението да се решават квадратни уравне-
ния, зависещи от параметър, както и намирането на производни на полиноми.
Умения за работа със софтуерни среди, като например системи за компютър-
на алгебра, също биха допринесли за по-доброто осмисляне на материала.

2 Дискретен логистичен модел на растеж на попу-

лация

Математически модел на растеж на една биологична популация нарича-
ме правилото, което, приложено върху дадената популация, позволява да се
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предскаже нейното развитие във времето. Времето ще измерваме в конкретни
единици n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (години, месеци, дни, часове, минути и т. н.). Размерът
на популацията в момента n ще измерваме с броя на индивидите yn.

Количеството на дадена популация зависи от множество фактори като
например наличие на храна, място, климат, конкурентна борба и т. н., които
най-общо ще наричаме жизнена среда. Един от първите модели на разви-
тие на дадена популация е предложен от белгийския математик Пиер Фран-

соа Верхълст (Pierre François Verhulst) през 1845 г. Верхълст предполага, че
жизнената среда може да поддържа максимално количество популация Y .
Ако размерът на популацията yn в момента n е по-малък от Y , популация-
та ще расте; ако yn е по-голямо от Y , популацията трябва да намалява. Да
положим zn = yn/Y ; тогава за всяко n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., zn ще се изменя между 0
и 1. Нека скоростта, с която популацията расте или намалява от момента n

до следващия момент n + 1, се дава с частното
zn+1 − zn

zn

. Верхълст предпо-

лага, че скоростта на растеж е пропорционална на 1 − zn; последният израз
може да се интерпретира като тази част от жизнената среда, която все още
не е използвана от популацията до момента n. Въвеждайки коефициент на
пропорционалност q, който не зависи от n, получаваме равенството

zn+1 − zn

zn

= q(1 − zn).

Като решим последното уравнение относно zn+1 стигаме до дискретния модел

на Верхълст

zn+1 = zn + qzn(1 − zn), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (1)

Ще представим модела (1) в друга форма, която е по-проста и по-подходяща

за изследване. С помощта на полагането xn =
q

1 + q
zn и r = 1+ q получаваме

xn+1 =
q

1 + q
zn+1 =

q

1 + q
(zn + qzn(1 − zn))

= (1 + q) · q

1 + q
zn ·

(

1 − q

1 + q
zn

)

= r xn (1 − xn).

Уравнението

xn+1 = r xn (1 − xn), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (2)

е известно като дискретен логистичен модел. Условието 0 ≤ xn ≤ 1 за всяко
n води до неравенството 0 < r ≤ 4. Да разгледаме r като параметър и да
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Фиг. 1. Графики на логистичната функция y = fr(x) за различни стойности на r

дефинираме функцията

fr(x) = r x (1 − x), x ∈ [0, 1], r ∈ (0, 4].

Тогава (2) може да се представи във вида

xn+1 = fr(xn), n = 0, 1, 2, . . .

Функцията fr се нарича логистична функция. Фигура 1 показва графики на
y = fr(x) за различни стойности на параметъра r; с пунктир навсякъде е
изобразена и графиката на правата y = x.

Фиг. 2. Графики на y = f2

r
(x) за различни стойности на r

Нека x ∈ [0, 1] е произволна точка. Да дефинираме

f1
r (x) = fr(x), f2

r (x) = fr(fr(x)),

f3
r (x) = fr(f

2
r (x)), . . . , fn

r (x) = fr(f
n−1
r (x)), . . .
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Фиг. 3. Графики на y = f3

r
(x) за различни стойности на r

Фигури 2 и 3 показват съответно графики на y = f2
r (x) и на y = f3

r (x) за
различни стойнасти на r ≥ 3, както и на правата y = x.

За x0 ∈ [0, 1] можем да запишем x1 = f1
r (x0), x2 = f2

r (x0), x3 = f3
r (x0), . . .,

xn = fn
r (x0), . . .

Редицата от точки x0, x1, x2, . . . , xn, . . . се нарича орбита на x0 с fr; пър-
вата точка x0 се нарича начална стойност или начална точка на орбитата.

Нашата цел е да разберем структурата на орбитата на произволно x0 ∈
(0, 1) и за достатъчно големи n, без да е необходимо всеки път последователно
да пресмятаме членовете x1, x2, . . . , xn. Това е, което специалистите наричат
предсказване на модела в дългосрочен план.

3 Графично представяне на орбити

Точка x, за която е изпълнено равенството fr(x) = x, се нарича непод-

вижна точка на fr. Графически, неподвижните точки са пресечните точки
на графиките на y = x и y = fr(x).

Точка x, за която е изпълнено f2
r (x) = x, но fr(x) 6= x, се нарича точка с

период 2 или 2-периодична точка на fr. Графически, 2-периодичните точки
са пресечни точки на графиките на y = x и y = f2

r (x).

Точка x, за която fn
r (x) = x и n е най-малкото такова естествено число,

се нарича точка с период n или n-периодична точка на fr. Графически, n-
периодичните точки са пресечни точки на графиките на y = x и y = fn

r (x).

Да предположим, че началната стойност x0 е неподвижна точка на fr, т. е.
fr(x0) = x0. Тогава ще имаме

x1 = fr(x0) = x0, x2 = fr(x1) = fr(x0) = x0, . . . , xn = fr(xn−1) = x0, . . .
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Орбитата на x0 се задава с редицата x0, x0, . . . , x0, . . ., която не се изменя във
времето. Популацията е предсказуема в дългосрочен план.

Нека сега да предположим, че началната стойност x0 е 2-периодична точка
на fr, т. е. f2

r (x0) = x0, но fr(x0) 6= x0. Имаме

x1 = fr(x0), x2 = fr(x1) = f2
r (x0) = x0, x3 = fr(x2) = fr(x0) = x1,

x4 = fr(x3) = fr(x1) = x0, x5 = fr(x4) = fr(x0) = x1, . . .

и орбитата на x0 е x0, x1, x0, x1, . . . , x0, x1, . . .; тя образува цикъл с период 2,
който ще наричаме още 2-периодичен цикъл или 2-периодична орбита. По-
пулацията е предсказуема, въпреки че осцилира между две стойности през
цялото време.

Задача 1. Запишете орбитата, която съответства на 3-периодична точка
x0. Как изглежда орбитата, когато x0 е n-периодична точка (n > 3)?

Да разгледаме случая, когато началната стойност x0 не е неподвижна точ-
ка на fr. Един подходящ начин да визуализираме орбитата на x0 е да изпол-
зваме графични итерации. Да разгледаме Фигура 4 в случая r = 0.8. Тръг-
вайки от точка X = (x0, x0) върху графиката на правата y = x, построяваме
вертикална права към графиката на y = fr(x), която пресича графиката в
(x0, fr(x0)) = (x0, x1). После строим хоризонтална права обратно към гра-
фиката на y = x, която пресича последната в точката (x1, x1). Повтаряме
процедурата с (x1, x1). Тази техника работи, защото точките върху правата
y = x са еднакво отдалечени от двете координатни оси x и y.

На Фигура 4 са показани орбити на различни начални точки за различни
стойности на r. В случая r = 0.8, 0 е единствената неподвижна точка на fr.
Ако изберем за начална точка x0 = 0.4, нейната орбита ще се приближава
към 0, когато n расте.

Задача 2. За r = 0.8 пресметнете няколко точки от орбитата с помощта
на калкулатор или подходящ софтуер, като всеки път избирате различни
начални точки x0 ∈ (0, 1).

Както сами се убедихте, резултатът е един и същ: всички орбити клонят
към 0. Неподвижната точка 0 се нарича привличаща или устойчива непод-

вижна точка. В случая r = 2 (Фигура 4) fr има две неподвижни точки,
ζ0 = 0 и ζ1 = 0.5. Всяка една от тях действа по различен начин върху ор-
битите. Можете сами да се убедите, че всички начални точки, дори такива,
които са близо до ζ0 = 0, се отдалечават от 0, а се привличат от ζ1 = 0.5,
когато n расте. В този случай ζ1 е привличащата точка, докато ζ0 се нари-
ча отблъскваща или неустойчива неподвижна точка. При r = 2.8 (Фигура
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Фиг. 4. Орбити за различни стойности на r

4) орбитата на x0 = 0.1 клони спираловидно към устойчивата неподвижна
точка ζ1 ≈ 0.6.

Случаят r = 3.2 (Фигура 4) е различен. Неподвижните точки на fr са
ζ0 = 0 и ζ1 ≈ 0.7. Графичните итерации показват, че ζ0 и ζ1 са отблъсква-
щи неподвижни точки за всяка начална стойност x0 ∈ (0, 1). Къде отиват
орбитите в този случай?

Задача 3. С помощта на калкулатор или подходящ софтуер се убедете,
че при r = 3.2 и при всеки избор на началната точка x0 ∈ (0, 1) орбитите
осцилират между две стойности, ζ2 ≈ 0.5 и ζ3 ≈ 0.8.

Такава орбита се нарича устойчив 2-периодичен цикъл. За r = 3.53 (Фи-
гура 4) орбитата се нарича устойчив 4-периодичен цикъл, тъй като например
началната точка x0 = 0.2 се привлича от 4-периодичните точки {ζ4, ζ5, ζ6, ζ7},
където ζ4 ≈ 0.4, ζ5 ≈ 0.5, ζ6 ≈ 0.8 и ζ7 ≈ 0.9.

Примерите и графичните визуализации на Фигура 4 показват, че изме-
нението на параметъра r води до твърде различно поведение на логистич-
ния модел: раждат се нови устойчиви неподвижни точки, появяват се орбити
(цикли) с периоди 2 и 4. Важно е да отбележим, че именно съществуването
на устойчиви неподвижни точки и устойчиви периодични орбити означава
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предсказуемост на популацията в дългосрочен план. Нашата интуиция ни
подсказва, че с нарастването на r могат да се появят орбити с по-висок пери-
од като 8-периодични, 16-периодични и т. н. Докога ще продължи този ефект
на удвояване на периода? Какво ще се случи, ако той евентуално спре?

Преди да отговорим на тези въпроси, да разгледаме случая r = 4 на Фи-
гура 4. Орбитата на x0 = 0.2 показва сложно поведение: тя изглежда така,
сякаш никога няма да намери покой и като че ли запълва целия интервал
[0, 1], без да може да бъде предсказано поведението й. Такова поведение на
орбитите се нарича хаос.

4 Устойчивост и бифуркации на неподвижни точки

За да намерим неподвижните точки на fr, трябва да решим уравнението
fr(x) = x за x ∈ [0, 1], където r е параметър, r ∈ (0, 4]. Очевидно fr(x) = x е
еквивалентно на rx(1 − x) = x.

Задача 4. Покажете, че fr има две неподвижни точки в [0, 1], ζ0 = 0 и

ζ1 = 1 − 1

r
.

Решението на Задача 4 показва, че логистичната функция fr има единст-
вена неподвижна точка ζ0 = 0 за r ∈ (0, 1) и две неподвижни точки за r ≥ 1;
при r = 1 двете неподвижни точки се сливат, ζ0 = ζ1 = 0.

Тест за устойчивост на неподвижни точки. Една неподвижна точка ζ
на fr е привличаща или устойчива, ако производната на fr(x), пресметната в
ζ, по абсолютна стойност е по-малка от 1, т. е. ако |f ′

r(ζ)| < 1. Неподвижната
точка ζ на fr е отблъскваща или неустойчива, ако е изпълнено |f ′

r(ζ)| > 1.

Задача 5. Намерете производната f ′

r(x) на логистичната функция fr(x)
и покажете, че f ′

r(ζ0) = r(1 − 2ζ0) = r, f ′

r(ζ1) = r(1 − 2ζ1) = 2 − r. Докажете,
че |f ′

r(ζ0)| < 1 при 0 < r < 1 и че |f ′

r(ζ1)| < 1 за 1 < r < 3.

Сега можем да направим извода, че за r ∈ (0, 1) неподвижната точка ζ0 е
привличаща; за r ∈ (1, 3) неподвижната точка ζ1 привличаща, а ζ0 е отблъс-
кваща (Фигура 4, орбитите за r = 0.8, r = 2 и r = 2.8).

Има един случай, който не се покрива от теста за устойчивост, именно
случаят |f ′

r(ζ)| = 1 за коя да е неподвижна точка ζ. При r = 1 имаме ζ0 = ζ1

и f ′

r(ζ0) = 1, т. е. ζ0 не е нито устойчива, нито неустойчива съгласно горния
тест. За r = 1 от ζ0 се е родила нова неподвижна точка ζ1 по такъв начин, че
при r > 1 новата точка ζ1 става устойчива, а старата неподвижна точка ζ0,
която продължава да съществува, вече е станала неустойчива. Казваме, че в
r = 1 е настъпила бифуркация (разклонение) на неподвижната точка ζ0.
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Сега да предположим, че r > 3, и да разгледаме f2
r . Неподвижните точки

на f2
r са решения на уравнението f2

r (x) = x, което е еквивалентно на x(1 −
r + rx)

(

r2x2 − r(r + 1)x + r + 1
)

= 0. Очевидно неподвижните точки ζ0 = 0
и ζ1 на fr са неподвижни точки и на f2

r (x). За да намерим 2-периодичните
точки на fr, трябва да решим (относно x) квадратното уравнение

r2x2 − r(r + 1)x + r + 1 = 0. (3)

Задача 6. Покажете, че за r > 3 съществуват два реални положителни
корена ζ2 и ζ3 на (3), където

ζ2 =
1

2r

(

r + 1 −
√

(r + 1)(r − 3)
)

, ζ3 =
1

2r

(

r + 1 +
√

(r + 1)(r − 3)
)

. (4)

Задача 7. Покажете, че fr(ζ2) = ζ3 и fr(ζ3) = ζ2.

От (4) лесно се вижда, че за r = 3 двата корена съвпадат, ζ2 = ζ3 =
2

3
; нещо

повече, за тази стойност на параметъра имаме ζ2 = ζ3 = ζ1 и f ′

r(ζ1) = −1.
Следователно при r = 3, ζ1 не е нито устойчива, нито неустойчива съгласно
нашия тест; в тази критична стойност за r от ζ1 се раждат двете нови точки
ζ2 и ζ3. Това отново е разклонение на неподвижната точка ζ1, което се нарича
бифуркация с удвояване на периода. Да положим r1 = 3.

Задача 8. Намерете производната на f2
r (x) относно x и покажете, че

|(f2
r )′(ζ2)| = |(f2

r )′(ζ3)| = |f ′

r(ζ2)| × |f ′

r(ζ3)| < 1 за 3 < r < 1 +
√

6.

Двупериодичните точки ζ2 и ζ3 са привличащи за 3 < r < 1 +
√

6; за
тези стойности на r предишните две точки ζ0 и ζ1 са отблъскващи. При r =
r2 = 1 +

√
6 ≈ 3.45 неподвижните точки ζ2 и ζ3 не са нито устойчиви, нито

неустойчиви. Можем да очакваме, че в r2 ще се родят нови неподвижни точки,
а именно 4-периодичните точки ζ4, ζ5, ζ6 и ζ7, които се разклоняват две по
две от ζ2 и ζ3. С помощта на специфични изчислителни техники може да
се пресметне следваща бифуркационна стойност r3 ≈ 3.54 на параметъра, в
която се появяват 8-периодични точки по такъв начин, че всяка една от ζ4,
ζ5, ζ6 и ζ7 се разклонява в две нови точки; при това 8-периодичните точки са
устойчиви, докато r достигне следващата си бифуркационната си стойност
r4 ≈ 3.56, където се появяват 16-периодични точки. Фигура 5(а) показва
устойчивите клонове на неподвижните точки, на 2-периодичните, а също и
на 22- и 23-периодичните точки на fr като функции на r.

Изглежда естествено да приемем, че съществува безкрайна редица от би-
фуркационни стойности на параметъра

r1, r2, r3, r4, . . . , rk−1, rk, rk+1 . . . (5)
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Фиг. 5. (a), (b) Бифуркационни диаграми; (c) 3-периодичния прозорец

такава, че във всяко rk устойчивите 2k-периодични точки на frk
се сменят

с 2k+1-периодични точки; предишните, с по-нисък период точки, продъл-
жават да съществуват, но като неустойчиви. При компютърни симулации
са различими само краен брой цикли поради крайната изчислителна точ-
ност, с която работят компютрите. Редицата (5) е сходяща, т. е. съществува
число r∗ ∈ (3, 4), така че rk клони към r∗, когато k расте неограничено;
r∗ ≈ 3.569944 . . .

Да разгледаме случая r = 4 и да положим f4(x) = 4x(1−x). От графиките
на f4, f2

4 и f3
4 съответно на Фигури 1, 2 и 3 можем да заключим, че f4 има

две неподвижни точки, 0 и 3/4, и двете неустойчиви (проверете!); f2
4 има 22

неподвижни точки, f3
4 има 23 неподвижни точки, и по индукция fn

4 притежава
2n неподвижни точки, всички в интервала [0, 1]. Четирите неподвижни точки
на f2

4 включват 0 и 3/4 и още двойка 2-периодични точки; последните могат
да се намерят с помощта на формули (4) за r = 4; 2-периодичните точки са
неустойчиви. Сред осемте неподвижни точки на f3

4 две са 0 и 3/4, а останалите
6 образуват два цикъла с период 3; сред 16-те неподвижни точки на f4

4 има
две неподвижни точки, две 2-периодични точки и 12 точки с период 4. В
общия случай за всяко естествено число n съществува орбита с период n.
Обаче ако изберем произволна начална точка в (0, 1) и изобразим орбитата с
f4, трудно ще забележим някой от тези цикли (Фигура 4, r = 4).

5 Пътища към хаоса

Прецизни числени пресмятания показват, че за r ≤ r∗ орбитата на коя да
е точка x0 ∈ (0, 1) е предсказуема в следния смисъл. Да вземем две начални
стойности x0 и x0, такива че |x0 − x0| < ε за произволно малко ε > 0. Тогава
след достатъчно голямо време n ще имаме fn

r (x0) ≈ fn
r (x0), т. е. орбитите на
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близки начални точки остават близки. Казваме, че за r ≤ r∗ логистичната
функция fr няма чувствителна зависимост от начални условия.

Функцията f4(x) показва чувствителна зависимост от начални условия.
По-конкретно, за всяка начална точка x0 ∈ (0, 1) и призволно избрано ε > 0
съществува втора точка x0, такава че |x0 − x0| < ε, и съществува разстояние
d > 0, така че е изпълнено неравенството |fn

4 (x0)− fn
4 (x0)| ≥ d за достатъчно

големи n. С други думи (при r = 4) двете орбити на x0 и x0 ще бъдат от-
далечени поне на d единици една от друга след достатъчно голямо време n.
Орбитата на x0 се нарича хаотична орбита. Една хаотична орбита никога
не може да намери устойчива неподвижна точка или устойчив цикъл, които
да я привлекат.

Поведението на логистичния модел е предсказуемо за r ≤ r∗, а за r = 4 е
непредсказуемо или хаотично. Нашата интуиция ни подсказва, че в интервала
r∗ < r < 4 ще имаме преход от ред към хаос. Фигура 5(b) показва интересни
аспекти на този преход. За r > r∗ орбитите сякаш запълват подинтервали
(множества) на [0, 1] или целия интервал [0, 1] (за r = 4). Тези множества имат
специална (фрактална) структура. Една от техните характеристики е, че те
внезапно се появяват или изчезват, изместени от бели ивици (прозорци). Най-
широкият такъв прозорец е показан увеличен на Фигура 5(c) за r между 1 +√

8 ≈ 3.83 и 3.85. Той се нарича 3-периодичен прозорец, тъй като при r = 1 +√
8 се появяват 3-периодични точки, последвани от бифуркации с удвояване

на периода. Важна теорема, доказана от Шарковски (1964 г.) твърди, че ако
за някое r съществува 3-периодична орбита на fr, то за r > r съществува
хаотична орбита на логистичната функция.

Къде да научим повече

• Alligood K. T., Sauer T. D., Yorke J. A. Chaos: An Introduction to Dynami-

cal Systems, Springer, New York, 1996.

• Peitgen H.-O., Jürgens H., Saupe D. Fractals for the Classroom. Part One:

Introduction to Fractals and Chaos, Springer, New York, 1992.

• Панчев, Ст. Теория на хаоса, Академично издателство “Проф. Марин
Дринов”, София, 2001.
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Rumrejser med 1 g acceleration 
Ján Beňačka, Constatine the Philosopher University Nitra 

Oversat af John Andersen, VIAUC Læreruddannelsen I Århus 

1 Introduktion 

Inden for en overskuelig fremtid vil civilisationer som vores være nødt til at 
fremskaffe råmaterialer fra det ydre rum, hvis det nuværende forbrug skal opretholdes. 
Scenariet er dette: En raket accelererer et rumskib op til en passende marchhastighed, 
raketten slukkes og mandskabet vil befinde sig i vægtløs tilstand indtil de er fremme 
ved målet og der bremses ned til en passende landingshastighed. 

På en sådan rejse vil man være længe undervejs. Jorden – Mars retur anslås at vare 
520 dage [1]. En så lang periode levet i vægtløshed vil være ødelæggende for 
mandskabets helbred. Men man må jo kunne undgå vægtløsheden ved at lade rejsen 
foregå med acceleration hhv. deceleration på f.eks. 1 g hvorved man simulerer Jordens 
tyngdefelt. I dette afsnit undersøges sådanne rejser til hhv. Månen, Mars og Pluto. 
Spørgsmål i fokus er: hvor lang tid vil en sådan rejse vare og hvor store hastigheder 
kommer vi op på? De kan besvares med stof på folkeskoleniveau og denne del af 
undersøgelsen antyder at udnyttelsen af planeterne kan begynde snart.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Affyring af rumfærge 
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Men vi skal også se på rumfartøjet: Hvad skal motoren kunne præstere? Hvad er 
energiforbruget? Kan det overhovedet lade sig gøre at foretage sådanne rejser? Derfor 
beregner vi udstødningshastighed og energibehov. Det er en problemstilling der 
behandles i teorien for bevægelse af legemer med varierende masser og kræver 
infinitesimalregning. Denne del af emnet er rettet mod studerende med interesse for 
raketvidenskab og rumteknologi og med grundlæggende viden om integral- og 
differentialregning på gymnasieniveau. 

2 Pensumpunkter dækket af dette afsnit 

2.1 Matematikpensum 

• Manipulation af symbolholdige udtryk indeholdende brøker og eksponenter 
• Differential- og integralregning 
• Løsning af simple differentialligninger 

2.2 Fysikpensum 

• Bevægelse med konstant acceleration 
• Mekanisk arbejde 
• Omsætning mellem forskellige energiformer 

3 Undersøgelse af problemstillingerne 

3.1 Rejsens varighed og den maksimale hastighed der opnås 

Vi antager at vores rumskib bevæger sig ad en ret linje. Det starter med hastighed 0 
og accelererer 1 g på den første halvdel af rejsen. Derpå slukkes motoren, den drejes 
180° (det gøres så hurtigt som muligt og vi ser bort fra den tid der går med det) og 
tændes igen så der nu bremses med en deceleration på 1 g. Kald hele rejsens varighed 
tT og den tilbagelagte distance dT. Accelerationsperioden varer dermed tT/2 og i løbet 
af denne periode kommer vi op på hastigheden vT medens der er tilbagelagt distancen 
dT/2 givet ved 

2
T

T

t
gv = , 

2

TT

22
1

2
d









=

t
g . (1) 

Decelerationsperioden er af samme længde og der tilbagelægges den samme 
distance så den samlede rejses længde er 
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422
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Heraf fås 

g

d
t T

T 2= ,  (3) 

og følgelig er 

TT gdv = . (4) 

Vi finder at  

tT ≈ 3,5 timer, νT ≈ 61 km/s ved en Jord – Måne afstand på 3,8×105 km [2] 

tT ≈ 2 dage, νT ≈ 858 km/s ved en Jord – Mars afstand på 7,5×107 km [3] og 

tT ≈ 18 dage, νT ≈ 7542 km/s ved en Jord – Pluto afstand på 5,8×109 km [4] 

Værdierne af tT virker interessante for de antyder at en udnyttelse af planeternes 
ressourcer ligger lige om hjørnet. Imidlertid ved vi endnu intet om rumskibet – hvilke 
krav skal motoren kunne honorere og hvor meget brændstof skal bruges? 

3.2 Tsiolkovskys raketligning 

Trykkraften der leveres af udstødningen fra en ideel raketmotor er givet ved 
ligningen [5] 

sv mvF = , (5) 

hvor ms er den mængde raketbrændstof der forbrændes per sekund og udstødes af 
dyserne som varm luft og νv er udstødningshastigheden, dvs. den relative hastighed af 
gassen i forhold til rumskibet. Antag at νv er konstant og ms er en funktion af tiden. 
Lad M betegne rumskibets masse til tid t = 0. Massen m til tid t er da givet ved 

( )∫−=

t

zzmMm
0

s d . (6) 

Newtons lov giver nu, idet accelerationen er 1g 
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Differentieres med hensyn til tiden fås 

s
s

v d

d
gm

t

m
v −= . (8) 

Separation af de variable med efterfølgende integration giver 

t
v

g

Cm ves

−

= , (9) 

hvor C er en konstant. Lad udstødningsraten være Ms til t = 0. Så er C = Ms og 

t
v

g

Mm vess

−

= . (10) 

Hvis t = 0 giver ligning (5) 

sv MvgM = , (11) 

hvoraf man får 

v
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M = , (12) 

og dermed 
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Forbrændingstiden er tT, så den samlede brændstofmængde er 
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Den relative masse af brændstoffet ved start er 

T
ve1f
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hvoraf man får  

( )fr
v

T 1ln m
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v
t −−= . (16) 
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Da 0 < (1 – mfr) < 1 er ln(1 – mfr) < 0 og dermed tT > 0. Hvis rumskibet accelererer 
hele tiden op til tT vil slutfarten være 

( )frvTT 1ln mvgtv −−== . (17) 

Omskrivning af ligning (17) og indsættelse M0 for massen af rumskibet uden 
brændstof giver den fundamentale raketligning kendt som Tsiolkovsky ligningen [6] 
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3.3 Minimal udstødningshastighed for raketmotoren 

Rumskibet i vores model accelererer i perioden tT/2 og når en maksimum fart på 
(se ligning (1)) 

( )fr
vT

T 1ln
22

m
vt

gv −−==  (19) 

Så decelererer rumskibet. Den samlede distance som motoren arbejder i er (Se 
ligning (2)) 
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Derfor er 

( )fr

T
v 1ln

2
m

gd
v

−
−= . (21) 

Minimal udstødningsfart ved forskellige relative brændstofmasser ses i Tabel 1 

vv (km/s) mfr 
(%) Jord – Måne Jord – Mars Jord – Pluto 

99 27 370 3,300 
90 53 750 6,600 
50 180 2,500 22,000 

Tabel 1. Minimal udstødningshastighed for raketmotor 

Eksisterende raketmotorer har maksimum vv ≈ 4,4 km/s [7]. Ved mfr = 90 % 
ligningerne (16, 19, 20) giver tT = 1000 s, vT ≈ 5 km/s, dT ≈ 2700 km. Det er en alt for 
kort distance til at muliggøre rumrejser af den type der er omtalt ovenfor. Det vil sige 
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at 1g rumrejser er noget der hører til i en fremtid hvor ny raketteknologi er udviklet 
[8,9]. 

3.4 Raketmotorens energiforbrug 

Det arbejde der udføres af motoren under forbrændingen i tiden tT er 

∫∫∫ ==⋅=
T

000
ddd

tss
tFvsFW sF . (22) 

Udstødningen fra motoren er givet ved ligningerne (5, 13) og rumskibets fart er  
,v gt=  hvoraf 
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Den totale masse mf af brændstoffet er givet ved ligning (14). Den nødvendige 
energi for en masseenhed af brændstof, dvs. brændstof energidensiteten er dermed 
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Brændstoffets minimale energitæthed ved forskellige relative brændstofmasser 
fremgår af Tabel 2 

Wfu (J/kg) mfr 
(%) Jord – Måne Jord – Mars Jord – Pluto 

99 6.7 × 108 1.3 × 1011 1.0 × 1013 
90 2.1 × 109 4.1 × 1011 3.2 × 1013 
50 9.5 × 109 1.9 × 1012 1.5 × 1014 

Tabel 2. Brændstoffets minimale energitæthed 

Benzin har den største energitæthed af alle fossile drivmidler med en værdi på  
Wfu ≈ 4,7×107 J/kg [10]. Flydende brint har den maksimale værdi af alle flydende 
drivmidler med værdien Wfu ≈ 1,4×108 J/kg. Energitætheden for fissionsdrivmiddel 
som U-235 er Wfu ≈ 7,7×1013 J/kg. Energitætheden af brint som fusionært drivmiddel 
er Wfu ≈ 3,0×1014 J/kg. 
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Vi ser at kun fissions- og fusionsmaskiner kan muliggøre rejserne. Slutningsvis 
giver formlen E = mc2 Wfu ≈ 9×1016 J/kg. Ligning (24) giver dermed mfr ≈ 0,13 % ved 
Jord-Pluto afstand hvilket f.eks. svarer til en relativ masse på cirka 2 liter benzin til en 
bil.  

3.5 Konklusioner 

Forudsætninger for at tilbagelægge Jord – Måne, Jord – Mars og Jord – Pluto rejser 
ved 1 g acceleration (halvdelen af turen med 1 g og anden halvdel af turen med -1g) 
hvis brændstoffet udgør 50 % af rumskibets begyndelsesmasse er: 

1) raketmotoren udstøder med farten 180 km/s, 2500 km/s hhv. 22 500 km/s 

2) brændstof energitæthed 10 GJ/kg, 2 TJ/kg hhv. 150 TJ/kg som kun kan opnås ved 
fissions- eller fusionsprocesser. 
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Navigazione tramite numeri e divertimento 
Vladimir Georgiev 

1 Introduzione 

La novità principale nel nostro approccio e l’avvicinamento del lavoro dei nostri 
Lab ai problemi della vita reale tramite la parte “problem posing” nella prima fase 
delle loro attività . Più precisamente, ogni squadra (Lab matematico) poteva proporre 
un problema matematico e tutte le squadre erano state invitate a presentare un 
problema della vita reale. Il nostro interesse era particolarmente orientato verso i 
campi di navigazione e astronomia.  

Una delle difficoltà tipiche veniva dal fatto che era complicato  definire la 
condizione di valida proposta del problema  o richiedere unicità della soluzione. La 
flessibilità delle regole in questa fase permetteva di proporre bellissimi problemi o di 
trattare situazioni complicate senza sapere a priori se la soluzione si poteva  trovare.  

Ogni squadra era composta da 5–7 studenti e 1 professore. Questo Lab specifico 
doveva inventare una situazione interessante della vita reale e di proporre un problema 
matematico collegato alla situazione. 

Un altro gruppo di 6–7 professori di Matematica dell’Università costituiva la 
Commissione della gara e il compito principale della Commissione nella prima fase 
era di modificare il testo dei quesiti dove le spiegazioni non erano chiare.  

2 Contenuto del programma svolto in questa unità 

• Teoria dei numeri  

• Analisi: proprietà delle successioni  

• Combinatoria 

3 Compiti e problemi 

Mostreremo un esempio di un problema presentato in una maniera attrattiva. 
L’oggetto principale del problema era una successione particolare, descritta purtroppo 
in modo non ben chiaro. Formalmente, il problema non è collegato direttamente con l’ 
argomento principale – Navigazione e Astronomia. Questo fatto implica che è difficile  
proporre problemi matematici su un argomento concreto della vita reale. Nonostante 
quello, il Lab della squadra è partito da un problema della teoria di numeri e poi è 
riuscita a interpretarlo come una piccola bellissima favola. All’ inizio presentiamo il 
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problema proposto nella forma originale e dopo vedremo le modifiche effettuate dalla 
Commissione.  

3.1 Problema I: Come si trova il tesoro?  

Il famosissimo pirata capitan Secante fù costretto, dopo una violenta tempesta, ad 
approdare su un’isola inesplorata. Mentre i suoi marinai provvedevano a riparare la 
nave, decise di esplorare l’entroterra, e esattamente al centro dell’atollo trovò un 
grossissimo forziere, chiuso da un pesante lucchetto a combinazione, che recava una 
targa d’ottone: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. vedi  [1] 

Più in basso il pirata legge i seguenti numeri: 

 

5 0 123 22 
 

Se lo scrigno desideri aprire 

la combinazione necessiti scoprire 

ma bada bene, non puoi tentare, 

o il lucchetto andrai a bloccare: 

se infatti sbagli una volta sola 

ogni speranza presto s’invola. 

I primi quattro di una sequenza 

ti son forniti come partenza. 

Continua così, fino ad arrivare 

all’elemento che ha come ordinale 

il numero di monete d’oro 

che costituiscono questo tesoro. 

Le ultime tre cifre di quel numerone 

sono in effetti la combinazione  

che nel lucchetto devi inserire 

se questo scrigno desideri aprire. 
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Capitan Secante, più noto per le sue scorribande che per la sua intelligenza, decifra 
a malapena l’iscrizione, per provare subito ad inserire una combinazione a caso. Viene 
fermato appena in tempo dalle parole del suo nostromo, che gli dice “aspetti capitano! 
Forse sò che combinazione dobbiamo inserire. Posso aiutarla, ma a patto che  
spartiremo il bottino equamente”. Su un fianco del forziere il capitano legge “Questo 
scrigno contiene monete d’oro in numero pari a 2009!”. Il pirata, che non conosce il 
significato del punto esclamativo, risponde “Molto bene, ci divideremo il bottino, 
tuttavia, siccome io sono il capitano voglio almeno 1500 monete d’oro!” Il nostromo, 
molto più matematico del malvagio corsaro, acconsente ridendo sotto i baffi, e 
facendo due conti sulla sabbia in pochi minuti trova le ultime tre cifre del 2009!-esimo 
elemento della serie, e apre il forziere.  Che combinazione ha immesso il nostromo? 

E’ una bellissima favola dove si cerca il codice del forziere. Sembra, che prima 
esisteva il problema matematico e poi la squadra ha inventato la favola.  La difficoltà 
restava nel fatto che la successione non era definita  rigorosamente. La Commissione 
ha modificato la versione inglese, dove la seguente definizione precisa della 
successione ai si usa. 

Capitan Secante, più noto per le sue scorribande che per la sua intelligenza, decifra 
a malapena l’iscrizione, per provare subito ad inserire una combinazione a caso. Viene 
fermato appena in tempo dalle parole del suo nostromo, che gli dice “Aspetti capitano! 
Forse so che combinazione dobbiamo inserire. Posso aiutarla, ma a patto che poi 
spartiremo il bottino equamente”. Su un fianco del forziere il capitano legge “Questo 
scrigno contiene monete d’oro in numero pari a 2009!”. Il pirata, che non conosce il 
significato del punto esclamativo, risponde “Molto bene, ci divideremo il bottino, 
tuttavia, siccome io sono il capitano voglio almeno 1500 monete d’oro!” Il nostromo, 
molto più matematico del malvagio corsaro, acconsente ridendo sotto i baffi, e 
facendo due conti sulla sabbia in pochi minuti trova la formula della successione ai, 
dove ai  per i pari e’ una somma di una progressione aritmetica con differenza ±1 e 
una successione geometrica di ratio 5 e poi trova le ultime tre cifre del 2009!-esimo 
elemento della serie, e apre il forziere.  Che combinazione ha immesso il nostromo? 

Per far capire il testo in inglese per tutte le squadre (bulgare , russe, italiane ) la 
Commissione ha aggiunto referenze e link in Internet.  

Presentiamo sotto alcune soluzioni. 

4 Soluzioni 

4.1 Soluzione del problema presentato della squadra 
Acutangoli (Livorno) 

Si nota facilmente che: 

3123 5 2= −  
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222 5 3= −  

proseguendo con questo ragionamento conviene scrivere: 

15 5 0= −  

00 5 1= −  

da queste considerazioni si desume che la successione è: 

1

1

( ) 5  per 2

( ) 5  per 2 1

n

n

f n n n k

f n n n k

+

−

 = − =


= − = −
 

con k numero naturale. Poichè la sequenza comincia con 0n =  e il valore di n 
aumenta ogni volta di un’unità, il 2009! -esimo elemento della sequenza avrà 

2009! 1n = − . Poichè inoltre 2009! 1−  è dispari, dato che il fattoriale di ogni numero 
maggiore di 1 è multiplo di 2, la ( )f n  da considerare è: 

1( ) 5 .nf n n−= −  

Sappiamo che 5α =1000t+625, ovvero termina con 625 , con α  pari e maggiore di 
3 (vedi nota); per noi 1 (2009! 1) 1 2009! 2nα = − = − − = − , che è proprio pari e 

maggiore di 3: quindi 15 1000 625n m− = + . 
Inoltre, dato che 2009!  è certamente multiplo di 1000, allora 2009! 1−  termina 

certamente con le cifre 999, quindi può essere scritto come 1000 999n + . 
Possiamo concludere che il 2009!-esimo elemento della sequenza è uguale a: 

1 (2009! 1) 1

2009! 2

5 5 (2009! 1)

5 (2009! 1) 1000 625 (1000 999)

n n

m n

− − −

−

− = − −

= − − = + − +
 

da cui: 

1000( ) 625 999 1000( ) 374 1000( 1) 1000 374

1000( 1) 626.

m n m n m n

m n

− + − = − − = − − + −

= − − +
 

Possiamo concludere che le ultime tre cifre del 2009! -esimo elemento della 
sequenza sono 626, essendo  un numero positivo (infatti è ovvio che m>n+1). 

NOTA:  Si può arrivare a tale conclusione per induzione. Sapendo che 54=625, 
dimostriamo che se 52β termina per  625 lo farà anche 52(β+1), con β>1. Essendo 
52β=1000t+625, si ha che: 

52(β+1)= 52β+2=52β•52=(1000t+625)•25=25000t+15625=(25000t+15000)+625. 
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4.2 Soluzione del problema presentato dalla squadra di 
Brescia 

Prima parte: 

La successione richiesta è la seguente: ( )1
1 5

n
n

na n+ −

+ = −  0n∀ ∈� . Infatti 

sostituendo ad n opportuni valori, si troverà facilmente: 1 5a = , 2 0a = , 3 123a = , 

4 22a = . Inoltre 1na + è determinato da una somma algebrica di una serie geometrica di 

ragione 5 e primo termine ( )15
n

− ed una successione aritmetica di ragione 1−  e primo 
termine n− . Il 2009! esimo−  termine della successione sarà 

( ) ( )( )

( )
2009! 1

2009! 1 1 2009! 2
2009! 5 2009! 1 5 2009! 1a

−
− + − −= − − = − +  di cui sono richieste le 

ultime tre cifre: 

( )2009! 2 2009! 25 2009! 1 5 1 625 1 626mod 1000− −− + ≡ + ≡ + ≡ . 

La combinazione è 626. 

La stessa squadra ha affrontato anche il problema originale 
inserendo alcuni osservazioni nella seconda parte della 
soluzione. 

 
Seconda parte: 
Nel caso in cui non siano date informazioni sulla forma della successione, ne 

esistono diverse con le sole seguenti limitazioni:  

1 5a = , 2 0a = , 3 123a = , 4 22a = , ia ∈�  

tali che si arrivi a diversi valori per ( )2009! mod 1000a e quindi a diverse 

combinazioni: ad esempio le successioni nella forma:  
( ) ( )1

1 5 1
n

n
na n f n+ −

+ = − + + , 

dove ( )1f n +  è una funzione che soddisfa  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3 4 0f f f f= = = = , ( )1f n + ∈� , ( ) ( )2009! 0mod 1000f ≠ . 

Ci si limiterà ora a dimostrare che esiste almeno una funzione in questa forma. 
Si definisca 

( ) ( )( )( )( )1 2 3 4 1x x x xf x α − − − −
= −  

dove α  è un naturale pari. ( )f x è la somma algebrica tra una quantità certamente 

maggiore o uguale ad 1 e 1− , quindi x∀ , ( ) .f x ∈�  Per 1, 2, 3, 4x x x x= = = =  si 
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avrà ( ) 0,f x =  quindi si verifica l’ipotesi ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3 4 0,f f f f= = = =  

1 5a = , 2 0a = , 3 123a = , 4 22a = . 

Resta da dimostrare che esiste almeno un α  tale che ( ) ( )2009! 0mod 1000f ≠ .  

Se per assurdo:  
( )( )( )( ) ( )2009! 1 2009! 2 2009! 3 2009! 4 1 0mod 1000α − − − −

− ≡ , 

allora  
( )( )( )( ) ( )2009! 1 2009! 2 2009! 3 2009! 4 1mod 1000α − − − −

≡  

che è impossibile in quanto il primo membro è certamente un numero pari perchè 
numero pari elevato ad esponente naturale, ed il secondo membro è un numero dispari. 
È stato dimostrato quindi che esistono più successioni, che rispettano le ipotesi e 
forniscono diversi risultati finali, quindi portando quindi a diverse possibili 
combinazioni. 

NOTA: L’esempio mostra la necessità d’interazione tra le due fasi: “problem 
posing” e “problem solving”. Alcune osservazioni durante la soluzione del problema 
possono migliorare il testo del quesito.  

5 Possibili ulteriori compiti 

Compito 1. Uno può provare a trovare le ultime quattro cifre del 2009!-esimo 
elemento della serie? 

Compito 2. E’ interessante e difficile da definire in modo attraente, ma rigoroso, 
altri tipi di successioni, per esempio la successione di Fibonacci e trattare un problema 
simile. 

Compito 3. Si possano chiedere ai partecipanti del corso di inventare altri problemi 
simili. 
 

Testi di riferimento (Consigli per ulteriori  letture): 

[1]  http://www.dm.unipi.it/~eroe/index.php, site of the “Galilei” competition (May 
28, 2013) 

[2]  http://www.dm.unipi.it/~eroe/problemi.php, problems proposed by Math Labs 
(May 28, 2013) 
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Atterraggio dello Space Shuttle 
Andreas Ulovec (traduzione in italiano Jmmy Mauro) 

1 Introduzione 
Il lancio di uno Space Shuttle è sempre un avventura emozionante! Il conto alla 

rovescia,  l’accensione dei motori,  un decollo spettacolare e lo  Shuttle è via  per la 
sua nuova missione alla ISS o per qualche altra missione vicino all’orbita della Terra – 
tutte coperte in diretta dalle stazioni TV  di tutto il mondo.  

 
Fig. 1. Lo Space Shuttle  Endeavour pronto a decollare  per la missione STS-130 

Tuttavia, quando lo Shuttle (in realtà la parte a forma di aeroplano che atterra è 
detta  Orbiter, mentre per Space Shuttle si intende l’intero veicolo al momento del 
decollo, includendo i due razzi a propellente solido (SRB) ed il serbatio esterno di 
colore arancione, tutti i quali vengono abbandonati parecchi minuti dopo il decollo)  
ritorna,  alcuni giorni o qualche settimana dopo, suscita molto meno interesse. Eppure, 
è  l’atterraggio che risulta per l’equipaggio la parte più eccitante del volo – ed anche la 
più pericolosa. Lo Space Shuttle si riscalda moltissimo  durante il  rientro a Terra, si 
potrebbe leggere su internet o sui giornali, ma quanto è  “moltissimo”? Quanto tempo 
dura effettivamente il “rientro a Terra”? Qualcuno ha sentito parlare di attrito dell’aria, 
resistenza aerodinamica, piastrelle di isolamento,  ma come il tutto si unisce? Seguici 
per scoprirne di più! 

2 Contenuto del programma svolto in questa unità 

2.1 Programma di Matematica 

• Manipolazione di termini contenenti frazioni e potenze 

• Percentuale 
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• Area di figure piane  

• Funzioni trigonometriche 

• Facoltativo: Derivate 

• Facoltativo: risoluzione di semplici equazioni differenziali 

2.2 Programma di Scienze 

• Densità dell’aria  

• Resistenza aerodinamica (attrito dell’aria)  

• Conversione dell’energia 

• Moto accelerato 

3 Compiti e problemi  

3.1 Quanto si riscalda uno Space Shuttle? 
Prima di poter rispondere a questa domanda, dobbiamo vedere in primo luogo 

perché uno Space Shuttle (o un qualsiasi altro oggetto che si muove velocemente 
nell’atmosfera) si riscalda. La risposta è l’attrito dell’aria. In un qualsiasi tipo di 
attrito, l’energia cinetica è convertita in energia interna. Se prendiamo in 
considerazione l’attrito fra solidi, questo è un fenomeno ben noto – strofina insieme le 
mani e diventeranno più calde, strofinale più rapidamente e diventeranno ancora più 
calde. L’attrito di un solido che si muove in  un gas è un po’ diverso, ma il principio di 
conversione di energia cinetica in energia interna è  lo stesso (si potrebbe affermare 
che, in realtà,  non c’è conversione in energia interna, in quanto l’aumento di 
temperatura significa appunto che le molecole si muovono più velocemente, cioè di 
nuovo energia cinetica). Le molecole dell’aria (principalmente molecole di azoto e di 
ossigeno) urtano la superficie del solido ed una minuscola frazione dell’energia 
cinetica del solido è convertita in energia interna (o energia cinetica delle molecole 
dell’aria). Anche a velocità relativamente basse, questo effetto è presente, ma non in 
maniera significativa – se muovi le mani nell’aria, non avverti affatto che  esse (o  
l’aria) si riscaldino (in realtà, le mani diventano un po’ più fredde a causa 
dell’evaporazione del sudore). Alla velocità di un aeroplano, l’effetto è già 
apprezzabile.  Alla velocità di uno Space Shuttle (circa venti volte quella di un aereo 
da trasporto)  l’effetto diventa un notevole problema ingegneristico – ma vi 
ritorneremo più tardi.     
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Compito: la  parte più pericolosa dell’atterraggio è dopo il de-orbit burn1 di uno 
Space Shuttle (cioè il momento in cui il processo di atterraggio incomincia) ad una 
quota di 122 km e ad una velocità di 900,251 =v  km/h, fino  al momento in cui lo 
Shuttle esce dall’oscuramento radio (che segna la fine della fase più calda del volo)    
ad una quota di 55 km e ad una velocità di 300,132 =v km/h. Quanto aumenta la 
temperatura della superficie dello Shuttle in questo periodo (la capacità termica dello 
Shuttle è Kkg

J500≈c )?  (N.B. A causa di  un effetto detto onda di shock, soltanto il 

4% dell’energia convertita riscalda lo Shuttle, il resto riscalda l’aria e in questo 
contesto  non ci riguarda).  

Soluzione: 

Energia cinetica
2

2vm
Ekin

⋅
= , Energia interna TcmEth ⋅⋅=  

Conversione dell’energia: variazione dell’energia cinetica  +  variazione dell’energia 
interna 

Teniamo conto ora del fatto che soltanto il 4% dell’energia convertita riscalda lo 
Shuttle: 

Variazione dell’energia interna = 4% della variazione di energia cinetica  

kinth EE ∆⋅=∆ 04.0  

( )2
2

2
1

2
2

2
1

2
04.0

22
04.0 vv

mvmvm
Tcm −⋅

/
⋅=









 ⋅/
−

⋅/
⋅=∆⋅⋅/  

c

vv

T 2
04.0

2
2

2
1 −

⋅
=∆  

Poiché facciamo i conti nel sistema metrico, tutte le unità (qui in particolare la 
velocità) vanno convertite nelle unità standard. Per la velocità, è m/s. Il fattore di 
conversione da km/h in m/s è 3.6, cioè 1 m/s = 3.6 km/h. Ne segue che 1 7,194v =  m/s 

e 2 3,700v =  m/s. Ora possiamo calcolare la differenza di temperatura: 

522,1
500

2
700,3194,7

04.0
2

04.0
222

2
2

1

=

−
⋅

=

−
⋅

=∆
c

vv

T  

                                                 
1 Accensione dei motori per la fuoriuscita dall’orbita.   
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La temperatura aumenta di 1522 °C (in realtà l’unità standard per la temperatura 
sarebbe il Kelvin, ma poiché in questo contesto stiamo parlando di differenza di 
temperature, possiamo usare °C: infatti le scale Celsius e Kelvin hanno la stessa unità 
di scala relativa). Questo significa che  l’utilizzo per la superficie dello Shuttle  dei 
consueti materiali  impiegati per gli aeroplani  non sarebbe  in grado di proteggerla dal 
calore di rientro (l’acciaio fonde a 1530 °C, l’alluminio già a  660 °C).  Ecco perché la 
superficie dello Shuttle (in particolare le parti che si riscaldano di più, cioè il muso del 
veicolo e il bordo d’attacco delle ali, e per un estensione minore la parte inferiore del 
corpo centrale e delle ali) è ricoperto nei punti critici con Sistema di Protezione 
Termica carbonio – carbonio rinforzato e piastrelle di isolamento realizzate in 
materiale ceramico, costituito principalmente da un composto di silicio,  che ha un  
alto punto di fusione e disperde il calore  molto rapidamente. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Piastrelle di isolamento sul lato inferiore delle ali del modello Explorer  di Shuttle 

  
Fig. 3. Verifica della dipersione del calore mediante le  piastrelle di isolamento al Kennedy 

Space Center 
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3.2 Quanto dura la “fase rovente”? 

Sappiamo già che l’attrito dell’aria è il motivo principale per cui lo Space Shuttle si 
riscalda durante l’atterraggio (altri fattori, ma minori, sono il calore proveniente dal 
sole e dall’irraggiamento).  E’ anche il motivo principale per cui lo Shuttle  rallenta 
(senza l’atmosfera, in effetti, lo Shuttle accelererebbe per la forza di gravità, ma 
l’effetto dell’accelerazione verticale dovuto alla  gravità è quasi del tutto bilanciato 
dalla forza centripeta a tale alta velocità). L’attrito dell’aria dipende da parecchi 
fattori: la velocità v (il fattore principale), la densità dell’aria ρ, l’area della superficie 
(effettiva) dell’oggetto Aeff,  la forma geometrica dell’oggetto (descritta da un fattore 
di forma o coefficiente di resistenza aerodinamica, cd). La decelerazione è data da  

21
.

2 eff da v A c
m

= − ⋅ρ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  

La massa, l’area effettiva e il fattore di forma dello Shuttle si possono determinare 
facilmente e rimangono pressoché costanti  (ciò sarebbe corretto soltanto se lo Shuttle 
volasse in linea retta; in realtà, lo Shuttle fa un paio di giri a forma di  S,  ma questo 
complicherebbe troppo i conti);  la densità dell’aria, invece, dipende dalla quota, dalle 
condizioni atmosferiche,  etc. La densità dell’aria nell’atmosfera terrestre ad una certa 
quota h (in metri) è data da 

00011856.0
0

⋅−⋅= h
h eρρ  

dove 0ρ  è la densità dell’aria a livello del mare (il valore standard è 0 3

kg
1,2250

m
ρ = ). 

Compito: Come descritto sopra, la “fase rovente” dell’atterraggio di uno Space 
Shuttle comincia alla fine del de-orbit burn   ad una quota di 122 km e ad una velocità 
di 900,251 =v km/h   e finisce  nel momento in cui lo Shuttle esce dall’oscuramento 

radio ad una quota di 55 km e ad una velocità di 300,132 =v  km/h. Quanto dura la 
“fase rovente”?  La superficie alare di uno Space Shuttle è di 250 m2, esso entra con il 
muso inclinato verso l’alto di circa 40°, la sua massa all’atterraggio è 
approssimativamente 100 t, e il coefficiente di resistenza aerodinamica è circa 0.078.  
(N.B. per semplificare i conti, assumiamo  che la densità dell’aria sia costante km55ρ ) . 
Suggerimento: trova la funzione  v(t) che esprime la relazione fra velocità e tempo. 

Soluzione: (N.B. l’equazione della velocità può essere  determinata dagli studenti , 
utilizzando le derivate e risolvendo una semplice equazione differenziale,  o fornita 
dall’insegnante). Per trovare la relazione tra la velocità v ed il tempo t, ricordiamo che 
la decelerazione è la variazione di velocità nel tempo.  In virtù dell’equazione sopra 
per la decelerazione dovuta all’attrito dell’aria, otteniamo  
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d
.

d
v

a
t

=  

With the above equation for deceleration by air friction we get 

2d 1
.

d 2 eff d

v
a v A c

t m
= = − ⋅ρ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  

Questa è un’equazione differenziale della forma 

02 =⋅+ vkv& , con deff cA
m

k ⋅⋅⋅= ρ
2
1

 

La soluzione può essere facilmente determinata, ad esempio, utilizzando il metodo 
di separazione delle variabili  

ctk
v

tkv
v

vk
t

v
+⋅−=−

∫
⇒⋅−=⋅⇒⋅−=

1
dd

1
d
d

2
2  

1
( ) .v t

k t c
=

⋅ −
 

Poichè abbiamo la condizione al limite v(0) = v1 = 25,900 km = 7,194 m/s 
otteniamo c = –0.00014, e l’equaizone per la velocità è 

00014.0
2
1

1
)(

−⋅⋅⋅⋅

=

tcA
m

tv

deffρ
 

Ora dobbiamo soltanto calcolare le rimanenti variabili: la densità dell’aria ρ, e 
l’area della superficie effettiva dell’oggetto Aeff  (massa e coefficiente di resistenza 
aerodinamica, come anche la velocità nel momento in cui lo shuttle lascia la “fase 
rovente”, sono noti). Come per la densità dell’aria, faremo l’assunzione che questo è 

un valore costante km55ρ : 

55,000 0.00011856
55km 55,000m 0 3

kg
0.0018 .

m
e− ⋅ρ = ρ = ρ ⋅ =  

Si potrebbe pensare che l’area effettiva coincida  con la superficie alare (250 m2), 
ma lo Shuttle entra ad un angolo di 40° (l’angolo effettivo varia per le parecchie 
manovre di volo compiute dal computer di bordo, ma per la maggior parte del rientro è 
davvero 40°), cioè l’area effettiva deve essere ridotta del fattore sin 40° (se si guarda 
un foglio di carta da un angolo di 90° si vede l’intera area, se lo si guarda da  un altro 
angolo l’area sembra essere più piccola): 
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2 2250m sin 40 160m .effA = ⋅ ° =  

Infine inseriamo tutti i valori nell’equazione per la velocità e calcoliamo il tempo t: 

min60s653,3

2
1

)(

00014.0)(1
≈=

⋅⋅⋅⋅

⋅+
=

deff cA
m

tv

tv
t

ρ

. 

Lo shuttle impiega circa 60 minuti dal de-orbit burn alla fine dell’oscuramento 
radio. 

3.3 Qualcos’altro riguardo lo Space Shuttle 

La maggior parte delle missioni degli Shuttle sono alla Stazione Spaziale 
Internazionale (ISS), consegnare parti, effettuare riparazioni e – in maniera abbastanza 
significativa - trasportare i membri dell’equipaggio alla e dalla stazione. Queste 
missioni durano da pochi giorni ad alcune settimane. Sebbene lo Shuttle sia 
agganciato alla ISS, entrambi non sono fissati a un determinato punto dello spazio, ma 
si muovono lungo una orbita assegnata – e abbastanza velocemente, per giunta! Ma 
quanto velocemente? E quante miglia percorre uno Shuttle in una missione?  

Compiti: 

[1] Trova  l’orbita e la velocità (relativa alla Terra) dell’ ISS,  sul sito web della 
NASA. 

[2] Scegli una missione conclusa dello Shuttle sull’ISS e scopri quanto tempo è 
durata. 

[3] Utilizza questi dati per stimare quante miglia ha percorso lo Shuttle durante la 
missione che hai scelto. Confronta il risultato con i dati forniti su Wikipedia. 

 
Fig. 4. Modello Explorer di Space Shuttle  
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Consigli per ulteriori  letture  

• http://www.WeUseMath.org (May 29, 2013) 

• http://www.nasa.gov/audience/forstudents/index.html (May 29, 2013) 
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Matematika vo fyzike 
Marek Varga 

 
Pri definovaní nových pojmov v matematike samotnú definíciu predchádzajú tzv. 

ilustračné príklady. Tieto starostlivo vybrané príklady nám ukazujú situáciu, ktorá si 
vyžaduje zavedenie nového pojmu, a tým vlastne vysvetľuje aj jeho opodstatnenie 
a dôležitosť. Nezriedka sa pri hľadaní ilustračných príkladov vyberieme do 
nematematických oblastí a disciplín, aby sme zároveň ukázali spätosť matematiky 
s reálnym životom, nevyhnutnosť jej používania v rôznych situáciách. Vďačným 
objektom tu býva predovšetkým fyzika. V nasledujúcich riadkoch ju použijeme pri 
zavedení pojmov limita, derivácia či určitý integrál. 

1. Limity vo fyzike 

Potrebné vedomosti: 
Fyzika – gravitácia, práca, energia 
Matematika – infinitezimálny interval, nekonečno 
Úloha.  Druhá kozmická rýchlosť 

Slnečná sústava je planetárna sústava hviezdy Slnko. Skladá sa zo Slnka, všetkých 
telies, ktoré obiehajú vplyvom gravitačného pôsobenia okolo neho (planéty, kométy, 
mesiace) a z medziplanetárneho priestoru, v ktorom sa tento pohyb uskutočňuje. 

Na všetky telesá vo svojom okolí gravitačne pôsobia aj ostatné planéty, teda aj 
Zem. NASA vyslala na skúmanie vzdialených planét (Jupiter, Saturn, Urán, Neptún) 
sondu Voyager 2. 

a) Akú energiu spotrebuje táto vesmírna sonda pri zmene svojej polohy zo 
vzdialenosti r na vzdialenosť  d  od stredu Zeme? 

b) Akú rýchlosť jej musíme udeliť, aby dokázala opustiť gravitačné pole Zeme? 
Riešenie. 

a)  Označme M hmotnosť Zeme, symbolom m  hmotnosť sondy Voyager. Ak je naša 
sonda vzdialená od stredu zeme r, je k našej planéte priťahovaná silou   

2

mM
F

r
= κ . 

Energia  E  potrebná na pohyb v smere od Zeme sa rovná práci  W,  ktorú musí 
sonda vykonať pri zmene tejto polohy, tj.   

2

mM
E W F r r

r
= = − ∆ = −κ ∆ . 
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Obr. 1. Slnečná sústava 

 
Obr. 2.Voyager 2 

Veľkosť pôsobiacej sily však nie je konštantná na celej dráhe z miesta  r  do miesta  
d.  Preto musíme túto vzdialenosť rozdeliť na  n  menších (infinitezimálnych) úsekov, 
na ktorých sa pôsobiaca sila približne nemení. 

 
Obr. 3. Pohyb rakety 

 
Uvažujme úsek  ( )1;k kr r + .  Pre prácu vykonanú na tomto úseku platí   

( )12
1 1

1 1
k k k k k

k k k k

mM mM
W F r r r r mM

r r r rr
+

+ +

 
= − ∆ = −κ ∆ = −κ − = κ − 

 
. 

Pre celkovú energiu potrebnú na prelet vzdialenosti z  r  do  R  potom platí: 
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1 2 1 3 2 11 1

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
...

1 1 1 1
,

n n

k
k k n nk k

n

E W mM mM
r r r r r r r r

mM mM
r r d r

+ −= =

       
= = κ − = κ − + − + + − =       

        

   
= κ − = κ −   

  

∑ ∑
 

kde  κ − gravitačná konštanta (κ ≈ 6,67.10− 11 m3/kg.s2),  M − hmotnosť Zeme 
(M ≈ 5,9.1024 kg). 

Keďže navyše platí  2M gRκ = ,  môžeme náš výsledok zapísať v tvare 

2 1 1
E mgR

d r
 

= − 
 

, 

kde  g − tiažové zrýchlenie (g ≈ 9,81 m/s2),  R – polomer Zeme (R ≈ 6378 km). 

b) Rýchlosť, ktorú musíme udeliť sonde Voyager, aby sa vymanila z gravitačného 
poľa Zeme, nazývame druhá kozmická rýchlosť. Označme ju symbolom  IIv . 
Ďalej označme  T – pohybovú (kinetickú) energiu sondy,  U – polohovú 

(potenciálnu) energiu sondy. Počas celého letu platí zákon zachovania energie, tj. 

T + U = konštanta. 

Odtiaľ vyplýva, že takisto musí platiť 

T (začiatočná) + U (začiatočná) = T (konečná) + U (konečná). 

Na začiatku pohybu je sonda s hmotnosťou  m  na povrchu Zeme a udelíme jej 
rýchlosť  v.  To znamená, že 

T (začiatočná) = 21

2
mv ,  U (začiatočná) = 0. 

V konečnej fáze letu (v okamihu zastavenia) zase platí 

T (konečná) = 0,  U (konečná) = 2

max

1 1
mgR

R r

 
− 

 
, 

kde g − tiažové zrýchlenie (g ≈ 9,81 m/s2),  R – polomer Zeme (R ≈ 6378 km),  

maxr  − vzdialenosť družice od povrchu Zeme. 

Dosadením do zákona zachovania energie dostávame 

2 2

max

1 1 1

2
mv mgR

R r

 
= − 

 
, 
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odtiaľ 

2

max

1 1
2v gR

R r

 
= − 

 
. 

Ak družici udelíme druhú kozmickú rýchlosť, unikne z gravitačného poľa Zeme, tj. 
doletí „nekonečne ďaleko“ od planéty Zem. Preto 

max

2

max

1 1
lim 2 11,2 /II

r
v gR km s

R r→∞

 
= − ≈ 

 
.  

2. Derivácia vo fyzike 

Potrebné vedomosti: 
Fyzika – mechanický pohyb (dráha, rýchlosť, čas) 
Matematika – infinitezimálny interval, limita 

Úloha. Okamžitá rýchlosť telesa 
Objekty v reálnom svete sa pohybujú rôznymi rýchlosťami – človek dokáže 

vyvinúť rýchlosť takmer  40 km/h,  gepard aj  130 km/h,  jastrab pri útoku pokojne 
prekoná  300 km/h... Všetci spomenutí sa zrejme nepohybujú konštantnou rýchlosťou. 
Ako teda nájdeme vzťah na výpočet okamžitej rýchlosti telesa? 

 
Obr. 4. Gepard 

 
Obr. 5. Jastrab 

 

Riešenie. 
Na problematiku určenia okamžitej rýchlosti telesa sa pozrieme čisto 

z matematickej stránky, preto si dovolíme podstatné zjednodušenie – uvažujme len 
priamočiary pohyb. 
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Obr. 6. Nerovnomerný pohyb 

Tento pohyb môže byť rovnomerný alebo nerovnomerný. Ako už názov naznačuje, 
v prvom prípade je rýchlosť v (čo sa týka veľkosti aj smeru) konštantná. To znamená, 
že za rovnaké časové úseky ∆t prejde teleso rovnakú dráhu ∆s. Okamžitú rýchlosť 
telesa preto ľahko určíme ako podiel   

okam
s

v
t

∆
=

∆
. 

Táto jednoduchosť sa nezopakuje pri nerovnomernom pohybe – teleso za rovnaké 
časové okamihy ∆t totiž prejde rôzne dlhé úseky dráhy ∆s. Vyššie uvedeným 
podielom tu môžeme definovať len tzv. priemernú rýchlosť, tj.   

priem
s

v
t

∆
=

∆
. 

Ako určiť okamžitú rýchlosť? 
Okamžitou rýchlosťou je rýchlosť telesa v istom konkrétnom okamihu t0.  

Predpokladajme, že teleso prešlo do tohto okamihu dráhu s(t0).  Ďalej predpokladajme, 
že prejdená dráha v čase  0t t+ ∆   mala veľkosť ( )0s t t+ ∆ .  Za čas ∆t  teda teleso 

prešlo dráhu  ( ) ( )0 0s s t t s t∆ = + ∆ − , preto pre jeho priemernú rýchlosť platí   

( ) ( )0 0
priem

s t t s ts
v

t t

+ ∆ −∆
= =

∆ ∆
. 

Ak budeme sledovať veľké časové úseky  ∆t,  rýchlosť telesa sa môže počas nich 
veľmi meniť. Preto pri určovaní okamžitej rýchlosti musíme zobrať čo najmenší 
časový úsek  ∆t,  počas ktorého je rýchlosť  v  „takmer konštantná“. Matematicky 
tento fakt zapíšeme 

( ) ( )
( )0 0

0
0 0

lim limokam priem
t t

s t t s t
v v v t

t∆ → ∆ →

+ ∆ −
′= = =

∆
. 

3. Určitý integrál vo fyzike 

Potrebné vedomosti: 
Fyzika – mechanický pohyb (dráha, rýchlosť, čas) 
Matematika – infinitezimálny interval, limita, derivácia 
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Úloha. Dráha telesa 
Teleso sa pohybuje nerovnomerným pohybom tak, že pre jeho rýchlosť  v  platí  v 

= v(t).  Akú dráhu prejde toto teleso za časový interval 〈a; b〉? 

 
Obr. 7. McLaren Mercedes. 

Riešenie. 
Pre dráhu s, ktorú prejde teleso, ak sa za čas t pohybuje rovnomerným pohybom 

rýchlosťou  v  platí  
s = vt. 

Keďže teraz sa rýchlosť pohybu mení, rozdeľme časový interval  〈a; b〉  na  n  častí 
šírky  ∆t.  Za časový okamih ∆t sa teleso pohybuje rovnomerne (resp. jeho rýchlosť sa 
takmer nemení), preto pre element dráhy platí   

∆s = v⋅∆t. 

 
Obr. 8. Dráha telesa 

a         ∆t         

∆s 

y = v(t) 
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Celkovú dráhu dostaneme sčítaním všetkých elementov dráhy, t.j.   

1 1

n n

n n

s s v t
= =

= ∆ = ⋅ ∆∑ ∑ . 

Náš výsledok bude presný, ak by sme interval  〈a; b〉  rozdelili opísaným spôsobom 
na nekonečne veľa častí šírky  ∆t.  Potom pre prejdenú dráhu platí 

01 1

lim lim
n n

n tn n

s s v t
→∞ ∆ →

= =

= ∆ = ⋅ ∆∑ ∑ . 

Toto číslo nazývame určitým integrálom z funkcie v(t)  a označujeme 

( )
b

a

s v t dt= ∫ . 

4. Funkcie vo fyzike 

Potrebné vedomosti: 
Fyzika – rovnomerný pohyb, zrýchlený pohyb, periodický pohyb 
Matematika – lineárna funkcia, kvadratická funkcia, priama úmernosť, nepriama 

úmernosť, goniometrické funkcie, graf funkcie 

Úloha. Výstrel z dela 
Z dela vystrelíme projektil pod uhlom  α  k vodorovnej rovine so začiatočnou 

rýchlosťou  v.  Zistite maximálny dostrel dela xm a maximálnu výšku ym, ktorú 
projektil počas letu dosiahne. 

 
Obr. 9. Výstrel z dela 
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Riešenie. 
Pomôžme si náčrtom situácie v súradnicovej sústave, pričom delo umiestnime do 

jej počiatku. 

 
Obr. 10. Výstrel z dela 

Pohyb projektilu sa skladá z dvoch častí: 

(1)  rovnomerný pohyb vo vodorovnom smere, pre ktorý platí  cosx vt= α ; 

(2)  rovnomerne spomalený pohyb vo zvislom smere, pre ktorý platí  

21
sin

2
y vt gt= α − . 

Z prvej rovnice vyjadrime čas:           
cos

x
t

v
=

α
. 

Po dosadení do druhej rovnice dostávame závislosť výšky projektilu y od 
vzdialenosti x: 

( ) 2
2 2

tg
2 cos

g
y x x x

v
= α −

α
. 

V bode dopadu projektilu platí y = 0, tj. 

2
2 2

tg 0
2 cos

m m
g

x x
v

α − =
α

. 

Odtiaľ dostávame 

2 sin 2
m

v
x

g

α
= . 

v sin 
α 

v cos 
α x* xm 

ym 

O 

α 
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Zo zákona zachovania energie vyplýva, že vzdialenosť, v ktorej projektil dosahuje 
maximálnu výšku, je práve v polovičnej vzdialenosti maximálneho dostrelu, tj. 

2
* sin 2

2 2
mx v

x
g

α
= = . 

Pre maximálnu výšku potom platí 

( )
2 2

* sin

2m
v

y y x
g

α
= = . 

Úloha. Kmitavý pohyb 

Hmotný bod sa pohybuje po kružnici s polomerom  A  konštantnou uhlovou 
rýchlosťou  ω.  Tento pohyb premietame na plátno rovnobežné s osou  oy  (pozri 
obrázok).  Napíšte rovnicu kmitavého pohybu pozorovaného na plátne! 

 
Obr. 11. Kmitavý pohyb 

Riešenie. 
Ak hmotný bod vykonáva rovnomerný pohyb po kružnici, jeho priemet vykonáva 

kmitavý pohyb. Označme symbolom  O  jeho rovnovážnu polohu, symbolom  y  
okamžitú výchylku. Podľa obrázka potom platí  siny A= α . 

Keďže sa hmotný bod pohybuje uhlovou rýchlosťou  ω,  pre uhol  α  (v oblúkovej 
miere) platí  tα = ω ,  kde  t  je čas meraný od začiatku pohybu.  Pre okamžitú 
výchylku v ľubovoľnom čase  t  teda dostávame: 

( ) siny t A t= ω . 

y 

O 

α 
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Obr. 12. Vodný mlyn 

Úloha.  Funkcie 

Vo fyzike je mnoho závislostí medzi najrôznejšími veličinami vyjadrených 
pomocou najjednoduchších funkcií – pomocou lineárnej, kvadratickej, pomocou 
priamej či nepriamej úmernosti. 

Určte, o aké funkcionálne závislosti ide v nasledujúcich prípadoch a načrtnite grafy 
týchto funkcií pre nejakú reálnu situáciu: 

(a) ( )
U

I U
R

=  (elektrický prúd v obvode) (b) ( )
F

p S
S

=  (tlak vzduchu) 

(c) ( )
hc

E λ =
λ

 (energia fotónu) (d) ( ) 2E m mc=  (relativistická energia) 

(e) ( )
2

2

p
E p

m
=  (pohybová energia) (f) ( )

nRT
p T

V
=  (tlak ideálneho plynu) 

(g) ( )M v mvr=  (moment hybnosti) (h) ( )
2

04

e
U r

r
=

πε
 (potenciálna energia 

jadra vodíka) 

(i) ( ) 24
e

qQ
F q

r
=

πε
 (elektrická sila) (j) ( ) 0s t s vt= +  (dráha rovnomerného 

pohybu) 

(k) ( ) 0

2

I
B d

d

µ
=

π
 (magnetická indukcia) (l) ( )

2

0 2

gt
s t s vt= + +  (dráha zrýchleného 

pohybu) 
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(m) ( ) 2Q I RI t=  (teplo vo vodiči) (n) ( )
h

v
mv

λ =  (vlnová dĺžka častice) 

(o) ( )hF h Shg= ρ  (hydrostatická sila) (p) ( ) 2 21

2
E m Aω = ω  (energia oscilátora) 

(q) ( ) cosW s Fs= α  (mechanická práca) (r) ( )
2

2

gt
s t =  (dráha pri voľnom páde) 

(s) ( )
2

d
v

F v m
r

=  (dostredivá sila) (t) ( )
2

0

3
kNm v

p V
V

=  (tlak plynu) 
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Financie 
Daniel Antony De Silva and Andreas Ulovec (Preklad Soňa Čeretková) 

1 Úvod 

Každý z nás sa musí vo svojom živote, skôr či neskôr, zaoberať financiami. 
Platíme, napríklad, daň zo mzdy, ktorú poberáme za odvedenú prácu. Ak nám zvýšia 
mzdu dvojnásobne, zdvojnásobí sa aj daň zo mzdy? Ak si vezmeme pôžičku na 
výstavbu domu alebo na kúpu auta, budeme ju splácať niekoľko rokov. Ale niekedy sa 
stane, že dlžníci, občania alebo firmy, nie sú schopní uhradiť splátku pôžičky na čas. 
Ako banky riešia takúto, pre ne riskantnú situáciu? Poďme odhaliť o financiách viac! 

2 Potrebné vedomosti 

• Operácie so zlomkami a s mocninami 

• Percentá 

• Matice 

• Binomické rozdelenie pravdepodobnosti 

3 Úlohy a problémy 

3.1 Riskantné pôžičky 

Pri poskytovaní pôžičiek (úverov) fyzickým alebo právnickým musia byť banky 
pripravené na skutočnosť, že niektorí klienti, ktorým bola pôžička poskytnutá, nebudú 
schopní splatiť celú požičanú sumu, pretože sa stali platobne neschopnými alebo 
zbankrotovali. Preto je potrebné vedieť odhadnúť riziko nesplácania pôžičky. Banky 
majú na odhad rizika vytvorený systém, v ktorom sú klienti zaraďovaní do 
jednotlivých úrovní podľa schopnosti klienta splácať pôžičky.   

Schopnosť splácať požičané peniaze (pôžička, úver) včas, sa nazýva kredibilita. 
Skutočnosť, že klient banky nie je schopný splácať úver, sa nazýva platobná 
neschopnosť. Banky posudzujú možné riziko platobnej neschopnosti a tiež úroveň 
kredibility klienta raz ročne. Na popis kategórií platobnej neschopnosti sa používa 
migračná matica. Kategória je definovaná pravdepodobnosťou platobnej neschopnosti 
klienta. Ratingová agentúra Standard & Poor’s v new Yorku ([1]) používa na 
označenie kategórií kredibility klientov kódy zložené z písmen. Napríklad: Klient 
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Obr. 1. Budova agentúry Standard & Poor’s v New Yorku [1] 

patriaci do kategórie označenej kódom AAA je najdôveryhodnejší, riziko platobnej 
neschopnosti je takmer nulové. Oproti tomu, klient označený písmenom D už raz 
upadol do platobnej neschopnosti  a je pravdepodobné, že znovu nebude schopný 
splácať úver. Kategórie budeme v zjednodušenej verzii označovať písmenami A až D. 
Ratingové agentúry sledujú klientov niekoľko rokov a dokážu určiť, s akou 
pravdepodobnosťou zostane sledovaný klient v kategórii, v ktorej sa práve nachádza 
alebo či bude zaradený do inej kategórie. Prvok aij v migračnej matici vyjadruje 
pravdepodobnosť, že klient momentálne zaradený v kategórií i bude v budúcom roku 
zaradený do kategórie j. Príklad migračnej matice: 

Do 

Z 

A B C D 

A 89% 8% 2% 1% 

B 7% 78% 12% 3% 

C 3% 21% 70% 6% 

D 0% 0% 0% 0% 

 

Tabuľka 1. Migračná matica 

Úlohy: 

[1] Aká je pravdepodobnosť, že klient zaradený do ratingovej kategórie A bude na 
budúci rok v nižšej kategórií? 

[2] Aká je pravdepodobnosť, že klient v ratingovej kategórii C zostane aj na budúci 
rok v tej istej kategórií?  
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[3] Vypočítajte pravdepodobnosť prepadu klientov v kategóriách A, B a C do 
kategórie D po nasledujúcich dvoch rokoch! 

[4] Ak sa migračná matica v nasledujúcom roku nezmení, ako bude vyzerať 
migračná matica o dva roky? 

3.2 Portfólio úverov 

Portfólio (evidencia) úverov (pôžičiek) v každej finančnej inštitúcií obsahuje 
množstvo jednotlivých, ale často veľmi rozdielnych, pôžičiek, úverov. Ak sme si už 
povedali, každý úver je spojený s rizikom platobnej neschopnosti klienta, ktorému bol 
úver poskytnutý. Ak portfólio úverov obsahuje veľa úverov poskytnutých takým 
klientom, ktorí patria do rovnakej oblasti podnikania (napríklad patria do rovnakej 
priemyselnej oblasti alebo vyrábajú rovnaké alebo podobné výrobky), potom je veľmi 
pravdepodobné, že ak sa dostanú do platobnej neschopnosti, bude do takmer súčasne, 
a tým finančnú inštitúciu, ktorá im úvery poskytla, vystavia veľkému riziku. Ak sú 
oblasti podnikania klientov rozdielne, pravdepodobnosť zvýšeného rizika platobnej 
neschopnosti je nižšia. Ideálne portfólio úverov je portfólio bez rizika. 

Úloha: Portfólio sa skladá zo 75 úverov. Pravdepodobnosť nesplácania každého 
úveru je rovnaká: 4.5%. Úvery sú od seba nezávislé. 

[1] Aká je pravdepodobnosť, že tri úvery z portfólia nebudú splatené? 

[2] Aká je pravdepodobnosť, že najmenej päť úverov nebude splatených? 

[3] Bola by pravdepodobnosť nesplatenia úveru v predchádzajúcich dvoch 
prípadoch vyššia alebo nižšia, ak by úvery neboli nezávislé? 

3.3 Daň z príjmu 

Výška dane z príjmu závisí, samozrejme, od výšky príjmu. Príjem je napríklad 
mzda, ktorá nám v zamestnaní prináleží. Podobne ako pri iných daniach a poplatkoch, 
ktoré musíme platiť, aj pri dani z prijmu platí, že ak sa príjem zdvojnásobí, 
zdvojnásobí sa aj daň. Reálny príjem, poukázaný na bankový účet, je základná mzda 
znížená o daň. V niektorých štátoch však daň z príjmu podlieha inému 
matematickému výpočtu. Existuje typ dani z príjmu, ktorý sa nazýva progresívna daň 
z príjmu. Progresívna daň z príjmu nie je dvojnásobná, ak sa príjem zdvojnásobí, ale 
vyššia ako dvojnásobok pôvodnej dane z pôvodného príjmu. Výška dane z príjmu sa 
určuje zo súčtu všetkých príjmov danej osoby za celý kalendárny rok; súčet sa nazýva 
základ dane z príjmu. Od základu dane z príjmu sa odčítavajú rôzne položky, ktoré 
znižujú základ dane z príjmu. Môže byť, napríklad, odčítaná suma poukázaná na 
charitatívne účely, sponzorské príspevky a podobne. O takýchto prípadoch nebudeme 
uvažovať, pretože v každom štáte sú predpisy upravujúce odvody zamestnávateľa zo 
mzdy zamestnanca, odlišné.  
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Obr. 2. “Kniha o daniach” v Rakúsku v roku 2009, Ministerstvo financií  

Rakúskej republiky [2] 

Každý zamestnanec v Rakúsku dostane každý rok mesačnú mzdu 14-krát (za dva 
mesiace dostane dvojnásobnú mzdu). Z prvých 10 000 Euro nemusí zamestnanec 
platiť žiadnu daň z príjmu. Za ďalších  15 000 Euro musí zamestnanec zaplatiť daň vo 
výške 36,5%, za ďalšiu časť ročného príjmu do výšky 35 000 Euro je výška dane  
43,2143% a všetko, čo ešte presahuje, sa zdaňuje daňou vo výške 50%. 

Úloha: Nech  A, B, C, D sú štyria zamestnanci v Rakúsku. Nech ich mesačné príjmy 
sú po 1 000 Euro, 2 000 Euro, 3 000 Euro and 5 000 Euro. 
[1] Vypočítajte ročný príjem zamestnancov A,B,C,D! 
[2] Aká je výška dane z príjmu každého z nich? 
[3] Koľko percent z ročného príjmu predstavuje daň z príjmu každého z nich? 
[4] Aká je výška čistého mesačného príjmu zamestnancov A,B,C,D? (Čistý 

mesačný príjem je mesačný príjem znížený o daň. V skutočnosti je takmer v 
každom štáte mesačný príjem znížený ešte o odvody do sociálnej a zdravotnej 
poisťovne, ale pre zjednodušenie výpočtov, túto skutočnosť zanedbávame.) 

[5] Každému zamestnancovi zvýšili mesačný príjem (pred zdanením) o 3%. O 
koľko sa zvýši ich čistý mesačný príjem? (Vyjadrite v eurách i v percentách.) 

[6] Každému zamestnancovi zvýšili mesačný príjem (pred zdanením) o 200 Eur. O 
koľko sa zvýšil ich čistý mesačný príjem? (Vyjadrite v eurách i v percentách.) 

[7] Zistite, aké pravidlá pre výpočet dane z príjmu platia vo vašom štáte a vyriešte 
úlohy [1]–[5]! 

Riešenie: 
[1] Zamestnanec A  má ročný príjem 1 000 € × 14 = 14 000 €, zamestnanec B má 

ročný príjem        2 000 € × 14 = 28 000 €, zamestnanec C má ročný príjem 3 
000 € × 14 = 42 000 €, zamestnanec D má ročný príjem 5 000 € × 14 = 70 000 €. 
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[2] Zamestnanec A neplatí daň z príjmu z prvých 10 000 € za sumu, ktorá presahuje, 
4 000 €, zaplatí daň z príjmu vo výške  36,5%. Zamestnanec A musí zaplatiť 4 
000 € × 36,5% = 1 460 €. Zamestnanec B neplatí daň z príjmu z prvých 10 000 
€. Za ďalšiu časť príjmu, ktorá presahuje ale iba do výšky 15 000 € zaplatí daň z 
príjmu vo výške 36,5%. Teraz je zdanených 25 000€. Za ďalšiu časť príjmu, 
sumu 3 000, zaplatí daň vo výške 43,2143%. Zamestnanec B musí zaplatiť spolu 
daň z príjmu vo výške 15 000 × 36,5% + 3 000 × 43,2143% = 6 771,43 €.  
Zamestnanec C neplatí daň z príjmu z prvých 10 000 €.  Za ďalšiu časť príjmu, 
ktorá presahuje ale iba do výšky 15 000 € zaplatí daň z príjmu vo výške 36,5%. 
Teraz je zdanených 25 000 €. Za ďalšiu časť príjmu, sumu 17 000€ zaplatí daň z 
príjmu vo výške 43,2143% . Zamestnanec  C musí spolu zaplatiť daň z príjmu 
vo výške 15 000 × 36,5% + 17 000 × 43,2143% = 12 821,43 €.  Zamestnanec D 
neplatí daň z príjmu z prvých 10 000 €. Za ďalšiu časť príjmu, ktorá presahuje, 
ale iba do výšky 15 000 € zaplatí daň z príjmu vo výške 36,5%. Teraz je 
zdanených 25 000€. Za ďalšiu časť príjmu, sumu 35 000, zaplatí daň vo výške 
43,2143%. Zdanených je teraz 60 000 €. Zvyšok sumy príjmu, 10 000 €, bude 
zdanený daňou z príjmu vo výške 50%. Zamestnanec D musí zaplatiť 15 000 × 
36,5% + 35 000 × 43,2143% + 10 000 × 50% = 25 600 €. Z riešenia je zrejmé, 
že príjem zamestnancov je zdanený progresívnym typom dane, ktorá nie je 
priamoúmerná výške ročného príjmu. 

[3] Zamestnanec A musí zaplatiť 1 460 €, čo znamená %4,10
00014

4601
=  z ročného 

príjmu. Zamestnanec B musí zaplatiť 6 771,43 €, čo znamená 

%2,24
00028

43,7716
=  z ročného príjmu. Zamestnanec C musí zaplatiť 12 821,43 

€, čo znamená %5,30
00042

43,82112
=  z ročného príjmu. Zamestnanec D musí 

zaplatiť 25 600 €, čo znamená %6,36
00070
60025

=  z ročného príjmu. 

[4] Vypočítať môžeme výšku mesačnej dane, t.j. celkovú ročnú daň vydelíme 
číslom 14 (pretože mesačná mzda je vyplácaná 14-krát) a vypočítanú daň 
odčítame od mesačnej mzdy. Pre zamestnanca A, to bude 

71,895
14
4601

0001 =− €. Podobne postupujeme pri výpočtoch pre ostatných 

zamestnancov. Iná možnosť výpočtu spočíva v odčítaní percentovej časti, 
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vypočítanej v časti [3] riešenia úlohy, od mesačného príjmu. Výsledky sa môžu 
mierne líšiť, pretože vo výpočtoch zaokrúhľujeme.  

[5] Ak zamestnanec  A bude mať mesačný príjem zvýšený o 3%, jeho mesačný 
príjem bude 1 030 €. Ročný príjem zamestnanca A v bude 1030 × 14 = 14 420 €. 
Daň z príjmu bude (pozri [2]) 4 420 × 36,5% = 1 613,30 €. Čistý mesačný 

príjem bude 76,914
14

30,6131
0301 =− €. Mesačný nárast príjmu bude 914,76 

– 895,71 = 19,05 €, čo v percentách predstavuje %1,2
71,895

05,19
= . Podobne 

postupujeme vo výpočtoch pre zamestnancov B,C a D. 

[6] Podobne ako v riešení  [5], zamestnanec A má mesačnú mzdu zvýšenú o 200 €. 
Mesačný príjem bude 1 200 €. Čistý ročný príjem bude vo výške 16 800 €. Daň 
z príjmu bude  6 800 × 36,5% = 2 482 €. Čistý mesačný príjem bude  

71,0221
14
4822

2001 =− €.  Mesačné zvýšenie v čistej mzde bude 1 022,71 – 

895,71 = 127€, čo predstavuje zvýšenie o 
127

14,1%.
895,71

=  Podobne 

postupujeme vo výpočtoch pre zamestnancov B,C a D. 
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